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FOREWORD 

The importance or the marketing aspects or agricul

tural development in India was described in detail tor the 

first time in the Report of the Royal Commission on Agri

culture in India, 1928. The revelations in that report 

encouraged further studies in this regard in the years that 

followed. One of the earliest significant works to follow 

in the wake of the 1928 Report was the Gadgil and Gadgil 

Report on Fruit ~arketing in the district of Poona in the 

then Bombay Presidency (1931-33). The Gadgil Report . 
described a structure of marketing that was ridden with 

imperfections and burdened with inequities. It also indi

cated that the fruit farmers in Poona were not receiving 

the best possible returns from the market. The report 

described how middlemen, upon whose marketing and financing 

services the fruit farmers of Poona were almost entirely 

dependent, were extracting disproportionately large payments 

for the services rendered. The orchard growers had no way 

to either check or restrain the intermediaries• demands. 

The system of marketing and production as existed in 1931-32 

was so bereft of incentives for the cultivators that without 

governmental efforts fruit marketing would remain ineffi

cient. Therefore, the prospects of the fruit~conomy woUld 

be dismal. The Gadgil Report urged the necessity or market 

(vi) 
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regulation to bring order into the marketing aspects of the 

fruit economy of the Poona district. 

Although efforts towards regulation were begun in the 

Bombay state soon after the Gadgil Report (in 1939 the 

Bombay Market Regulation Act was enacted), the actual 

implen~entation of the act has been a gradual process. Over

coming stiff resistance from commission agents has been a 

difficult process because the indirect power or this faction 

in the legislature. Finally, in 1976 fruit marketing in 

Poona fulfilled the recommendation or the Gad.gU report when 

in the October or that year the fruit section became the 

·first in India to be regulated. 

Regulated markets as an instrument or agricultural 

IDarketing policy were as yet im~roven. The commission 

agents protested the regulation or the fruit section on the 

grounds that rrui t as a perishable product was a • special' . 

case. Fruit marketing they claimed, required speed or dis

posal which was impeded by the bureaucratic demands or 

regulatory reform. Market regulation would accordingly 

depress prices, reduce the farmers returns and reduce the 

efficiency or the marketing process. 

This research began less than a year attar the fiery 

post-regulatory phase commenced •. The intent was to test 

the contradicting theories afloat at that time. Over the 

years market regulation has had adequate.opporttinity to 

gel into a mould upon which expectations regarding the 
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regulation's effectiveness can be framed. Therefore, this 

study of the fruit marketing structure in Poona proc~eds on 

three main thrusts. The first is in the identification of. 

the structural changes and their significance in marketing. 

The second thrust is in identifying which.and how many of 

the changes may be attribut~ble to regulatory reform. The 

third and final thrust is ·in analysing the continued defi

ciencies in the post-regulatory fruit m~keting structure. 

The combined emphasis is the exact contribution regulation 

has made to a more efficient and egalitarian, fruit market

ing in Poona district. 

The research effort called ror a tarm-level survey, 

supplemented with a thorough survey at the·Poona wholesale 

market yard for several years. .Packing, grading and simUar 

marketing efforts may be expected to change as a result of 

market regulation. Th~se changes can be observed at the 

Gultekadi Wholesale Produce Market Yard where most of the 

Poona fruit reaches and is generally regr.aded before sale. 

Price movements over the years as well were studied at the 

wholesale market yard. The same is true also for most 

marketing methods and operations. The changes, Wherever 

they have occurred, were observed at the market to.which 

the produce was destined. A prolonged survey ot the Poona 

wholesale market 1n action was therefore an essential part 

of the sources of information for this study. 
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The central thesis of this study is that marketing 

efficiency and equity may be signific~tly enhanced only 

with policies that result in infrastructural improvements. 

These infrastructural modifications are difficult, expen

sive and often risky. Nevertheless, these changes are 

essential if genuine and significant change is to be 

effected in the marketing structure within the next few 

years. Many of the obstacles faced by the fruit farmers 

of Poona are, to put it simply, outside the purview of the 

Poona Agricultural Produce Marketing Committee (PAPMC). 

The PAPMC, however, has the· potential to play a very im-

portant and supportive role as guide, organiser and 

coordinator. These are the basic ideas around which· this 

study is developed. 

This dissertation is an effort to isolate what may be 

considered some or the chief impediments to a tair and 

efficient rruit·and efficient fruit marketing system in 

Poona. To this end it has examined the role of market 

regulation ·in combating these impediments. As a product or 

the analysis certain explanations have surfaced. The . 

dissertation bases its recommendations upon the preceding 

analysis and explanations. For a proper perspective of the 

structural obstacles to better marketing it is important to 

not only note the obstacles in the war but to recognise the 

fact that not all of·them are impenetrable. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

INTRODUCTION 

Agricultural marketing, tor many years, continued 

to be considered secondary to agricultural production. This 

commonly' held but misguided notion resulted in arousing 

little interest among economic researchers and government 

offices in any serious analysis or the intricacies or.rural 

marketing. Therefore, while researchers studied the problems 

associated with the enhancement d various crop outputs, not 

surprisingly, little research was. undertaken .tar the more 

efficient marketing ot these crops. The Royal Colllllli.s sion 

Report begins the section on marketing w1 tb the following 

words which assert ~hat increased production ;without better 

marketing cannot enhance the cultivators ret~s: 

The agricultural departments 1n India have 
done much to improve the quality and to 
increase the quantity or the cultivators• 
outtum, but it cannot be said that they 
have been able to give him substantial help 
in securing the best possible financial 
return tor his improved quality and his 
increased outturn.1 · 

1 The Report or the Royal CoJIUIIission on Agric~ture 
in India, 1928, p. 382. 
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The Royal commission on Agriculture Report further made the 

following startling comments based upon its study of the 

agricultural situation in India: 

We have sought to make plain the extent to 
which the prosperity of the culti~•tor· and 
his progress in agricultural efficiency 
depend upon sound marketing. I~ bas been 
pointed out that comparatively little bas 
been done by the Government of India to 
assist the cultivator in its marketing 
operations. The collection and study or 
exact information on tbe question ~ust 
necessarily precede the-formulation or an 
effective policy for the improvement in 
marketing. Guesses and hearsq cannot pro
vide the grounds for action •••• 2 

The findings of this report acted as an eye-opener 

far various departments ot agriculture and agricultural 

economists. Many departments of agriculture and some 

individual researChers responded by conducting marketing 

surveys for the first time. This research is another effort 

in the same direction. 

:r'HE SCOPE AND OBJECTIVE OJ' THI§..RESBARCH 

In this research the cultivation and marketing of 

a commercial crop is being studied. Fruit 1s an important 

commercial crop for which the marketing structure is complex 

. and the problems related to the marketing of which are 

2 Ibid., P• 408. 
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intricate. A study rL marketing· ot trui t .. in Poona District 

has been conducted as tar back as in 1931•33. It. ~as there

tore decided to repeat the study tor the Pg~~l,,!'.~ket so 
• • • ll.> \ · . .:. ' ,; ' .· ~ ~.-· 

that changes over a span or over titty years could be re-
~orded. Moreover, the Poona Wholesale PrQ~u~.~ ... !~~et is the 

first wholes ale market tor trui t to be regtll.ated in the 
. . ·. • 'r.:~·~~- .. 

country. The marketing of trui t was theretore ~~lected to 
·-·-

be the subject tor this research. As an individual· research ,-

the scope or this study necessarUy has had to be limited to 

a single market. For the study or the marketing structure 

between the orchards and the market, the investigations were 

limited to the fruit growers or the Poona district who use 

mainly the Pooqa market. 

The objective or this research is the examination 

and analysis or the fruit marketing structure 1D-·tbe··Poona 

district after the regulation or the central !market 1n the 

region, with the end of assessing the impact ot market 

regulation upon fruit marketing~ This objective bas been 

attempted both by means or an· investigation into the market

ing methods and procedures in the district, as well as by 

isolating the extent to which marketing methods street 

revenue and protit. The hypothesis or this research is 

that the regulation or the rrui t section or the Poona Whole

sale Agricultural Produce Market has improved the structure 

or rrui t marketing and has increued the cultivators • net 

returns. 
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THE NEED FOR SUCH RESEARCH 

What makes "fruit" a special case amongst the many 

other equally neglected agricultural crops is that it is one 

or those rew crops which the farmer cultivates almost entirely 

ror the market. Fruit demand usually lies in urban areas, 

quite often at considerable distance rrom the villages. 

Furthermore, most fruits are highly perishable • easily 

damaged and have little lasting capacity. For all these 

reasons efficient marketing is extremely tmportant.ror fruit, 

and is.often undertaken at high costs. The peculiarities or 

rruit call for systematic and thorough studies or the economics 

or fruit marketing and the various problems associated with 

it: the structure, the channels, the costs, the shares or the 

cultivators in the consumer's rupee, wastages, etc. There 

have been some studies by the Directorate or Inspection and 

Marketing or some major trui t crops such as mango,- citrus, 

banana, etc., at the all-India level with the emphasis, in 

most or these cases, upon the behaviour or wholesale and 

retail prices in some ot the majcr Indian markets. Lately, 

State Marketing Departments, where they exist, have been 

encouraging marketing studies at the State J.evel such as 

"Marketing or Grapes in Mysore State". 3. But these are even 

3r M k t"!_a) Marketing Series of Mysore, No.6, Department 
o ar e ~~g, Bangalore, 1962. 

(b) Marketing ot Bananas, Marketing Survey Series 
- of Maharashtra, 1968. -

(c) Proceedings or All India Seminar on Marketing 
and Processing of Grapes, Directorate of Marketing and 
Inspection, 1973. 
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fewer 1n number. These studies are also largely qualitative 

in nature. Besides, studies which have larger coverage and 

are more extensive in nature are often conducted at the 
It-expense of valuable details. There is considerable regional 

variation 1n India which is lost due to aggregation. What is 

required under the circumstances are intensive single market 

and small area studies conducted concurrently to focus on those 

aspects which the aggregative national and multiple-market 

studies have not covered. 

This is why, this research studies the economics of 

fruit marketing in Poona, concentrating intensively upon the 

working or only one market : the Poona Market or the Mahatma 

Phule Market/Shree Chhatrapati Shivaji Market Yard.~ 
The first study of trui t marketing in Poona was 

conducted by Professor D. R. GadgU and V. R. Gadgil in · 

1931·33 and brought out as a report titled ".A Survey ot Fruit 

Marketing in Poona", a G?khale Institute or Politics and 

Economics publication. Between then and now more than half 

4 (a) Agricultural Marketing Series No. llt-9 Market-
ing or Fruits and Vegetables in the Cities or Calcutta, 
Delhi, Madras, Ahmedabad, Poona and Nagpur, 196~. 

1966. 
(b) Marketing or Guava, Papqa and Litchi in India, 

(c) Report on the Marketing or Pineapples in Goa, 
Agricultural Marketing in Goa, 1967. 

5' For the first year after regulation, the wholesale 
_fruit section continued to operate at the old wholesale 

space at the Mahatma Phule Market. 
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a Ctlntury has passed, and no further work has been done 

either by any Government body or by any individual re

searcher6 in tbis specific region. During this period it 

is but natural that many changes 1n marketing methods in 

response to spread and advance or technology- m87 be expected 

t~ have occurred. Some or the known changes are transporta

tion by truck and the application or the 1963 Mabarashtra 

Agricultural Produce Marketing (Regulation) Act (MAPMA) to 

the fruit section or tbe Poona mandai (market) from lst 

October 1976. The latter was achieved b,- means or the 1976 

amendment to the MAPM1 1 by which the wholesale f'ruit marketing 

section vas brought under the partial jurisdiction or the 

Poona Agricultural Produce Marketing Committee. A shift or 

the wnolesale market 1n 1977 to a new location in Gultekadi1 

brought the entire wholesale market under the complete 

jurisdiction or the Marketing Committee. Further, market 

channels may' be expected to have changed, thus affecting both 

marketing costs and tbe price spread. In short the entire 

eca1om1cs or fruit marketing m87 have ch&Dged 1D response to 

technological advances made during this period. The tim is 

therefore ripe for a re-survey and a re-BDalJsis. 

It should, however, be clarified that tor the 

purpose c£ an assessment or the impact ot market regulation 

as well, the selection or the sample or fruit cultivators 

6 H. D. Punde•s study or grapes in the district 
studies the cost or cultivation or grapes 1n great detail, 
but touches marketing only perrunctor1lr. 
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from the Poona district alone was not simply for the con

venience of geographical proximity of the surrounding 

villages. The size or the sample had to be restricted to 

manageable proportions for this study. Preliminary enquiries 

at the Poona wholesale market indicated that the Poona 

cultivators generally sent their p~oduce to the two larger 

markets nearest to them: the Poona and Bombar markets. These 

enquiries also indicated that the Poona cultivators are 

significant contributors into the Poona fruit and vegetable 

wholesale market. Earlier, since the Poona market was sm~l, 

the Poona cultivators (or the middlemen that marketed their. 

produce) primarily patronised the Bomber market. In recent 

years this treqd has changed and Poona cultivators are in

creasingly sending their produce to the Poona wholesale produce 

market. This was only to be expected as w1 th the increasing 

industrialisation of the Poona area the population and the 

incomes around the city had risen. Mor~over, the cost or 

marketing from the Poona farms to the Poona market is lower 

than it is to Bombay, and relatively convenient transporta

tion is now available. Consequently, many cultivators and 

middlemen from this -region who traditionally patronised only 

the Bombay market are now sending increasing portions or their 

produce to the Poona market. 

1.4.1 EARLY RESEARCH IN FRUIT MARKEriNG• A SUMMARY 
OF THE ExisTING ttTi!atlTtlRE (UPTO i966) 

. . 

In Poona, Protessor· Dhananjarrao Gadgi1, the then 
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Director of the Gokhale Institute of Politics and Economics, 

in conjunction with v. R. Gadgil, responded to the 

obvious need ror regional (micro-level) information on fruit 

marketing by organizing a survey or fruit marketing in the 

Poona district in 1931-32. 

The Gadgll Report on the Fruit Marketing in Poona 

studied marketing methods, prices, arrivals into the Poona 

mandai, and price spreads. It is significant that the fruit 

marketing structure invited such interest, so early 1n the 

evolvement or agricultural marketing research, from one or 

India's most noted.economists or the time. This only reite

rates the importance or the marketing structure for crops 

such as fruit •• The Gadgll and Gadgil report is the guiding 

light tor this research. The findings ot the Gadgil Report 

will be referred to in detail repeatedly through the different 

chapters or this study. 

Since the Gadgil Report there have been several 

Government sponsored reports on the marketing or mostly 

crops other than rrui t. or the earlier studies, the on.es 

relevant here would be·the 1937 report on the cold storage 

and transport or perishable produce to Delhi (a pamphlet) 7 

and a fruit survey report by Paranjpe and Siddaramaiya 

(1933). 8 

7 Report on the Cold Storage and Transport of 
Perishable Produce in Delhi, Marketing Series No•2, 1937. 

8 Fruit Survey Report, Bulletin No.8 c£ the Agri
cultural Department, Hyderabad, 1933, Authors : H. P. 
Paranjpye and M. R. Siddaramaiya. . 
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Between 1940 and 1966 several reports have been 

written on the marketing or certain fruit around a parti

cular state or w1 thin the nation as a whole. 9 All these 

reports were produced before the regulation ot truit whole

sale markets WB:S begun in India. 

1.4.2 RECENT COMPARABLE STUDIES ON FRUIT CULTIVATION 
AND MARKETING IN MAHARA8Hfk4 ( 1967-19861 

In the more recent times, the problems or fruit 

cultivation and marketing in Maharashtra has been round to 

have become a subject or some intere~t for individual 

studies, usually those conducted under the aegis or agricul

tural universities. Some of the more relevant studies on 

the subject o~ fruit economics, dealing with either cultiva

tion or marketing, are chronologically listed below. 

9 Some or these reports are: 

(a) Report on the Marketing ot Citrus in India, 
Marketing Series No.43, AMI, 1943. · 

(b) Marketing of Some Important Stone, Pome and 
Small Fruits and Pineapples in India, AMI Bulletin, 
Marketing Series No.62, 19)0. · 

(c) Marketing or Mangoes in India, Agricultural 
Marketing Series No.??, 19)8. 

(d) Marketing of Grapes in Mysore, Marketing Series 
of Mysore, No.6, 1962. . 

(e) Marketing or Fruits and Vegetables in the 
Cities or Calcutta, Delhi, Madras, Ahmedabad, Poona and 
Nagpur, 196). · 

(f) Marketing or Guava, Pap&J'a and Litchi in India, 
Marketing Series No.l)2, 1966. _ 

Other reports consulted tor this study may. be round 
in the bibliography. 
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1, · J3orey. D, P, Production and Marketing ot Banana 

in Raver taluka 1n Jalgaon district, 12£1• This 

is a research or production costs· ot banana 

cultivation and marketing practices in that region, 

2, liNkha!le. D. s. Histor1 and Economics ot Banana 

Cultivation 1n a Khandesh VUlage, l2§§ unpu

blished dissertation, This dissertation studies 

history or banana cultivation in that region, 

and the cost ot cultivation ot banana, 

3. PatU, s. M, A Comparative stud7 ot Resources 

productiveness on Sample ot Sugarcane and Banana 

Farms in Nasik and Jalgaon district, ~. PatU 

compares his stud7 against the previous11 com

pleted studies ot Narkhede and Bora1 on the same 

subject in a different region, The methodologJ 

adopted by' PatU both in the matter ot data 

collection and anal7sis, is almost identical to 

the methods adopted b7 Bore1 and N arkhede a arlier, 

and Punde and Patil (S,J,) later. The results 

are interesting in each ot these cases and the 

differences or those results trom the current 

stud7 are discussed in the relevant sections, 

4, Punda, H. D, An Economic Investigation into the 

Costs and Returns trom Grape Cultivation in 

Baramati and Haveli talukas ot Poona district, 

.!21J, unpublished dissertation, Punde• s stud7 
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on the grape cultivation, investigates the costs 

or production or dirrerent varieties or grapes in 

the Poona district, tbe costs or marketing and 

the net prorits per hectare and per qui~tal, This 

is perhaps the most valuable piece or recent com

parati ve literature. Punde• s work and tbe currant 

research differ in their methods and emphasis. 

Punde•s marketing costs are usetul to tbis study 

tor comparison w1 th a pre-regulation period, In 

the matter or cost analysis however Punde goes 

into tar· greater details than would serve the 

purpose or this research. 

Although Punde studies marketing costs, cultiva

tion rather than mark~ting is bis main tocus. 

Punde• s study does not touch upon the seasonality 

or prices, market margins and price spreads and 

fruit loss in storage. ·Moreover, 1n Punde•s study 

there is no examination or the.possible tactors 

which determine the costs or marketing. 

~. PatU, s, J, Economics ot Pomegranate Cultiva

tion in the Raburi region or Ahmednagar district, 

M.sc. thesis, J:.m. Patil' a research concen

trates solely upon tbe cultivation aspect or the 

pomegranate crop, He uses the Cobb-Douglas pro

duction function, linear in logarithms fitted to 
b b b his data, in the form or Y • aX11. X22 X33 where 
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Y is the output of pomegranate in quintals, x1 
is the land under pomegranate in gunthas' x2 

is the human labour (hired and family) in man-

da~s, x3 is the expenditure on manures and 

fertilizers in rupees, and the b1, b2 and b3 are the 

regression coefficients. 

-· 
CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE CURRENT STUDY 

~;'' The methodQlogy and findings ot other researches 
c ~ ·~~ 

conducted in recent history with .. regard to fruit cultiva-
. -·~ 

tion and marketing in Maharashtra have been described above. 

some of these studies have presented both costs of cultiva

tion and marketing, but a majority' have concentrated upon 

the detailed study ot costs of cultivation alone. The con

tribution of this research in this field of study will be: 

(i) an analysis ot the contribution ot a 
regulated market towards more etfi· 
cient marketing and higher net returns 
for the trui t cultivators; 

and, ( ii) an analysis ot the problems ot trui t 
marketing in Poona. 

THE METHODOLOGY ADOPTED IN THIS STUDY 

The emphasis ot this stady vas set upon intensity 

rather than upon extensiveness. Therefore, the .p.m was to 

select a small sample and extract as much, and as accurate, 

information from that sample as was possible. By restrict

ing the sample size it was possible to conduct lengthy 
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interviews and spend a greater amount ot time on personally 

observing procedures. Such a concentrated_ ettort, it was 

felt, would enable the acquisition or better quality data. 

one or the most acute problems associated with analysis or 

agricultural problems 1n India has been the quality or the 

data used. The principal etf~rt here has th~retore been to 

concentrate on the acquisition of reliable data. Most of 

data used in this research was collected directly from the 
\ I • I 

farmers and middle-men by means ot interviews' curied on by 

the researcher personally. The survey vas conducted between 

1978 and 1979 for the cultivators, and between·l978 and l980 

for the commission agents and the other middle~. 

SAMPLE SELECTION 

The obJective 1n the non-census ~ype survey method 

is to select a sample most likely to be representative·of the 

population. In the words or Kohler: 

A survey, or observational study, is the 
collection or data from elementary units 
without exercising any particular qontrol 
over factors that may make these units 
different from one, another and·tbat m~, 
therefore, affect tbe cbaracter1s.t1c or 
interest being observed.10 . · · .• · 

,; 

10 Heinz Kobler, Statistics tor Business and Economics. 
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SELECTION OF CULTIVATORS 

The cultivators• sample was selected in three 

separate steps. ·In the first step the population to be 

studied, the fruit cultivators in the Poona district, was 

subdivided into geographically distinct clusters. The 

acreage under different fruits in the Poona district was 

analysed and six fruits in the district which occupied the 

maximum acreage were selected, This done, the acreage under 

these six fruits in the different talukas (sub-divisions or 

districts) or the Poona district was examined and the 

talukas with the maximum acreage for each truit were select

ed. This information is provided in Table ),1, The follow-

ing talukas were selected tor the six different fruits 

1. Orange11 • Shirur taiuka • 

2. Mosambi11 • Purandbar taluka • 

3. Guava • Haveli and Purandhar talukas • 

4. Fig • Bhor and Purandhar talukas • 

~. Banana • Junnar taluka • 

6, Grape • Indapur! 12 H aveli and • 
Baramat talukas 

11 There are two kinds or oranges being studied here., 
The first is the Mandarin Orange (or Santra in Marathi). This 
variety will be referred to as "Orange" throughout this text. 
The other is an important variety of sweet orange (called 
Mosambi in Marathi). The word •Mosambi• is a corruption or the 
word "Mosambique" since this variety or sweet orange originat
ed in Mozambique. This variety will be referred ~o as "Mosambi" 
throughout this text. (Source : "A dictionary of Indian Agri
culture" by M. G. Kamath, 1972.) 

12 In Indapur serious problems ot transportation and 
accessibility were experienced. Th~retore concentration 
or the research/shifted to the Haveli and Baramati talukas. /wa:3 
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In the second stage or the sample selection process, 

the acreage statistics by crop tor each village 1n the taluka 

vas collected !rom the taluka headquarters. From each or the 

selected talukas a selection was made or the village 1n which 

the cultivation or these t'ruits was the largest, and which 

were also relatively easily accessible. '!'he villages that 

fell into this cluster were: 

1. Shirur taluka • (a) '1' alegaon Dhamihere • 
(Orange) (b) Ranjangaon Ganapati 

(c) Shikrapur 

2. Purandhar taluka • (a) Sakurde • 
(Mosambi) (b) Belsar 

(Fig and Guava) • (a) Dive13 • 
(b) Saswad 

3. Bhor taluka ·- (a) Velu • (Fig only) 

4. Junnar taluka • (a) Raj uri 
(Banana) • 

(b) Otur 
(c) Ale 
(d) Belhe 

7. H aveli taluka • ( a) Uruli Kanchan 
(Grape) (Guava) • 

(b) Baner 

6. Baramati taluka • ( a) Baramati 
lGrape) • 

(b) Malegaon 
( c) Gunawadi 

The third s tap was the selection ot trui t cul ti

vators from the selected villages. '!'he estimated number or 

fruit cultivators (for the 6 fruits) was approximate~y tive 

13 The adjacent villages ot Kalewadi, .Thendewadi, 
Dhumevadi, Pawarvadi and Dive were together listed as "Dive" 
in the taluka records. 
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thousand in the Poona district in 1978-79 of which a three 

per cent sample was sought for this study. Complete lists 
' or all fruit cultivators for each selected village from the 

talathi's office were acquired. The relative proportions of 

•large', •medium•, and •,small' cultivators in that list of 

fruit cultivators, for each village taken independently was 

then determined. The proportion or different sized farmers 

from each or the selected villages in the sample was in 

proportion to their number in the acquired lists or cul ti- / 

vators from each selected village. Thus, each list was split 

into three strata bas~ upon· the size or the holdings and the 

proportion or each strata that should be.represented in the 

sample from tha:t village was determined. Finally, the sample 

or cultivators from each strata was selected. The sample 

comprised of 200 fruit cultivators. These were contacted and 

interviewed; however, only 144 ot them provided complete in

formation and.had had output in the previous years even it 

their orchard had failed at the time ot the survey. The 

representation or cultivators from each village and the sizes 

or landholdings to which they belong is illustrated in 

Table 1.1. 

1.,.22 SElECTION OF MARKEr FUNCTIONARIES 

There were forty tour commission agents licensed 

to conduct business at the truit section or the ~oona Agri

cultural Produce Market at the time ot the survey. It was 



Table 1.11 : Number of Frui~ Cultivators from Each Acreage Category From Each Village 
;ron; the Poona. District Included in the Study 

- - ~ - ~ ---------- -- ---. - _ Ji].l_aey _ .. - - - --- - - ------G) ... 0 

Operationa1 
,;:254 =' ai'Pf ... s:: ~ Sr. oe c:lo bO.P CIS G) 

No. Holding :l!:a 
., 

CIS S::CIS .... IQ as CIS 't:SJ. 

E 54 CISc:lo ... G) c:lo .p 'Pf.s= = ... 54 CIS ...... (in acres) ~~ • ~ old or,CIS J. ::S ~ CIS CIS r-tu G) :SID CIS .. .... ,;:2 s:: =' ., G) ., :c e s:: ... s:: ..!lllr-f E'!a CIS s : .p 
C'l) r§ :.J g : :;: ~ as · CIS CIS as ~ cue 0 

?~-~-- - OHQ ~--- - --- - - - -- ----.. --·----------- -~ -~- ---
1. > 0 < 1.00 1 1 - - - 2 

2. > 1 < s.oo 1 4 3 1 4 3 1 1 1 6 3 3 31 

3. > 5 < 10.00 2 - 13 3 4. 1 4 2 1 1 1 1 5 1 ) 42 

4. > 10 < 15•00 1 2 3 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 11 1 29 

5. > 15 < 20.00 2 ·- - 2 1 1 1 1 1 - 2 11 

6. ) 20 < 25.00 1 1 1. 1 2 2 - 1 - 1 10 

7. ) 25 < 30.00 1 - 1 1 1 1 2 1 8 

s. ) 30 < 50.00 1 - - - 4 - 2 1 - - 8 

. 9. ) 50 < 100.00 - .2 - - - - - - 1 3. 

----------- -·---------------------------- -·-----
.Total 10 5 20 10 10 10 10 10 5 5 2 2 10 20 5 10 144 

------- - - .. - .. -- - -- --- - -- - --- - - ------- .. --- .. - - - -- ~ 
-.J 
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planned to include in the survey at least 20 per cent of these 

middlemen. However, because of suspected variability in their 

covert procedures nearly half or 20 or them were interviewed. 

or the approximately one hundred khotidars1~ and forty 

bagwans15 operating in the Poona district, 15 khotidars and 

10 bagwans were interviewed~ Although only a little over 

four hundred fruit retailers were registered to operate in the 

Poona city, many hawkers were known to operate without licences. 

Therefore, the actual number or fruit retailers or all opera

tional sizes during the survey pericd mey be estimated at 

about seven hundred. Seven per cent of all retailers of fruit 

operating in Poona ci,ty were also included in the survey 

sample. There ;ere between forty to fifty vyaparis16 operating 

in the Poona district in 1978-80. About 20 per cent of those 

retailers interviewed also acted as vyaparis and purchased 

their grape and figs directly from the villages, almost on a 

regular basis. 

The total research sample therefore consisted of: 

1~ The khotidars are pre-harvest .. contractors who 
purchase citrus orchards at fairly early stages of fruit 
development. 

15 The bagwans are pre-harvest contractors who pur
chase banana orchards when fruit development is completed. 

16 
figs. 

The vyaparis are traders who purchase grapes and 
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Cultivators 144 ol' 

Commission agents 20 

Khotidars 1~ 

Bagwans 10 

Retailers and 
Vyaparis ~0 

--··--239 -----
DESCRIPTION OF QUESTIONNAIRES 

The nature of information that was sought from the 

cultivators pertained to the general practices of fruit 

cultivation, care, packing, transportation and sale of fruit • . 
Besides this, specific enquiries were made about costs of 

cultivation, watching, plucking,, packing, transportation and 

sale. A total of 128 sales slips were acquired from cultiva

tors and middlemen for a better analysis of marketing costs 

and other deductions. These proved to be a very valuable 

source of verification and analysis of important statistics 
to 

with regard/the costs at the market and excess charges. 

All cost information was acquired by operation and 

split into labour and material costs. Wherever family labour 

was used, or inputs were obtained from a friend or relative 

or through a barter, the market value of these at the then 

_ current rates was obtained. All cost figures pertain to . . 

197A·79 rates. The farmers were also asked to provide their 

credit positions and returns. 
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Besides acquiring quantitative data and information 

regarding methods or production and marketing, sociological 

and general information such as experience in the business, 

other occupation, caste, education, market intelligence, 

other crops grown and the respondents• opinion and experience 

about the regulated Poona market were also obtained from the 

cultivators. This information was tabulated into either 

quantitative or qualitative terms to analyse the respective 

impact ot each upon gross and net returns, it any. 

The middlemen were specifically asked about their 

methods and the methods adopted by their competitors. Many 

hours were spent in trying to get a clearer idea of their . 
priorities and how they settled a price for an orchard. 

The retailers were que~tioned about the fruit 

damaged in keeping and their margins. Their opinion about 

market regulation, packing, prices and fruit quality was also 

sought. 

All questions were asked in Marathi. Each interview 

took anywhere from two hours to eighteen hours, sometimes 

split over several sessions. 

Information and statistics such as the ones collect

ed are intended to describe the process of marketing, revealing 

both the channels as well as the market powers and power-plays 

_ ot each functionary. With the intensive questioning and the 

personal observations it was hoped to reveal not only any 

hidden charges, etc., that still remained, but also t6 
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illustrate the actual forces that control and direct the 

economics of fruit marketing in Poona. Statistics regarding 

costs of cultivation, packing, transportation and sale are 

expected to give us the total cost ot marketing as well as to 

help us arrive at the net revenue figures. 

EFFORTS TO· VERIFY THE RELIABILITY OJ! DATA. 

Great effort was made to ensure the quality ot. data 

used in this research. Often the time for tha·tnterview was 

deliberately picked to coincide with the interviewees• normal 

operating hours so that the actual procedures could be ob-

served. This has been the most valuable part of the inter-.. 
view method: to personally observe the care or the orchards, 

as also the processes or harvesting, storage, packing, trans

portation, and sale of the fruitS. The presence or the 

interviewer at the scene of operation tor prolonged periods 

of tiflJe put the functionaries at ease and also made it possible 

to interpret the responses more correctly. 

Apart from the conduct of interviews, this re

searcher spent many hours with different functionaries un
obstrusively watching their procedures and listening to their 

conversations over cups of oversweet tea. 

English translations or the questionnair~s that were 

used for this study are given in the appendix. The question

naires presented here are the final versions of each. Prior 

to the final version two earlier versions were tested. in pilot 
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surveys to gauge the interviewee responses. The respondees 

of the pilot survey were not included in the sample that was 

finally selected for the survey. 

In spite of the pilot surveys and the consequent 

revisions of the questionnaires, the method of tilling_ pre

pared forms alone was often found to be an inadequate tool of 

data acquisition. In such circumstances the_ interviewer was 

flexible and used a method of casual conversation to acquire 

information instead. For example, quite so many variations 

in methods of marketing had not been anticipated even after 

the pilot survey. ·Therefore the questionnaire did not provide 

questions that were needed to catch all the individual varia

tions in the methods of sale. In occasions such as these 

casual conversation and ad hoc questions developed during the 

interview were the methods used to obtain the additional 

information. At the end or each interview the replies were 

quickly checked against the questionnaires to ensure that no 

question has been missed. 

In cases where the respondents refused to give full 

information or where the information collected was suspected 

to be of doubtful authenticity, such questionnaires were 

deleted from the sample. Great pain was also taken to under-
, 

stand what the respondent meant when he mEd.e a statement. 

Sometimes several trips were made back to the same respondent 

to cross-check facts if answers were found not to match in 

different sections or the questionnaire. The method of 
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cross-checking and verification Blso improved the q~ality ot 

the revenue information. Far example, since perceptions or 

"net revenue" vary at times it was not clear as regards 'Which 

costs had been deducted from the gross revenue to obtain a 

particular "net revenue" figure. The method of cross-check

ing helped to clarify this ambiguity. In this instance after 

some cross-checking it was realised that several of those 

respondents that directly sold to the market were referring 

to the cash they received after marketing costs had been 

deducted. On the other hand, those selling to the khoti_dars 

obviously did not make such deductions. Still others referred 

to 'income' as net income after the deduction of both market-
. 

ing as well as cultivation costs. The middlemen such as the 

bagwans also have more than a s~gle common method tor making 

the payment. Therefore, each reply bad to be tediously inter

preted individually. Because cL the double-checking of the 

data ancl the time and care taken in collecting the inform~

tion, it mq be said that the information and data provided 

here are reliable. The reason tor this emphasis is that the 

contribution ot this research includes methods of data 

accumulation. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS ON THE RATIONALE OF THIS STUDY 

To sum up, the commercial nature of fruit cultiva• 

tion makes the marketing or fruit an essential s·egment or 
orchards 

the fruit economy. Many acres or fruit/are cultivated in 
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the Poona district and much or this is being sold through the 

regulated fruit section of the Poona wholesale market. It 

is the objective or this research to studT not onlT the 

changes in the fruit marketing structure tbat have evolved 

as a natural process of economic growth and transition of 

the region, but also to seek out the specitic changes that 

m~ be attributable to the regulation of tbe Poona wholesale 

fruit market. The following chapters will, therefore, both 

describe and analyse the fruit marketing structure between 

the fruit growing areas of the Poona district and the sale 

of the fruits at the Poona citT market. 
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CHAPTER II 

HISTORY AND PURPOSE OF MARKET REGULATION IN INDIA 

2.1.1 PROGRESS OF MARKET REGULAriON IN INDIA 

The idea of the regulation of agricultural produce 

markets in India was first conceived at the end of the 19th 

century when the first market at Karanja was regulated in 

1886 under the Hyderabad Residency• s Order. ·A special law 

known as the "Cotton and Grain Markets' Law" was enacted in 

1897 in· the Berar region. The Berar Cotton and Grains 

Market Law of :1:897 specified the penal ties far the use of 

incorrect weights and measures. This initial.effort was 

followed by a period of partial lull which lasted till 1930. 

Indian agriculture, at this time was hurting from 

repeated famines and the pressure of discontent bad gradually 

begun to build among the cultivators.1 As the political 

voice or the cultivators was still muted, the British Govern

ment of the times following the policy of non-intervention, 

watched and waited, but refused to get involved. Finally 

the suppressed resentment or cultivators reached a pitch 

that threatened to ba a danger to the peace. 2 

Hoping to forestall the eruption the British 

1 & 2 The Report of the Royal Commission on Agriculture 
in India, p. 6. 
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Government set up two different committees, ten years apart 

to enquire into the problems of cultivators. These were the 

Indian Central Cotton Committee (1918) and the Royal Commi

ssion on Agriculture (1928). 

Thus the Royal Commission on Agriculture was first 

set up in 1927 to look into the problems of the agricul

turists, and once again in 1928 to look into the problem in 

greater detail. It was the 1928 Royal Commission Report which 

studied the problem of marketing and marke~ in some detail 

for the first time. The 1928 Royal Commission Report made 

some useful recommendations based on the significant revela

tions of the hearings, while the earlier reports bad concern

e~ themselves with only the more general problems.of agri

culture. The 1928 Report made az:t all India survey based upon 

interviews with farmers who visited the marke~ personally, 

and reported the defects of the system that came to light 

through the survey. As the purpose behind the setting or 

the Commission was pacificatory, the report was not followed 

by any immediate corrective action from the government. Al

though other weights and measures Acts such as the Bomb&J 

Weights and Measures Act (1932) continued to be passed these 

were (in the absence of any enforcing body such as a Market 

Committee or any force of purpose) without any mentionable 

_ implementation. 

Both the Committees (1918 and 1928) strongly re

commended the regulation of agricultural markets in their 
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reports. These reports are considered to have been major 

break-throughs towards the creation of awareness about the 

actual conditions in agricultural marketing and of the 

necessity for enacting market legislation. 

In 193? the first Congress cabinet came into power. 

Along with a host of other problems hitherto neglected, the 

new government took up the problem of the cultivators and 

the Vaikuntha Bha1 Mehta Commission was set up to investigate 

the anomalies of the marketing system. The conclusions made 

by the Mehta Commission were not very different from the · 

facts revealed by the earlier reports. The 1937 report re

vealed that the farmers sending produce to the markets were 

being cheated ahd exploited in a large measure. In response 

to the recommendations of the Mehta Commission Report the 

Bombay Agricultural Produce.Marketing Act 1939,3 was in-
' 

traduced in the Bombay Province. It was the first legislation 

or its kind in India and was, of course, applicable only to 

the then Bombay Province. Bombay, being the port racing the 

West, had become the principal centre tor trade and the 

major assembly and export market tor agricultural produce 

and thus naturally was the first to receive the needed ·atten .. 

tion. With that· enactment the matter came temporarily to an 

end and the situation continued almost as berore. 

3 Market legislation was being evolved 1n such a way 
that several different Acts were simultaneously applicable 
to the Bombay Province. These overlapping Acts were (a) The 
Central Provinces and Berar Cotton Markets Act or 1932, (b) 
The Central Provinces and Berar Cotton Markets Act or 1935' t 
(c) The Hyderabad Agricultural Markets Act of 1939 and, (dJ 
The Bombay Agricultural Produce Markets Act or 1939• 
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By 1947 only a few States had passed market legisla-
. . lt 

tion. These were Bombay (19~?), Central Provinces (1932 and 

1935'), 5' Madras ( 1938), Punjab ( 1941) and Patiala ( 1947). The 

passage of the Mysore Agricultural Produce Markets Act (1939) 

was not followed by the Rules to that Act till after Indepen

dence (1948). 

After Indian Independence in 1947, however, attention 

was once again focused on this problem. Independence releas

ed many energies for change. In this new environ the re

commendations of the reports received response and resulted in 

an increased momentum for the enactment or market legislation 

in various Provinces and States. 

In the Centre, the Planning Commission emphasised the 

vital role of regulated markets ~n promoting orderly marketing 

of farm produce. The Planning Commission encouraged the State 

governments to enact relevant market legislation. As a result 

of this pressure from the Central planning body basic market 

legislation had been enacted by 1967 in all the States other 

than Ass·am, Jammu and Kashmir, West Bengal, Kerala, Goa and 

Pondicherry. By 1985' 4,240 principal and sub-markets across 

the country had been regulated (Table 2.4) •. 

In Maharashtra, in 195'1, the question of forming an 

Agricultural Produce Marketing Committee was c9nsidered by the 

- 4 This was the Bombay Cotton Market Act or .1927. 

5' See Footnote 3. 
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Committee of Advisers of Western Maharashtra. With that began 

a series of experimentations with the regulation or markets 

for agricultural produce in this region. The first market 

committee, in Maharashtra, was the Sangli Market Committee. 

It was established in 1950, and began actual operation in 

1952. Arter this lead was given, the number of marketing 

committees on paper as well as in operation continued to in

crease (Tables 2.t. and 2.5). 

2.1.2 HISTORY OF REGULATION OF THE POONA 
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCE MARKET 

The his tori or regulation or the Poona market can be 

said to begin rrom the 9th or April, 1959. This was when the 

Bombay Agricultural Produce Markets Act of 1939, modified 

up-to-date, was applied to the Jaggery section of the Poona 

wholesale agricultural produce market. Legally this was done 

in 1957 and implementation was begun two years later. A 

Marketing Committee was formed in Poona consisting of 15 

members. The detaUs are included in a later section of this 

chapter. 

The year jaggery (or gur) wholesale marketing was 

regulated in Poona (1959) there was also a proposed resolu

tion to regulate the fruit and vegetable wholesale market 

(Mahatma Phule Mandai). This errort was thwarted by the 

violent opposition that it encountered rrom wholesale traders 

and commission agents. The opposition to this regulation 

took the matter upto the High Court. The argument put 
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forward by them against regulation or tbe rruit and vegetable 

Wholesale market was that unlike jaggery, these were peri

shable goods and required speedy disposal. Thus, they claimed, 

their trade required special consideration and exemption 

from the Act. It was argued that existing system or disposal 

through the secret auction metbod was the quickest and should 

be perm1 tted to continue. They pleaded tbat considering the 

risks involved and the efficiency ot disposal required, the 

costs and charges too were justified. So strong was the 

opposition and so pitiable the picture presented b.1 these 

middlemen, that the 1962 High Court verdict went in their 
• 

favour. This was possible because unlike the agriculturists, 
-

the middlemen were well financed and educated. Some of them 

were lawyers themselves. The defeat ot the Market Committee, 

which was fighting the case or the agriculturists, 1n the 

High Court, was partly attributed to insufficient authority 

in the hands or the Poona organ of the Bombay Marketing 

Committee. The Poona Committee immediately made a request 

to the main body tor .more power to operate as an independent 

body. The purpose behind such a request was to possess the 

full powers and finance to bring all agricultural products 

in its jurisdiction under regulation. The 1963 M&harashtra 

Agricultural Produce Marketing (Regulation) Act was passed 

in 1964 to replace the Bombay Agricultural Produce Markets 

Act of 1939. It came into execution in 1967 under section 44 

of the new Market Act. With the reorganisation ot the BombBY" 



Province and the formation of the Maharashtra State in 1960, 

four separate Acts, "The Bombay Agricultural Produce Markets 

Act {1939)", •The Central Provinces_ and B~rar Agricultural 

Product Act {1935)", "The Central Provinces and Berar Cotton 

Markets Act (1932)", and "The Hyderabad Agricultural· Markets 

Act (1939)", siinultaneously applicable in the Bombay Province 

were amalgamated to form the 1963-64 Market Act. From the 

25th or May 1967, this Act became legally applicable to all 

parts of the Maharashtra State, in spite of all the opposition 

from the middlemen. The Poona Agricultural Produce Marketing 

Committee was established in 19~7. Through the 1963 Act, the 

Poona Agricultural Produce Marketing Committee was granted 

independent authority and full powers to enforce the execution 

or the legislation now made appl~cable. The jurisdiction or 

the Poona Market Committee extended over the Poona city and 

Haveli taluka. There are· several other Market Committees 

within the Poona district which have come into being in the 

course or years, and each operates today as independent body. 

These impediments overcome, in 1968 turmeric, cori

ander seeds, dry red chillies and tamarind were also brought 

under the purview or regulation. In the second half or 1967 

another rutile attempt was made to regulate fruit, vegetables, 

condiments and cattle marketing. A similar attempt succeeded 

_at least partially, in the nearby Hadapsar vegetable market 

in January 1968. 
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At this time the Hadapsar market was not a subsidiary 

of the Poona market. ·Actual and complete execution, however, 

was not begun even at Hadapsar owing to the non-co-operation 

of the dalals (the commission agents and Wholesale traders). 

In 1971, under section 4lf. (Amalgamation or division of Market 

Committees) of the Maharashtra Act No. XX ot 1964 or The 

Maharashtra Agricultural Produce Marketing (Regulation) Act, 

1963, the Poona and Hadapsar markets were amalgamated, and 

both Poona city taluka and the Haveli taluka came under the 

jurisdiction of the Poona Agricultural Produce Marketing 

Committee (PAPMC).· Cereals and pulses were regulated in 1972 

and also firewood and fodder in 1973. On the lOth of February, 

1976, potatoes; onion, garlic, tamarind coming to the mandai 

as well as ginger marketing were regulated •. The fruit and 

vegetable section, the only one to remain outside the purview 

of the operation of the Markets Act, saw the implementation of 

regulation from the 13th of September 1976. The regulation of 

this section had raced the maximum opposition from the middle

men. Seventeen more days were required for full implementa

tion. The application of the Markets Act on the fruit and 

vegetable section began from the 1st of October, 1976. Prior 

to this the dalals had put up one last eftort at resistance. 

Their plea had been: Regulation would never work because 

i) with the implementation of the Act the commi
ssion agents would stop giving advance with
out security since they could not charge an 
interest on the sum. Therefore, at critical 
moments of financial·difficulties, the agri
culturists would have to do without funds; 
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ii) the market space at the mandai was insuffi
cient for conducting the sales on the basis 
of the rules laid dow by the regulation; 

iii) the financial position of the retailers who 
purchased the produce and the perishable 
nature of the crop, necessitated sale on 
credit. Under these circumstances immediate 
payment to the producers after the sale of 
the produce (as· required by the rules of 
regulation) would not be'possible. 

Fortunately, consensus was finally reached. The 

emergency powers with the government· at the time (197$·76) 

prevented the dalals .rrom pressing the matter vary far. 

Moreover, the pers~stence of the government and the growing 

political pressure of the larger and more powerful agricul

turists, made ~t evident that implementation was now a matter 

of time. Further resistance would be useless. In the long 

run perspective the intermediaries telt that tbe best 

strategy under the circumstances was to compromise and hit 

the best bargain possible. The opposing factors thus agreed 

on a somewhat 'compromising regulation• and this was imple-

men ted. 

The Poona wholesale market was thus the first market 

in Maharashtra to have implemented regulation on fruit and 

vegetable marketing. 

2. 2.1 THE CIRCUMSTANCES THAT LED TO MARKET 
REGULATION IN INDIA 

The Indian Central Cotton Committee reported in 1919, 

that the cultivator was heavily handicapped in securing an 
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adequate price for his produce, and that the most satisfactory 

way in which his difficulties could be removed was the esta

blishment or regulated market tor cotton. The Government or 

Bombay, therefore, enacted the Bombay Cotton Market Act, 1927, 

to control the marketing or cotton in some ot the markets to 

be established under the Act. 

In the following year, the Royal Commission on Agri

culture in India examined the problem ot agricultural market

ing in greater detail. The Commission came to the conclusion. 

that "the importance or properly organised markets lies not 

in the obligation they fulfil, but in their reactions upon 

production". The Royal Commission was particularly impressed 

by the objects or the Bombay Cotton Markets Act (1927) as 

enumerated in the "statement or objects and reasons" viz. 

to secure to the cultivator "better prices, fair weighments, 

and freedom from illegal deductions". The Commission was or 

the view that "if the establishment or regulated market can 

secure this in respect or cotton, it can do so equally well 

in respect or other products"·· . 

The Bombay pattern or legislation was recommended 

tor extension with minor adjustments to the whole tield or 

agricultural marketing in the country. The idea behind the 

recommendations was that: 



••• until the agriculturists realise that as 
a seller of produce, he must study the art 
of sale either as an individual or through 
combination with other producers, it is 
inevitable that he should come orr second 
best in his context with the highly spe
cialised knowledge, and the vastly superior 6 resources of those who purchase his produce. 
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This view was shared by the Indian Central Banking 

Enquiry Committee, and the Bombay Provincial Banking 

Enquiry Committee made detailed recommendations on the 

question of regulation or markets, mainly on the lines of 

the Bombay Cotton Markets Act (Act XVII of 1927). 

In pursuance or the recommendations of these 

Commi tte·es, the Govel'llllient of Bombay introduced 1n the 

Bombay Legislative Council, and later in the Bqmbay Legisla

tive Assembly, 1n 1939, a Bill ~to provide for proper 

regulation or buying and selling of agricultural produce•. 

The legislation was later enacted as the Bombay Agricultural. 

Produce Markets Act, 1939. Since then, the Act and the 

Rules framed thereunder have been amended from time to time 

in the light of their operation. The working ot regulated 

markets was reviewed by Professor M. L. Dantwala. Having 

completed the task, Professor Dantwala ascertained the 

difficulties experienced 1n the administration of the Act. 

Certain improvements in the Act and the administrative 

machinery were recommended by him as a consequence or his 

6 Op.cit., p. 382. 
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findings. This resulted in only minor modifications in the 

existing mechanism.7 

The unsatisfactory condition of agricultural market

ing in India and elsewhere in the world led to the call tor 

the regulation of markets and marketing activities. It was 

found through various studies that the cultivators who 

laboured to produce the crop, received quite a small por

tion8 of the final price paid for it by the consumer. In 

the case of fruit reaching the consumer in the processed or 

canned form, the farmer's percentage share was even smaller. 

The crop usually went through a number of intermediaries Who 

formed the channels of marketing. These intermediaries 

extracted trom"the final price service charges, the amounts 

tor which far exceeded their costs plus normal profit 

margin.9 

7 The Report or the Expert Committee on Review of the 
Bombay Agricultural Produce Market Act, 1939. Government 
of Bombay, 19?6. 

8 G. S. Cheema, "Marketing of Fruits and Vegetables 
in Bombay", 1932. In the Foreword by the then Director of 
Agriculture, T. F. Main on p.(i) only 11 per cent of con
sumer's rupee is reported to go into tne pocket of the grower. 

9 (i) In the Foreword of the study by G. S.Cheema 
(1932) mentioned above, the then Director or Agriculture, 
T.F.Main, states that 71 per.cent or the retail price of 
rrui t was taken by middlemen. This information was collect
ed from the then Bombay Presidency Fruit Grower's Associa
tion. 

( 1i) In "Marketing of Bananas in India",- 194?, p.62, 
between Pannaikadu and the Madras market the Wholesaler• s 
plus the contractor's margins add up to 26.2 per cent of 
the retailer's price. 
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' These intermediaries were known variously as • ~· , 

•adatya•, •dalal', or •commission agents•. It was the commi

ssion agents• duty to collect the produce from a number of 

farmers located in different regions and at d~fferent distances 

from the market. It was also the commission agents• duty to 

set the price for the farmer and to decide to which of the 

many claimants the produce would finally be sold. It was a 

crucial function in the absence of the open auction system. 

The obvious power of their position soon brought ~lements of 

corruption and exploitation into the marketing-system. 

Moreover, -these intermediaries or middlemen, though 

horizontally competitive, were known to be often vertically 

collusive in exploiting the farmers• vulnerability. The 

farmers were especially vulnerable because of their financial 

insecurities. The difficulties arose because of: (i) in

sufficient capital at the time or harvesting and marketing 

and ( ii) their ignorance of marketing conditions because of 

insufficient direct contact with the markets. The latter was 

a direct outcome of their inability to spare man•power from 

the farms and consequently to maintain personal contact with 

distant market and consumers. The cultivators needed someone 

to take their produce from their farms to often distant pur

chasers. For commodities such a.S fruit almost· all the demand 

1 ay in the dis tan t urban are as • The intermediaries took full ... 
advantage of their indispensability and of the helpless 
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dependence or the cultivators to make a substantial profit 

tar themselves. 

The exploitation took the form or overcharges, under

statements of price, under-counting or ~dar-weighment and 

extraction or the produce as •samples• or •compensation• tor 

supposed interior quality.10 The costs or marketing, the 

numerous deductions and the commission or the agents, were 

found to be exceed~gly high and not commensurate with the 

services provided b7 them. Some or these deductions were 

dharmadaya,ll kasar,12 vatav,13 Jamadari,1a. panjerpol1S and 

commission. Charges such as "dharmadaya" or charity and 

"panjerpol" or contribution for the care or older cattle as 

in the Bombay Province, were totally irrelevant to the 

marketing system. The reason why such charges were possible 

was that farmers were too helpless to resist any rorm or 

10 An example or this would be the kas ar which would 
be a deduction tor mud etc. supposedly sticking to the fruit. 

11 Charity or donation for some religious cause. 

12 Deductions made tor the mud, etc., which the un-
cleaned produce carried with them, and this could vary from o.s per cent to l.S per cent or the wholesale price. 

13 Deduction made if the farmer, in need or immediate 
finance asked tor immediate or even early pqment. 

l'lt The sample or the product, which the commission 
agents retained from their own use; and W.icb could be 1 
per cent or the total produce or more. 

lS Deduction for donation made ror the upkeep or the 
asylum for older cattle. 
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extortion, and therefore could be used for the satisfaction of 

others ·Philanthropic interests. 

Quite often, each or these items individually formed 

only a smal.l percentage or the price, but tbe cumulative 

effect of all of tbem vas large enough to cause a substantial 

pinch 1n the farmer's purse. Tbe post-deduction balance for 

the raru-er vas only a sma1116 percentage of the wholesale 

price. 

In addition, there . was an interest on advances of 

16 per cent or more. The exact deductions varied from market 

to market. Besides- these open deductions, there were covert 

deductions even larger in size. This vas possible because the 

ran:ers bad no alternative to tbe services of tbe ·middlemen, 

and thus were at the mercy or tbe commission agents. For 

those farmers from nearby areas wno personally brought their 

consignments to tbe markets matters were not improved as the 

sal.e vas conducted entirely by the commission agent. The 

farmer bad no role to pl87 in tbe proceedings and vas not 

consulted in any matter. Matters were made stU1 worse be• 

cause of tbe closed auction s7stem and the secret bidding 

conducted with band signals (known as tbe battya paddat) 

under cover or a cloth. Even when present at tbe site of the 

auction tbe cultivator vas in tbe dark about the nature or 

prices bid and tbe price at which the produce vas actuall7 

sold. Perhaps the biggest deduction from tbe wholesale price 

16 See Footnote 5. 
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vas made covertly by understating the price. The amount gain

ed by the commission agent through the understatement or the 

price vas a higher percentage or the wholesale price than the 

commission agreed upon. These malpractices usually left the 

cultivator with modest17 net earnings. Moreover, deplorable 

standards or sanitation existed at the pla~ or sale. 

Necessary social and economic amenities (e.g. controlled 

temperature,storage tacUities 1 banks 1 water, etc.) were also 

conspicuously absent. 

It vas the revelation or the existence or such adverse 

conditions in agricultural marketing in every province in 

India that urged the introduction or corrective measures. The 

correction or marketing irregularities was deemed possible 

only through the intervention a:nd control by the government. 

This could be done either directly or indirectly through a 

legally constituted autonomous body such as a Marketing 

Committee, answerable to the government qn all major matters. 

Charges, costs, methods and duties needed to be standardised 

and some fundamental amenities provided. As the functionaries 

were private profit-oriented businessmen, such standardisation 

and control on their charges required legal and judicial 

sanction. The standardisation and control or charges and 

methods or marketing within a given area,· by law, is what 

is known as the Regulation ot markets. Tbe. administration ot 

17 See Footnote 5. 
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the wholesale marketyard where the producers• produce is dis

posed ott is entrusted to an authorised body known 1n India 

as the Agricultural Produce Marketing Committee: (and as a 

Marketing Board in most Westem countries). The area and 

markets under the jurisdiction of the Committee and its pre

cise powers are prescribed by what is known .as the Agricul

tural Produce Marketing Act Regulations. These regulations 

are amended upto a particular year, and ~e legal sanction 

comes in the form of an Agricultural Produce Markets Act. The 

members or the Marketing Committee are partly elected from a 

general body of farmers and partly nominated by the govern

ment. The exact composition, powers and duties vary, while . 
the basic purpose and functions of the Committee remain the 

same: to create ·conditions of ma:rketing more favourable to 

the farmers, protect them against explo~tation or the middle

men, and pave the way tor a system tor a more. just system. 

The expected benefits from a well regUlated market 

extolled in several sections ot the Royal Co~ssion•s 

Report on Agriculture. In one section the Repo~t says: 

••• it is established that the cultivator ob
tains a much better price for his produce when 
he disposes of it in a market than when he 
sells in his village, the importance to him of 
properly organised markets needs no emphasis. 
The importance of such markets lies not only in 
the functions they fulfil but in their re
actions upon production. Well regulated markets 
create in the mind of the cultivator a feeling 
of confidence and of receiving fair pl&f and 
this is the mood in which he is most ready to 



accept new ideas and to strive to improve his 
agricultural practice. Unless the cultivator 
can be certain of securing adequate value for 
the quality and purity of his produce, the 
effort required for an improvement in these 
will not be forthcoming. 18/ 
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And then, again, "The value of the educative effect of well 

regulated markets on the producer can hardly be exaggerated 

but it has yet to be recognised in India.n19 From this and 

the preceding quote it is evident the 1928 Royal Commission 

Report recognised the potential of market regulation in 

creating a better framework for the marketing of agricultural 

products in India •. 

THE CONDITIONS LEADING TO THE 
REGULATION OF THE POONA MARKET 

The conditions that led to the regulation or the 

Poona market were similar to· that of the rest of India. The 

objective of the market regulation was to safeguard the 

interests or the agriculturists whose bargaining power was 

much weaker than .that of the middlemen. Market regulation 

seeks to "secure to the cultivator better prices; fairer 

weighment and freedom rrom illegal deductions". 20 

One of the recommendations of the Gadg11 and Gadgil 

report to the Poona Agricultural Produce Market was: 

18 Report or Royal Commission on Agriculture, Section 
327, p. 388. 

19 Ibid., p. 388. 

20 Ibid., p. 391. 



The Market Committee should regulate the deal
ings of commission salesmen specially with a 
view to abolish secret auctions and prevent 
them from combining their business with whole
sale or retail dealings in fruit. The Market 
Committee should also determine the scale or 
trade allowances to be received by salesmen 
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and others and prevent all improper exactions.21/ 

The Poona Agricultural Produce Markets Act of 1963 

and its subsequent modifications were intended to bring 

order into the market, standardise pro~edures and costs and 

introduce hygienic standards. 

The purpose of these changes was to encourage growers 

to personally visit the wholesale market yard more fre

quently. Better conditions at the market, it was hoped,would 

encourage cultivators or their agents to be present on the 

site of wholesale. Even without the grower or his agent's 

presence at the site of sale the presence of the market 

committee's supervision, it was expected, would ensure less 

cheating and higher net returns to them. 

In a nut-shell, the Poona Agricultural Produce Market 

Committee (PAMPC) has adopted corrective measures with respect 

to the following anomalies: 22 

i) The commission agents kept the farmers in the 

dark about actual market conditions and exploited the farmers 

21 Gadgil Report, op.cit., p. 1?7. 
- 22 This information was supplied ey Shri Sh,inde, , 

secretary, PAPMC and by Shri B. B. Boob, Additional Secretary 
of the PAPMC. 
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by understating the price since the sales transactions were 

taking place in the absence or the agriculturists. 

ii) They exploited the lack or education and 

ignorance or the farmers by using incorrect weights, by 

under-counting and other actions. 

iii) The commission agents did not reveal the actual 

accounts to the farmers. They often maie piecemeal payments 

at their own leisure and convenience, sometimes not even 

paying the full amount. 

iv) They extracted unfair and undue deductions from 

the farmers under one pretext or the other, even outside the 

declared coots. One example or the excess deductions would 

be the commonly made deduction or 3 kilograms per 60 kilo

grams in jaggery (earlier in see.rs). Another would be the 

one kilogram deduction for every 40 kilograms or onions and 

potatoes. Still another would be in the leafy vegetables 

section where 100 units actually meant 132 units. 

v) The commission agents were charging interest 

on the credit advances they made to cultivators to the extent 

or 1.5 to 2.0 per cent per month. When the committ.ee dis

allowed these interest charges on advances the commission 

agents set up separate branches with moneylending licences. 

These interest deductions were made prior to payments to 

_ cultivators and usually did not show up in the sales slips. 

The commission agents would also provide extra services 
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such as supplying essential pesticides and fertilizers to the 

agriculturists. They supply these inputs on credit and 

charge the farmers above the market price. The farmers w1 th 

smaller supplies had to pay the set interest, while those 

with larger and more assured supplies were given concessions 

in this regard. 

2.3.1 THE NATURE OF CHANGES INTRODUCED BY THE 
REGULATION OF THE POONA WHOLESALE 
PRODUCE MARKET 

To ascertain the above-mentioned ends the Poona Agri

cultural Produce Marketing Committee was created. The re

quirements of the Bombay Agricultural Produce Markets Act of 

1939, as modified up to lst June 1961, are listed first, 

followed by the 1963 modifications. A Market Committee, by 

the 1939 regulations, constituted fifteen members. The 

representation or the Committee members followed the pattern 

illustrated in Table 2.1. 

The term of office after the first two years of the 

constitution of the Committee for all members, elected and 

nominated, is three years. The Committee has a Chairman, 

one Deputy Chairman, and one Secretary, all elected. The 

actual administration is shared between the Secretary and an 

Assistant Secretary. In 19)9 the Poona Agricultural Produce 

Marketing Coiiiiili ttee began functioning as a subsidiary or the 

parent body in Bombay. 

The 1963 Act, further increased the representation 

of the agriculturists into the Market Committee and also 



Table 2.1 : The Pattern of Representation of Regulated 
Market Committee Members (1939 Act) 

- - - - - - --- - - - - -
Agriculturists 7 

Traders 4 

And If the market yard and the market 
area are both wholly situated 
'Within the limits of one local 
authority, then: 

Or 

i) Local authority, and 

ii) Nominated by State Government 

If the market area and the market 
yard are under two different 
local authorities then a re
presentative from each(elected) 2 

Nominated by the State Government 2 

Agriculturists 7 

Traders 4 
----
1~ 

==== 

1 

3 

1~ 
==== 
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-- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - --- - - --- - - - - - -
Source : The Bombay Act No. XXII of 1939, or, The Bombay 

Agricultural Produce Markets Act1 1939, as 
modified upto 1.6.1961, published by the Govern
ment of Maharashtra, Law and Judiciary Depart-
ment, 1961, pp. 2147-2148. -
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specifically emphasised the participation of representatives 

from Co-operative Societies. The size of the Committee was 

enlarged to 18 members such that the respective representa

tions of different groups were as shown in Table 2.2. 

The term of office was also altered to coincide with 

corresponding terms of the offices they represent. In 

effect, most terms were extended to longer durations than the 

two years prescribed earlier. 

The composition of the Market Committee is clearly 

designed to give adequate representation to agriculturists 

as a whole and thus to give them a great deal of say in all 

ruarket related decisions. The financing of the Committee was . 
to come from a market fund into which all contributions would 

be added, so the functioning of .the committee would not be 

thwarted by external influences. The Market Committee had 

complete power to prescribe, standardise and control all 

market activities through the committee's employees. 

The corrective measures proposed by the Market 

Committee in order to impose regulation have been two-pronged. 

i) coercive, through legalities and supervision,and 

ii) persuasive, through suggestion and advice. 

The Committee has made the implementation of the law possible 

to a larger extent than before. The Committee made it com

pulsory for all produce coming from the farms to-be sold 

under the supervision of a Market Committee surveyor. under 
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Table 2,2: The Pattern of Representation of PAPMC Members 
(1964 Act) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
( a) Agriculturists residing in the market 

area (seven of these had to be elected 
by members of managing committees of 
agricultural credit societies and 
multipurpose co-operative societies 
under the Maharashtra Co-operative 
Societies Act, 1960, and the remain
ing three would be elected by village 
panchayats from the market area) 

(b) Elected by licensed traders and 
commission agents 

(c) Chairman of co-operative society do
ing business o·f processing or market
ing of agricultural produce from the 
market area 

(d) Chairman of Panchayat Samiti 

{e) President or Sarpanch of local 
authority other than Panchayat Samiti 

(f) Extension Officer, Co-operation, 
appointed by the Zilla Parishad, 
and with no voting rights 

{g) The Assistant Cotton Extension 
Officer, or where there is no such 
officer, the District Agricultural 
Officer of the Department of Agri
culture (no voting rights) 

Total 

-- - - - - - - -- - ------ - - - - ---

10 

3 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

----18 
==== 

Source Maharashtra Act No. XX of 1964 or The Maharashtra 
Agricultural Produce Marketing (Regulation) Act, 
1963, as modified upto 19?2. Government of Maha
rashtra1 Law and Judiciary Department, 19??, PP• 
?213-?2.1.4. 
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the open auction system (as opposed to the closed auction of 

the pre-regulation period). 

The following changes have been introduced since the 

regulation of the Poona wholesale market yard: 23 

1) Location: and Facilities 

A new wholesale market yard occupying 26 acres of 

space has been built at Gultekadi. One hundred and fifty 

acres of land have been bought by the PAPMC for the use of 

activities related to marketing. These include the "Hamal 

Bhavan" for the hamals (marketing labour) and rest houses for 

the farmers to stay over for the night when they accompany 

their produce. T!le exact plan of the new market yard is 

given in the accompanying chart. The wholesale activities 

of the entire market shifted to Gul tekadi on the 16th of Apr 

AprU, 1969. The purpose behind the move to this location 

and the construction of the new and spacious market yard has 

been to permit the proper functioning or the wholesale market 

on the rules laid out by the regulation. Hygienic conditions 

could be expected only where there was no overcrowding and 

water and other amenities were available. Other facilities 

such as storage, bank, police headquarters, rest houses, 

warehouses, parking and unloading space and sufficient space 

necessary for organised marketing, were easier to provide 1n 

23 This information was collected from the Poona Agri-
cultural Produce Marketing Committee, Gultekadi, Poona 
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this new location. The move of the wholesale yard away from 

the retail unit of the market reduced the overcrowding in each 

section. It also enabled the wholesale to continue over a 

longer period each day, thereby reducing the amount that has 

to be stored and sold the next day. 

Cold storage facilities are also now provided near the 

wholesale market yard. Agricultural Refinance Corporation has 

provided credit worth Rs. 23 lakhs for a sophisticated cold 

storage unit for agricultural commodities near the new whole

sale market yard at Gultekadi, about ; kilometers from the 

heart of the city.· This facility is to have a separate section 

·for fruit storage at regulated temperatures of less than 

freezing point; to suit differing fruit storage requirements. 

The new storage facilities are to be made available to agri

culturists at concessional rates (current market rates are to 

apply to wholesale and retail traders). 

In addition to all the above facilities the convenience 

of institutionalised banking is also now available very near 

the Wholesale Produce Market Yard. Space where visiting 

farmers can rest and spend the night is now available. The 

Committee's offices, located at the market yar~ enable the 

fast and efficient settlement of disputes between traders/ 

agents and cultivators. 



2) Standardization of Costs, Charges} Wei~hts an__g 
Measures and Closer Supervision o Mar et 
Functionaries 

51 

One of the biggest problems of the agriculturists prior 

to regulation had been that the weights and other measures used 

by the agents were usually above the standard. For instance, 

a dozen of any fruit could mean anywhere from thirteen to 

fifteen. The weights used were also often incorrect. For 

example, the unit or measure "pati1124. was ambiguous, the farmer 

was often paid for lower grade patis instead of better ones. 

The Market Committee prescribed all market charges to 

set standards. Charges greater than or other than the ones 

prescribed, are _deemed unlawful. By doing so the PAPMC hopes 

to tree cultivators from the ad hoc and extravagant charges 

and contributions they bad experienced under the pre-regulated 

market system. 

Under the present rules all functionaries of the 

market yard have to obtain licences to function in the area, 

declare their turnovers (this applies to the commission agents, 

especially) and pay their income tax. Only certain necessary 

deductions are permitted to be made, and tbe exact magnitude 

or these have been specified by the Committee. All deductions 

2\t. A Dti is a unit or wholesale for oranges and guava. 
There are two-principal categories of pati, pati no.l (made 
up or 3 dozen fruit) and pati no.2 (made up or It. dozen fruit 
or slightly smaller fruit). One pati generally weighs between 
6-8 kgs, but there is no clear uniformity. 
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outside the ones prescribed are now illegal. The commission 

agents are not permitted to charge an interest on any advances 

made by them to the farmers or to charge money for ser~ices 

done by them for the cuitivators other than these prescribed 

by the rules. · 

All produce is required to be weighed by the weighmen 

employed by the Committee using standard weights and weighing 

machines supplied by the Committee. The Market Committee 

appointed supervisors are responsible for closely supervising 

all activities and ensuring that the rules and procedures 

decided by the Committee are being obeyed. 

Further, it is made compulsory for the commission 

agents to give accounts of sales proceeds to agriculturists 

on prescribed forms supplied by. the Committe.e within 24 hours 

of the sale. One copy of this account slip is retained by 

the Committee with th~ view of keeping a check upon the 

commission agents, and of maintaining records. According 

to the Secretary of the Committee the response of the commi

ssion agents has been good. Auctions of fruits begin at 6 a.m. 

and all sale slips are handed in by noon. 

3) Market Intelligence 

In their efforts to assist the agriculturists the 

PAPMC maintains records of daily arrivals and wholesale prices 

(maximum, minimum and modal) during each day• s auctions and 

the total amounts sold each day. A monthly statistical 
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bulletin is published with this statistics and some or the 

market information is also announced over the radio. This is 

done with the hope of keeping the agriculturists informed of 

the actual market conditions and not totally dependent on the 

commission agents• information. Moreover, market news and 

prices get regular coverage in the local dailies. Copies or 

market informational bulletins (in the local language) are 

regularly sent to villages and co-operatives. The changes in

troduced by the regulation or the Poona market are listed in 

Table 2.3. 

Table 2,3 : Changes Introduced by the Poona Agricultural 
Produce Market Committee (Till December 1987) 

-- ~ -- - - - ~ -- ---- --------- ------ -
Prior to Market Changes introduced by 
Regulation the Market Regulation ------- - -----------------------

1. Closed auction or "Hattya 
Paddhat• for wolesale 

2. Commission lO,C 

3. Hamali on labour 1% 
It., Charity fund (Dharmadaya) 

deducted by the commi
ssion agents roughly 
amounted to 2-3% 

~. Insurance 0,2~ to o.~Q% 

6, "Watai" or charge for 
immediate sales proceeds 
to ag~iculturists 1~ 

7. Measuring and counting 
charges 1-2% 

Open auction for wale
sale 

Commission 7% · 

Hamali about O.l% 

No Dharmadaya 

No insurance 

No vatai 

Measuring and counting 
charges about o.2% 

-- - - - - - - -- ---- -- -- ----- - - -·- - -
contd ••• · 



5.4 . 
Table 2.3 : (Continued) 

- --- - --.- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Prior to Market 
Regulation 

Changes introduced by 
the Market Regulation -- - - - - - - --- - - - -

8. Refilling and packing 
charges whether or not 
these services were re
quired 1-2% 

9. Postal charges were 
random and exorbitant 

10. Detailed account slips 
were never mailed to 
the farmers. Sometimes 
the accounts were 
settled orally 

11. No supervision of 
activities 

12. In case or disputes the 
small farmers . had no 
recourse to justice 

13. The farmers were entirely 
dependent upon the commi
ssion agents and traders 
for all market information 

14. Credit dependence of the 
cultivators upon the 
commission agents and 
other middlemen 

17. No real grading of fruit 

-- ~ --- -- - ---- - -

Refilling charges only 
when required 0.2% 

Postal charges to be re
stricted -to Rs.0.47p per 
daUy shipment and sale 

Detailed account slips 
must be mailed to the 
farmers by noon and one 
copy of the slips must 
be submitted to the 
marketing committee. 

One clerk to 17 commU. 
ssioning agents to super
vise activities and check 
account slips (Hishob 
pattis) · 

Sympa~hetic committee 
offlcials help farmers 
settle disputes with the 
commissioning agents 

The committee publishes 
wholesale price and 
arrival figures in local 
newspapers.Such informa
tion is also announced 
on the radio 

Credit facilities avail
able at the market yard 
through nationalised bank-
ing institutions . 

Grading of fruit 

- -· - --



2.4.1 CONCLUDING REMARKS ON THE REGULATION 
OF THE POONA MARKET 

55. 

The above changes instituted by the regulation·of the 

Poona Agricultural P.roduce Marketing Committee were expected 

to have several positive effects favouring the agriculturists. 

The standardisation in measures and charges is expected to 

remove unw~ranted charges and deductions that were earlier 

included in the commission agents• sales slips. It was ex

pected, this would increase the farmer• s margin. The provision 

of other facilities like water and a place for the farmers 

to rest within the. market yard, was expected to encourage 

more of them to visit the market more often than before and 

become more aware of actual market conditions. The cold 

storage units could be used for such fruit which spoiled 

faster under warmer climate and thereby the spoilage rate 

could be reduced. It was anticipated that the combination of 

these services would improve the agriculturists• gross as well 

as net returns. 



Table 2.~,: N
1
umber of Regulated Markets in Various States 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -s. 
No. 

State 

1 2 

1. Andhra Pradesh 
2. Assam 
3. Bihar 
4. Gujarat 
5. Haryana 
6. Himachal Pradesh 
7. ·Karnataka 
8. Madhya Pradesh 
9. l-1aharashtra 

10. Orissa 
11. Punjab 
12. Rajastha~ 
13. Tamil Nadu 
14. Tripura 
15. Uttar Pradesh 
16. West Bengal 

Total 

Area 
(in 
sq.kms.) 

376,814 
99,610 

173,876 
195,984 
44,222 
55,675 

191,773 
442,841 
307,762 
155,782 

50,362 
342,214 
130,069 

1",556 
294,413 
87,85.3 

No. of Regulated Average Area Market Fee 
Markets covered by one -----------------------market Rate Annual Average 
--------------------- --------------- % Income Income Prin- Sub- Total Prin- All adva1orem (Rs.in Per 
cipal Markets cipal Markets • Crores) Market 
Markets Markets inclu- (Rs.in 

sive Lakhs) 
4 5 .6 7 g 9 10 11 

202 
6 

320 
124 
86 
12 

lOS 
247 
223 
76 

109 
109 
169 

+ 
249 
1.35 

295 
Nil 
182 
150 
68 
30 

153 
55 

238 
147 
208 
96 

N.A. 

366 
76 

497 1370.36 
6 

502 543.36 
278 1580.5 
154 514.20 

42 4639.41 
261 1775.67 
302 1792.87 
461 1380.09 
223 2049.76 
317 462.03 
205 3139.57 
169 769.64 

1 1556 
615 1182.38 
211 6$0.76 

2,176 2,064 . 4,240 

556.96 

346.36 
715.27 
287.15 

1.325.54 
734.79 

1466.36 
667.59 
698.57 

158.87 
1644.84 

478.72 
416.,36 

.5 

1 
( .1-.4) 

2 

1 
2 

2 

.5 

.5 

.25 

1 

(.25-.40) 

1 
1 

4.68 
0.97 
9.51 
0.10 
.3.92 
4.48* 
2.27· 
0.11 

16.06 

10.61 

1.46 
0.78 

11.05 
0.8) 

,3.62 
l.Sl 
1.01 
0.14 

14.73 

4.26 

- ·-- - - - --
* Income figures relate to the year when rate of market fee was 1% adva1orem. 
Source: Office of the Poona Agricultural Produce Markets Committee, Gultekadi, Pune, 1985. 

. CJ1 
m 



Table 2:5 : A List of Markets in :t<laharashtra vihich Had Regulated Fruit Marketing by 
Septe:nber 1980 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ------- - - - - - - - -
Village Moeambi Orange Grapes Bananas Guava Chickoo Mango Fig ------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

AURANGABAD DIVISION 

1. Am bad No· NO NO YES NO NO YES NO 
2. Paiton NO NO NO NO NO NO YES NO 
). Ja1na YES YES YES Y'ES YES YES YES NO 
4. Bhokardan YES .YES YES NO 

5. La sur YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES 
6. Vyzapur NO NO NO NO NO NO YES NO 
7. Ahmed pur NO NO NO NO NO NO YES NO 
8. Ka1amb NO NO YES YES YES NO YES NO 

9. Ni·1anga YES YES. YES YES YES YES YES YES 
10. Murum NO NO NO NO NO NO YES NO 
11. Umri NO NO NO NO NO NO YES NO 
12. Kinvat NO NO NO NO NO NO YES NO 

13. Nayagaon NO NO NO I~O NO NO YES NO 
14. Nanded NO NO NO NO NO NO YES NO 
15. Bhokar NO NO NO NO NO NO YES NO 
16. Hadgaon NO NO. NO NO NO NO YES NO 

17. Akhadava1apur NO. NO NO NO NO: NO YES NO 
18. Jinur · NO NO NO NO NO ·NO ns NO 
19. Purna NO NO 110 NO NO NO YES NO 
20. Manwat NO NO NO NO NO NO YES NO 

.21.· Se1u NO NO NO NO NO NO YES NO 
22. Par1iva1jnath NO NO NO NO NO NO YES NO 
2). Baed NO NO NO· NO NO NO YES NO 
24. Manja1gaon NO NO NO NO NO NO YES NO 

CJ1 - - - - - - - - - - - ~ (continued) 



Table 2 .• 'i . (continued) . 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Village · Mosambi Orange Grapes Bananas Guava Chickoo Mango Fig - - - - - - - - - - ·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
POONA DIVISION 
1. Ahmednagar YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES 
2 •. Kopargaon YES YES YES YES .NO YES YES NO 
). RAHURI YES NO YES NO NO NO NO NO 
4. JUNNAR NO NO NO YES NO NO YES NO 
5. Pune YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES 
6. Baramati YES NO NO NO NO NO NO NO 
7. Sholapur NO NO YES YES YES NO YES NO 

BOMBAY DIVISION 

1. Chalisgaon YES YES NO YES NO NO YES NO 
2. Dharangaon NO NO NO NO NO NO YES NO 
). Navapur NO NO NO NO NO NO YES NO 
4. Jhirpur YES YES NO NO NO NO YES NQ 
s. Dhule YES YES. YES YES YES YES YES NO 
6. Kalwan · NO NO NO NO NO NO YES NO 
7. Nasik YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES 
8. Nand·gaon NO NO NO NO NO NO YES NO 
9. BOMBAY YES YES NO NO NO NO NO NO 

------ ---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
(continued) 

CJ1 
00 



Table 2.2 . (continued) . 
I 

- - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Village Mosambi Orange Grapes Ban~nas Guava Chickoo Mango Fig - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ------- - - - - - - - - - - -
NAGPUR DIVISION 

1. Amravati YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES 
2. Anjangaon YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES 
). Morshi YES YES YES YES YES NO YES NO 
4. Varud YES YES NO YES NO NO YES NO 

5. Varora YES NO NO NO NO NO YES NO 
6. Katol NO YES NO NO NO NO NO 1m 
7. Kama1eshwar NO YES NO NO NO NO NO NO 
8. Nagpur YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES 

9. Narkhed YES YES NO NO NO NO NO NO 
10. Bhivapur YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES 
11. Ramtek NO YES NO NO YES NO NO NO 
12. Savner NO YES NO NO NO NO NO NO 

1.3. Chikhli YES YES YES NO NO NO YES NO 
14. Nan dura NO NO NO YES NO NO NO NO 
15. Malkapur YES YES NO YES NO NO YES NO 
16. Amgaon YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES 

17. Tiroda YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES 
18. Tumsar YES YES NO NO YES NO YES NO 
19. Darwaha YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES 
20. Arv~ YES YES . YES YES YES NO YES NO 

21 •. Wardha YES YES .. NO YES YES NO YES NO 
· "22.· Sindi YES YES YES YES YES NO NO NO 

------ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Source : Unpublished Report of the Poona Agricultural Produce Market Committee, CJ1 

Gultekadi, Pune. co 
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CHAPTER III 

CULTIVATION OF FRUIT· IN THE POONA DISTRICT 

AGRO-CLIMATIC CONDITIONS OF THE POONA 
DISTRICT AND ITS FRUIT GROWING TALUKAS 

60 

1 . 
The Poona District lying between 17°54• and 19°24• N 

latitude and 73°19' and 7~101E longitude has an area of 

15'642 sq.kms. 2 It is bounded on the north by Ahmednagar 
' district, on the east by Ahmednagar and Sholapur districts, 

on the south by Sh~lapur and Satara districts and by the 

Kolaba and Thana districts towards the west. The district 

lies in the Bhim.a and Nira bas in. The main range of the 

Sahyadri runs along its western boundary. The Bhima rises in 

the Sahyadri and flows south eastward through the central 

parts or the district. It forms the eastern boundary cL the 

district for about 100 miles. The· Nira river forms the 

southern boundary of the district for a considerable distance. 

Karha, Kukadi, Pawana, Mula-Mutha, Meena, Vel, Ghod, Pushpa

wati and Indrayani are some of the other important rivers of 

the district.3 All of these rivers flow with a magnificent 

1 For administrative purposes the district is divided 
into 14 sub-divisions known as talukas or tahsils. These 
are Junnar, .Ambegaon, Khed, Shirur, Mawal, Poona City, Haveli, 
Dhond, Mulshi, Velhe, Purandhar, Baramati, Indapur and Bhor. 

--2 Socio-Economic Review and District Stat is tic a1 
Abstract of Pune District, 1981-82, p.1. 

3 District Census Handbook, Poona (1961), p.1. 
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volume of water during the rainy seasons and shrink into 

narrow threads during the hot season. The soils of the 

district are lighter in the west than in the east, and 

broadly belong to three classes: black, red and brown.4 In 

some places one finds blends of these soil types. The 

average rainfall in the district varies from 4,5'00 mm in 

Lonavla region or Mawal taluka in the west to ?5'0 mm in 

Poona area to less than 5'00 mm in Baramati-Indapur area in 

the east.5' The district gets rain mostly from the south

west monsoons and is restricted only to four months. ,There 

is also substantial variation in the rainfall from ·one year 

to the next and the coefficient or variation· in the rain

tall has been &S high as over 28 per cent in._ certain areas6 

indicating the chief reason behind water scarcity in the 

district. A technical survey unit ot the Government ot Maha

rashtra divided the Pune district in tour agro-climatic 

zones, one or which is the scarcity zone.? The scarcity 

zone receives rainfall ranging from less than 5'00 mm to 

about ?00 mm per annum, and includes the eastern and central 

parts of Shirur, Daund, Indapur, Baramat1 and Purandhar 

talukas. These areas frequently experience inadequate 

4 Op.cit., p. 2. 

5' District Census Handbook:Poona (1961), p.1. 

- 6 Ibid., p.2. 

? Socio-Economic Review and District Statistical 
Abstract of Pune District (1981-82), P• 3. . 
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rainfall and scarcity of ground water. 8 The rainy season in 

the district starts from the early part of June and continues 

till October. The period between November and February is 

somewhat cool, and the hot season is from March to May. 

In spite of the recurrent water shortage, however, 

several fruit crops grow well in the Poona district. The 

variety of soil quality and climate of the district are suit-' 

able for the cultivation of orange, mosambi, guava, fig, 

banana, grape, pomegranates, lemons and other fruits. These 

fruits are cultivated only in certain selected tracts of the 

district where the·soil and climatic conditions are suitatile 

and either the rainfall is adequate or irrigation is avail

able. The above.:men tioned fruits are not cul ti va ted in the 

Velhe-Mulshi-Mawal talukas i.e. the western part or the dis

trict which is comprised or rugged portions of the Sahyadri 

ranges. Another rugged tract runs through the western por

tions of .runnar, Ambegaon, Khed and Bhor talukas. Th:~e 

areas are not suited to the cultivation of the fruits being 

studied in this text. Most of the fruit in the district is 

cultivated in the zone lying on the ·eastern side of the 

Sahyadri ranges and comprising the central part or .Tunnar, 

Khed, eastern h8J.r of Ambegaon, Bhor and the western portion 

or Haveli taluka. The soil in this tract is alkaline, and 

-8 District Statistical Abstract of Pune Dis_trict 
(1981-82), p. 3. . 
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brown to dark brown and of varying depths. 9 Among the fruits 

selected for this study, bananas grow well in Junnar and figs 

in eastern parts of Bhor. 

Fruit cultivation is also found in what is termed the 

•scarcity zone•. This zone covers the eastern corner of 

Junnar, south eastern portion or Khed, eastern half or Haveli 

and the entire portion of Shirur, ·purandhar, Dhond, Baramati. 

and Indapur talukas. Oranges, .mosambis, guavas and figs are 

grown in this tract, as well as· grapes in areas where canal 

water or ground water is available. 

THE CHANGING PATTERN OF FRUIT CULTIVATION IN 
THE POONA DISTRICT BETWEEN 1885 AND 1930.31 

. 
Drawing from the relat~vely little information re-

garding fruit cultivation and t~ad.e in the Poona district 

in the Poona Gazetteer or 188,10 one finds that frui. t 'Cultiva

tion and marketing was quite widespread.. The 188' Gazetteer 

ot the Bombay Presidency describes fruit cultivation in the 

Poona district in the following words: 

"In gardenlands especially for some mUes around 
Poona, oranges, limes, pomaloes, guavas, plan
tains, figs, pomegranates, grapes, mangoes, and 
vegetables or all kinds t both local and foreign 
are grown in large quantities.• l_l/ 

9 Ibid. 

10 Gazetteer of the Bombay Presidency (188,), Vol.XVIII, 
Pt.II, p.l69. 

11 Ibid., p. 79. 
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The 1885' Bombay' Gazetteer also makes reference to the 

export or fresh fruit from the Haveli and Purandhar sub-divi-
12 sions. The proportion or cultivable land under various 

fruits and vegetables vas reported to be approximately o.5' 

per cent.13 

Also, one finds mention of the export or vegetables 

and fresh fruits .from the Haveli and Purandhar sub-div1sions.14 

Bananas were round to be cultivated in and traded from Ale, 

Otur and Junnar in the Junnar sub-division, and from Valha1 5' 

in Purandhar sub-division. There is also a mention ot grapes 

being exported rrom the villages or Vadgaon, Kandali, Rajuri 

(Junnar taluka) and from Pabal. and Kendur in the Shirur taluka. 

Fig production was mentioned to be localis-ed in the villages 

or Diva, Parincha, Sonavri, Gurholi and Mahur in the Purandhar 

area and from Gogalwad1 and .Alandi-chorachi in the Haveli sub

division. Oranges and guavas were mentioned to be grown at 

Kothrud, Yerandavna, Mundhva, Parbat1, Mali and MunJeri in 

the Poona city area and marketed at Poena. 

In the fifty years between the 1885' Gazetteer and the 

1933 GadgU report certain regions have· retained their pre

dominance in the production or certain fruit. Examples or 

such are that or bananas in Junnar, figs in the Purandhar and 

12,13 Ibid., pp. 76, 79, 87, 169. 
&: 14 

15' "Valha" is the same as •Walbe" in the GadgU Report. 
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guavas in the canal areas in the Haveli taluka. Gogalwadi in 

Haveli is also mentioned to be one or the larger fruit grow

ing areas in both the reports. The changing pattern or fruit 

cultivation is to be round especially in the cases or oranges 

and grapes. The Gazetteer mentions only the villages in the 

vicinity or Poona city as supplying oranges, whereas by the 

tiJDe or the Gad.gil survey the major orange cultivating areas 

were Shirur, Purandhar and Havel1. Moreover, the grape cul ti

vation in the Junnar and Shirur talukas mentioned in the 188~ 

Gazetteer is conspicuous by its lack or mention in the Gadgil 

report. The changing patterns are owing to various reasons, 
16 some or which have been discussed in the Gadgil report • . 

According to the GadgU Report "one or the many reasons why 

fruit cultivation has spread in.the district is that fruit 

trees require.less water tor irrigation than crops like 

sugarcane."17 The Poona district suttered from water shortage 

as well as poor quality sou18 so that tor many cultivators 

in the district the fruit crop was the most suitable commer

cial crop. The spread or fruit cultivation in the Poona dis

trict in the intervening period between the 188~ Gazetteer and 

the 1930.31 GadgU survey was given further impetus by the 

16 Gadgil Report, op.cit., p. 19. 

17 Ibid. 

18 Ibid., pp. 1 and 19. 
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opening of the railway connection19 with Bo~bay in 18'8 and 

the spread of railway lines thereafter. 

It is mentioned in the Gadgil Report that the M.s.M. 

Railway, by increasing accessibility to markets, was at least 

partly responsible for the new orange cultivating tracts in 

Shirur and Purandhar and the ex tens ion of the areas under fig 

cultivation. In some cases the drop in the price of •gul• 

(crude sugar) was said to have encouraged an increase in fruit 

cultivation, and especially the cultivation of orange and 

mosambi. 

Furthermore the increased water availability as a 

result of the ~ons truction of Lake Fife and the Mutha canals 

from 187' also aided the spread of fruit cultivation in the 

Poona district during this per~od. 

Other sources of irrigation during this period were 

the Mutha canal which takes off from the Khadakvasla reservoir 

in the Haveli taluka and dates from 1875'. The next work 

commissioned was the Bhatgar reservoir in the Satara district. 

It fed the Nira left bank canal. It was opened in 1885'. Both 

these provided for irrigation in the drought-prone talukas of 

Poona district. 20 Then followed construction or the new 

Bhatgar dam, Vir dam, Nira right bank canal and the remodelling 

19 Ibid., pp. 16·17. 

20 Sulabha Brahme, Drought in Maharashtra, ·.1972, A Case 
for Irrigation Planning, 1983, P• 29. 
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of the old Nira left bank canal. The new Bhatgar canal was 

completed in 1927.21 

PATTERN OF FRUIT CULTIVATION IN POONA DISTRICT 
Il930. 32) AS REPORTED BY THE GADGIL sURVEY . 

At the time of the Gadgil survey Poona district was 

reported to be one of the "most considerable producers of 

fruit in Western India". 22 Moreover, in some parts of the 

Poona district the fruit crop was found to be one of "most 

important money crops available to the cultivator ••• " 23 

The major fruits grown in the district during the time of 

.the 1930-31 survey were (in the descending order of average) 

oranges,2~ bananas, pomegranates, guavas, figs, lemons, 

payayas, mangoes, grapes, custard apples and chikoos.25 

The most important fruit growing areas were the 

Haveli and Poona city talukas. After them followed Purandhar, 

Junnar, Shirur and Baramati26 talukas. The predominant fruit 

crop in the Junnar taluka was banana, and in Shirur orange 

21 Ibid., p. 32. 

22 Gadgil Report, op.cit., p. 7. 

23 Ibid., P• 7. 

2~ "Oranges" include orange or santra and sweet orange 
or mosambi. The orange-mosambi ratio was roughly 3:2. Ibid., 
p. 7. 

- 25 Chikoos are s apotas. 

26 Before 1949 the Baramati taluka was called Bhimthadi 
taluka (Poona District Census Handbook, 1961, P• 3). 
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was the major fruit crop. In Haveli, Purandhar and Baramati 

several different fruits were grown. Figs were largely con

fined to Purandhar and guavas grew mostly in the Haveli 

taluka. 

Orange, pomegranate and lemon cultivation was widely 

spread throughout the important fruit growing talukas. The 

hilly country to the west of the district with very heavy 

rainfall had little area under fruit cultivation. The same 

was more or less true for most ·parts of the dry tract towards 

the east of the district except that Shirur taluka had .many 

orange groves. Also, new fruit cultivation had been begun 

under the Nira canal system in Baramati and Indapur • . 
The villages of fruit concentration are described in 

the Gadgil report.27 Oranges were found to be concentrated 

in two adjacent villages in the Shirur taluka, Talegaon

Dhamihere and Shikrapur. These two villages were described 

to contain almost a third of the total acreage of oranges in 

the district. Orange cultivation was otherwise dispersed 

between various villages in the Purandhar, Shirur, Khed, 

Baramati and Dhond28 talukas with no other concentration. 

Mosambi cultivation was chiefly concentrated in the Khalad

W alunj villages in the Purandhar taluka. The remaining 

27 Ibid., pp. 11·13. 

28 Dhond was then a '.f.!!!' sub-division and ·not a 
Taluka. 
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portion or the mosambi cultivation was scattered in various 

villages in the talukas of Haveli, Purandhar and J'unnar. 

The most important banana growing villages in the district 

were the three contiguous villages in the J'unnar taluka -

Ale, Belhe and Rajuri. The second, lesser, concentration 

was in the villages on the periphery or Poona city such as 

Baner, Pashan, Vadgaon and Hingne. The acreage in the second 

banana growing tract was round to be highly fluctuating from 

one year to the next, and the cultivation was more ro·r the 

leaves. 29 The rest or the banana growing villages were 

spread. between oth·er sections or the J'unnar taluka and between 

Haveli, Purandqar and Baramati. Walhe, a village in the 

Purandhar taluka, was a fairly important banana cultivating 

village. The cultivation of gu~vas in the Poona district 

during the Gadgil survey was almost entirely confined to 

vUlages to the south-west c£ Poona city on Mutha right and 

left bank canals. 30 Fig cultivation was round to be con

centrated in the villages in the north-west section or 

Purandhar taluka and a few vUlages in the section of Haveli 

taluka ad.j acent to the Purandhar taluka. 31 There is no men

tion of grape cultivation in the Poona district in the 

Gad.gil Report. 

29 Ibid., p. 12. 

30 Ibid., p. 12. 

31 Ibid., p. 13. 
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PATTERN OF FRUIT CULTIVATION IN THE POONA DISTRICT 
DORING THE CURRENT SURVEY PERIOD 19?8-79 

Total fruit cultivation in the Poona district has 

increased since the Gad.gil survey. This is illustrated in 

Table 3.1. Other changes or note are the significant increase 

in grape acreage, fairly large increases in the cultivation 

or guava and other fruits and a minor increase in the case 

or orange. The acreage under figs,oranges (orange and mosambi 

combined) and bananas has declined over the fifty year span. 

While in the case of figs the declining trend is clearer, for 

mosambi the decrease has occurred between 1974-77 and 1978-79. 

In the case or bananas 1 between 1974-77 and 1978-79 there has 

been an increase in the area cultivated.32 It must be borne 

in mind that the spread or fruit cultivation in the district 

is dependent upon the availability of water. Poona district 

has had several droughts in the recent years. The impact or 

a drought may not be confined only to the following year's 

cultivation and yield, but may also last for several years 

thereafter. The impact of the drought of 1972·73 bad not 

been fully overcome 1 in many parts of the Poona district and 

farmers at the time of the survey in 1978-79 still referred 

to it as the •recent• drought. It ma, also be remembered 

32 The acreage figures for 1979-80 (the latest year 
for which data is available at the Statistical Section or 
the Department of Agriculture, Maharasbtra State, Poona-1) 
were round to be unreliable. Therefore, this data is not 
being used in this study. 



Table 3 .. 1r: Acreage Un.jar Fruit in the Poona District (1930-31, 1974-75 and 1978-79) 
(Figures in Acres) 

- - -- - - - -. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Talukas _ Oranges 

-----------------------------------------------------------------

1. Junnar 
2. Ambegaon 

· J. Khed 
4. Shirur 
5. Mawa1 
6. l!o!u1shi 
7. Haveli 
8. Ve1he 
9. Bhor 

.10. Purandhar 
- 11. Baramati ·· 

(Bhimthadi) 
12. Dhond · 
1).-Indapur 

·14. Poona City 

Orange Mosambi 
-------------------1930- 197'4- 1978- 1930- 1974- 1978-

31 75 79 31 75 79 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. 

N.A. 15 15 
20 20 

174 @ 
545 742 623 

8 30 30 

82 7. q 

** 52 52 
196 @ 176 
127 · .. 10 . 10 

110. 

41 
1- _-

55 59 
.. -. 

N ~A. 

19 
26 
'2 

. 344 

261 
55 

20 

28 

50 3,5 
110' 110 
486@ 402 
355 394 

25 25 
5 4 

84 35 

\ 

10 10 
377@ 201 
144 126 

95 
98 

5 

Combined 

1930- 1974- 1978-
31 75 79 

152 65 
130 

193 486 
571 1097 
10 55 

5 
426 91 

** 62 
457 377 
182 154 

130 
41 
29 

144 
82 
7 

50 
130 
402 

1017 
55 

4 
42 

62 
377 
136 

154 
98 

5 

-2753 2755 2532 
- - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
** Included with Haveli taluka. 

@ Orange and mosambi combined. 
( continue.d) · -. 



Table 3.~G(continued) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -
Talukas Guavas Figs Bananas 

------------------- ------------------- -------------------1930- 1974- 1978- 1930- 1974- 1978- 1930- 1974- 1978-
31 75 79 31 75 79 31 75 79 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

1. Junnar ·~-~6 30 30 * * 772 910 1082 
2. Ambegaon 2 3 3 44 55 59 
3. Khed 6 2 2 32 
4. Shirur 45 47 2 1 16 25 20 
5. Mawal 5 7 8 "3 2 2 
6. Mulshi 1 2 
7. Havel! 546 880 913 _7_{.,_ _],J ,1~ 31..7 . 142 144 
8. Velhe 
9. Bhor ** 69 S1 . ** 228 ·233 ** * 

10. Purandhar 11 . 180 186 511 202 191 104 22 52 
11. Baramati 

( Bhimthadi) · · 21 · .. 50 72 2. * •• 147 12 22 
12. 

~ 

Dhond :9 58 68 6 5 ·7 '9 -0 
13. Indapur. 33 34 40 ·"·1- ... .''72 55 60 
14. Poona City 145 3 ... - 14 

' 
.. - - - - - ---- -- - --.... -- - -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -·- ~ 

Total 1804 1290 1428. 591 . 445. -437 15So · -.1231 1450 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - -- - - -- - - - - - -- -- - --- -- - - - - --

(continued) -J -
·N 



rable 3.1 : (continued) 
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

Talukas 

1. Junnar 
2. Ambegaon 
3 • .Khed 
4. Shirur 
5. Mawal 
6. Mulshi 
7. Haveli 
8. Velhe 
9. Bhor ¥¥ 

10. Purandhar 
11. Baramati 

(Bhimthadi) 
12. Ol:iond 
13. Indapur 
14. Poona City 

Total 

Grapes 
-------------------1930- 1974- 1978-

31 75 79 

9 

6 

2 

18 

2 

37 

57 

10 
.7 

102 

25 
263 

87 
223 
:..12 

789 

34 

10 
7 

102 

* 
27 

290 

88 
225 
11 

794 

·* Included with "All Other Fruit". 

All Other Fruit 

1930- 1974- 1978-
31 75 79 

51 231 
66 43 
.30 • 174 
50 215 
14 10 

49 
503 823 

178 
220 

241 
33 
66 

21 
123 
218 

294 
85 
46 

.355 
43 

246 
23q 

10 
49 

787 

35 
295 
206 

270 
67 
33 

1452 2332 2632 

"*¥ Bhor was a part of Haveli in the 1930s. 
- Insignificant acreage 

Total Fruit 

1930- 1974- 1978-
31 75 79 

1010 1293 1608 
112 231 231 
267 672 660 
637 1390 1328 

32 74 70 
55 55 

1896 2051 2001~ 

* 
·1263 

590 

391 
182 
257 

380 38? 
929 1128 
697 727 

589 588 
479 490 
65 49 

6637 8805 9322 

Source: The 1930-.31 figures have been taken from the Gadgil Report. The 1974-75~ 
49!18""79'-·figures c..re from the Statistical Section, Department of Agriculture, 
Maharashtra State, Poona 1, and the taluka headquarters. "'7~-.'!~i-s::.;:-:r 
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that much of the orang~ mosamb~, guavar and figs grow in what 

is termed the •scarcity zone•33 of recurrent water shortage 

caused by inadequate ground water and undependable and scant 

rainfall.34 Between 1972-73 and 1988 the district has been 

hit by several more droughts. 

3.2.31 THE CULTIVATION OF ORANGES (ORANGES & MOSAMBIS) 
IN THE POONA DISTRICT (197B-79) . 

The largest acreage ot oranges in the district was in 

the Shirur taluka, while mosambis prosperred in the Khed, 

Shirur and Purandhar talukas (Table 3.1). These talukas are 

i.n the scarcity zone3~ and since oranges and mosambis. require 

much less water. than grapes or bananas, these are the most 

popular fruit crops grown in these areas. Moreover, citrus 

trees are usually grown on tree .working medium black or 

light loam soil. The eastern zone ot the district comprising 

ot Baramati, Dhond, Indapur talukas and eastern parts ot 

Haveli, Junnar, Shirur and Purandhar talukas the conditions 

permit the cultivation ot citrus crops. 

33 See Footnote 7. 

34 See Footnote 8. 

3~ Percentage ot net irrigation area to net area sown: 
1977-78 1278-72 1280.81 

Shirur 12.94 13.32 12.~ 
P~randhar 14.43 1~.06 16.0? 

Source: 1981-82 District Statistical Abstract of Pune 
District, p.30. 
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The cultivators of oranges and mosamb:!S traditionally 

used the mhot irrigation system and were in the process of 

shifting to pumpsets. At the time of the interviews a small 

section had shifted to the use of electric pumpsets to irri

gate their orchard:?_ 

c-Even though in 1977-79 "the rains had been timely36 

in the Poona district farmers complained of severe water 

shortages in these areas during the summer months. 

It may be recalled/that the Gadgil report generally 

refers to the representative fruit grower of the Poona dis

trict as •a small ·cultivator who plants very small orchards". 37 

However, the a"'!erage size of operational holding in the drier 

tracts is larger than the district average.38 For oranges 

grown in Shirur the average size of operational holding was 

22.89 acres (Table 3.2) of which 18.S7 per cent was- irrigated 

and 24.71 per cent of the irrigated land was being used for 

fruit cultivation. For mosambis grown in Sakurde-Belsar the 

average size of land holding was found to be 11.91 acres ~or 

the selected sample. Of this 24.10 per cent was irrigated and 

29.62 per cent of the irrigated land was used for fruit 

cultivation. The average size of orchards in the orange 

36 Socio-Economic R£>view and The District Statistical 
Abstract of Pune District 197?-79. 

37 Gadgil Report, op.cit., p. 18. 

38 The .average size of cultivation holdings was 11.82 
acres, and ownership holding was 11.70 acres in 196Q-61 in 
the Poona District. 
Source : 1961 Poona District Census Handbook, P• 44. 



Table 3. 2 : Proportion of Cultivated Land Per Cultivator Irrigated and Ascribed to Cash 
and Fruit Crops in the Selected Sample (1978-79) 

. ------ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ------
Fruit Size of Average Average Average Average per cultivator Perc en- Fruit 

opera- irri- acreage acreage percentage of tage of crops 
tional gated under under cultivated land irri- as a 
hold- acreage cash fruit ---------------------- gated percen-
ings per crops crops Irri- Under Under land tage 

culti- ·· gated cash fruit under of cash 
vat or crops fruit crops 

(Acres) (Acres) (Acres) (Acres) 
1 2 3 4 ? 6 7 8 9 

------ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I. Orange 

1. T alegaon Dhamdhere 28.39 4.6? 2.11 0.73 16 •. 38 7.43 2.?7 1?.70 34.60 
2. Shikrapur 14.16 4.78 2.8? 0.93 33.76 20.13 6;?7 19.46 32.63 
3. Ranjangaon 

Ganapati 22.22 3.40 2.78 1.43 12.49 10.21 ?.2? 42.06 ?1.44 

Weighted average 22.89 4.2? 2.61 1.0? 18.?7 11.40 4.?9 24.71 40.23 

II. Mosambi 

1. Sakurde Belsar 11.91 2.87 2.42 0.8? 24.10 28.72 7.14 29.62 3?.12 

III. Guava 

1. T aleg aon Dhamdhere 39.00 3.8? 1.7? 0.63 . 9.87 4.49 1.62 16.36 36.00 
J 

2. Saswad 12.0+ 6.?3 3.87 2.98 ?4.24 32.14 24.7? 4?.64 77.00 
3. Dive 7.73 1.76 2.60 0.78 22.77 33.64 10.09 44.32 30.00 ,.. 

4. Baner 6.48 3.47 2.79 1.64 ?3.?? 43.06 2?.31 47.26 ?8.78 

Weighted average 10.61 3.11 2.81 1.34 29.31 26.48 12.63 43.09 47.69 
-J 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - en 
Cont:i ••• 



Table 3.2 : (Continued) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Fruit 1 2 3 4. 5 6 7 8 9 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
IV. Fig 

1. Dive 7.63 3.23 2.15 0.76. 42.33 28.18 9.96 23.53 35.35 
2. Ve1u 8.11 2.39 2.39 0.89 29.47 29.47 10.74 37.24 37.24 

Weighted average 7.95 2.58 2.31 o.85 32.45 29.06 10.69 34.50 36.80 

V. Banana 

1. Otur 8.oo 4.54 3.55 1.28 56.75 44.36 16.00 2R.19 36.06 
2. Raj uri 13.74 6.59 2.20 1.14 47.96 16.01 8.30 17.30 51.82 
3. Ale 13.83 11.25 2.76 2.41 81.34 19.96 17.43 21.42 87.32 
4. Be1he 13.77 5.94 2.19 1.64 43.14 15.90 11.91 27.61 74.89 

Weighted average 11.85 6.57 2.74 1.48 55.44 41.70 12.49 22.53 54.01 

VI. Grape 

1. Hadapsar 23.37 20.05 16.87 1.50 85.79 72.19 6.42 7.48 8.89 
2. Uruli Kancban 10.65 8.37 8.02 1.01 78.59 75.31 9.48 12. CYl 12.59 
3. Yawat 7.50 6.00 4.00 1.38 80.00 53.33 18.40 23.00 34.50 
4. Baramati 

Malegaon ' 15.27 10.79 6.99 2.89 70.66 45.78 18.93 26.78 41.34 

Weighted average 13.93 10.34 7.70 . 2.15 74.23 55.28 15.43 20.79 20.79 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -..1 
'-..] 
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growing areas, however, are still as small (Tables 3.2, 3.3 

and 3.4) as was reported in Gadgil Report.39 For oranges the 

average sized orchard 1n the selected sample was 1.07 acres 

which occupied about 4.79 per cent of a cultivator's gross 

cropped land. For mosambi the average area under fruit crops 

was even smaller, at o. 87 acres. This was ? .14 per cen.t of 

the total average cultivated land~ 

The cultivation of oranges follows a somewhat tradi

tional pattern - Traditional cultivators and orchard growers 

with substantial experience in orchard growing dominated the 

sample of orange and mosambi cultivators (Tables 3 ·6) 3·'c:a~ 3 ·'1) 
The only member. of the commercial caste was a Gujarati Jain 

family that moved into Talegaon Dhamdhere in 194?. This family 

maintained a grocery ( kirana) bus 1ness on the side, but regard

ed cultivation as the primary occupation. In mos ambi cul ti v a

tion there was one cultivator from the Nhavi (barber) caste 

who considered cultivation his primary occupation. Five of 

the orange cultivators had secondary occupations such as runn

ing a tea-stall, construction, and similar side businesses. 

The orange and mosambi cultivators are largely tradi

tional farmers with medium level of net returns and a low level 

o( education (Table 3·8 ). Among those interviewed, the 

iMmigrants :.,; -· were generally more 

-capitalised and less traditional. 

39 Gadgil Report, op.cit., P• 23. 
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Table 3;3 : Number of Fruit Cultiva~ors_from Each Orchard 
Category by Villages in,,the Selected Sample 

. Area Under Fruit (1978-79) .. - ) --------- ~----- ~-4··~·- -·J·~· i- _,_--- -·-
Village Less O.SO 2.00 s.oo 

than 2.00 s.oo acres 
o.s acres acres af 
acres of of fruit 
of fruit fruit 
fruit 

' - - - --- - - - - -- - --, .. -- --- ----- -- - --
I. Orange (Shirur Taluka) 

and 
Mosambi 

A. Orange 1. Talegaon 
Dhamdhere 

2. Shikrapur 
). Ranjangaon 

Ganapati 

4 
2 

1 

No,.'of cultivators 

6 
8 

8 

0 
0 

1 

0 
0 

0 ---- ---- ---- ----Sub-total 7 22 1 0 

B. Mosambi (Purandhar Taluka) 
1. Sakurde/Belsar 3 7 0 ---- ----· 

0 

0 TOTAL 10 ---
II. Guava (Purandhar Taluka). 

1. Dive 4 
(Kalewadi,Dhume
wadi, Dive,Jhende
wadi, Pawarwadi) 

(Haveli Taluka) 
2. Baner 
). Saswad 

0 
2 

29 

4 
1 ---- ----TOTAL --~- -~~-

III. Grape (Baramati Taluka) 
1. Baramati village 3 

(Haveli Taluka) 
2. Uruli Kanchan 
). Yeot 
4. Hadapsar 

TOTAL 

4. 
0 

- 0 ----7 
--~-

7 

4 
1 
1 ---- . 13 ----

1 ---- ----

0 

1 
1 

2 

-
1 
1 
1 ----8 ----

6 

0 
1 ----1 

1 
0 
0 ----6 ----

10 
10 

10 

10 

12 

20 

10 
2 
2 

(continued) 
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Table 2·.3 . (continued) . 
- - - - - ------- ------- - - - ----- - ---Village Less o.so ·2.00 s.oo 

than 2.00 ;.oo acres 
o.s acres acres or 
acres or or fruit 
or fruit fruit 
fruit ------ ------ - - - - -- --- - - - ---------

IV. Fig (Bhor Taluka) 

1. Velu ; ; 0 0 10 

2. Diva 3 
{Purandhar) 

4 1 0 8 

TOTAL .8 9 1 0 ·---
v. Banana (Junnar Ta1uka) . 

1. Raj uri 1 8 0 1 10 

2. Be1ha-A1a 0 7 .3 0 10 

). Otur 1 7 2 0 10 ---- ----TOTAL 2 22 s 1 ---- ----
GRAND TOTAL 33 86 17 8 144 

- - - - - -- - - - - - - -- -- - -------- --- ----



Table 3.4 t Number of Cultivators from Each Orchard Category from 
Selected Sample (1978-79) 

Each Village in tbe 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -, -- - ., --
Acres s.. s= 

G) 0 s.. Sr. Under fruit r::s.. ::s IU¥4 or4 
0~ p. bO~ cU s= ~ ~ No. cU.£: '0 cU S::IU or4 

Ill cU cU 'OS.. 
. bO'O cU s.. cUP. s.. G) p. ~ '0'4..£: ~ s.. J..cU .-f 

~= 3: e ::s ~ .,...,q~ s.. ::s ..£: cU cU .-to ~ ::Sill cU co > .-f or4 r::r:: ::s .,..., ~ .-f '0 :& ::sr:: s.. r:: ..!lo:.-f ~ 
cU.£: cU or4 .;_ ..£: ~~ b .fl .-f ~ cU ~ J..QS &! &! IU~ 0 
f-4Q Cl) Q _r:tl_ < ~ ::z:: ::::»:.:: r:t)~ _E-<_ - - - - -

1. 0 0.25 1 1 3 3 1 9 

2. 0.25 - 0.50 3 1 4 2 2 1 1 1 4 4 1 24 

.3. 0.50 - 1.00 4 11 .3 5 6 6 7 .3 1 1 1, 6 .3 1 7 65 

4. 1.00 2.00 2 1 1 2 .3 2 .3 1 1 2 1 5 .3 1 28 

5. 2.00 -- 5.00 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 4 1 1.3 

'6. 5.00 -- '10.00 .. 1 4 5 

7. 10.00~~ aljd_ more-

- - - - -- -- -- --- -
Total 10 5 20 10 10 10 10 10 5 5 2 2 10 20 5 10 144 

·! 

' -- - --~--- -- -- ---- -- -,.. --
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Tab1e-3.r: Caste Distribution Among Fru~~ Cultivators in the 
Selected Sample (1978-79) -, :) _____ ,_ - - - - - - - - - ------- ------- -Fruit Maratha Mali Brahmin-- commer~ Other @ 

.cial * 
- - - - - - - - - - -- --- --- ---- --- - ----
Orange 16 10 0 1 

(57 .14) (35. 71) (3.57) 

Mosambi 0 9 0 0 
(90.00) 

Guava 19 - 7 0 0 
(70.37) (25.93) 

Fig 14 1 0 0 
(93 .• 33) (6.67) 

Banana 28 0 1 1 
(93.33) (3.33) (3.3)) 

Grape 13 10 4 . 4 
(38.24) (29.41). (11.76) (11.76) 

1 
(3.57) 

1 
(10.00) 

1 
(3.70) 

0 

0 

3 
(8.82) 

---------------- -·-------------90 37 5 6 . 
(62.50) (25.69) .. (3.47) (4.17) 

6 
(4.17) 

-----------+------------------* lt~rwaris an~ Gujaratis.....-· . .; __ - ;;,.; ....... _ 
@ Kaikadi, Nhavi, Shimpi, Vanjari and Chambhara. 

Figuras in brackets indicate percentages. 



I 
Table 3.6 : V1llagew1se Distribution of Fruit Cult1yators by Caste in the Selected Sample 83 

--------------- ---- - - ---- -1---- ---- -- - -- ----- ------------------------ -- ---Name of Village and ! Castes of the cultivators 
fruit taluka -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Brahmin Maratha & 

other 
cultivat
ing castes 

Mali Marwari/ Phool 
( agri- Gujarati mali 
culture) Jain ( horti-

(business) culture) 

Kaikadi Nhavi Shimpi Chambhar Vanjari 
(basket (barbers) (tailors) (harijan) (Nomad) 
weavers) 

Total. 

--- - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -- -- - - --- - - - - - ---- - -- - - - -- - - - -- - - -
Orange Talegaon Dhamdhere 

' 
2 1 8 

Shikrapur 6 10 
Ranjangaon Ganapati 7 2 1 10' 

Sub-total 16 10 1 28 
( 5'9.26) ( 37 ,o4) ( 3. 7) 

Hosambi Sakurde Be1sar 9 1 10 

Sub-total of 16 19 1 1 38 
Orange & Mosambi (43 .• 24) (5'1.35') (2.7) (2.7) 

~ Baner 5' ~ Saswad 3 1 1 
Talegaon Dhamdhere 2 2 
Dive 8 1 9 

!:!! Ve1u 9 9 
~ Dive 3 1 4 
f.!g Dive 7 7 

Ve1u 1 1 
Sub-total of 33 8 1 42 
Guava and Fig ( 8.57) (19.05') (2.33) 

Grape Uruli Kanchan 8 1 1 10 
Hadapsar 2 2 
Yeot - 1 1 2 
Baramati• 4 3 6 4 2 1 20 

Sub-total 4 13 R 4 2 1 1 1 3'+ 
(11.76) (38.26) ( 23.5'3) (11. 76) (5',A8) (2.94) ( 2, 94) (2.94) 

Banana Otur 10 10 
Raj uri 10 10 
Ale 1 4 ~ Belhe 5' 
Sub-tot a1 1 29 30 

- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ------- ------ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Total for all 4 91 35 5 2 1 2 1 1 1 144 
villages (2.7R) (63.R9) ( 21+, 30) ( 3.47) ( 1. 39) (0.69) ( 1. 39) ( 0,6g) ( 0,69) ( o. 6?) ( 100, 00) 

- - - - - - - - - - - ------- - .. - - - ------ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - -
• I)1C1ujes halegaon, .J aloe hi, ~unewadi and 13araJUa ti, Figures in .>rackets indicate :)ere en taees, 



... \"J .... 
Table -J. 7--: Statistics Regarding Experience, Immigration and 

Secondary Occupation_ of the .Selec~ed .. Fruit 
Cultivators in ·tne Selected· Sample (1978-?9) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---------- -
F'ruit 

Orange 

Mosambi 

Guava 

.fig 

Banana 

Grape 

Migrant Secondary · Experience Total No.of 
Occupation Cultivators 

- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - --- -- - -
2 

(7.14) 

0 

2 
(7. 41) 

0 

1 
(.3 • .33) 

13 
(38.24) 

(17~~6) 

0 

2 
(7.41) 

5 en . .3.3) 

7 
(2.3.)3) 

14 
(41.18) 

9 . 
. (90.00) 

26 
(96.,30) 

15 
(109.00) 

27 
(90.00) 

22 
. (64.7~) 

28 
(100.00) 

10 
(100.00) 

27 
(100.00) 

15 
(100.00) 

30 
. (100.00) 

34 
(100.00) 

-------------------------------
Figures in brackets indicate ·percentages. 



Table.3.8 : 1Education and Literacy Among the Poona Fruit Growers in the Selected Sample 
(1978-79) 

-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Fruit 

1 

Orange· 

Mosambi 

Guava 

Fig 

Banana 

Grape 

Less than 
fifth 
grade 

2 

1.3 
(46.4.3} 

.3 
(.30. 00) 

12 
(44.44} 

10 
(66.67} 

5 
(16.67} 

6 
(17 .65) 

Fifth grade 
- Less than 
8th grade 

.3 

7 
(25.00} 

.3 
(30.00) 

g 
(29.6.3) 

.3 
(20.00} 

7 
(23 • .3.3) 

4 
(11. 76) 

Eighth grade 
- Less than 
High school 

4 

7 
(25.00} 

2 
(20.00} 

6 
(22.22) 

2 
(13 • .33) 

10 
(JJ • .3.3) 

.. 9 
(26.47) 

High school 
- Less than 
Bachelors 

5 

1 
(.3. 57). 

1 
(10.00) 

1 
(.3. 70) 

0 

5 
(16.67) 

10 
(29~41) 

Bachelors 
and 
beyond 

6 

0 

0 

0 

0 

.3. 
··.(10-.00) 

5 
(14.71) 

Columns 
3+4+5+6 
At least 
Fifth grade 

7 

Total 

g 

- - - - - - - - - - --
15 

(53. 57) 

7 
(70.00) 

15 
(55.56) 

5 
(.33 • .3.3) 

25 
(8) • .33) 

28 
(82 • .35) 

28 
(100.00) 

10 
(100.00) 

2:1 
(100.00) 

15 
(100.00) 

.30 
(100.00)· . 

.34 
(100.00) 

- - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - -- - -18 - - ~-· ~ - 8 - - - - 95- ·- - - -1L.- -
(12.50) (5.56) (65.97) (100.00) 

Total 49 
(.34.0.3) 

32 
(22.22) 

.36 
(25.00) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- --- - - - - ~ - - - - - - -- -- - - - ---
Figures in brackets indicate percentages. 
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3.2.311 OUTPUT FOR ORANGE AND MOSAMBI 

Fruit output of desirable quality and quantity may be 

obtained through the provision of proper care and conditions. 

According to Shoemaker: 

Citrue trees may live ~0 years or more • 
• • • Nitrogen has a dominant role in maintain
ing good vigor and high yield of many groves 
••• fertilizer recommendations average o.~ 
pound nitrogen per yea~ per box. For example, 
an 8-box tree requires 3.2 pounds of nitrogen 
per year. • •• !±,QI 

Then again, 

Citrus trees need a regular supply of 
water for their many leaves and fruits. One 
orange may contain 1/2 cup of juice, so a 
tree with 1000 mature fruits carries so~I~Et · 
30 gallons of liquid in the crop. Moreover, 
2D-40 leaves, each transpiring much water, 
are required to manufacture food for ripen
ing of a single orange. !g/ 

Further with respect to drier regions similar to the 

Shirur taluka, Shoemaker adds: 

Rainfall in the citrus areas of Cali
fornia and Arizona is much higher than in 
the Florida belt. ••• Irrigation is an 
obligate operation and might b:t required 
throughout the year. ~/ 

Similarly, Naik also stresses the importance of irrigation 

in .citrus cultivation when he writes: 

_ 40 James s. Shoemaker and Benjamin J.E. Tesley, Tree 
Fruit Production, John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New -york, 
u.s.A., 1969, p. 392. 

~1 Ibid., p. 39~. 

42 Ibid., p. 39~. 



Except under rain-fed citrus producing 
areas ••• citrus trees·require artificial 
irrigation at frequent intervals. Irrigation 
is the largest item of expenditure in many 
parts, amounting to one-third to one-fourth 
of the total maintenance cost of the orchard 
in any one year during the bearing age. ,!tJ/ . 
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For oranges this survey found the average number of 

trees per acre to lie in the vicinity of 260 to an acre 

(Tables .3·9 c:t- B·I"D ). The density of mosambi cultivation 

was at about 270 to an acre. The corresponding figures from 

the Gadgil survey44 ranges between 25'0 and 5'00 for oranges. 

For both mosambis and oranges the average was around 400 

trees to an acre. Between the Gadgil survey and 1978-79 new 

research in hor.ticulture has suggested the merits of greater 

distancing be tween orange trees but the results of such re

search has not had much impact on the growing pattern in the 

Poona district. 

The yield per tree for orange in the Ga.dgil report45' 

was stated to be, on an average, between 15'Q-200 fruits per 

tree, although the full range in stated production per tree 

for both oranges and mosambis is much wider. The average 

yield could be approximately calculated at a range between 

25' kgs. to 33 kgs. to a tree (Table 3· \\ ). 

K. c. Naik, "South In.dian Fruits and Their Culture", 
pp. 232-233. 

Gadgil Report, op.cit., p. 25'. 

Ibid., p. 25'. 



Table -,;3 ·9. : Average Output Per Tree for Modal Age Groups 
of the Orchards, 1978 

- - - - - -
Fruit 
(modal age 
group only) 

- - - - - -
I. Orange 

- - - - - --- - - --------- - -
Output 
per acre 
(kgs.) 

Average No. Average output 
of trees per tree 
per acre for (kgs.) 
the fruit 

- - - - - - -- - -- --- ----

88 

i) 5-9 years 8,288) 31.45 (18))Weighted 
263.54 average 

ii) lQ-15 years 11,195~ 42.48 (10))3$.39 

II. Mosambi 8,683 271.10 30.03 
(5-9 years) 

III. Guava 6,4$6 168.14 38.40 
(4-15 years) 

IV. Fig 1,601 209.87 7.6~ 
(4-15 years) . 

V. Banana 18,471 1612. 0()11 1$ .6()11 

vi. Grase 5,830 58$.32 9.96 
(4- years) 

------- - - - - -------
• Out of the 1,612 plants, on an average only 1,184 (73.4$ 

per cent) produce fruit at the end c£ the season. Thus, 
the output per plant is based upon the average weights 
of the nangars· (bunches). · 

@ Fig orchards in general, both in Dive and in Velu, but 
especially in the latter village, were doing poorly. 
They had first suffered under the effects of the drought 
of 1972-73, and before they had had the time to recover, 
the orchards had been hit by disease. At the time of 
the survey many fig cultivators were thinking of re
placing their fig orchards with other crops, especially 
vegetables. By 1978-79 there was an overall slight de
cline in the acreage under fig cultivation in the dis
trict, from 445 acres (in 197~-75) to 337 acres, and 
both these acreage figures are lower than the $97 acres 
in 193Q-31 (Gadgil Report). 
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Table 3.10 : Average Number of Trees and Output Per Tree 
· for Orchards of All Ages, 1977-78 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.- - - - -
Fruit Village 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I. ORANGE T alegaon Dha.mdhere 

Shikrapur 
Ranjangaon Ganapati 
Weighted Average 

II. MOSAMBI Sakurde Belsar 

III. GUAVA 

IV. FIG 

V. BANANA 

VI. GRAPE 

Talegaon Dhamdhere 
Saswad. 
Dive 
Baner 

Weighted Average 

Dive 
Velu 

Weighted Average 

Otur 
Raj uri 
Bel he 
Ale 
Weighted ~verage 

Had.apsar 
Uruli Kanchan 
Yawat 
Baramati 
Weighted Average 

Average 
No. of 
trees 
per 
acre 

296.625' 
241.7 
25'8.9 
263.5'4 

271.1 

116.5' 
174.8 
166.86 
186 
168.44 

211 
209.3 
209.87 

15'29 
16?6.9 
1645' 
1615'.2 
1612 

5'25' 
619.1 
5'5'0 
5'78 
5'85'.32 

Average 
output· 
per 
acre 
(kg.) 

9395'.3? 
·10218.4 

9193.9 
9617.36 

8994.6 

43?9 
5'25'2 
6394.5'3 
4465'.8 
5'676.48 

1473.6 
1664.9 
1601.13 

.21?91.2. 
1925'0.4 
14611 
14132.2 
184?1.07 

5'690 
4?82.8 
6?5'0 
5'640 
5'45'6.12 

Average 
output 
per tree/ 
plant 
(kg.) 

31.67 
42.28 
35' .5' 
36.83 

33.18 

37. 5'9 
30.05 
38.32 
24.01 
33.?6 

6.98 
?.95 
?.63 

1?.9• 
16.2• 
12.8• 
12.6• 
15'.6• 

10.84 
?.?3 

12.2? 
9.76 
9.32 

- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
• Not all the banana plants bear fruit. Therefore the output 

per plant figures are calculated on the basis of the plants 
that did bear fruit. On an average, a banana tree of the 
Junnar area bears fruit to 10 kg. to 20 kg. 



Table 3,11 : Output per Tree in the GadgU Survey (kgs,) 
193o-32 
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - -
Fruit Kilograms of fruit per tree 

- - - - - - - - - - - - -· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1. Orange 2) kgs to 33.33 kgs. 

(full range 8.33 kgs to 83.33 kgs) 

2. Mosambi 2) kgs to )0 kgs. 

3. Guava 4.17 kgs to )0 kgs. 

4. Fig 4,)) kgs to 13.63 kgs (Purandhar) 

), Banana 8.33 kgs to 12.) kgs. (Junnar) 

16,67 kgs (Purandhar) 

-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - ---
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In Tables .:3-CJ and ~riO are listed the comparable out

put per tree figures found in the currant study. For oranges 

(for a tree in the 5 to 9 year age-group of orchard) the yield 

per tree is about 31.45 kg., and for the lQ-15 year age-group 

it is 42.48 kgs. The weighted average for both the groups 

is 35.39 kgs. per tree. For mosambi•s of the 5-9 year age of 

orchard the yield per tree is about 30 kgs. per tree. One 

finds, therefore, no increase in the yield per tree. The 

oranges and mosambis growing in the eastern tract of the.Poona 

district have been experiencing water shortage (Tables 3·12 and 

o·l3 ) may be consulted for the relevant irrigation s tatis tic·s). 

At the above per tree yields the per acre output for 

oranges of the modal age of orchard (5-9 years) is 8,288 kgs. 

per acre (Tables B·ILt and 3·15"). This output is within 

the range of potential yield per acre supplied by the Horti

culture Department of the Poona Agricultural College and re~ 

produced in Table .3·1". The per tree yield for the same aged 

orchard, is however, below potential. In the case of mosambis 

the per acre output for the modal group (age of orchard 5-9 

years) is 8,683 kgs. per acre (Table 3·''1- ). This can be said 

to lie on the lower end of the range for range of yield for 

mosambi for the district obtained from the Agriculture College 

(Table 3·'">. It may be concluded, therefore, that the yield 

- per acre as well as per tree for both orange and mosambi even 

in the years of normal rainfall (1977-?9) lie below the 



Table 3.l;u Percentage of Irrigated Land Being Used for Fruit Cultivation in the 
Selected Sample (1978·79) 

(Acres) ------ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ------
Fruit/ Total Irrigat- Percentage of Irrigated area Percentage of 
Village irrigat- ed area irrigated under parti- irrigated area 

ed area under area under cular fruit under parti-
fruit fruit cular fruit 

(1) ( 2) ( 3) (4) ( ~) ( 6) 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - ------- - - - - - - - ---

I. ORANGE 

1. Talegaon 
4.64~ 0.822 37.13 0.697 29.~ Dhamdhere 

2. Shi~rapur 4.77~ 0.97~ 24.68 0.92~ 23.43 

3. Ranjangaon 
3.40 1.42~ ~9.83 1.42~ ~9.83 Ganapati 

II. MOSAMBI 

1. Sakurde 2.994 0.823 3~.18 0.823 3~.18 

III. GUAVA 

1. Talegaon 
3.8~ 0.62~ 16.76 0.62~ 16.76 Dhamdhere 

2. saswad. 6.49~ 2.98 ~6.152 1.18 43.80 

3. Dive 2.086 0.778 48.92 0.~3~ 33.27 

4. Baner 3.47 2.03~ 57.32 1.63~ 43.38 c.o· 
- - - - - ------ - - - - - - - - - N ------ - - - - - Contd ••• 



Table 3.Ja.': (Continued) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - ------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -(1) (2) ( 3) ( lf.) ( 5) (6-} - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - ------- - - - -
IV. FIG 

1. Dive 3.225 0.755 36.47 0.655 31.lf-7 

2. Velu 2.26 0.89 6lf-. 75 • 0.79 61.50 

V. BANANA 

1. Otur lf-.68 1.20 lf-1. 37 1.20 lf-1.37 

2. Rajuri 6.590 1.536 28.30 1.136 26.30 

3. Belbe 5.62 2.lf-1 27.55 2.lf-1 27.55 

4. Ale 5.9lf- 1.624 22.52 1.62lf. 22.52 

VI. GRAPE 

1. Hadapsar 20.0lf. 1.50. 8.30 1.50 8.30 

2. Uruli 
Kancban 5.03 1.06 26.30 0.705 23.05 

3. Yeot 6.00 1.375 22.50 1.00 17.15 

4. Baramati 10.96 2.88 29.16 2.63 26.95 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Table 3.13: Average Per Cultivator Allocation of Irrigated 
Land (Seasonal and Perennial) for Fruit 
Cultivation 

- - ·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Fruit Percentage allocation of 

irrigated land 

------------~---------------Average 
percentage 
for all 
fruit 

Average per
centage for 
the parti
cular fruit - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -

1. Orange and Mosambi 39.21 37.00 

2. Guava 44.79 34.30 

3. Fig 5'0.61 46.49 

4. Banana 29.94 29;.44 

5'. Grape 21.5'7 18.86 

- - -. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Average for all fruit 37.22 33.22 
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Table 3.14 : Average Output Per Acre (in Kgs.) for Each ' 
Fruit (By the Ages of the Orchards )• 

- - - - - - - -
Age of orchard 
(years) ------

I. ORANGE 

5 - 9 
10- 15 
16 - 20 

• II. MOSAMBI 

5 - 9 
10- 15 
16 - 20 

III. GUAVA 

2 - 3 
4- 15 

16 - 25 

IV. lli 
2 - 3 
4 - 15 

16- 20 

V. BANANA 

~ - - - - -

(One output only) 
Jalgaon Variety 

VI. GRAPES 
(Thompson Seedless) 

2 - 3 
4- 8 
9- 10 

More than 10 

No.of culti• 
vators 

-· - - - - - - -

18 
10 

0 

? 
3 
0 

5 
19 

3 

0 

15 
0 

30 

5 
24 
3 
2 

Kgs./Acre 
(Output) 

8,288 
11,915 

8,683 
10,389 

3,?90 
6,466 
4,181 

1,601 

18,471 

3,566 
5,830 
4,85.0 
3,350 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - -
• These output figures reflect production per acre in viz. 
1977-78 a normal year. In the years when rainfall is inade
quat.e, .or when there are untimely and heavy rainfalls the 
output per acre drops sharply to as little as a third or 
fourth of these figures. 
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. .....___......./ 
Table 3.12 : Size of Landholdings and Production and Costs 

Per Acre (By Modal Age Group of Orchards) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Fruit Freq- Size of Per acre Per acre Per acre Per acre 
(By modal uency land- average average input output/ 
age group) holding output annual cost/per unit 

( kgs.) cost of ·unit input 
produc- output cost 
tion (I/O) (0/I) - - - - - - ------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

I. ORANGE 8 S111all 8802 ?543 o.4o 2.48 
(5-9 ' Medium R074 3?08 0.43 2.32 
years) ' Large 7677 3261 0.42 2.3? 

18 Weighted 
average 8288 34?? 0.42 2.40 

II. MOSAMBI 2 Small 9890 3886 0.39 2.?4 
(5-9 2 Medium 97?0 37?0 0.37 2.60 
years) 3 Large 7167 3610 o.?o · 2.00 

7 Weighted 
average 8683 3729 o.43 2.33 

III. GUAVA 6 Small 7228 197? 0.27 3.66 
(4-15 10 Medium 616? 2010 0.33 3.07 
years) 3 Large ?882 209? 0.37 . 2.67 

19 Weighted 
average 64?6 2012 0.31 3.21 

IY. FIG 4 Small 1?20 2086 1.37 0.73 
\4=1? 7 Medium 1?81 2082 1.31 0.76 
years) 4 Large 1716 2173 1.26 0.79 

1? Weighted 
average 1601 2108 1.31 0.76 

V. BANANA 7 Small 174?0 4310 0.2? 4.0? 
(All) 10 Medium 2023? ?022 0.2? 4.03 

13 Large 17663 4787 0.27 3.69 

30 Weighted 
4754 0.26 3.88 average 18471 

VI. GRAPES 3 Small ?700 1471? 2.?8 0.39 
(4-8 9 Medium 6144 1469? 2.39 o.42 
years) 12 Large ?6?? 12627 2.?3 o.4? 

24 Weighted 
average ?830 13663 2.34 0.43 

------- ------ - - - - - - - - - - - - - -



Table 3~16 : Potential Output of Individual Fruit Crops in the Poona Dis trict,l982-85• 

Fruit Age of Output/Acre 
orchard 
(years) (kgs.) 

- - - - - - - - - -
I. ORANGE 5 - 10 6,6?o-lo, ooo 

10- 15 
15- 20 

25,ooo-5o,ooo 
6,6?o-lo,ooo 

II. MOSAMBI 5 - 10 
10- 15 
15- 20 

1,66?- 4,16? 
8,334-16,668 
4,16?- 8,334 

III. GUAVA 
(Bent) 
Kalmi 

IV. FIG 

V. BANANA 

3rd year 2,ooo- 4,ooo 
4- 15 4,ooo- 8,ooo 

16 - 20 2,ooo- 4,ooo 

3rd year o- 1,000 
4- 15 · 1,ooo- 2,ooo 

16 - 20. o- 1,000 

One fruit 
season 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Vines/ Output per 
Acre vine 

Distance No.of fruits 

(kgs.) 
between per tree 

- - - - - - - - - -
200 33.3-50 
200 125-250 
2~1 • 33.3 - 50 

100 16.67 - 41.6? 
100 83.34-166.68 
100 41.6? - 83.34 

100 
100 
100 

20- 40 
40- 80 
20- 40 

trees 

20' X 20• 

20' X 20t 

2·00 
200 
200 

Less than 5 kgs. 
5-10 kgs. 
Less than 5 kgs. 

- - - - - - -
200-300 

?,5oo-15oo 
20Q-300 

lOQ-250 
500-1000 
25o-500 

-
40o-5CO 

only 12,000-20,000 2,000 6-10 kgs. 
per plant 

4.61 X 4.6• 

VI. GRAPES 2 - 4 
(Thompson 4 - 8 
Seedless) 8 - 10 

4, ooo- 6, ooo 
8,000-12,000 
6,ooo- 8,ooo 

?d+ 
?d+ 
?04 

5.68- 8.5 
11.36-1? 
8.5-11.36 

?' X ?t 

* Source : Estimations supplied by Prof. Bhore & Prof. Bhujbal of the Department of 
Horticulture, College of Agriculture, Pune, Maharashtra. 
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Table 3.1Z : Output Per Acre Calculated for the Gadgi1 
study of 193o-32 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Fruit Output per tree x No. 
of trees in one ~ere 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1. Orange 29.17 x 37' 

2. Mosambi 37., x 400 

3. Guava 27.08 x 27' 

4. Figs ·9. 09 kgs x 22' . 

'· Banana 10., kgs x 7'0 trees 

Output per acre 

10937 kgs 

1'0000 kgs 

7477 kgs 

204' kgs 

787' kgs (@ 8'% 
6694 kgs/ 
acre) 

- - • - - - - - - - - - - - • - - - - - - • - - a • 
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potential for the district. One reason for this would be the 

overall nature of water scarcity in the "scarcity .zone" _of 

the district. 

3.2.32 THE CULTIVATION OF GUAVAS IN THE POONA 
DISTRICT (197B-Z9) 

Acreage under guava in the district was the highest 

in the Haveli taluka during the year of the survey, and this 

acreage has been steadily increasing (Table 3.1). Next, in 

acreage after the Haveli taluka, is the Purandhar taluka where 

to the guava cultivated area has also been increasing. The 

Haveli taluka, of course, tor long been the principal guava 

cultivating tal.uka in the district, but the Purandbar taluka 

was not a majcr guava growing area during the Gadgil survey. 

The majcr reason tor th~ increase in acreage is the 

development ar the more productive improved variety viz. 

"Lucknow 4-9" at the Ganeshkhind Fruit Experiment Station, 

Khadki. Under proper conditions trees ot this variety have 

the potential of yielding some 9000 kgs. cL fruits per acre. 

While the GadgU study round most grower cultivators growing 

the gauthi or local variety, this study found that the. culti

vators interviewed had switched to the cultivation of Lucknow 4-9 

varieties. 

The method of irrigation used tar guava cultivation 

is well irrigation. The system of well irrigation in these 

areas was bullock powered. Guava requires moderate water and 



good drainage. Water shortage. was reported as a common 

problem. 
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The average size of operational holding for guava 

cultivators was 10.61 acres of which on an average 29.31 per 

cent was irrigated and 12.63 per cent of the irrigated land 

was under fruit cultivation (Table 3·~ ) •. The average sized 

guava orchard was 1.34 acres, though the orchards of Saswad 

and Talegaon Dhamdhere were smaller. Among the interviewed 

cultivators in the guava growing areas as much as 43.09 per 

cent of the irrigated land was used for fruit cultivation. 

The cultivators of guava are largely tr_aditional 

cultivators of the Maratha and Mali caste (Tables 3·6")3·" •.3·"l) 

with generations of experience in orchard growing (Table 

Even those who have migrated fro~ other areas are from tradi

tional orchard cultivating backgrounds. They have confined 

themselves to the steady, low-risk-low-capital type of orchard 

growing such as guava cultivation. For most, farming is a 

full-time occupation. A large percentage of these cultivators 

( 44.4 per cent : Table a. g ) have less than fifth grade educa

tion. 

One interesting case was the cultivator from the 

kaikadi (basket weaving) caste from Saswad. A first genera

tion guava orchard grower, he was one of the more prosperous 

-and less traditional cultivators. Through frugal living and 

astute business planning this basket weaker's rather set aside 
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a small capital for his son. The son entered the traditional 

field of basket weaving and added further to the capital fund. 

When enough capital had been accumulated he set up a small 

grocery shop. As the town of Saswad expanded in population 

the grocery shop expanded in size, making for enough capital 

for the purchase of a piece of land with good soU. With a 

loan from the Land Development Bank the cultivator had sunk a 

fairly deep well and had taken to the cultivation of fruits 

and vegetables. This was an isolated case of a cultivator com

ing from a backward community overcoming capital constraint 

with initiative and sound planning. 

3.2.321. OUTPUT FOR GUAVA ORCHARDS 

For guava cultivation Naik contributes the informa

tion that guava trees require an arid and hot climate, a mix

ture of alluvial and sandy soil and proper drainage. Usually, 

it will grow satisfactorily, and produce satisfactory fruit in 

any well drained soil of open texture. Even infertile rocky 

slopes have been satisfactory, provided that good organic 
. lt6 

matter and a sufficient moisture supply are made available. 

In the Gadgil report the common distance between trees 

in guava orchards was stated as 121 x 121 • This distancing 

would allow about 300 trees to an acre.47 The Poona guava at 

46 K. c. Naik, south Indian Fruits and their Culture, 
1949, pp. 4lt6-447. 

47 Gadgil Report, op.cit., P• 27. 
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that time was an inferior grafted variety. ·The current survey 

found all the interviewed cultivators growing the improved 

Lucknow 49 variety. The farmers in the sample planted around 

170 trees to an acre, a number larger than the recommended 

number of 100 trees to an acre (Tables 3.q ·"*'" 3·1~ ). The 

per tree yield of the local guava variety of the Gad.gil Report 

varied between 4 kgs. to ;o kgs. - a very wide variation 

(Table&U ). The per tree yield for the current study is at 

about 38.4 kgs. (Table 3 ·'f ) • The wide range makes reliable 

comparison between the yields difficult. The potential for 

the Lucknow 49 guava has been given to the between 40 and 80 

kgs. per tree for an orchard between 4-1; years old. By these 

standards the yield per tree or the sample is below the 

potential for the district under existing conditions. 

The per acre yield for the improved variety guava is 

about 6,470 kgs. while the median for the potential range is 

at about 6 1 000 kgs. per acre. Thus by increasing the density 

of cultivation above the desired ideal,even though the farn1ers 

of Poona receive a lower yield per tree, tlE per acre yield is 

above the average potential. 

3.2.33 THE CULTIVAXION OF FIGS IN THE POONA 
DISTRICT ( 19ZS:79) 

T. W. Sanders discusses the specific needs of the 

fig tree thus: 



"The Fig is somewhat particular in regard 
to soU. It will not fruit freely in heavy 
or rich soil ••• the Fig succeeds best on a 
chalky or calcareous sou. Moreover, it must 
have its root area restricted. Where there is 
about 18 in. ot loam overlying chalk Figs 
will do well. !!:§/ 
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The largest acreage or fig was in the Bhor taluka and 

after that the Purandhar taluka. In tact these two areas 

produce almost all ot the fig output ot the district (Table 

3.1). The fig crop does best in areas with light rains and 

loamy soils with tree drainage. The dry climate or Purandhar 

and Bhor suit fig cultivation well. However, frequent scarcity 

ot water in these dry zones of the district along with a com

bination of diseas~ has discouraged many traditional fig 

growers and reduced the acreage under figs. The figs culti

vated in the Poona district are ·Still largely the table 

variety. 

Severe water shortage was reported in the fig growing 

areas. The method or irrigation adopted by the farmers in the 

sample was entirely through the moht system which ran low or 

dry in the hot summer months even in the years or normal rain

fall (such as the period of survey 1978-79). Fig orchards 

were not producing good crops and several traditional fig 

cultivators were considering experimenting with the sturdier 

though normally less paying guava orchards. 

48 T. w. Sanders, Fruit and Its Cultivation, 4th Edition, 
W.H. & L. Collingridge, London, 1926, p. 84. 
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Of the total cultivated area 32.45 per cent was irri

gated. Of the total irrigated area fruit orchards received 

34.50 per cent of the land(T~hl& 3·~). 

The cultivation of figs is a traditional pattern of 

orchard cultivation that has been handed down for generations. 

Tables 3·6' """'d. a.r, illustrate that all the fig cultivators 

in the sample were either Marathas or Malis 1 experienced and 

non-immigrants (Table 3·'1 ) • Non-traditional castes do not 

get attracted into fig cultivation where the per acre output 

has dropped due to water shortage and disease and the total 

fruit output gets ·smaller as orchards decline in size. These 

are traditional farmers whose income is quite low and who have 

low levels of education (Table .g.g ). 

A third of the cultivators in the sample accepted a 

secondary occupation to make both ends meet. Among these 

was one case wich was especially unfortunate. Included in 

the sample is a cultivator from Velu who lost all but 0.25 

acres of his land of over five acres for a five hundred rupees 

loan he borrowed from a moneylender some twelve years before 

the interview. This cultivator at the time of the interview 

continued the fig orchard that already grew on the quarter acre 

of land he still owned. Although he claimed to be primarily 

a cultivator, in fact however, his secondary occupation was 

-cultivation and his primary means of livelihood came from 

working as casual labour in other cultivators• farms. 



3.2.331 OUTPUT OF FIG ORCHARDS 

Poona f'igs: This is the most prolif'ic 
variety on the plains and produces medium
sized, light purple f'rutts with uneven 
shoulders. The f'rui ts are thin skinned, 
sveet and vell navoured, possessing a 
rosy nesh. !!:,2/ 
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According to Haik the yields f'rom unpruned trees are 

higher. FurtherJr.Ore, f'ig needs dry atmospheric conditions, 

especially f'or f'ruit development, provided that there is an 

a.r:ple supply of' water.~0 

or the 110any reasons for frut t yields of' various 

taste, texture, rr·agrance and volume, the essential and un

controllable f'actor of' cli.lgatic conditions plays a crucial 

role in determining f'rutt production. Hot only the f'ruit 

production, but also seasonalitr of' f'ruit output may be affect

ed by veatber conditions. Quoting from Haik again: 

49 
Culture, 

~0 

51 

The proporUon of-yields in tbe tree 
seasons vary greatly, from year to year, 
depending particularly on the weather 
conditions at the time or or just preced
ing the bloom1..ng season fer each crop. 
There 1s also considerable variation f'rom 
orchard to orchard, possibly due to grove 
practices 1 vblle huge differences between 
individual trees, possibly due to inherent 
character, are not also uncommon. 21,/ 

K. c. Naik, south Indian Fruits 
1949, p. 385. 
Ibid., p. 388. 

Ibid., pp. 2)3-2~. 

and Their 
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At distances between plants of 13' to 17• the Gadgil report72 

estimated between 200 and 270 trees to an acre. The current 

sample yields an average of 209 trees to an acre73 (Tables 

3 . 1 ) while the figures from the Horticulture Depart-

ment or the Poena Agriculture College is at 200 trees to an 

acre for the Poena district (Table 3·1 (,). The output of trees 

was estimated by the Gadgil report~ at between 18 to 22.? kgs. 

per tree. The per tree yield during the_current survey.was 

significantly lower, at ?.63 kgs. per tree. The Horticultural 

Department supplied this research with the current potential 

output for an fig orchard in its prime age in the Poena dis

trict at betwee~ 7·10 kgs. per tree under existing conditions. 

This indicates that there has been a substantial decline in 

the yields or fig trees in the district since the Gadgil survey. 

The per acre yield for the current survey was 1,601 kgs. 

(Table 3·~ ) whereas the range for output potential is 1000 

to 2000 kgs. to an acre (Table 3-lt.::.), under the present condi

tions.Recurrent water shortage and disease appear to have 

significantly damaged the fig production of the Poena district. 

72 Gadgil Report, p. 24. 

73 T. w. Sanders, op.cit., p.84. Sanders also mentions 
a distancing of 17' x 17• as essential for good fruit develop
ment. 

74 Gadgil Report, p. 27. 



3.2.34 THE CULTIVATION OF BANANAS IN THE 
POONA DISTRIGr ( 1978·79} 

The Junnar taluka had the largest concentration 

of bananas and the acreage under this crop was increasing 

in that taluka (Table 3.1). Next in acreage, but trailing 

well after Junnar is the Haveli taluka. In the Junna taluka 

banana cultivation is found mostly in the central or the 

transitional tract which has brown soils and moderate rain

fall. The cultivation of banana requires larger doses of 

assured water than figs, guavas or the oranges. The western 

and central tracts .of Junnar are therefore more s u1 ted to 

banana cultivation than the drier eastern tract. In the 

Gadgil survey~~ ·one finds mention of two. varieties Kali and 

Soni grown in this taluka. In the current survey it was 

found that most cultivators in the region had shifted to the 

cultivation of the Jalgaon (basrai) variety only. The 

variety of banana currently grown at Junnar is the higher 

yielding Jalgaon or the basrai variety. The basrai variety 

was introduced in the region around the l~te forties but 

wider plantation of this variety was around the sixties. ~6 

This variety produced good yields in the absence of any 

serious water shortage in Junnar in 1977-79. 

~~ Gadgil Report, op.cit., p. 24. 

-56 The Gadgil study mentions only the •Kali' .and 
'Soni• varieties. The 19~ Bombay State Gazetteer makes a 
mention of the basrai variety being grown in the Poona 
District (p.216). 
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The banana cultivators interviewed did not express 

any immediate problems of water shortage. Irrigation was 

through wells and wells were operated by pumps as well as 

by bullocks. The cultivators did however indicate that in the 

year of the drought (19?2-?3) their crops had been badly 

damaged. Howeve~, since banana plants are replaced every 

two years the damage was not a lasting one. 

The average size of operation holding in the banana 

growing areas of Junnar taluka was 11.85 acres (Table 3.2) 

of this 57.44 per cent was irrigated and 12.49 per cent was 

under fruit. The percentage of irrigated land under fruit 

was 22.53 per cent in the selected sample. 

The banana cultivators are largely Marathas (Tables 

3.5 & 3.6) with several generations of experience in orchard 

growing (Table 3.?). Only one cultivator was an immigrant 

(Table 3.?). More than a fifth of them had secondary occupa

tions (Table 3.?). They are more prosperous than the orange, 

guava and fig cultivators and have been able to acquire higher 

levels of education (Table 3.8). The secondary occupations 

were an assistance to support the higher level of capital re

quired in this business. 

3.2.341 OUTPTJr OF BANANA ORCHARDS. 

The varieties of banana grown in the Poona district 

at the time or the Gadgil survey were the Kali and Soni. 

Currently the banana growers have shifted to the Jalgaon 

variety called the basrai. The yield figures for the two 

periods are, therefore, not comparable. 
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The Jalgaon. variety was planted in the Junnar taluka 

by the selected farmers was at a density of about 1612 

plants to an acre. The average yield per tree for these 

was 1~.6 kgs. and the per acre output was found to be about 

18,470 kgs. The corresponding figures for potential plant

ing practice and output 1n the district acquired from the 

Department of Horticulture of the Poona Agriculture College 

are 2000 plants per acre, 6-10 kgs. per plant and between 

12,000 kgs. to 20,000 kgs. per acre. The output of the 

Junnar cultivators in the sample appears to be on target. 

3.2.3~ THE CULTIVATION OF GRAPES IN THE 
PQONA DISTRICT (19?8-?9) 

Concentrations of grape cultivation in the Poona 

district were in the Baramat1, ~ndapur and Haveli talukas 

(Table 3.1). Cultivators were increasingly shifting to the 

Thompson Seedless variety, replacing the varieties of Anab-e

shahi and Selection 7 grown in the district earlier. The 

cultivation of Thompson Seedless variety of grapes requires 

regular and assured irrigation and the quantity of yield is 

directly dependent upon the water and fertilizer usage. Al

though Baramati and Indapur talukas lie in the dry tract of 

the district, the southern parts of these talukas have 

access to irrigation from the Nira canal system ani are thus 

able to cultivate grape vineyards. 

The irrigation pattern of grape vineyards varies 

with location. While some grape cultivators continue to use 
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well irrigation, many of the grape orchards are situated 

close to canals (such as having access to the waters or 

the Mula-Mutba or the Nira canals. The wells often supple

ment the water from canals. Irrigation with diesel or 

electric power is used to draw water from the wells. Grape 

cultivation requires ample water supply and the farmers 

totally dependent upon well irrigation (in Uruli Kancban 

and Baramati) indicated that grape production had suffered 

during the 19?2-?3 famine. Furthermore, some grape vine

yards were damaged by thunder storms in 19??-?8. 

The average ·cultivated acreage of a grape cultivator 

(Table 3.2) was 13.93 acres for the selected sample or which 

?4.23 per cent of the area was irrigated. From the irri

gated land of individual grape ~rovers in the sample, fruit 

crops received 20.?9 per cent of the area on the average. 

The allocation of irrigated land to fruit cultivation, bow

ever, vas much higher in the Baramati area at 41.34 per cent 

for the selected sample (Table 3.2). The contending crop 

for irrigated land in these tracts was sugarcane. 

The grape cultivators differ from the cultivators of 

other fruit in several ways. The lucrative nature of this 

orchard cultivation and the need for heavy capital invest

ment for vineyards has attracted a substantial number of 

new entrants into the business. Among the cultivators 

interviewed a third of them had entered the business from 
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non-cultivating castes and backgrounds (Tables 3·5 ~3·~ ). 

Thirty eight per cent in the sample were well capitalised 

migrants investing in a lucrative business and 64 per cent 

were traditional agriculturists with experience (Table 3-~ ). 

Among the new entrants (Tables 3· G ct- 3· '- ) are Brahmins, 

Marwaris (commercial classes), one Nhavi (barber), one 

Shimpi (tailor~ and a Vanjari (nomad). The level of educa

tion among grape growers is much higher than the other fruit 

growers (other than the banana growers). About 71 per cent 

of those interviewed had more than eighth grade education 

and some 82 per cent had completed the fifth grade. The 

promise of high annual net returns in grape cultivation 

attracts capitalized investo~s, most likely with at least 

some basic education, who have established occupations out

side agriculture. This would explain why non-traditional 

cultivators, such as the Brahmins and M·arwaris have become 

interested in grape growing in recent years. Included in 

the sample was a prosperous doctor from Puna who initially 

channelled some of his urban earnings into rural income, 

and later became so interested in grape cultivation as to 

devote a substantial amount of his time into it. The cases 

of the Shimpi and the lli.B are similar to that of the 

Kaikade narrated in the case of guava cultivation. These 

~rchard grcwers used the earnings from secondary o~cupa-

tions, earnings of other family members who worked in the 

city, and loans from banks, to help them enter grape 
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cultivation. The Vanjari in the sample had a full time job 

in the city when he invested in the grapevine yard. Among 

the Marathas in the sample are also the family of Anna Saheb 

and Abba Saheb Magar, active members in the Draksha Bagaitdar 

Sangh (Grape-growers• Association) and the PAPMC. 

3.2.351 OUTPUT OF GRAPE VINEYARDS 

During the Gadgil survey grape cultivation had be

come quite minor in the district and it did not receive any 

special mention in the 1933 Report. Grapes did find a men

tion in both the 18.85 Poona District Gazetteer and the 1954 

Bombay State Gazetteer. There are, however, no previous 

yield figures that would go at least 20.30 years into the 

past to compare the current yield against •. The yield figures 

from Punde•s study (1971-72) are.ll3.95 quintals per hectare 

(or 4595 kgs. 12r acre) for Thompson Seedless. The per acre 

yield for the same variety during the current survey, ex

pectedly, had increased to 5830 kgs. per acre for the modal 

group of orchard. In the 1980•s new improved varieties such 

as Sonaka, Tase Ganesh and Manik have been developed. The 

output potential of the Tase Ganesh Variety, according to 

the Maharashtra Rajya Draksha Bagayatdar Sangh (Maharashtra 

State Fruit Growers• Association) is 8000.10000 kgs./acre in 

.the 19801 s. The Bagaytdar Sangh estimated the dens~ty of 

Thompson Seedless at 800.1000 plants an acre. The current 

study found a density of around 600 plants per acre (Tables 
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3.q ) and the corresponding density figure from the 

Horticulture Department of the Poona Agriculture College is 

?00 plants per acre (Table3·1C, ). The range of yield the 

Poona Agriculture College offers is between 8000 kgs. and 

12000 kgs. for the modal orchard age of 4-8 years. 

FINDINGS ~~D COST METHODOLOGIES 
OF COMPARATIVE STUDIES 

studies have been conducted by researchers on the 

cost of cultivation of grapes and bananas. 5? 

The costs of es tablishillent of orchards calculated by 

these studies, at 19?8 prices are as tabulated in Table 3.1?. 

Table 3.18 : Findings of Other Studies 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- - - - - - - -Res ear- Fruit Year of Establishment .Present study 
cher at 19?8 study cost ~~?~8-?9) prices (Rs.) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Punde Grape( IS) 19?1-?2 22,230 30,338 

Narkhade Banana 
(Khandesh) 

1965'-66 3,?95-
5',132 

5',045 

Borey Banana 
(Jalgaon) 

1966-6? 5,463 

PatU 19?2 ?,066 

- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -
5'? H. D. Punde, An Economic Investigation into the 
Costs and Returns from Grape Cultivation in Baramati and 
H-aveli Talukas of Poona District, 19?3. 

-
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There have not been any comparable studies on the 

costs or cultivation or orange, mos ambi, fig or guava in th 1s 

region in recent years. 

The method of·cost calculation adopted by the studies 

produced for Mas ter• s degr_ees in A.gricul ture (Borey, Punde 

and PatU) are all the same. All these studies adopt the 

Cost A, Cost B and Cost C methods generally adopted by the 

Rahuri Agricultural University and standardised by the 

Seminar of Agricultural Price Policies organised by the 

FAO/ESCAFE w1 th the cooperation of the Government or India 

in 1958. By. this· method the. cost of cultivation is calcu

lated by operation. Cost A is the aggregated paid out cost 

for hired human labour, bullock labour, seed, manures and 

fertilizers, irrigation charges, land revenue and other 

taxes, depreciation of implements and cost of repairs to 

them which represent the actual out of pocket expenditure 

on cultivation. Cost B is the sum total of the rental value 

of owned land and the hypothetical interest that the capital 

invested in farm business would have earned if invested 

(continued) 

D. s. Narkhade, History and Economics of Banana 
cultivation in a Khandesh Village, 1968. 

. S. M. Patil, A Comparative S·tudy .of the Resource 
Productiveness on Sample or Sugarcane and Banana Farms 
in Nasik and Jalgaon Districts, 1972. 

D. P. Borey, Production and Marketing of Banana in 
Raver Taluka in Jalgaon District, 1967. 
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alternatively, that is the imputed costs plus Cost A. 

Cost C is Cost B plus the imputed value of family labour of 

the cultivator. 

The Cost A/Cost B/Cost C method is generally consider

ed an accurate method of calculation of cost of production. 

In the form of Cost method C in which all opportunity costs 

are taken into consideration, true economic costs of culti

vation are reflected. 

3.3.2 METHOD ADOPTED FOR CALCULATING THE 
COST OF CULTIVATION IN THIS STUD! 

The Cost A/Co.st B/Cost C method has been used to . 
calculate the costs of-cultivation. Ccst A is useful for 

accounting purposes and reflects the cultivators• accounting 

costs. Cost B is a step closer to economic costs in its 

inclusion of .rental value of land and the-opportunity cost 

of capital. Cost C completes the process by including the 

opportunity cost of family labour as well. Since the primary 

interest for this research is in the economic cost of culti

vation rather than in accounting cost, Cost C is directly 

calculated. 

3.3.21 ECONOMIC COST 

The research questionnaire has a separate secti.on 

for the cost data. This secti.on is composed of two parts. 

The fi.rst part is for recording cost of establi.shment for 

the orchard. The second part records the annual recurri.ng 
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cL ts of cultivation thereafter. In other sections informa-
I . 

tion about the gestation period and total productive life of 

t~e orchard was acquired. 

l The gestation period is the period between planting 
I t.. . 

and fru1 tin g. For this research the gestation period has 

b~en taken to be upto the point When the fruit output is 

laCge enough to be marketed. The total life is the entire 

li~e period of the orchard from planting to the end of the 
i . 

fruit bearing stage. The productive life is the period 

during which an orchard is fruit bearing. In this research 
i 

tht productiye life excludes that part of the total life 

du ing which the orchard is in the process of acquiring 

oufput and includes only the period of actual fruit bearing. 

The establishment costs ~re those costs incurred to 

set up an orchard. They include plants and sapling, the 

planting process, soil preparation, digging of pits, setting 

up supports where needed (as in the case of grapes), the 
r 

initial dosage of fertilizers and care, etc. In most cases 

it ~includes the costs incurred in the first few years of 

se,ting up the orchard. Most of these costs are undertaken 

·at lthe very beginning (first year) but some of the intensive 
I 

ca~e lingers through the entire gestation period. Thus it 
I 

has1 been assumed that the establishment costs spread over 

the\ gestation pe-riod. It i3, therefore, the average of the 

vecy high initial costs and of the relatively high costs 
I 
I 
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for the rest of the gestation period, weighted by the dura

tion of each period. The establishment cost can vary 

greatly even within a group of neighbouring cultivators pro

ducing the same fruit. For instance, one grape grower may 

incur a total cost of setting up supports to the tune of 

Rs. 10,000 or more per acre. ·This cost would be made up of 

the costs of strong metal supports, a heavy dose of chemical 

fertilizers and other expenditures related to the setting 

up of the orchard. Another cultivator may cut his initial 

costs by using bamboo supports instead. Since the bamboo 

supports may need replacing once or more during the life span . 
of the orchard, the post-establishment costs for ttese 

orchards could be higher, affecting the annual recurring 

cost. 

The annual recurring cost is the post-gestation cost 

incurred annually through the productive life span of the 

orchard. Thisperiod generally requires less intensive care, 

although some farmers continue to care intensively for their 

orchard during this period also. The costs incurred during 

this period include the regUlar annual watering, fertilizing, 

weeding, harrowing, etc. 

In the cost sections the question related to each 

stage and process of orchard establishment and cultivation. 

The processes included were preparatory tillage, ploughing, 

clod crushing, planting, harrowing, the digging and filling 

of pits, weeding, fertilizing with manure, organic and 
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inorganic fertilizers, watering, setting up of supports, 

dusting and spraying with pesticides and any otrn r addi

tional process that the cultivators added. The labour-hours 

involved in each process were asked for as accurate as the 

farmers were able to break up the labour hours between 

operations. They were permitted to spread a man-day between 

more than one operation. Farmers were also asked about the 

nature of labour used, whether male, female, animal, hired 
0~ 

casual, hired permanent l.contract, The quanti-

ties of materials used and whether or not these were purchas

ed was also noted with as much accuracy as feasible. 

3.3.211 LABOUR COST 

The cost of labour involved in each operation was 

computed at current (1978) market prices. Information 

regarding the hours (or portion of day) that was required 

to complete each operation was collected and used in the 

calculation of labour cost. Differences in efficiencies 

between family, temporary hired and permanent hired labour 

were ignored and all labour cost was calculated at the rate 

of casual hired labour. The assumption of this research is 

that all labour of the same nature is of uniform productivity 

witnin its kind, and therefore commands the same market 

price. Labour price has therefore been calculated at the 

prevailing market price for hired labour (1978 prices) which 

was Rs. 5 a day for male, Rs. 3 a day for female and Rs .20 a 
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day for bullock labour in all the villages in the sample. All 

payments are made by the •days worked• and not •hours work-

. ed•. The smallest payment for even one hour• s work is for 

one-fourth a day. A 'day• has no uniform length and may 

constitute anywhere between 6 and 10 hours ar work generally 

and in busy seasons even as many as 12 hours' work was re

quired for the same wage. Thus, man-days mq 1:2 a more 

accurate measure or labour cost than man-hours. The wage per 

man-day or hired casual labour was used to assess the imputed 

value or family labour. 

3.3.212 MATERIAL COST 

The material costs include all material expenditures 

involved in cultivation. This would include the materials 

required to set up an orchard as·well as all materials used 

annually thereafter. To establish an orchard the materials 

required are the saplings, manures and fertilizer, water and 

bamboo supports. Thereafter water, manure, orgSlic and in

organic fertilizers and pesticides are annually employed for 

cultivation. Material costs are the aggregate costs at 1978 

prices or all materials involved in production. The materials 

• that were domestically produced have been imputed at 1978 

market value. For materials such as water which are not 

purchased by the gallon, the hours (portion or d81 usually) 

or usage was recorded and rates were later imputed including 

the electricity charge where applicable. 
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3.3.213 RENT, INTEREST AND DEPRECIATION 

Rent on land, interest on fixed and working capital 

and the cost of repairs of fixed capital cSlculated at a 

relevant rate of depreciation have also been included in the 

aggregate costs. Rent on land was calculated at 7 per cent 

of land value, interest on working capital at 11 per cent 

and the interest on fixed capital at 7 per cent to ensure 

comparability with other studies on the subject. The de

preciation of implements was calculated on the basis of the 

. expected life-spans of the implements. 

3.3.22 CALCULATION OF AVERAGE ANNUAL COST 
OF CULTIVATION 

The ultimate interest of this research in the 

matter of cost of cultivation is. to compute an average annual 

cost of cultivation. The average annual cost of cultivation 

has been calculated w1 th the following formula: 

Where, 'e• 

' a• 

t gt 

t t• 

t A' 

••• 

A
_ (e•g) +a (t-g) 
- t 

is the initial establishment 
(annual) 

is the annual recurring cost 

is the gestation period 

cost of 

is the total life of the orchard 

the orchard 

is the average annual cost of cultivation 

indicates • product of' 
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The gestation periods and the pral ucti ve (fruit bear

ing) lives for the orchards of the six fruits we are studying 

are thus: 

Table 3.19 : Gestation Periods and Total Life of Orchards 
for the Selected Fruit 

- - - - - - - ------ - - - - - - - - - - -
Fruit Gestation period Total life 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - -
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

@ 

• 

•• 

Orange 4 years 25 years 

Mosambi 4 years 25 years 

Guava 3 years@ 20 years 

Fig 3 years@ 20 years 

Banana li years• 2 years 

Grape li years 10 years•• 

- - - - - -· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Guava and fig both have some marketable output in the 
third year, though the quantity is gen~rally small. 

It takes usually fourteen months to get a fully 
developed banana bunch from the time of planting. 
Gadg11 Report, p.24. In the sample for this survey 
the cultivators gave, as the perial after which the 
banana fruit is fully ready for the market as 13 to 
18 months. 

Grape vineyards (Thompson Seedless) have been known 
to last as long as 20 years. However, most of the 
farmers in the sample felt that a productive life of 
10 years was a reasonable assumption. 
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Tables 3· IS'' 3 ·;lo ..... 3 ·oll illustrate the factors that 

determine gross and net returns per acre in fruit cultiva

tion. It has been demonstrated in these tables that the 

gross and net revenues per acre vary with the output per 

acre. The output per acre is a function of the ages of the 

orchards and upon the-expenditure on inputs such as water, 

fertilizer, pesticides etc. 

The average annual cost of cultivation is derived 

from the cost of establishment of the orchard and the annual 

recurring C03 t according to the formula explained earlier 

in t~is chapter. These costs form columns 3 and 4 of the 

Table 3· '" • The average per acre cost of establishment of 

an orange orchard Rs. 4,608, of a mosambi orchard is Rs.4,194, 

or a guava orchard for the survey sample is Rs. 2,426 and of 

a fig orchard Rs. 2,284. The establishment cost per acre 

for setting up a banana orchard is, on an average Rs.5',0+5'. 

A grape vineyard is, however, much more expensive to set up. -

An average of' Rs. 30,338 for the Thompson Seedless ·variety in 

grapes is arrived at for all sizes. In some cases the cost 

of' establishment even came close to Rs. 40,000 per ac~e. The 

annual recurring cost through the active productive lif;e of . .. 
the orchard is lower in the case of grape cultivation where 

many support structures (trellis, etc.) have be~n set up 

initially. These figures for annual rec~rring cost from the 

same table are per acre are Rs. 3,16? for orange, Rs. 3,613 
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T'able 3.20 : Per Acre Cost or Cultivation for Each Fruit (at 
1978 Prices) Average Expenditure Per Acre 1n 
Rupees (Moda1 Group Only)• 

--------------------------------
Fruit Size Frequ- Initial. Annual Average 

ency cost or recurr- annual 
establ- ing cost or 
1shment cost cultiva-
(per tion 
annum) 

1 2 3 It- s 6 ------------------------------
I. ORANGE Small 8 Zt-,691 3,276 3,543 

<S-9 Medium ; Zt-,651+ 3,221 3,508 
years) Large s Zt-,429 2,969 3,261 

W'eighted 
18 Zt-,608 3,167 3,477 average 

II. MOSAMBI Smal.1 2 4,378 3,763 3,886 
(5-9 Medium 2 Zt-,218 3,633 3,75'0 
years) Large 3 z., 05'7 3,499 3,610 

W'eighted 
average 7 Z.,l9lt- 3,613 3,729 

III. GUAVA Smal.1 6 2,380 1,9o4 1,975' 
(4-15 Medium 10 2,42lt- 1,938 2, 010 
:rears) Large 3 2,52lt- 2, 018 :?, 095' 

W'e1ghted 
average 19 2,426 1,940 2,012 

r:r. FIG Small. z. 2,261 2,05S 2,086 
(4-1) Ked1um 7 2,25'7 2,052 2,083 
:rears) Large It- 2,35'5 2 11lt-O 2,173 

W'e1ghted 
average 15 2,284 2,rtl6 2,108 

V. BA.l'f.A.~J. Smal.1 7 4,S7lt 3,870 4,310 
(All) Medium 10 5',329 4,510 2,022 Large 13 5,080 4,298 ,787 

W'eighted 
average 30 5,c:J+S 4,269 4,774 

VI. GRAPES Small 3 32,5'llt 11,5?lt 14,717 
(4-8 Medium 9 32,lt-72 11,55'9 14,696 

Large 12 28,19lt- 9,880 12,627 
W'e1ghted 
average 2lt. 30,338 10,720 13,6~3 

--------------------~---- -------• '!hat 1s excluding very young and very old orchards • 
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for mosambi, Rs. 1,940 for guava, Rs. 2 1 (116 for fig, Rs.4,269 

for banana and Rs. 10,720 for grape. In all these cases, the 

very young and old orchards have been excluded from the 

calculations. All calculations are at 1978 prices. 

3.4.1 YIELD AND INPUT REQUIREMENTS FOR THE FRUITS 

Orange and Mos ambi 

In the cultivation of orange and mosambi the practice 

was to use a relatively larger proportion or family than 

hired labour (Table3-~l ). Very little ot chemical ferti

lizers were used and the cultivators fertilized their orchards 

almost entirely with organic fertilizers. Most ot the ex

penditure on water is labour coot and a very small portion is 

material cost since most ot the cultivators interviewed did 

not use pump-sets at the time or the survey. Expenditure on 

fertilizer, water, and to some extent labour, increase with 

yield. The yield is round to vary with the age !lf the 

orchards and within the modal groups examined in this table, 

the yield increases w1 th the age or the orchard. 

Guava and Fig 

Guava and tig tollow a common pattern or low per 

acre cost or cultivator and net return (Table 0·~1 ). In both 

crops the chief source or fertilization is organic ferti

lizers although some minor amount or chemical fertilizers 

are also used. These orchards are principally cultivated 

( 
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Table 3.21 : Yield and Basic Inputs in Fruit Cultivation 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Yield Frequ- Average Average Imputed Cost of Total la- Naterial costs Average annu- Output Gross Net 
(kgs.) encies age of size of cost of hired bour cost ----------------------------- ual cost of per return return 

orchard holding family labour (per Chemi- Organic Water Total cultivation acre 
(years) (acre) labour (per acre) cal manure 

(per acre) ferti-
acre) lizer 
(Rs.) (Rs. (Rs.) (Rs.) (Rs.) (Rs. (Rs.) (Rs.) (Kg.) (Rs.) (Rs.) 

------ ------------ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I. ORANGE ( 0 rchard age 5-9 years) 

6' 001- 7' 000 4- 6 24- 1,083 510 1, 593 11 677. 4- 692 3,4-81 6,600 10,164- 1,713 
7' 001- 8, 000 3 7 18 1,163 6<>4- 1,767 20 690 5 715 3,4-95 7,366 11,34-4- 2,302 
8,001- 9,000 5 8 19 1,209 550 1,759 32 776 5 813 3,502 8,574- 13,201+ 3,24-6 
9' 001-10,000 6 8 12 1 ,5'28 567 2,095 14-6 789 6 94-1 3,534- 9,64-o 14-,84-6 4-,053 

II. MOSAMBI (Orchard age 5-9 years) 

6, ooo- 7,999 3 8 11 1,370. 589 1,959 0 762 0 762 3,4-12 7,093 10,4-98 1,908 

8,ooo- 9,999 2 8 13 1,4-12 587 1,999 0 974- It- 978 3,4-4-3 8,750 12,95'0 3,119 

10,000-12,000 2 8 6 1, 517 575 2,092 0 1,050 4- 1, 0$4- 3, 503 n,ooo 16,780 4-,747 

III. GUAVA (Orchard age 4--15 years) 

2,501- 5,000 6 8 19 760 328 1,088 67 4-38 5P5 1,771 4,310 2,895 127 

5,001- 7,500 8 8 6 837 4-58 1,295' 79 588 667 2,100 6,808 5,037 879 

7' 501- 9' 500 5 9 9 64-6 4-63 1,109 81 709 790 2,161 8,4-65 5' 812 1,689 

IV. FIG (Orchard age 4--15 years) 

1,001- 1,350 5 7 5 762 328 1,090 24 509 533 2,003 1,229 4-' 026 803 

1,351- 1,700 5 8 9 568 352 920 158 528 686 2,098 1,595 5,891 2,344 

1,701- 2,000 5 12 10 593 392 985 168 591 759 2,175 1,980 5,923 2,405 

V. BANANA 13,246 7,473 2,719 
10,001-15' 000 10 13 411 1,188 1,599 376 807 47 1,230 4,087 

15' 001-20,000 10 8 479 1,132 1,611 411 1,093 55 1,559 4,657 17,625 9, 033 4,376 

20,001-30,000 10 9 733 1,428 2,161 986 1,163 62 2,211 5,513 24, 5'43 12,271 6,753 

VI. GRAPES (Orchard age 4-8 years) 2,994 
4, 001- 5' 000 5 5 11 114 3,801 3,915 2,691 1,393 93 4,177 11,405 4,946 21,764 

5, ')01- 6 10 87 3,875 3,962 3,499 1,676 108 5,175 13,686 5,616 27 '561 3,197 
6,000 11 5,976 

6, 001- 7,000 8 7 11 53 4, 090 5,143 5,640 1,856 124 6,620 15' 045 6,725 32' 331 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -
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with family labour. The gross and net returns, as with orange 

and mosambi, increase with the yield of the fruit. 

Banana orchards have much higre r water usage than fig 

and guava, or even the orange (Table 3·.l...l ). The usage of 

both organic and chemical fertilizers is quite high although 

proportionately a larger quantity of organic fertilizers were 

used by the banana growers in the selected sample. Yield is 

found to increase proportionately with input us age. About 

ten per cent of the labour used is family labour and the-rest 

are hired labour. The net returns per acre are much higher 

than for fig, guava and somewhat or higher than for orange 

and mos ambi. 

Grape 

Grape cultivation uses a high percentage fertilizer 

in its input component (Table 3·~\ ). The proportion of 

chemical to organic fertilizers is about two to one. The 

total expenditure on,water is a little higher than in the 

case of banana and substantially higher than for the other 

fruits. About two to three per cent of the total labour 

force only is family labour and the rest are hired. The 

_ gross revenue is the highest of the six fruit studied here, 

but the net revenue from the selected sample is about the 

s aJIJe as in the case of banana because of the very high es ta

blishment costs in grape cultivation. 



CONCLUDING REMARKS ON FRUIT CULTIVATION 
!NTHE--pQ(jNA DISTRICT 
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Fruit is a commercial crop Which is cultivated under 

conditions c£ water scarcity in the Poona district. Therefore 

the potential production for fruit in this district is limit

ed. The sizes of orchards too are small and scattered. 

Under these constraints, though the size of land holding may 

be large the yield per orchard is quite small. Furthermore, 

besides the problem of water shortage, farmers frequently 

experience the problem of inadequate capital. Capital limita

tions have restricted the technological changes from reaching 

the fruit cultivators in Poona. Consequently the pattern of 

cultivation remain largely traditional and the production 

below the potential. In the years of poor rainfall the 

orchard growers find the volume of their fruit output drop 

to even smaller quantities. Since the water scarcity is 

fairly common occurrence in the district, individual growers 

each have small quanti ties of output that must be marketed. 

The nature of marketing suitable to the conditions existing 

in Poona must address the needs ar small suppliers. The 

structure of marketing for fruits in Poona and the costs of 

marketing are analysed in the next chapter. 



CHAPTER IV 

MARKETING OF FRUITS IN THE POONA DISTRICT 

"Success Story: The success story of groundnut 
and castor in Gujarat and Soyabean in Madhya 
Pradesh only proves the point that the entire 
crop improvement project efforts remain futile 

1unless strong marketing inf~tructure are 
evolved at the State level." LDevinder Sharma, 
Agricultural Correspondent, Indian Express, 
8th August, 1985.] 

4.1.1 THE ROLE OF MARKETING . 
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Though the above statement was made for groundnut, 

castor and soyabean, it is even more true for fruit market

ing. Scientific application of fertilizer and water usage 

may help increase production and productivity, but it 

cannot be automatically assumed that the cultivators will .. 
receive better net returns simply because they can produce 

more. High production, without accompanying market infra

structure and strategy may not lead to an increase in the 

net returns realised by the cultivator. 

4.2.1 THE INFRASTRU~TURE FOR EFFICIENT MARKETING 

The question that one needs to answer is: what are 

the ingredients of an efficient marketing mechanism? Some 

of the ingredients of a smoothly functioning marketing 

m~chanism are: 

1) 'Good roads and good and inexpensive transportation 



2) Low marketing costs 

3) Proper and adequate storage facilities 
for surplus supplies 

4) (i) Quick, efficient and reliable agents 
to supply market information regarding 
prices, demand, etc., to agriculturists 

(ii) Agency to maintain and supply up-to-date 
accurate records of daily sales, prices 
and all market related activities, 
including those at the location of sale 

5) Easy, inexpensive financing. 

·4.2.11 THE MARKETING INFRASTRUCTURE 
IN THE POONA DISTRICT 
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Infrastructural prerequisites for efficient marketing 

having been outlined above, the next step would be to examine 

the quality of infrastructure in the Poona district. The 

Poona district may be expected to have changed considerably 

in the last fifty years. It would be interesting, therefore, 

to review marketing structure of the 1970s and 1980s against 

the backdrop of the 1930s wherever comparative information 

is available. Such comparison should indicate the extent of 

infrastructural development for fruit marketing in the Poona 

district. 

4.2.111 ROADS AND TRANSPORTATION IN 
THE POONA DISTRICT 

Fruit damage and spoilage are often caused by needless 

delays in transit due to poor connecting roads. Long 

II stretches of unmetalled or "katcha" roads between the farm 
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and the market create difficulties for the operation of fast 

and efficient motorised vehicles, and transportation is 

forced to continue by means of outmoded and inefficient 

bullock carts and cycles. Even where access can be had by 

trucks a premium is extracted in the form of reduced gas 

mileage. Road transportation has certain advantages over 

rail transportation and may therefore be favoured over the 

latter for transportation across shorter distances. In the 

case of transportation of produce by truck, the truck is 

solely used for ~he transportation of the produce and thus 

has the direc~ des.tination to a single market. Trains on 
. 

the other hand have much larger capacity and so have to 

plea'se many users. Consequently, the transportation of 

fresh agricultural produce by trucks is faster and more 

efficient than rail transport for shorter distances of 

transit. This is the reason why in the Poona district road 

transportation has completely displaced rail transportation 

as a mechanism of transfer of agricultural produce between 

the Poona cultivators and the Poona market. 

Fast and efficient transportation involves more than 

the mere existence of infrastructure of gpod roads. To take 

full advantage of the existing road network there must exist 

efficient and reliable transporting agencies. V1llages that 

have a trucking a~ency local office, and preferably more 

than one competing agency, have an advantage over those that 

do not. Frequency of transportation and the number of stops 

between farm and market' are also important considerations. 



The efficiency of transportation also involves the extent . 
of spoilage in transit. This comes through conditions such 

as the absence of adequate protection from nature (sun and 

)\rain), whether the transition takes place in heat of the ·-
afternoon, and the care with which the fruit is handled at 

all points. It also includes protection against other forms 

of losses in transit such as through rough handling and 

thefts in transit. 

Referring to the road situation in 1932, the Gadgil 

Report says: 

The geographical formation of the Poona 
District favours generally the building of 
roads, and there is a fair mileage of metalled 
roads in the district. _!/ 

The 'fair mileage' that the report refers to,.by the 

latest statistics available at ~hat time, was a mere 435 

miles of metalled roads as compared to at least 1,377 miles 

of unmetalled road in the Poona district.2 

The Gadgil report describes the system of railway 

transportation in all talukas except the northern talukas 

of Sirur, Khed and Junnar. These talukas were untouched by 

the railway system at that time and therefore, cultivators 

used road transportation instead.3 Various problems of 

1 Gadgil Report, p. 123. 

2 The Gadgil Report acquired this rough estimate from 
the District Local Board, and agrees that the estimate did 
not include numerous other cart tracks. 

3 The Gadgil Report, pp. 115-122. 



delays and damage in railway transit have been narrated in 

this section of the Gadgil report. Road transportation also 

was inadequate because of the paucity of metalled roads and 

the unmetalled nature of many miles of village roads.4 

Fruit damage in transit because of delays in transit and 

jolty roads was reported as quite high. Incidences of fruit 

damage in transit and handling, when rail transportation was 

used, was also reported by the Gadgil Report to be quite 

high.; 

The extent of metalled roads in the Poona district 

has increased cons.iderably in recent years. However, even 

today, intra-State highways in India are not generally· con

structed for speed transit and are known to have stretches 

that await for repairs for very long periods. Given these 

poor road conditions the fruit growing villages of Poona 

district are generally closely situated around townships. 

As a result of the poor road conditions the trips to the 

villages included in this survey were long and tiring, even 

though the distances were generally within a hundred miles 

from the Poona city. Certain sections of the roads were in 

especially poor condition. For example, the road between 

II Vadgaon Anand (just beyond the cr~oad of the Poona-Nasik 

and the Ahmednagar-Malshejghat roads) leading towards Ale, 

4 Ibid., pp. 118, 124. 

5 The Gadgil report (pp. 118 and 119). Also the 
replies of the farmers in the survey sample indicate the 
same. 
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Rajuri and Belhe was in sad need of repairs. The stretch 

of road between Narayangaon and Junnar, deteriorates into 

stretches of mud and slush every monsoon. Even at other 

times conditions permit only slow transit. The same unfortu

nate state is to be found on the last stretch of road leading 

to the village of Sakurde. However, given the general state 

of rural roads in the country, one cannot but be happy with 

the availability of so many metalled roads in the district, 

whatever their condition. The roads need to be repaired 

more frequently and also widened to allow a freer flow of 

traffic. Although Haveli taluka scores high points in the 

quality of roaas, the road between Poona city and Baner 

village (in Haveli) was unmetalled and very rough at the 

time of the investigation. 

The mode of ·transportation of produce within the 

Poona district has certainly changed since the time of the 

Gadgil survey. In Poona district, road transportation is 

almost the only means used today to despatch produce. MOst 

of this is done by means of trucks which stop at some central 

point in the village close to a road, and an agent from the 

truck agency collects the produce. If the agency undertakes 

the loading and unloading then the farmer is charged for 

these services as well. The agency has the responsibility 

to ensure that produce is not stolen in transit ·and they 

have the responsibility to reimburse the farmers for all 

stolen produce. As a consequence of this the incidence of 

theft, which used to be quite common when fruit transporta

tion was done by train, has become negligible. 
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A tarpolin sheet covers all the produce after they 

are loaded and an effort is made to ensure that the packing 

is tight enough to prevent the fruits from getting tossed 

around and bruised. Since the distance travelled within 

the district (from the Poona village to the Poona or Bombay 

markets) is relatively small, the transition which takes 

place at night, is completed before dawn. Tbis fact and the 

use of tarpolin covers gives the fruit some inexpensive 

protection against the heat of the sun and rain. As a con

sequence of these changes, damage in transit is much 

reduced today. 6 

Since there is no regularized form of insurance, 

transportation, as with all other functions in agricultural 

marketing, operates on trust. In cases where spoilage or 

loss is caused by the negligence of the transporting agency 

this loss is generally, at least partially recoverable. 

Sometimes the recovery is not immediate, but in cases where 

competing truck agencies operate in the same area, the reput

ation of the agency and future business are at stake. This 

is fairly good insurance of at least partial payment. In 

most cases, where more than one agency operates in the same 

area, they are found to be competitive rather·than collusive. 

- 6 In its discussion of the transportation system used 
for fruit marketing in the Poona district in the early 
1930s the Gadgil survey repeatedly emphasizes the superiority 
of road transit over railways for the transport of perishable 
products. (P. 113-133.) 
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In the case of remote v~llagas not well connected to markets 

by metalled roads, usually only one agency sends its trucks 

to that village and the frequency of transportation is lower 

than in the mora important villages. Of course, in such 

instances the trucking agency weilds considerable monopoly 

power and is less likely to pay for thefts and damages. 

Some of the trucking agencies that operate in the 

Poona district are Bhosala Truck Co., Navalakha Truck Co., 

Hundekaritens Transport, Karaje Co., Bhandhase Co., Sarpale 

Transport, Pawar Transport, Vaagh Transport, Nahar Truck 

Agency, T.S. Kunt~'s Co., Gadkal Co., Borchata Co., Gunjal 

Co., and several others. Two to four of them generally 

operate in each village through their agents. 

In General, truck transportation in the district is 

efficient and there have been only rare instances of damage 

or theft in transit. In these rare cases the percentage of 

recovery was ·at least 70 per cent of the market wholesale 

price of the day with no deductions for cost of transporta

tion, loading or unloading. 

There is a crying need for good bus (and where feasible, 

train) connections to as many villages as possible. There 

is the greatest difficulty getting convenient bus transporta

tion to Baner, Velu and Yawat. Baner, at the time of the 

survey, was not connected by a bus service and Velu and 

Yawat as small villages did not seem to merit stops from 

many buses. Trips to some of the well-connected towns such 

as Baramati, Otur, Bhor, Ranjangaon .Ganapati 1 ate., were 
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long and tiring. Whatever the conditions of the roads, the 

bus services to the villages can be improved. 

4.2.112 MARKETING COSTS IN THE POONA DISTRICT 

An essential part of the structure of marketing is the 

cost of marketing. Costs of marketing include the availabi-· 

lity of cheap and sturdy containers and sufficient packing 

materials, reasonable rates for transportation, sale, storage, 

labour, financing and all other marketing services. 

Costs at the Poona market have been regulated with 

the Market Act and the empowerment of the Poona Agricultural 

Produce Marketing-Committee (PAMPC) to enforce the Act. The 

costs at the market yard have not only been regulated and . 
standardized, they have also been slightly reduced. Various 

deductions unrelated to marketing common during the Gadgil 

survey,? and largely cont~nuing.till the regulation-of the 

Poona fruit market, have now been made illegal. This has 

led to reduction in the costs of wholesaling, as will be 

observed in a later section of this chapter. 

Charges of sale by commission agents, charges for 

weighment, counting, labour (hamali), postage, clearance 

and refilling have all been standardized at fairly reasonable 

levels. All charges other than these such as Dharmadaya. 

7 The Gadgil Report, Table No. XIV, on p. 107 offers 
a sample of the commission agents' deductions. On p. 104, 

-Table No. XII is a sample of aggregated costs, and on p.l09, 
Table No. XV discusses certain items in the commission 
agents bills that needlessly increased marketing costs. 
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(religious donations), Vigatwari (deductions for unclean and 

imperfect fruit) and irregular counting have all been deemed 

illegal charges punishable by fines and cancellation or 

licences. 

The powers of the Market Committee are restricted 

within the precincts of the Market Yard where all wholesale 

auctions of agricultural produce must be conducted. The 

charges outside the market yard are outside the purview of 

the Committee and are therefore determined by market forces 

and the respective market strengths or the individuals 

involved. 

The industry that provides baskets is a small scale 

highly competitive industry. Therefore the prices of baskets 

and packing material in the district are quite low. The 

labour that provides "hamal" services in the fruit growing 

villages or Poona district studied are not organized. Or 

the two, the cultivators have relatively stronger bargaining 

position during most parts of the year. However, during the 

rush of harvesting the bargaining strengths are reversed in 

the face of labour shortage. The interviewed cultivators 

complained that industrialization and the growth or the demand 

for unskilled services (along with skilled ones) in Poona 

and other nearby cities has been siphoning out labour from 

the villages and raising wages during harvesting. 

4.2.11) DEBTS OF AND FINANCING FOR THE FRUIT 
FARMERS OF THE POONA DISTRICT 

Such is the nature of fruit production that uncertainties 
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are the norm and·the duration between the starting of the 

production process and the yield of returns is long. Condi

tions such as these make the financing of production and 

/(

marketing of the agricultural prod~cts such as fruit a vital 

factor as fruit a vital infrastructural consideration. 

The importance of financing to the agriculturist is 

difficult to over-emphasize. The specific relevance of 

agricultural finance to marketing is brought out in·the 

Royal Commission Report on page 429, thus: 

The demand for marketing credit is likely 
to increase as marketing facilities improve, 
and as the cultivator attains to a wider 
knowledge of the selling side of his business. 
Production of agricultural commodities is 
essentially intermittent and seasonal while 
consumption is relatively regular. The object 
of marketing credit is to enable the farmer to 
exercise his judgements as to when to sell. ~ 
It thus tends to prevent_producers in the 
aggregate from creating a bad market at 
certain seasons of the year. (p. 429) 

The financing of the agricultural sector is still ridden 

with problems. The more affluent farmers still have greater 

access to the long term funds provid~d by the Land Develop

Banks (Bhuvikas Banks) and nationalized commercial banks. 

The incidence of default is also the greatest among the more 

affluent farmers who simply roll over smaller loans into 

largar ones. The same problem seems to have crept into co

operative financing where the more affluent farmers have 

8 The emphasis is our addition to the quotation. 
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aequired controlling interests.9 Absence or easy and in\~\ 
expensive financing can be a severe deterrent to agricul-0·
tural improvement. Moreover, the crop loans are barely '-.....:-

enougb to cover the expenses of cultivation and there is 

little left over for marketing. 

The power or financing is no less in marketing than 

it is in the production process itself. There is enough 

evidenee in this study and others, to prove that a large 

part or the power or intermediaries lies in their position 

as easy financiers for both production and marketing. If 

the objective of agricultural policies such as market regu

lation are direeted towards the elimination or the power or 

the middlemen then"an inadequate build up or a financing 

infrastrueture is in itself an area or primary concern. 

The Table titled •Average Debts Outstanding for the 

Fruit Cultivators or Poona District• (No. 4.1) outlines 

debts taken by agriculturists within the 10 year pariod 

prior to the survey and portions still outstanding.10 It 

also gives the percentage or the original debts still 

9 This fact has also been revealed in the Herring and 
Edwards' study of the Ahmednagar district of Maharashtra. 
The details may be found in "Guaranteeing Employment to the 
Rural Poor: Social Functions and Class Interest in the EGS 
in Western India,• World Development, Vol. II, No. 7 1 198) 1 
pp. 575-592. 

10 The Gadgil report on pages 48-49 mentions the finan-
cial stress or the cultivators which is one or the reasons 
that the fruit was sold to middlemen for early lump-sum 
payments. The report does not specifically study the 
indebtedness of the fruit cultivators of the Poona district. 
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Table 4.1 
>I' : Average Debts Outstanding for Cultivators of 

Poona District in the Selected Sample (1978-79) 
- - - - - - - - - - - -- - ----------- --Fruit/Village Average Average Average Average 
and Average farm Debt perc en- term of size of 
size category out- tage of Debt original 

standing original debt 
debt 

Rs. Years Rs. ------ ------ ------ ------
I. Guava 

1. Talegaon Dhamdhere 

Small 
Medium - -Large 1,500 31.51 2.5 3,650 
Average 1,500 31.51 2.5 3,650 

2. Saswad 

Small l 3,000 
Medium 1,000 33.33 10 3,000 
Large 2 5,000 
Average 600 17.65 4.33 3,400 

3. ~ 
Small 250 15.38 l 1,625 
Medium 31.82 5.63 3,344 
Large 1,200 31.11 2 4,500 
Average 665 26.45 3.82 3,040 

4. Baner 

Small 667 50.00 1,333 
Medium 500 20.00 4 2,500 
Large 1,000 20.00 4 5,000 
Average 700 30.43 ).5 2,)00 

. II. ill 
1 • .Q!!!. 

Small - - - -Medium 1,625 )9.46 4.67 4,625 
Large 2,000 36.)6 8 5,5oo 
Average 1,860 38.75 5.5 4,600 

- - - - - - -- - -- - - - - - - -- - -
(continued) 



Table 4.1 : (continued) 

-- - - - - - - -Fruit/Village 
and Average farm 
size category 

- - - - - - - - - - --
2. Velu 

Small 
Medium 
Large 
Average 

III. ORANGE 

1. Talegaon Dhamdhere 

Small 
Medium 
Large 
Average 

2. Shikrapur 

Small 
Medium 
Large 
Average 

3. Ranjangaon Ganapati 

Small 
Medium 
Large 
Average 

Orange.Average 

IV. MOSAMBI 

1. Sakurde/Belaar 
Small 
Medium 
Large 
Average 
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- -- - - ------ - ---- --Average Average · Average 
debt percen- term of 
out- tage or Debt 
standing original 

Rs. 

1,575 

10,000 
3,630 

-600 
933 
767 

-1,600 
320 

2,800 
1,400 

543 
940 

669 

debt 

3.3.16 -53.38 
.. 44.76 

-7.8) 
17.50 
11.79 

84.85 
58.33 
41.76 
54.65 

19.22 

Years 

2.5. 
3 
5.5 
3.38 

-5 
4 
4.5 

5 
2 

·7 
4.5 

8.5 
5.5 
7.58 
7.70 

5.12 

5 

5 

Average 
size of 
original 
debt 

Rs. 

4,750 
2,400 

18,300 
8,110 

-7,667 
5,333 
4,875 

5,454 
1,000 
5,500 
4,127 

3,300 
2,400 
1,300 
1,720 

3,481 

500 

150 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

(continued) 
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Table 4.1 . (continued) . 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- ----- - - --Fruit/Village Average · Average Average Average 
and Average Farm debt perc en- term of size of 
size category out- tage of Debt original 

standing original 
debt 

debt-

Rs. Years Rs. 
--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ------- -- - --

v. BANANA 

1. Otur 

Small 2,300 27.66 ).67 6,417 
Medium 1,160 15.73 2.69 7,500 
Large 2,500 20.63 2.42 . 12,000 
Average 1,769 20.62 2.99 6,675 

2. Raj uri 

Small 1,667 66.70 2.25 1,000 
Medium 4,600 50.63 1.75 9,050 
Large 5,640 37.06 2.52 15,220 
Average 3,940 40.53 2.15 9,720 

3. Belhe 

Small 1,600 61.54 2.)) 2,600 
Medium 11,500 82.14 2.00 14,000 
Large 1,667 56.10 1.50 13,667 
Average 7,220 62.67 1.77 11,520 

4 • .lli 
Small 
Medium - - - -Large 1,63) 47.63 1.5 ),6)3 
Average 9,100 47 .6:; 1.5 2,)00 

Banana Average 4,945 )9.06 12,653 

VI-' GRAPE 
1. HadaJ2sar 

Small 
Medium 7 000 33.3l 4 21,000 
Large 1s:ooo 1).1 3 .114,000 
Average 11,000 16.)0 3.5 67,500 - - - -- - - - --- .., - -- -- ----------(continued) 
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Table 4.1 : (continued) 

- -------- - - --- ------- --- -------Fruit/Village 
and Average farm 
size category 

2. Uruli Kanchan 

Small 
Medium 
Large 

Average 

). Yawat 

Small 
Medium 
Large 

Average 

4. Baramati 

Small 
Medium 
Large 

Average 

Grape Average 

Average 
debt 
out
standing 

Rs. 

Average Average 
percen- term of 
t'age of Debt 
original 
debt 

Years 

Average 
size of 
original 
debt 

Rs. --------- ---- ---- - -
1,)00 

15,000 
16,100 

7,000 

-6,000 
)02 

1,726 

),721 

-- -- -

7.22 
)7.50 
58.55 

28.81 

-22.22 
27.08 

22.75 

22.73 

-----

5 
10 
7 

6.4 

2 
2 

2 

-2 
1 

1.5 

).08 

-- --

18,000 
40,000 
27,500 

24,)00 

15,000 
12,000 

1),500 

-27,000 
1,115 

7,586 

16,374 

-- ---
* Long and short term debts declared to have been taken 

in the period within ten years of the survey. 
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oatstanding for cultivators of differen~ sizes 1n each 

village. The deb~ structure is listed by the kind or frui~ 

grown. 

Althoagh the question addressed to the agriculturists 

asked them to state all loans and debts, most of them 

omitted to mention the advances from middleman. When the 

question was specifically repeated in the marketing section 

or the questionnaire some or the details or these loans 

wera revealed. 

Same or ~e lending institutions ror cultivators in 

the selected sampl~ have been: 

Al Nationalized Commercial. Banks. 

tr 8) Instituttonallzed Semces Other Than 
Commerciailfanks such as: 

1) Land Development ~nks (Bhuvikas Banks) 

2) Land Mortgage Banks 

3) Local Cooperative Societies and Banks 

IJ 4) Governmen~ sources such as the revenue 
department from the block developmen~ 
officers 

5) Other informal sources such as: 

i) Dalals 
ii) Bagwans 

iii) Vyaparis 
iv) Ihotidara 
v) Local money-lenders 

vi) Friends or relatives 
vii) Tagai loans from other villagers. 
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The Bhuvikas banks are the most popular source of 

financing for land development. 

Other sources of financing were approached only when 

the institutionalized sources either did not provide the 

loans or intimidated the cultivators with their formidable 

delays, paper-work or aloofness. Friends and relatives were 

frequently approached for loans for social purposes, the 

most common of which was a daughter's marriage. They were 

also approached for crop loans, loans for the purchase of 

fertilizers, bullocks and other inputs, for the purchase of 

tlland, for home construction, in order to start a secondary c . 

business and to meet daily living expenses. These were 
-usually very short term loans of small amounts to be repaid 

within a few months. They often supplemented a loan from 

another source which may have been delayed. The terms 

varied, depending upon the nature of the relationship. Close 

relatives and personal friends advanced the loans on trust 

and either without interest or at minimal interest charges 

(3 per cent per annum) and unspecified terms. 

Intermediaries functioning as money-lenders offer 

financing only at very steep interest rates (24-36 per cent 

per annum). Although the dalals never openly admit ~o 

charging an interest, in fact however they charge 2-3 per 

cent above the rate. at which they borrow from banks. Thi~ 

interest was at 16-16 per lent in 1979-60. Such interest is 

charged for the larger amounts borrowed for periods of one 

month or longer. The dalals are somewhat restricted in 
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openly charging interest on advances, because they are 

licensed to operate only as commission agents. Any evidence 

of their operation as money-lenders could lead to the suspen

sion or revocation of their licences to operate as commission 

agents. For smaller loans for purchases in the city 

concealed deductions are taken from the returns of fruit 

sale. An example of this would be the inconsistency pointed 

out by a few of the cultivators interviewed between the 

quality of the fruit sent to the market and the quality 

reported on the commission agent's slip (hishob patti). 

These cultivators .complained that some of their Pati I 

(grade I) and Pati II (grade II) fruit had baen listed as 

~ (the dreg of the lot selling always at minimal prices) 

in the commission agents' receipts. In such instances ·it 

is reasonable to suspect misreparting of the quality and 

price of some of the fruit sold, and underpayment of the 

cultivators. The difference between the actual and stated 

prices in such instances would be the hidden 'interest' 

charge. 

Villagers who operate as money-lenders also charge 

substantial interest rates. Their charge is sometimes as 

high as 36 per cent per annum. This is comparable to the 

interest rate of 24 to 4S per cent charged by the Bagwans 

of the Junnar taluka. 

Intermediaries and money-lenders continue to be an 

important source of agricultural marketing finance •. The 

reasons for .this continuance of traditional means of finance 
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are the wide variety of purposes for which middlemen/money

lenders offer loans to the cultivators. Middlemen supply 

funds to farmers without questioning the purpose for which 

the loan may be used or specifying rigid periods within which 

the loan may be used or must be fUlly repaid. Middlemen 

have advanced loans for expenses involved in a daughter's 

marriage, daily living expenses, the purchase of fertilizer 

and other inputs, land development, financing for seasonal 

production and for marketing. They also require a minimal 

paper work. The middlemen are· well financed and usually 

have at least a f~ir degree of power and control in the 

village. Some of their power also comes from the fact that 

middlemen, as money-lenders, are always available for such 

loans as most banks would refuse to provide. While banks 

ask for collateral as assurance of repayment, the middlemen, 

operating with all due self-interest, initiative and profit 

motive of private enterprise, function at a much more 

personalized level. They do not always require collateral 

and they are often willing to accept as collateral some things 

that banks are not permitted to accept. They can usually 

make a shrewd judgement of the borrowers real asset structure 

and the ability to repay the loan. MOreover, they are in 

no particular hurry for the loan to be fully paid up. The 

interest rate is set at an annual compound interest and 
-

often even monthly compound interest. Every few months they 

appear to collect their payments from the cultivators. The 

unpaid amount is simply carried over to the next months. 
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As with the consumer credit card issuing organizations in 

the West, the longer the duration of the loan, the more is 

the total earning of the financing body. As an individual 

operator, the middleman usually has considerable flexibility 

in his terms and usually adjusts them according to what he 

thinks he can realistically extract from his victim. Thus. 

in spite of the risks involved in agricultural loans, the 

loan recovery rate for middlemen and other money-lenders is 

many times;that of institutionalized sources which operate 

impersonally and where private profit is not a motive. 

Payment prolonged_over longer periods also gives the middle

men the additional advantage of prolonged contract and 

control over cultivators and therefore the assurance of 

further business. This is an artful and profitable way of 

minimizing competition from new· entrants into the profitable 

business, and maintaining the oligopolistic profits. 

4.2.114 MARK3T INTELLIGENCE AND STORAGE 

Market intelligence is the essential lubricant that 

permits heightened marketing efficiency. The nature of 

market information available to the Poona cultivators is 

closely related to the discussion on prices. The nature of 

market intelligence provided by the PAPMC is therefore 

discussed in the next chapter. 

STORAGE: The need for good storage facilities is 

crucial to the complete accomplishment of an efficient 

marketing structure. Without proper storage there is fruit 

loss which further adds to the cost of marketing. The 
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matter of storage is closely related to the wholesale and 

retail prices of fruit and to fruit arrivals into the 

market. Therefore it is more appropriate to discuss aspects 

of storage in the next chapter. 

4.).1 SELF-MARKETING OF FRUIT IN POONA DISTRICT 

In the Poona d.istrict, broadly, there are two methods 

or marketing which the fruit cultivators adopt. The farmer 

can either sell his standing crop to a middleman and let the 

middleman carry the nuisance and costs of marketing and 

enjoy a share in the profit. Alternatively, the fa~er can 

sell to the marke~ directly. In direct marketing there are 

two options open to the cultivator: (a) that of self

marketing and, (b) that of marketing with the help of 

trucking agencies. The method of marketing through the ··· 

middlemen has several variations and must therefore be 

examined independently and at.some length. This discussion 

will follow after the methods of self-marketing and marketing 

through trucking agencies have been described. 

Self-marketing and marketing through trucking agencies 

are two variations of the marketing method in which the 

cultivator bears the costs of marketing. In the case of 

self-marketing the cultivator assumes the responsibility of 

transporting his produce personally or by means of his own 

agent, to the market. In this method the farmer's agent 

visits the market with the consignment 1 waits till the 

wholesale is completed, watches over the procedures of the 
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commission agents and returns home after collecting the value 

of the produce net of costs at the market. When a culti

vator markets through a trucking agency, the trucking company 

undertakes the transport of the consignments. At an addi

tional charge, the trucking company's agent will perform 

the additional service of collecting and checking sales 

receipts from the commission agents, of paying the costs at 

the Poona market and r~ceiving, on behalf of the cultivator, 

the net returns for each consignment. 

4.).2 THE MIDDLEMEN IN FRUIT MARKETING 
IN POONA DISTRICT 
There are three main kinds of intermediaries in Poona 

district that the fruit cultivator comes into contact with. 

These are the khotidar (pre-harvest contractor), the bagwan 

(post-harvest contractor) and the vyapari (trader). Each of 

these intermediaries specializes in a particular fruit and 

area. Within this sphere of activity these intermediaries 

take upon themselves different degrees of risk, effort and 

nmarketlng costs. This is done by differing the point or - ·-·--

time and fruit development at which the purchase is ma~e. 
J 

The other functionaries that operate in the district, but 

with whom the cultivators may or.may not coma into direct 

contact with are the dalals (commission agents) and the 

retailers. The hundekari, another participant, within the 

district has only the function of a transporting agency. The 

khotidars, bagwans and vyaparis often own their own truck 

transportation and thus perform more than one single service. 
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Agents of these functionaries are sometimes called just that: 

'Agent'. The above together make up the array in the compli-

cated chain of fruit marketing. These functionaries, also 

being referred as 'intermediaries', are the connecting link 

between the cultivator op~rating in rural regions and their 

urban customers. 

4.3.21 THE KHOTIDARS 

Traditionally, of the three kinds·of intermediaries, 

the khotidar undertakes the maximum risk by purchasing the 

entire orchard, often even before the output potential of 

that year is ascertained. The khotidars deal in citrus fruits 

and guava. They are found to operate in the Shirur and 

Purandhar taluka;.11 Their unique characteristic is that 

they purchase the standing crop very early in the season and 

thereby assume the risks of the orchard, at a price. They 

set the price of the entire orchard by sight. The pricing 

decision of the khotidar is based upon the estimated output 

and the anticipated market price. At the time of the 

contract, oral or written, with or without witnesses, the 

khotidar makes an advance of a third to a half of the agreed 

amount and it becomes binding upon the cultivator to sell 

the entire yields of his orchard that season to the khotidar. 

The. rest of the agreed sum minus any charges for inputs 

supplied and downwafd adjustments (if market price or the 

11 In Purandhar the Muslim khotidars are called bagwans. 
They deal in orange and mosambi only. 
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output is found to be less than anticipated at the beginning 

of the season the agreed price is renegotiated downwards) is 

paid in either two or three parts. The final payment is 

made at the time of harvesting. 

Even after the contractual agreement of sale/purchase 

it remains the cultivator's responsibility to undertake all 

production related operations such as watering, weeding, 

watching and even the use of pesticides and fungicides such 

as may be considered necessary by the khotidar. The khotidar 

gives the cultivator directions in this regard. If indeed 

the khotidar is dissatisfied with the cultivator's efforts 

he may decide to takeover those responsibilities himself -

at a charge. As fruit development progresses·and the 

orchard begins to mature the khotidar directly hires labour 

to watch the crop. This cost is not transferred to the 

cultivator since this has been traditionally regarded as a 

par·t of the marketing process which the khotidar has agreed 

to undertake with the khoti agreement. Beyond this point 

all marketing operations and decisions such as packing, 

transportation, choice of markets, etc., are that of the 

khotidar's. 

4.).22 THE BAGWANS 

The bagwans12 are somewhat similar in their operations 

12 Ba~ans operate only in the Junnar taluka. They 
buy only ~nana orchards. These kinds of bagwans are not 
mentioned in the Gadgil report. 
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to khotidars, except that they undertake a relatively small 

amount of risk. While the khotidar traditionally pays upto 

a minimum of a third to half of the agreed price at the time 

of plucking, the bagwan makes his payment on the basis of 

the actual sale of the produce at the market. The prevailing 

market price determines the amount paid to the cultivator 

and a low price is immediately transferred to the cultivator. 

Under the bagwani system all marketing costs are borne by the 

cultivator. The bagwan's share from gross earning is generally 

a standard 10 per cent of the gross earnings from the fruit 

sale. Besides thi~, in his role as an unlicensed money

lender the bagwan advances loans at very high interest rates 

which usually vary between 24 and 36 per cent, but sometimes 

are as high as 48 per cent per annum. Interest on advances 

made to cultivators may thus be ·as high as 4 per cent per 

month, and may be taken out of the proceeds from the sale of 

fruit. Generally, there are two ways in whic.h the bagwan 

pays the cultivator. In the first method the bagwan indi

cates to the cultivator the total proceeds from the sale, 

and after that makes the deductions for the costs of trans

portation, marketing, etc. By the second method, the bagwan 

first deducts all the expenses of transportation and 

marketing paid by him, and hands the net earnings to the 

cultivators. Therefore when the cultivators offered con

flicting estimates of the average market price for the 

previous season, some of them ware referring to net returns 

after the deduction of market costs, etc., often even net 
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of the bagwan•s charges for his services of marketing. 

The extent of the bagwan•s risk is that he undertakes 

the purchase of the entire orchard. The agreement is some

times made two to six months before the fruit is ready, 

depending upon the urgency of the credit requirements of the 

cultivators concerned and the willingness and the capacity of 

the bagwan to satisfy this need in the fo~ of an 'advance•. 

Unlike the khotidar, the advance that the bagwan makes is a 

separate transaction from the marketing agreement, although 

the advance is made conditional to an agreement of sale of 

fruit through the ~agwan. The total amount of the advance 

is usually a safe amount easily expected to be recoverable 

with interest after the completion of the sale. 

It is important to clarify at this juncture that 

these bagwans deal in bananas in the Junnar taluka of Poona 

district. Tha bagwani system of Junnar was originated by 

Muslims most of whom came from Karaataka State and the 

bagwani business was initially a monopoly of theirs. However, 

in the last twenty years, the Marathas have almost completely 

taken over the business from the Muslim bagwans. Some of 

these, in order to be differentiated from the Muslim bagwans, 

choose to call themselves "vyaparis" or businessmen/traders 

·instead. Since this could get very contusing, the middlemen 

of Junnar who adopt the particular mode of operation typical 

of bagwans generally will be referred as the bagwans, and 

the grape traders of Baramati who have a slightly different 

modus operandi shall be referred to as the vyaparis. 
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The khotidari and bagwani ag~ are not necessarily 

r 1 spacialized ~1 time pro~~ssiorut• Often the more pros

perous cultivators undertake this as a sacondary business. 

for the khotidar and the bagwan the risk, effort and 

nuisance or marketing undertaken is defi~itely compensated 

by the returns received. Dependence upon the intermediary 

due to the cultivators• ignorance of market conditions and 

inability to spare time and labour for personal supervision 

or marketing often results in the very substantial compensa

tion or the intermediaries discussed earlier. Both these 

groups or intermed~aries continue to live in the villages. 

Often they hold their domains against competition through 
. 

the bindings or caste, clan and kinship. A well founded 

business relationship based on the theory that it is better 

to go along with the familiar rather than risk the new and 

unfamiliar is very important in maintaining these relation

ships. 

4.).2) THE VYAPARIS 

The third type or intermediaries are the traders who 

come from the cities to purchase the fruit of their choice. 

The vyaparis operate in the Baramati taluka. They are whole

sale traders or retailers living in the cities. Bringing 

their own transportation at their own expense, their purpose 

is to purchase fruit cheaper at the farm and make a profit 

on the difference from the city's retail price. There is no 

question of contract or even binding agreement to purchase 

from any particular cultivator. Purchases by vyaparis are 
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made on the basis or the quality or the fruit once it is 

ready for sale. The risk undertaken by the vyapari is 

minimal and certainly the least or the three intermediaries 

in the fruit marketing business. Since they bear all market

ing costs themselves. the price paid by them is corres

pondingly low. The farther the village from the cities, 

the higher is the difference between the city retail price 

and the price paid to the cultivator. 

4.)~24 THE DALAL OR THE COMMISSION AGENT 

The dalal is the auctioneer or the fruit that has 

already been brought into the market yard. His functions 

are to unpack, rou~ly grade, auction and store fruit, a 

night or two, if necessary. He then deducts the costs 

lfinvolved and the charges for hi~ own services from the prices 

received and mails the remaining sum to the cultivator. 

There is no transfer or ownership and.his marketing risk is 

zero. However, he does make loans or small amounts to 

cultivators for purchases at the Poona city. 

KHOTIDARI, BAGWANI AND VYAPARI: 
COMPARISON WITH THE SITUATION 
REPOHTED BY THE GADGIL REPORT 
There are several similarities evident in the market

ing methods and in the operations or the market functionaries 

in the two periods, almost a fifty years apart. 

For instance, as with this survey, the Gadgil survey 

also found cultivators with larger landholdings using the 

services of the khotidars and other middlemen as much as 
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those with smaller holdings. 13 The khotidar or the pre

harvest contractor continues to operate more or less in the 

same manner as during the Gadgil survey. They continue to 

11purchase standing crops as in the 1930s
1
pay the farmers a 

low enough price to allow themselves adequate risk insurance 

against poor harvests. The khotidars of the 1980s still 

perform the multiple functions of financiers, marketeers 

and the suppliers of market intelligence and essential inputs. 

To illustrate further the similarities, even in the incen

tives of sale of orchards to khotidars in the 1930s as 

compared to the p~esent, the following quote from the Gadgil · 

report illustrates how little has changed: 

The small grower, on the other hand, suffers 
from many handicaps. His orchard is usually 
too small to permit him to do his picking 
packing and marketing economically. He aiso 
has not the funds available at the end of his 
agricultural operations and when fruit begins 
to mature, to purchase the baskets, boxes,etc., 
and defray the transportation expenses. It is 
again quite likely that he is desperately in 
need of money for meeting recurring charges 
such as interest on debt, and is very glad to 
get a substantial lump sum immediately. He 
is also able to pass on to the Khotidar a 
number of risks. These risks are natural risks, 
such as those connected with the ultimate 
output, of inclement weather, of insect-pests 
and fruit diseases; there are other risks viz., 
those of theft, fire or bad debts and lastly 
the risks connected with the fluctuations of 
prices. All these considerations, therefore, 
influence a large number of especially the 
smaller growers to sell, wherever possible, 
the standing fruit crop to Khotidars. There 
is also the additional consideration that 

13 The Gadgil Report, op.cit., p. 49. 



"Dalals" i.e. commission salesmen usually 
give better terms to substantial khotidars 
who can regularly consign fruit to them than 
to the very small cultivators. !!/ 
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The contractors for the banana crop described in the 

following quote refers to the practices of bagwans of this 

survey. While this survey found bagwans who purchased ready 

crop to operate in the Junnar taluka only, the Gadgil Survey 

reports thus: 

The system (of khoti) is generally prevalent 
through all fruit, but is especially prominent 
in two cases, viz., the growing of citrus 
fruit in Purandhar taluka and bananas in 
Junnar taluka. In the case of bananas in 
Junnar and ·the bananas at Walha in Purandhar 
taluka, it is a modified type of khoti that· 
is most common. In the case of bananas in 
this district, it is not the standing crop 
that is sold. The agreement is more in the 
nature of a price agreement. The khotidar 
does not buy up the produce of the whole 
garden or plantation for·a lump sum. He 
merely agrees to take all the bunches that 
may be produced at a price which is fixed 
in advance. The price is usually fixed by 
'hundred' bunches - which, in practice 
amounts to 105 bunches. The khotidar usually 
undertakes to accept all bunchest whether the 
fruit is large or small, producea in the 
garden at the average rate fixed. The contract 
is generally entered into at the beginning 
of the season i.e. towards the commencement 
of the monsoon. The removal of the bunches 
from the ~arden is carried out by the buyer. !i/ 
The above description, with certain variations, des

cribes the present system.of bagwani fairly accurately. The 

counting process today is more standardized now as options 

14 Ibid., pp. 47-48. 

15 Ibid., pp. 48-49. 
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or selr-aarkating become more viable than before. MOreover, 

under the most recant variation of bagwani the bagwan simply 

dadu~ts a 10 per cant charge for his marketing services. 

Another variation reported in the Gadgll Report was: 

There is also current a modified form of 
this contract by which the buyer agrees 
to buy, not the whole produce or a garden, 
but a certain number of bunches during the 
season from the cultivator. It will be 
observed that in this banana contract the 
production risks are not shifted on to the 
buyer, but only the price risks. !§/ · 
The above description of fruit contractors during the 

Gadgll Survey described a variation in the practices of 

banana contractors. Today, in tact, it is a close descrip

tion of the purchase practices of certain vyaparis. The 

bagwans or Junnar generally reach annual agreements to 

purchase the entire orchard or bananas. The vyaparis 1 on 

the other hand, undertake the minimum possible· risk, by 

purchasing only portions or the orchard when the fruit is 
y 

tt ready tor har~sting. 'lbe vyaparls of today are found to 

operate mainly in the grape and fig orchards. 

As with the present study's findings, the contractors 

ot Purandhar taluka who mainly dealt in oranges and mosambi 
• 

called themselves ba£Wans. The purchase practices were 

si=ilar to those of khotidars, as is the case today.17 MOre

over, as in the present time 1 contractors did not generally 

16 Ibid., P• 49. 

17 Ibid., p. 49. 
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purchase standing crops or fig orchards. The causa of this 

reluctance to purchase fig orchards has bean described by 

the Gadgil Report as to be the direct consequence or the 

rust-prone characteristics of fig orchards.18 Years later. 

the fig orchards of Poona are still suffering from poor 

yields as a result of the rust disease, and the khotidars 

continue to express a reluctance in purchasing fig orchards. 

There are similarities between 'then' and 'now' to be 

found also in division of operations between the farmer and 

the khotidar once the sale has been agreed upon. MOst agree

ments are still o~al today as they were in the 19)0s 1 although 

the incidence of written contracts is on the increase. The 

payment structure, number or instalments in which payment was 

made, and the post-settlement haggling and bargaining remains 

as before.19 

The Gadgil Survey also reports that while there were 

variations in contract terms, the normal practice was to 

purchase tha standing crops for one year.20 This is also 

the current practice. 

Finally, another notable similarity in the middlemen 

operating structure or the two periods is the domination or 

a few middlemen found in both cases. The Gadgil Report esti

mated about eight buyers in Saswad and at Jejuri about three 

or four of them. Although the khoti-bagwani systems are much 

18 Ibid •• p. 50. 
19 Ibid •• p. 51. 

20 Ibid. 1 p. 50. 
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more competitive today and some new purchasers have entered 

the market, the structure of the business continues to be 
21 oligopolistic. 

Among the differences the most notable is the reduc

tion of the dependence of orange and mosambi cultivators 

upon khotidars in the Purandhar and Sirur talukas. The 

accessibility to trucking services in most fruit growing 

villages and the extension of metalled roads leading directly 

to the Bombay and Poona markets has increased self-markating 

of fruit in these areas. Also, the multiple year contract 

mentioned by the Qadgil Report22 appears to have been re

placed with annual contracts. Another point of difference 

is that khotidars and bagwans today individually control a 

smaller share of the total produce being sold to middlemen 

as there are now a large number of them operating. Moreover, 

whereas in the Gadgil Report2J the khotidari system was 

found to be common in Purandhar and "an exception and not 

the rule" in the Sirur taluka, the situation appeared some

what altered at the time of this survey. Khotidari sale 

seemed as common in the Shirur taluka as in the Purandhar 

taluka. It must also be pointed out that the Shirur taluka 

is no longer "the concentrated arean24 for orange cultivation 

21 Ibid., p. 49. 

22 Ibid., p. 49. 

23 Ibid., p. 50. 
24 Ibid., p. 49. 
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although there are now often written contracts and receipts. 

This would appear to be a substantial advancement or proce

dures in the period. This change came about probably as a 

result or better market intelligence now being made avail

able through radios and the relatively better roads that 

enable cultivators to have easier direct access to markets. 

The risk expressed in the Gadgil Report in the matter or 

buyer default was peculiar to the period or falling prices 

and world depression or the early 1930s. Buyer default was 

not mentioned by any or the cultivators in the sample. There

fore, one may inf~r that such incidences must be greatly 

reduced now. 

Thera appears also to be another area or departure 

from the procedures or 1931-32. The Gadgil survey reported 

the following: 

We tried to make enquiries regarding 
the extent to which these contractors advanced 
sums to the gro~ers and thus kept them bound 
up to sell the gardens to themselves. We find 
that such indebtedness, on the part or growers 
to the class or contractors, was not at all 
common. In a few cases, such advances may 
sometimes be made for agricultural operations 
by contractors locally resident; but as a 
general rule, it does not seem, as if, 
advances are made by buyers to growers, on a 
scale likely to influence their decision 
regarding the sale or the standing crop at all, 
or the sale or it to a particular buyer. ~ 

The findings or the current survey are different. 

Through interviews with cultivators as well as khotidars it 

26 Ibid., p. 52. 
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was ascertained that it is now fairly common practice for 

khotidars to make loans to cultivators. The purpose of 

such loans is to place a binding for the sale of the standing 

crop to that khotidar, although the khotidars did mention 

that cultivators occasionally ~id not abide by the initial 

agreement. However, such default is not common because of 

the mutual dependence of the concerned parties. Besides 

this they also make advance part-payments for standing crops 

already purchased. 

The "Country Buyer" of the Gadgil survey fits into 

the description o! the middlemen known now as vrapari or 

trader. Their modus operandi appears to have remained the . 
same over the years. The large number of vyaparis in the 

grape business at the time of this survey was the only new 

factor with regard to this functionary. 

The role of the dalal or commission agent remains 

unchanged. The dalal's charges have to be controlled and 

standardized by the Market Act, although the duties performed 

remain as before. 

Overall, there have been some improvements in market 

procedures in the last fifty years, but not !!! the changes 

are positive. The increased financial dependence upon 

middlemen in recent years is one such not so positive change. 

Even so, the position of the cultivator is better today in 

many respects. Some of these positive changes are the greater 

incidence of written contracts, a sales slip-based price 

determination in the bagwani system of the Junnar taluka and 
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greater interest in self-marketing in the orange, mosambi 

and fig growing villages especially.27 Even in the case of 

banana growers a new group of cultivators had pioneered 

self-marketing when this survey was conducted·. At that 

time, ·owing to various infrastructural constraints, the 

entrepreneurial cultivators were not rewarded with higher 

net returns. But, the structural constraints of self

marketing as compared to the marketing.via intermediaries 

is an issue that needs to be examined by itself. This has 

been attended to later in this chapter. 

4.4.1 THE OaDERING OF MARKETING STRATEGIES 

~~en fruit !s marketed through intermediaries, the 

involved functionaries are either the.khotidar, the bagwan 

or the vyapari. The operations of these middlemen have 

already been explained. The different modes of operation 

and the varying degrees of marketing risk undertaken by the 

above intermediaries, make them (theoretically) four distinct 

categories. 

The time of sale to intermediary can be graded into 

the various distributions of risk between the cultivators 

and the middlemen. The earlier the sale of the orchard to 

the intermediary, the higher the risks of purchase and 

therefore the lower the prices received by the cultivator. 

Such are the bargaining positions and the power controls in 

27 Only about 15-20 per cent of the cultivators continue 
to sell their standing crops to khotidars. 
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the marketing chain that though a poorer output than expected 

would involve a downward revision of an initially agreed 

price, the reverse has~ been known to occur. Thus the 

longer the cultivator can postpone the sale of orchard the 

better·is his bargaining position and the greater are his 

chances of getting a better price. On the basis of these 

arguments it is reasonable to assume that a later sale may 

be regarded as a superior marketing method to an earlr sale. 

The alternatives of sending fruit to market with a 

trucking agency or self-marketing, have within their broad 

spectrum, several ~ub-alternatives. The choice of markets 

can take several forms. Logically, the superior method 

would be the one that permitted the cultivator to reap the 

highest possible return. It would seem that this is most 

likely to occur when the cultivator freely chooses between 

the largest urban markets where the price of fruit would be 

significantly higher than in the village markets. For 

instance, a free choice between Bombay, Poona, Ahmedabad and 

Surat, the four major markets in Western India, would 

definitely be considered a preferable method of market choice 

rather than dependence on any one of these markets. Further

more, a local or nearby small market would definitely be an 

inferior choice, an act of desperation, since these markets 

are not likely to yield high prices for fruit. Even the 

lower cost of transportation is usually not sufficient 

compensation for the lower price. 
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Drawing from the reasoning described above marketing 

strategies adopted by cultivators can be ordered by the 

11 degree of power and freedom expressed by his choice. His 
-:- ·, 

research indicates such a pattern of ordering and concludes 

that freedom and market power·is expressed by the degree 

of choice or absence of it. 

The following gradation of marketing methods would 

rate the various methods in descending order of freedom and 

market power: 

(A) A fr~e choice of major markets and no necessary 

recourse to smaller markets. 

(B) A choice of only·one large market but which 

requires higher costs in the form of packing charges in the 

expectation of better prices (e.g., Bombay market as compared 

to the Ahmednagar market). This includes a market that does 

not require the sophistication and added costs of packing 

but offers a better price on average as a result of the 

higher population concentration and higher incomes (e.g. 

Poona). 
I . 

(C) A choice of one or more large markets and also 

smaller markets either for the disposal of .inferior fruit 

or as a cushion in moments of higher financial needs. 

(D) The choice of local or other neighbouring small 

markets only, indicating inability or unwillingness to 

explore market possibilities where a cultivator might enjoy 

the better prices and conditions of the larger markets. 
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This too is indicative of the cultivator's financial need 

and lesser control over the market. 

(E) The choice or sale to an intermediary once the 

fruit is ready, or almost so, rather than undertaking 

marketing costs and efforts themselves. 

(F) The choice of sale to an intermediary before 

the fruit is fully ready at the risk of much lower prices. 

This is in exchange for an advance of financial assistance 

made available by the intermediary without administrative 

red-tape or time lag. 

Although t~e role of the intermediaries is at this 

point open to question, it seems reasonable to assume that 
-

methods (E) and (F) indicate less control over the market 

and are usually adopted under conditions of financial 

pressure. Moving from (A) to (F), the options open to the 

cultivators gradually decrease and thus each consecutive 

choice is inferior to the previous one. The number of 

cultivators in each category and the linkage between methods 

of marketing and size of land and orchard size are 

illustrated in Tables 4.2 through 4.7. 

4.5.1 THE ~UANTITATIVE ASPECTS OF 
FRO! MARKETING IN POONA 

The quantitative aspects of fruit marketing include 

those aspects that may be numerically represented and ~tudied • 
.. 

Aside from the qualitative aspects we discussed earlier, the 

~fficiency of a marketing structure may also be judged by 

such features as the costs of marketing and the price spread. 



Table 4.2 : Variations in Time and Stage of Fruit Development of Sale to Khotidar 
Among the Fruit Cultivators of Poona District in the Selected Sample 
(1978-79) 

Time of sale 
-------.!-
lK) "Time of 

Flowering 

2K)· Small and 
Green 

3K) Large and 
Green 

4K) · Almost or 
Fully Ready 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --Size of landholding (Acres) 
• I ----------------------------------------- -- --

0-1 1-5 5-10 10-15 15-201 20-25 25-30 30-50 50-100 Total 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- --

0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 

0 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 4 

0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 3 

---------------------------------------------
Total ' 0 2 2 1 . 3 1 0 1 0 9 



Table 4.3 : Variations in Time and.Stage of Fruit Development of Sale to Bagwans by 
Fruit Cultivators of the Poona District in the Selected Sample 

Time of sale . 
-----~~ ... -
lW) . 2 months after 

planting 

2W) 

3W) 

ltW). 

6 months after 
planting 

10 months 
after planting 
(green and hard 
and less than 
full sized) 

When ready 
(varies from 12 
to 18 months) 

Total 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Size of landholding (Acres) ----------------------------------------------------------
Total 0-1 1-5 5-10 10-15 15-20 20-25 25-30 30-50 50-100 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

2 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 

16 0 4 4 1 0 1 0 

21 0 5 5 5 2 0 1 0 
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Table 4.4 : Mode of Sale of Cultivators with Different Sized Holdings in the Selected Sample (Poona District, 197$-79) 

- - - - - -· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ • - - M - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Sr. 
No, holdings 

(acres) 

Method of marketing Place of sale 
---·--------~·----------- -------------···-··------------------~-----------------------------------------------------------------I II III Local 
Khotidar Bagwan Vyapari market 

1 

Local Local Poona 
and and city 
other other 
neigh- distant 
bouring market 
market 

2 4 

Poona 
and 
local 

5 

Poona 
and 
other 
neigh
bouring 
market 

6 

Bombay Bombay Bombay Other Bo!llbay 
only and and neigh- and 

local other bouring Poona 
neigh- market only 
bouring 
market 
only 

7 g 9 10 11 

Bombay, Bombay, 
Poona Poona 
and and 
Local other 

distant 
market 

12 13 --- - --- -- -- --. --. --- - - - - - - -- - ----- ---- ---. - -- -- --- - -- - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1, 

2, 

0- 1 

1 - 5 

3. 5 - 10 

4. 10 - 15 

5. 15 - 20 

6. 20 • 25 

7. 25 .. )0 

8. )0 ~ 50-

9. 50 .. iOO* 

Nil 

2 

2 

1 

) 

Nil 

Nil 

1· 

Nil 

Nil 

9 

7 

5 

) 

Nil 

Nil 

2 

4 

Nil 

2 Nil 

Nil 2 

2 Nil 

Nil- Nil 

1. 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil Nil 

1 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil Nil 

Nil 

1 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil Nil 

Nil Nil 

Nil 'Nil. 

1 Nil 

1 

5 

4 

5 

1 

2 

1 

1 

1-

Nil 

Nil 

3 

1 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

2 

1 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

9 

10 

5 

4 

1 

1 

2 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

1 

2 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

1 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

1 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

3 

8 

3 

l 

2 

1 

2 

1 

Nil 

Nil 

1 

Nil 

Nil 

1 

1 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

1 

1 

l 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

1 

Nil 

Total 

2 

33 

41 

27 

12 

9 

6 

9 

J 

- - - ---- ~ - -~ -- ----. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - ~ . . . - . --- - - - - - - ---- - . ~ - . . - - - ~ . - - - - . ~ - -

* These are operati?na1 ho1~ings and not acres undar single ownership. . . 
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Table 4.5 Method of Marketing Adopted by Each Size of 
Landholder in the Selected Sample 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Size of Holding 
(acres) 

0 - 1 

1 - 5 

5 - 10 

10 - 15 

15 20 

20 - 25 -

25 - 30 

30 - 50 

50 - 100 

Total 

(A) 

0 

4 

9 

4 

·1 

2 

1 

3 

1 

25 

Methods of Marketing 

(B) 

1 

14 

14. 

10 

5 

3 

2 

2 

54 

(C) 

0 

3 

7 

3 

0 

1 

1 

0 

0 

15 

(D) 

1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

1 

4 

(E) 

0 

4. 

4 

5 

) 

1 

0 

2 

0 

19 

{F) 

0 

3 

) 

1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

11 

Total 

2 

29 

27 

23 

12 

9 

4 

7 

5 

128 
- - - - ~ -- - - -

A : Bombay-Poona-Distant Markets 

B Bombay or Poona Market 

C Bombay-Poena-Neighbouring Markets 

D Local-Neighbouring Markets 

E Khotidar-Bagwan-Vyapari 

F Khotidar-Bagwan 



Table 4.6 Acre~ Under Fruit and Methods of Marketing Adopted by the Fruit 
Cultivators in the Selected Sample (1978-79) ~ 

- - - - - - - - - - - ~ - -- - - - - --- - - - - - -- ---- - - - - -
Sr. 
No. 

(Size of 
Orchard) 
Acres under 
fruit 

Methods of marketing 
-----------------:------------------------------~~---~-~-~-----I II III 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 Total 

- -- - - --- - - - - - - --

1. 0 - 1.00 7 21 2 2 1 0 17 ;J. 1 24 3 1 0 14 0 2 97 

2. 1.00 - 5.00 1 7 4 0 0 1 4 2 2 8 0 0 1 7 1 2 40 

3~ 5.00 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 5 

- - - - - ---- -- - -
Total 9 28 8 2 1 1 21 4 3 32 J 1 1 21 3 4 142 

- - ~ - ---- -- - --- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - -
Note: For column headings please see Ta~le 4.4. 



Table 4. 7 : Percentage of Cultivators Adopting Different Methods of Marketing for Different 
Sized Orchards in the Selected Sample (1978-79) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Methods of marketing 

Size of Percen
orchard tage 
0-1.00 
acres 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Bombay-Poena-Distant 
Markets - 16 

Bombay or Poena Market 41 

Bombay-Poena-Neighbour-
ing Markets 7 

Local-Neighbouring 
~~rkets 3 

Khotidar-Bagwan-Vyapari 16 

Khotidar-Bagwan 10 

Total 93 

(64.00) 

(77.36) 

( 46.67) 

(75.00) 

(59.26) 

(90.91) 

(68.89) 

Size of Percen
orchard tage 
1-5.00 
acres 

9 

12 

6 

1 

8 

1 

37 

(36.00) 

(22.64) 

(40.00) 

(95.00) 

(29.63) 

(9.09) 

(27.41) 

Size of Percen
orchard tage 
5.00 
acres 

0 

0 

2 

0 

3 

0 

5 

(0.00) 

(0.00) 

(13.33) 

(0.00) 

(11.11) 

(0.00) 

(3.70) 

Total Percen
tage 

25 (18.52) 

53 (39.26) 

15 ( 11.11) 

4 (2.96) 

27 (20.00) 

11 (8.15) 

135@· (100.00) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
@ As 7 of the cultivators selling bananas to Bagwans keep their options open about the time 

of their sale, these cultivators have been left out in Tables ~ 
--.1 
~ 
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A marketing structure becomes a more efficient one when 

marketing costs are reduced, and when the produce passes 

through the shortest and the most direct channel to reach 

the consUmer. The minimization of links in the marketing 

chain· implies an enlargement of the farmer's share in the 

consumer's rupee. Thus, this section on quantitative 

analysis will examine marketing costs, market margins and 

the price spread between the Poona district cultivator and 

the Poona city retailer. 

PRICE SPREAD, MARGINS AND 
MARKETING COSTS 

The distinction between marketing costs, market 

margins and the price spread should be established before 

any further discussion on the subject. It may be made thus: 

(a) marketing costs are ·the expenses of market-
ing borne by each market functionary who 
accepts ownership of the produce; 

(b) market margins are the mark-ups that each 
functionary adds to his purchase price 
after a transfer of ownership takes place; 

(c) the price spread is the analysis of the 
distribution of the consumer's price for 
the produce among the various participants 
in the marketing channel. 

4.5.21 MARKETING COSTS AND MARKET MARGINS AND PRICE 
SPREAD IN FRUIT MARKETING IN POONA DISTRICT 

A lengthy interlude does not interject the marketing 

channel between the cultivator in the Poona district and the 

markets of either Poona or Bombay. The marketing channel is 
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short and relatively direct. This is not surprising, given 

the short distances involved. What is interesting, though, 

is that the categories of middlemen mentioned in the Gadgil . 
Report some fifty years ago when communication systems were 

much lass developed, continue to function even in the 1980s. 

The reasons for the survival of this institution in the 

Poona district are an inviting subject for investigation. 

The margins are different for orange and mosambi, 

grape, and for banana. In fig marketing a direct channel 

is commonly used between Poona district's cultivators and 

:\the markets of Poona and Bombay, although some traders from 

will buy the fig directly from Velu. The mode of transport

ation is by road in almost all cases within a 400 km radius. 

Of course, if the fruit is transported beyond these immediate 

markets another set of margins emerges. In such cases the 

commission agent (acting as a trader) or a wholesale trader, 

purchases the fruit at the prevailing market rate and ships 

the consignment to some other.distant markets such as New 

Delhi or Calcutta. In such a case the trader's margin would 

be the difference between the price obtained for the fruit 

at the distant market and total of the purchase price plus 

marketing costs between the Poona (or Bombay) markets and 

the final market. 

The 'direct marketing' that is referred to here is 

rarely a single direct channel from the cultivator to the 

consumer. By 'direct marketing' we are referring to the 
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elimination of all middlemen other than the retailer from 

the production-consumption channel. 

In the immediately following pages each of the six 

t\f~~~. taken individually, will be studied for marketing 

costs ·and market margins for all existing market channels. 

The analysis for each fruit will begin with an examination 

of the component of the farmers' marketing costs. This will . 
be proceeded by an analysis of price spreads, market margins 

and net returns to farmers, middlemen and retailers. Follow

ing the analysis of price· spreads will be· outlines of costs 

of marketing of th~ middlemen while the retailers' costa of 

)\marketing il~~strated in a table common to all six fr~. 

will be included with the first fruit (orange) only. Such 

an examination of costs of marketing and market margins 

will provide an explanation for.the continued demand for 

middlemen's services in fruit marketing. 

4.5.22 EXPLANATORY HEMARKS ON THE METHODS OF 
CALCULATION OF CERTAIN ELEMENTS OF 
THE COSTS INVOLVED IN FRUIT MARKETING 

liThe six fruit included in this study have distinctive ---
individual characteristics and the various costs involved in 

their marketing both at the farm, as well as at the market, 

nare also distinctive different. Certain marketing costs, 

such as the costs at the market, though variable in their 

units of measurements and specific rates, are self-explana

tory once the dozen to kilogram conversion rate adopted is 

specified. Others are not as obvious, and require an 
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j) explanation regarding their method of ~-~P!al?-~~~~-~ . .!'_~gar~_':" 

j{ ing t~~~: .. m~th~ . .2.~ computation by the quintal or the dozen. 
----·· 

Examples of this are the costs per quintal of output 

incurred in watching and harvesting the orchard and the 

interest on marketing capital. These expenses are incurred 

seasonally. When questioned about these expenses the 

cultivator is able to, quite accurately, state either the 

actual numb~r of people hired for the entire orchard for a 

particular length of time, or the number.of labour-days used 

for an orchard of a particular size for these operations. 

Regarding the int~rest on the marketing capital that he 

borrows from either the middlemen or the moneylenders, the 

farmer is able to correctly state the interest per annum 

or per month. These are expenses as the farmer actually 

experiences them, and years of experience in the farming 

business make it easy for him to give fairly accurate 

figures. Estimating these, same expenses by a unit of the 

/)output, however, "becomes very tas~J~g for him and the 

results are less accurate. The more reliable seasonal data 

acquired from the farmer therefore remain to be converted 

into per unit of output figures, and the onus of the task 

belongs to this research. While the actual conversions will 

be completed alongside the respective tables illustrating 

the details of the marketing costs, the general.methodology 

adopted for these conversions will be explained in the 

following paragraphs. 

Seasonal or simply any form of temporally stated cost 
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r1 figure can be converted..;.~- cost per unit output by dividing 

the total cost for the entire season by the total yield for 

the season. This may be calculated individually for each 

cultivator if there is a highly variable pattern, from one 

cultivator to another growing the same fruit, in either the 

number of days constituting the length of the season for 

the fruit, or the number of labour units hired per acre of 

orchard. While there is great variation in input usage in 

cultivation, operations such as the watching of an orchard 

of the same fruit and_ variety was found to be fairly stan

dardized among the cultivators in the survey sample. There

fore, the average number of labour-days used for watching 

the orchard of a particular fruit for a representative sized 

orchard is first calculated for the entire season. A repre

sentative sized orchard would be the average size of an 

orchard for each fruit taken individually. To circumvent 

the problem of shared labour units among more than one 

orchard or crop, especially when orchards were tiny, the 

cultivators ware asked to state the labour units required • 

for watching a standard two or one-acre orchard. This was 

than divided by the average output for an orchard of that 

size to obtain the par quintal cost of watching. 

For harvesting the labour usage and the frequency of 

harvesting a standard sized orchard of one or two acres for 

the full length of the season was divided by the total output 

to obtain the harvesting cost par quintal. Interest rates 

are specified by the month (or year) and thus these too had 
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to be converted to a unit or· output such as the quintal. 

While the length of the season was more or less the same 

for individual cultivators, the representative 'total 

output' that was produced over the season could not be taken 

as the per acre output, since the average-sized holding for 

any fruit was not exactly one acre. The representative 

output per cultivator per season was therefore calculated 

for an average-sized orchard for each fruit. 

The interest on marketing capital too requires expla

nation. The crop loans available from lending institutions 

are invariably in~dequate to cover expenses involved in both 

the cultivation and the marketing of fruit. Therefore, the 

cultivator has to seek alternative sources of marketing 

finance. Among the lenders willing to assume the risk and 

extend marketing credit are local money-lenders and market

ing intermediaries such as the khotidars and the bagwans. 

The interest rate charged by these lenders varies between 

2 per cant par month to 4 per cent per month. The marketing 

capital is generally borrowed two to three months before 

the fruit is fully ready to be harvested. During these 

earlier months containers and packing materials, are 

purchased, additional peak-period labour is arranged for, 

and a few initial consignments of fruit are sent to the 

market to catch the higher pre-seasonal prices._ The loan 

period therefore exceeds the main harvesting season by 60 

to 90 days and is accordingly set. As in the calculation 

of the per quintal cost of watching and harvesting, the 
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temporally stated interest rate has then to be converted 

tQ. interest expense par quintal. 

Yet another element in the marketing cost table which 

is not self-explanatory is the cost of self-marketing. Self

marketing involves certain additional expenses in both 

actual and opportunity costs which are seldom included in 

the calculation of marketing cost. When self-marketing 

either to the Poona or the Bombay market the Poona farmer 

has two options. He can either undertake the maximum res

ponsibility of marketing upon himself and send his personal 

agent/agents (employees) with every consignment of fruit, or 

he allocates the responsibility of safe shipment of the 

fruit chiefly upon the representative or "agent"-of the 

trucking agency, sending his personal agent. to the market 

much less often. The responsibility of collecting accounts 

slips and payments falls either upon the farmer's own agent 

or upon the truckin~ agency's representative, should the 

trucking agency have assumed that responsibility. In the 

latter instance the trucking agency appends an additional 

charge of 1.5 to 2 per cent of the wholesale price for these_ 

extra services rendered. The farmer's agent's expenses in 

self-marketing have been taken as the minimal cost of 

travelling on the public transportation system, one or two 

cups of tea, one very inexpensive meal ( dependi_ng upon the 

distance of the market and time involved), plus the market 

value of the cheapest male field-labour. or the two alter

native approaches to self-marketing the assumption here is 
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that the farmer selects the less expensive mode. 

Whichever of the two approaches described above is 

adopted by the farmer for meaningful self-marketing the 

farmer must make at least a few personal visits to the 

markets he is using to meet the commission agents and to 

keep in touch with marketing realities. The "personal" 

visits may be either those of the farmer~himself or of some 

responsible adult male member of the .. farmer's family who may 

be familiar with the operations of fruit cultivation and 

marketing. The number of such personal visits depend upon 

the length of the fruit season and the expected value of 

that fruit. The opportunity cost of such labour belonging 

to the managerial category is likely to be significantly 

higher than the cost of field labour and has been taken to 

be twice the value of field labour in this study. 

Other than those explained in the above paragraphs 

the remaining items of marketing cost and the rates of these 

charges are self-explicit in the relevant Tables. 

4.5.23 THE ESTIMATED COSTS OF SELF-MARKETING 

The Tables 4.8, 4.14, 4.19, 4.25, 4.30 and 4.36 are 

for costs of marketing, middlemen's costs, costs of retailing 

and margins, price spread anrl the net returns received by 

the fruit cultivators and each of the market functionaries. 

In each case the average total output per farmer. for an 

average sized orchard for that fruit is calculated. The. cost 

of watching and plucking i~ calculated per acre for the 
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length of the season and converted into a per quintal expense. 

Interest on marketing capital is calculated at the interest 

rate charged by middlemen who provide a very large percentage 

(over 80 per cent) of the marketing capital used by the 

Poona district fruit growers. This charge is two per cent 

per month. The period of loan varies with the length of 

the season, beginning a couple of months before the season 

begins and ending a little after the season ends. Estimated 

expenses involved in self-marketing is analysed in two 

sections. These estimates give an idea of the broad dimen

sions involved in self-marketing. In the first, the costs 

of self-marketing are estimated under conditions in which 

the farmer accepts the maximum responsibility of marketing 

operations upon himself and does not use the additional 

services of the trucking agency·. This method of self

marketing requires the farmer to send his own agent to the 

market with each consignment. Because of the obvious higher 

opportunity costs in this method (for most cases) it is not 

used as commonly as the other method of self-marketing. In 

the second method of self-marketing the delivery of consign

ment to the market and the collection of payments for the 

produce from commission agents is the responsibility of the 

trucking agency. This method is especially common when the 

distance between. the fruit producing village and the market 

of destination is more than twenty miles. The trucking 

agency's charge for the additional services is two per cent 

of the wholesale price. In the estimated costs of self-
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marketing are also included intra-State and in-city trans

portation and the cost of an inexpensive meal and a cup of 

tea (at 1978 prices). The in-city bus travel is calculated 

at fifty paise, a cup of tea is at thirty paise, meals and 

prtea for farmer's agent ~at Rs. 1.80 and for the farmer 

himself it is calculated at Rs. S per visit. The opportunity 

cost of labour is calculated at Rs. S a day for t~e farmer's 

agent (the same rate as that for hired casual labour in 

1978), and that of the farmer himself is twice that at Rs.lO 

a day. The details regardin~ the costs of self-marketing 

have been added t9 the Appendix to this chapter. The 

opportunity cost of labour used in the following costs of 

self-marketing are the lesser cost of the cost of marketing 

through trucking agency and full•responsibility self

marketing. 

4.5.24 ANALYSIS OF MARKETING COSTS
6 

MARKET 
MARGINS AND THE PRICE SPREA FOR 
ORANGES GROWN IN THE POONA DISTRICT 

The marketing costs for Poona oranges are detailed 

in Table 4.8. The two of the most important markets to 

which Poona farmers send their oranges are the Poona and 

!!Bombay markets. Costs of marketing are higher ~ the Bombay .... 
lithan ~ the Poona market, first, because of the higher 

charges at the then unregulate~ fruit section at the Bombay 

/)market. Another reason for higher costs~ tha Bombay 

market is because of the additional care and packing materials 

used for oranges intended for that market (oranges are packed 



:,r"abla_4.o ,: Markating Cost of. O·range Cultivators in the Selected Sample (1978-79) 

I. rr'i!.t: ORANGE : 

Avarage Wholesale Price in Pocrna (1977-78): Rs.l77/Quintal; Bombay Rs.204/Quintal 
ani _Avarage Hetail Price in Poona (1977-78): Rs.352.50/Qu1ntal; Bombay Rs.406/Quinta1 

---.·-
Poona Bombay 

It.:~m 
Rates 

PART· A : Costs and Charges at the Market Yard 

'.1,- Commission @ 7% 
:?. .• Weighment and Counting @ Rs.0.05/Pat1 

~ ..... or 6-8 kg 
3 .• Hamali " 

4 • Hefilling " 
. ... 5. Postap;e 

Charges 
Rs. P. 

12.39 
0.71 

0.71 

0.71 
0.45 

Rates 

@ 10% 
@ Rs.O.lO/Pati 

or 6-8 kg 
@ Rs.0.15/Pat1 

or 6-8 kg 

Charges 
Rs. P. 

20.40 
1.42 

2.13 

0.75 

- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Cumulative l'otal I 14.97 24.70 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
PART B : Pre-market Costs or Marketing Per Quintal 

6. Local Transport Rs~0.65/40 kgs or l.. 67 
Rs.O.l.2 Eer 3 doz 
pati or -8 kg 

1.67 

7 • Packing Khoka (40 kg) 14.00 
(Labour and Material) 

17.00 

8 • Watching and Harvesting 10.42 10.42 - - - - - - - - -Cumulative Total II 41.06 53-79 

PAH.T C : 

ONE : Village of Origin: TALEGAON DHAMDHERE (Shirur Ta1uka) 
9. Octroi and Transport @ Rs.0.40/Pat1 5.71 @ Rs.0.60/Pat1 

or 6-8 kgs of 6-8 kgs 
8. 57 

.::urnulative Total III - - - - - - - - - - - - -46.77 62.36 - - - - - - - -
10. Interest on Marketing 

Capital 

;umulative Total IV 

11. Cost of Selr-Marketing 

@ 2% per month 
ror 7 months 

GitAND TOTAL (TALE:GAON DHAMDHERE) 

0.08 

46.85 

5.62 

52.47 

@ 2,_ per month 
ror 7 months 

Tw~ : Village of Origin: SHIKRAPUR (Shirur Ta1uka) 
9. Octroi an·j Tran~port @ Rs.2.20/Khoka 5.50 @ Rs.0.60/Pati 

~umulative Total III 

lu. Interast on Marketing 
<~a pi tal 

Cumulative Total IV 

@ 2% per month 

46.56 - - - - -
0.08 @ 2, per month 

46.64 - - - -
11· Cost of Self-Marketing 

Gt{AiW TOTAL ( SHIKRAPUR) 
5.48 

52.12 

- - - -THREg: Villa~e of Ori~in: RANJANGAON GANAPATI 
9. Octroi anj Transport @ Rs.0.60/Pati 

(Shirur Taluka) 

10. 

11. 

:.;umulative Total III 

Interest on Marketing 
Capital 

~umulatlve rotal IV 
Cost of Salf-Marketing 

IJRAN D TOTAL ( RANJ ANGAON 

or 6-8 kgs - - - - -

® 2% per month 

- - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - -

8.57 @ Rs.0.90/Pat1 
or 6-8 kgs - - -49.63 - - - - - - - -

@ 2% per month - - - - - - - - - -49.72 
6.25 - - - - - - -

0.12 

62.48 

9.05 - - -
71.53 

8.00 
- - - -61.79 - - - -

0.11 

- - -61.90 

8.97 
- - - -

70.87 - - - - -
12.58 

- - - - -
66.)7 - - -
0.12 

- - - -
66.49 
8.77 GANAPATI) 

55.97 - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7 5 .Z6 - - - - -
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Table 4.9. Market Margins, Price Spread and Net R~turns: 
~elf-Marketing of Orange to the Poona Market 

- - - - - - - - - -Costs and Returns Per Dozen Rs. P. (Percentage 

Average Retail Price 

Wholesale Price (or the price 
received by the cultivator) 

i) ~he Cultivator's Net Returns 

Price Received by the cultivator 
Less: 

7.os 

).54 

).54 

(a) Marketing Cost 
~~Re.tu.-t.nS to -~e. c.u.U.i~abo-t' : 
!::,w.: Cost of cultivation 

~ ... 1.08. 
:l· ~ fo ( 3-l,. 8'1) . 

Equals: . 
It\com~. to the cultivator 

ii) The Retailers Net Returns 

Retail Price 

Less: 

(a) Purchase Price 
(b) Cost of Retailing 
(c) Average Fruit Loss as 

percentage of retail 
price @ 10.45% 

Equals: 

Retailers Net Returns 

------- -- - - - - - ~ - - --

O·S~ 

(.OS 

).54 
1.99 

o.'JJr 

o/78 

of Retail 
Price) 

(100.00) 

( 5Q •. a.t) 

(15.·3~ 

(11. G1) 

(100.00) 

.( $0.. ;tl) 

(:2-S.~) 

(10.50) 

(11. 06) 

------
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Table 4.10 : Market Margins, Price Spread and Net Returns: 
Self-Marketing of Orange to the Bombay Market 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- - -
Costs and Returns Per Dozen Rs. P. (Percentage 

- - - - - - - -
Average Retail Price 

Wholesale Price (or the price 
received by the cultivator) 

i) The Cultivator's Net Returns 

Price Received by the Cultivator 

Less: 

- - ---
8.10 

4.08 

(a) Marketing Cost ~."I (32,2~) 1.1-(1 ~ · 
EQ~: N£'f Rt;'toJRIU OP Cw.-tlll A~OII.I o<. 

ftr Cost of Cultivation · o:~s~"~· 
Eguals 

In~ of the Cultivator f.1_1 
' ,·': ..... 

I '~,. 

of Retail 
Price) 
- - - - -

(100.00) 

(50. 37) 

. (50. 37) 

H.o •. '31-) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - --

-
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Table 4.11 Market Margins, Price Spread and Net Returns: 
Sale of Orange Through the Khotidar to the 
Poona Market 

Costs and Returns Per Dozen Rs. P. 

Retail Price ?.OS 

Wholesale Price ).54· 
(or the price received by the (3.60 to 
intermediary) 3.70) 

i) The Cultivator's Net Returns 
orv 

Aveaage Price received by the 
cultivator .: 

Less: 

(a) Marketing Cost 
(b) Cost of cultivation 

Eguals: 

The Cultivator's Inc.o1"le..~ 

ii) Price Received bv the 
intermediary (Khotidar) 

(a) Purchase Price 
(b) Cost of Marketing 

Equals 

The Intermediary's Ifi.C_011'\.e, 

2.20 

2.20 
o.s6 

0.58 

(Percentage 
of Retail 
Price) 

(100.00) 

(51.63) 
(51.06 to 
52.48) 

(31.21) 

(i1.·. 91.) 

(51.63} 

(.31.21) 

(12.20) 

(8.23) 
Or, 

(15.93% of the 
wholesale price) 

- - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - - ---- -----
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Table 4.12 : The Khotidar's Cost of Marketing of Orange 

-- -- -- -- - - -----Poona. Bombay 
t - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - --- -· - - - -- - --
1. Costs at the market 

@ wholesale price of 
Rs.l82/quinta1 in Poona, 
Rs.210/quintal in Bombay 

2. Watching and Harvesting 
(75%) . 

). Local transport 0.50/40kg 

4. Packing 
40% recovery in Poona 

0.60/Khoti 
30% recovery in Bombay 

0.70/Kh~ti 

5. Transpor~ {a) TO Rs.65 

(b) Sh Rs.60 

(c) RG Rs.100 

TO 

Sh 

RG 

15.32) 
) 

?.82! 

1.25~ 

12.00J 

) 

~ 

25.30) 
) 

7.62~ 
) 49.24 

1.25~ 

14.87 ~ 
) 
) 
) 

4.33 Rs.110 7.33 

4.00 Rs.100 6.67 

6.67 Rs.120 6.00 

40.72 56.57 

40.39 55.91 

43.06 57.24 

or 0.61 to 0.66 
a dozen 

1.12 to 1.14 
a dozen 

- - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - -- - -· -------- -
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* Table 4.13 : Examples of Costs of Retailing 

I. Push Cart 

Push cart rental @ Rs.l/day, or approximately Rs.30 
p.m. (including licence) 
Labour wage rate @ Rs. 150 per month. 
(Avarage capacity of cart: 60-90 kgs., 
On avarage daily purchases 35 kgs.) 
This mode of retailing is used mostly for banana. Few 
of these hawkers are licensed. At the above rate 
daily turnover is 35 kgs., and the monthly turnover 
is 1050 kgs. The cost of retailing is about Rs. 180 
for 1050 kgs. The cost per quintal is Rs.l7.14. 

II. Fruit Retail Stall 

Rent Rs. lS·o a month 
(3 met;e x 3 metre space) 
Electricity Rs. 40 a month 
Labour Rs. 300 a month 
Maintenance and Decorations, 
etc., Rs. 40 a month · 
Local transportation Rs.30 a month 
Interest on capital @ lS% per annum 
(or 1.5% p.m.) 

) 
) 

) Rs. 590 /month 
))) (plus purchase 

price of fruit and 
) monthly spoilage} 
} 
) 

On an average, purchase may be taken as 30 kgs. on 
every alternate day to make a total monthly 
purchase of all fruits (15 purchases in one month) 
of 4.5 quintals. Thus, for an average representative 
retailer, the cost of retailing is about Rs.133.0S 
per quintal, on an average for any fruit.handled 
by that stall holder. 

III. Basket Hawkers (Capacity 20 kgs.) 

Transportation @ Rs.0.40 bus fare 
each way, for 25 days in a month 
Labour Rs.5/a day for 30 days 
Other expenses (basket, etc.) 

• Rs. 20.00/month 
• Rs.l50•00/month 
• Rs.· 10.00/month 

---------------Rs.lSO.OO/month 
The basket hawker makes 25 trips to the market·in 1 month, 
purchasing 20 kgs each time. Total monthly turnover is 
thus 500 kgs. Cost per kg. : Rs. 0.)6. 

------- --------- -·-----------.-
* The addition to th~ cost of retailing caused by fruit loss and 

damage, both in city transit and in keeping, will be added to 
these costs in the calculation of market margins and net 
earnings of the retailers. 
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in baskets for both markets). The cost of self-marketing 

is also higher to Bombay than to Poona. In Tables 4.9 and 

4.10, the price spread and market margins to Poona and 

Bombay markets respectively, have been calculated. The 

cultivator's costs of marketing have been taken from .Table 

4.8 and converted to costs by the dozen. 

When self-marketing, (Tables 4.9 and 4.10) the whole

sale price is a little over 50 per cent of the retail price 

by the dozen at both Poona and Bombay. Of which after 

deductions of the costs of cultivation and marketing the 

farmer receives a net i~c~~ which is between ~\.00 per cent 

and 23.00 per cent of the retail price for the fruit sent 

to both Poona and Bombay. Drawing comparative information -

for net returns to the orange farmers·when marketing through 

khotidars (Table 4.11) one finds the farmer's net inco~e 

to be only slightly lower than when self-marketing. Even 

this is not conclusive since the estimated costs of self

marketing included in Table 4.8 have been most conservative 

and include only the actual expenses of t~ansportation and 

the actual and imputed costs of labour (depending upon 

/whether it is hired or family labour). No allowances have 

been made for factors such as the botheration involved in 

self-marketing, which is often a significant reason why 

farmers choose to market through middlemen. This is possible 

because the khotidar is able to enjoy economies of scale in 

his costs of marketing (Table 4.12) as well as receive 
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slightly higher prices at the market (with the cooperation 

of the commission agents). 

The net returns accruing to the khotidar is over 8 

per cent of the retail price or close to 18 par cent of the 

wholesale price. or course, given the risks involved in 

the khotidari business the higher percentage net returns 

are only to be expected. The very large volume or fruit 

handled by the khotidars account for their high per annum 

incomes. 

Returning to Poona city scene and the retailer who is 

responsible for cQncluding the market channel, on the first 

instance it appears( from Table .tt·'t ) that the retailer's 

margin is quite substantial at almost 50 per cent. However, 

once the costs or retailing (from Tabla 4.13) and spoilage 

(from Table S.L3 in the next chapter) are accounted tor, 

the retailer's net return reduces to about 11 per cent ot 

the retail price. 

4.5.25 ANALYSIS OF MARKETING COSTSb MARKET 
MARGINS AND THE PRICE SPREA FOR 
MosAMBI GROWN IN POON A 

Much as in the case of orange marketing costs are 

higher for Mosambi sent to the Bombay market than to Poona. 

~bsambi fruit are packed in gonis (or jute sacks) or large 

sturdy baskets (less often) for the Poona market and 

generally baskets for the Bombay market. The higher costs 

of markating at all levels (market costs, packing, transport

ation and self-marketing) are somewhat counter-balan~ed by 



Table 4.14 : Mark~tin~ Costs of Mosambi Cultivators in the Selected Sample (1978-79) 

II. Fruit: MOSAMBI 
Av~rage Wholesale Price in Poona (1977-78): Rs.l74/Quintal; Bombay Hs.205/Quintal 
and Avdrage Hetail Price in Poona (1977-78): Rs.336.50/Quintal;Bombay Rs.395/Quintal 

l. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6 .. 

7. 

s. 

Poona Bombay 

Rates 

PART A : Costs and Char~es at the Market Yard 

Commission @ 7% of the 
wholesale price 

\\e i ghme n t and Counting @ Rs.0.05/Pati 
of 6-8 kgs 

Ham ali @ Rs.0.05/Pati 
of 6-8 kgs 

ii.efilling @ Rs.0.05/Pati 
of 6-8 kgs 

Postage 

- - - -
Cum-Total I 

PA!iT B : Pre-market Costs of Marketing Per Quintal 

Local Transport @ Rs.O.l2/3 .dozen 
Pati of 6-8 kgs 

Packing * @ Rs.0.90/3 dozen 
(Labour and Material) Pati of 6-8 kgs 

~atching and Harv~sting 

Cum- Total II 

PART C : 

Charges Rates 
Rs. P. 

12.18 

0.71 

0.71 

0.71 

0.45 

- - - - -
14.76 - - - -

1-67 

12.86 

11.47 

- - - - -
40.76 - - - - -

@ 101o of the 
wholesale price 
@ Rs.O.lO/Pati 

of 6-8 kgs 

@ Rs.O.l5/Pati 
of 6-8 kgs 

@ Rs.0.45/60 kg 

Villae;es of Origin: SAKURDE/BELSAR (Purandhar Taluka) 

9. Octroi and Transportation @ Rs.0.60/Pati 
of 3 dozen 
(6-8 kgs) 

8. 57 @ Rs.0.80/3 dozen 
Pati of 6-8 kgs 

Charges 
Rs. P. 

20.50 

1.42 

2.13 

0.75 

- - - - -
24.80 ------

1-67 

12.86 

11.47 

- - - -
50.80 

- - - -

11.43 

- - - - - - - -Cum- T0 ta 1 I II 

lu. Interest on Marketing 
Capital 

:urn-Total IV 

11. Cost of Self-Marketing 

GHAi'i D TOTAL ( SAKUttD!<:/BELSAR) 
- - - - - - - - - - -

49.33 

@ 2% per month or 0.10 
0.2~ per quintal 

- - - - - - -
49.43 - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - -
56.75 

¥ Of this, the material cost is Rs.0.60 and the cost of labour is Hs, 0.30. 

62.23 

0.12 

62.35 

10.04 

- - - -
72 .)9 - - - - -
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Table 4.12 : Market Margins, Price Spread and Net Returns: 
Self-Marketing of Mosambi to the Poona Market 

Costs and Raturns per Dozen Rs. P. 

Average Retail Price 

Wholesale Price 
(or the price received by the 
cultivator) 

i) The Cultivator's Net Returns 

Price Received by the Cultivator ).48 

Less: 

(a) Marketing Cost 
E Q\I.M-5 CLlL.T I\/ATOR.1.S t-l8T Rli'T\Ht.~ t 
ffl'f 1

Cost. of Cultivation 
:t. '34 (?>'i·,f·l4 

o.g~ 

Equals: 

'It\ CO~ of the Cultivator 

ii) The Retailers Net Returns 

Retail Price 

Less: 

(a)Purchase Price 

(b) Cost of Retailing 

(c) Average Fruit Loss as 
Percentag~ of Retail 
Price @ 8 .'OO% 

Eguals 

Retailers Net Returns 

- - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - -

6.7) 

;.48 
1.99 

0.54 

0.72 

Percentage 
of Retail 
Price 

(100.00) 

(51.71) 

(15.70) 

·u ~·1{1) 

(100.00) 

(51.71) 

(29.57) 

( 8.02) 

(10.70) 

----- ----
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Table 4.16 : Market Margins, Price Spread and Net Returns: 
Self-Marketing of Mosambi to the Bombay Market 

Costs and Returns Per Dozen Rs. P. 

---------------------
Average Retail Price 

Wholesale Price 
(or the Price Received by 
the Cultivator) 

i) The Cultivator's Net Returns 

Price Received by the Cultivator 

Less: 

(a) Marketing Cost 

(b) Cost of Cultivation 

Equals 

Inc..offl?., of the Cultivator 

7.90 

4.10 

4.10 

.. ,_; 

... 
j . I . . . 

Percentage 
of Retail 
Price 

(100.00) 

(51.90) 

(51.90) 

(18.35) 

Q?·~q) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- --
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Table 4.17 : Market Margins, Price Spread and Net Returns: 
Sale of Mosambi Through the Khotidar (Poona) 

- -- - ------- - - --- --- -
Costs and Returns Per Dozen - Rs. P. Percentage 

of Retail 
Price ------ -- -- --

Retail Price 6.7) (100.00) 

Wholesale Price ).60 (53.49) 
(or the Price received by the (3.55 to ).65~ the Intermeiiary) 

Price Received by the Cultivator 2.10 (31.20) 

i) The Cultivator's N~t Returns: 
C2E-

Average Price Received by 
the Cultivator 2.10 (31.20) 

Less: 

(a) Marketing Cost 
o.g(, Q;l.- '1&) (b) Cost of Cultivation ·. . - ' . ~. . . 

Equals: 

The Cultivator's · 1.2A· liS·~~) 

11) Price Received by the 
(53.49) Intermediary (Khotidar) ).60 

~: 

(a) Purchase Price 2.10 (31.20) 

(b) Cost of Marketing o.SJ (12.33) 

Equals: 

The Intermediary's (Khotidar) 0.67 (9.96) 
Net Returns (or 

16.61~ of the 
wholesale price) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- ---- ---- --. 
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Table 4rl8 : The Khotidar's Costs of Marketing for Mosambi 

(Per Quintal) 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -From Sakurde/Belsar To 

---------------------------------

1. Costs at the market 

2. Local transport 
(@ Rs.0.08/3 doz~n 
Pati of 6-8 kgs) 

,3. Packing 
(Labour and 
material 
@ Rs.0.?0/3 dozen 
Pati of 6-8 kgs) 

4. Transport : 

Poona : @ Rs.lOO per 
Truck of 1500 
kgs (850-950 
3 dozen Patis) 

Bombay: @ Rs.l50 per 
Truck 

Poona Marke.t 
(@ wholesale 
Price Rs.l80/ 
Qtl.) 

Rs. P. 

15.18 

1.14 

10.00 

6.67 

5. Watching and Harvesting 
(about 75~ of farmer's 
costs) 

8.60 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Total 41.59/Qtl. 
or 

0.83/Dozen 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- -

Bombay Market 
(@ Wholesale 
Price 
Rs.215/Qtl.) 

Rs. P. 

26.30 

1.14 

10.00 

10.00 

56.04/Qtl. 

1.12/Dozen 
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the higher wholesale prices that the greater fruit demand 

at Bombay is able to assure. The marketing costs for mosambi 

are demonstrated in Table 4.14, and the explanations to the 

Table follow after the Table. In the calculation of price 

spreads and market margins the per quintal costs of marketing 

are converted into per dozen prices. 

Tables 4.15 and 4.16 describe the market spreads and 

the consequent net ·i~co~~ of the cultivator for fruits sent 

to Poona and Bombay respectively. These Tables illustrate 

instances of self-marketing by the mosambi growers of Poona 

district. The net.!ineoW\e. received by the cultivator after 

the costs of cultivation and markat~ng have been deducted 

are ~I·. oo per cent of the retail price for Poona and~~·. on 

per cent for Bombay. The cultivator's net · i nc.oi'Y\(,_ when 

marketing through a khotidar is 15.) per cent of the retail 

price (Table 4.17) at Poona retail prices. While the 

farmer's net .j>'\c..oM~.. are a little lower in the immediate 

rupee value when he sells his produce to the khotidar than 

when he sends them directly to the market, the difference is 

accounted for by the risks and bother that the farmer 

transfers to the khotidar. 

For his marketing enterprise the khotidar derives a 

net. return of 9.96 per cent of the retail price (or 18.61 

per cent of the wholesale price). When the dozens add up 

to constitute the total volume of mosambi handled by him 

in any season, the net income is quite substantial. ·The 

qkhotidar1 s costs of marketing are outlined on Table 4.18. 
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These, along with the higher price r~ceived explain how the 

khotidar is able to maintain such a sizable net returns. 

The retailer's margin for mosambi at about 48 per 

cent is almost equal to that for orange. However, the cost 

of retailing alone is 29.57 per cent of the retail price. 

When fruit loss is also accounted for, the retailer receives 

a net return of 10.70 per cent of the retail price at Poona. 

The stall holder's costs of retailing may be read from 

Table 4.14 and average fruit loss as a percentage of the 

retail price from Table 5.13 in the next chapter. 

4.5.26 ANALYSIS OF MARKETING COSTs
6 

MARKET 
MARGINS AND THE PRICE SPREA FOR 
GUAVA GROWN IN THE POONA DISTRICT 

The costs of marketing to Poona and Bombay can be 

read from Table 4.19. Along with these, marketing costs 

of direct retail sale at the village level (from Talegaon 

Dhamdhere) ha~also been demonstrated. The marketing costs 

of local retail at the village is a little less than halt 

the cost of marketing the guava at Poona and even a smaller 

percentage of the cost of marketing to Bombay. The net 

i~, however, are not proportionately higher in local 

sale. This is illustrated in the description of the price 

spread, market margins and net ineome in Tables 4.20, 4.21, 

4.22 and 4.2). Table 4.19 on marketing costs is followed 

by comments explaining certain items or the Table. 

The market margins and market costs (in Tables 4.20 

and 4.21) are such that the farmer accrues a net return ot 



Tabla 4.19 Markatin,e; Costs ·of Guciva Cultivators in the Selected Sample (1978-79) 

Ili. £ruit: GUAVA 

Avarae;a 1Nholasala Price in Pbona (1977-78): Rs.76.50/Quintal; 
anj Avua>',a Hatail Price in Poona (1977-78): Rs.l40/Quintal; 

Bombay 
Bombay 

Rs. 88.00/Quintal 
Rs.l60.00/Quintal 

---------- -·-
.. Itam 

I 

'· 

PA::tT_A: Costs and Chare:es at 

1.. Commission 
•' 

2. W.dighment a'n::l Counting 

J, Ham-ali 

4 •. Rtdil' ing 
.·.'· 

5. Postaf;e 

Cum-Total I 

Poena 

Rates 

the Market Yard 

@ 7% 

@ Rs.0,05 )er 
(6-8 kgs 

pati 

@ Rs.0.05 par pati 

@ Rs.0.05 per pati 

@ Rs.0.45/Qu1ntal 

Charges 
Rs. P. 

5.35 

0.71 

0.71 

o. 71 

0.45 

7.93 

· PArlr B: Pre-marKet Costs of Marketing Per Quintal 

6. Local Transport 

7. Packing 
(Labour and Matarial) 

8. Watchine; and Harvesting 

Cum-Total II 

PART C: 

@ Rs.0.20/20 kg 
hara 

@ Rs.0.35/3 doz. 
Pati {3-6 kgs) 

@ Rs.4.65/Quintal 

1.00 

5.00 

4.65 

18.58 

One: Village of Origin: Saswad or Dive (Purandhar Taluka) 

9. Octroi and Transportation 

::um.Total III 

10. Intcr3st on Markating 
Capital 

11. Cost of Self-Marketing 

GRAND TOTAL (DIVE) 

@ Rs.2.60/hara of 6.50 
about 40 kgs 

25.08 

@ 2% per month for 0.05 
6 months or 
0.22% per qtl. 

3.71 

28.84 

'NO: Villaga of Origin: Baner (Havel! Taluka) 

9. O~troi and Transportation 

Curn-Total III 

lG• Interest on Marketing 
Capital 

11. Cost of Self-Marketing 

GriAND TOTAL (BANER) 

@ Rs.l.OO/Hara 
of 20 kgs 

5.00 

23.58 

@ 2% per month 0.05 
Simple Interest 

3.60 

27.23 

Bombay 

Rates 

@ lO;b 

@ Rs.O,lO )er 
(6-8 kgs 

pati 

@ Rs.O.l5 per pati 

@ Rs.0.75/Quintal 

@ Rs.0.20/20 kg hara 

@ Rs.0.40/3 doz. 
Pati (6-8 kgs) 

@ Rs.4.65/Quintal 

@ Rs.0.60/Pati 
of 6-8 kgs 

Charges 
fts.P. 

8.80 

1.42 

2.13 

o. 75 

13.10 

1.00 

5.71 

4.65 

24.46 

33.03 

@ 2% par month Simple 0.07 
Interest for 6 months 
or 0.22% per qtl. 

Not used at all. 

5. 70 

38.80 

TnHE~: Village of Origin: TALEGAON DHfu~DHERE (Shirur Taluka) 

9· Bicycle rant and material @ Rs.8.00/Qtl.) 
(8.Gu) and Labour (5.u0) + Rs.5.00/Qtl.) 13.00 

lU· Inter,~t on Marketing 
Capital 0.03 

·Ji\Ai~D TOTAL ( TALEGAON DHAMDHERE) 
----------- Average Price Received Rs.56/~tl, - -- - - - - - - - - - - -

N 
0 
Q 
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Table 4.20 : Market Margins, Price Spread and Net Returns: 
Self-Marketing of Guava to the Poona Market 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Costs and Returns Per Dozen 

- - - - - -- - - - - - - --- - - - - -
Average Retail Price 

Wholesale Price 
(or the price raceived by_ the 
cultivator) . 

i) The cultivator's Net Returns: 

Price Received by the Cultivator 

Less: 

(a) Marketing Cost 
E~s: T,!46 CU..I..TJvAToR's l.'le.T R£1'\lRI\S: 
LESS: . 

(b) Cost of cultivation 

Equals: 

I~co~e of the Cultivator 

ii) The Retailers Net Returns: 

Re.tail Price 

Less: 

(a) Purchase Price 

(b) Cost of retailing 

(c) Average fruit loss as 
percentage of retail price 
@ 6.2% 

Equals: 

Retailers Net Returns 

-------

Rs. P. Percentage 
of Retail 
Price 

2.80 • (100.00) 

1.53 (54.64) 

1.53 

0.62 

2.80 

1.53 

0.72 

0.14 

0.41 

(54.64) 

(19.~~ 

. I 

(22.14) 

(100.00) 

(54.64) 

(25.71) 

(5.00) 

.(14.64) 
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Tabla 4~21 : Market Margins, Price Spread and Net Returns: 
Self-Marketing of Guava to the Bombay Market 

Costs and Returns Per Dozen 

Average Retail Price 

\'r'holesale Price 
(or the price received 
by the cultivator) 

i) The Cultivator's Net Returns: 

Price Received by the Cultivator 

Less: 

\. 

- - - -Rs. P. 

- -- -
3.20 

1.76 

1.76 

(a) Marketing Cost tt .. P· ~" 0. 7g 
E cau..,L.S : Cu.U"'v,..To~'.$ Kn 'il.~T..,•n-'s : 0 • q 8 (..]O•E...., 

(lf'rhost of Cultivation 0.62 

Equals: 

Inc..o"""'e.- of the Cu1ti vator 0.36 

--- - --Percentage 
of Retail 
Price 
- - - - - -

(100.00) 

(55.00) 

(55.00) 

(24. 37) 

(19.37) 

(11.25) 

- - - - - - - - - - - --- -- -- - -- --- - - - ---
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Table 4.2? Market Margins, Price Spread and Net Returns: 
Sale of Guava Through a Khotidar 

Costs and Returns Per Dozen 

Retail Price 

Wholesale Price (1.55 to 1.65) 
(or the price received by 
the intermediary) 

Price Received by the Cultivator 

i) The Cultivator's Net Returns: 

Average Pr~ Received by the 
Cultivator 

Lell: 

(a) Marketing cost 

(b) ~ost of cultivation 

Equals: 

The Cultivator's .Inc..o""e...-

ii) Price Received by the 
Intermediary (Khotidar) 

Less : 

(a) Purchase price 

(b) Cost of marketing 

Equals: 

The Intermed~ary's Net Returns 

- - - - - - - - - -Rs. P. Percentage 
of Retail 
Price 

2.80 

1.60 (57.14) 

0.96 "\ (34.29) 

0.96 

0.60 

0.36 

1.60 

0.96 

0.44 

0.20 
or .. 

(12.5% or 

(34.29) 

(21.43) 

(12.86) 

(57 .14) 

(34.29) 

(15.71) 

(7.14) 

the wholesale 
price) 

- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Table 4.2) : Market Margins, Price Spread and Net Returns: 
Local (VillageJ Retail Sale or Guava 

- - -------- -----
Costs and R.aturns P.ar Dozen 

--- --
Retail Price 

Price Received by the Cultivator I 
1) The Cultivator's Net R.aturns: 

Price R.ac.aived by the Cultivator 

Less: 

----
Rs. P. 

1.12 

1.12 

lls ,. 

(a) l-larkatin~ Co~t.•T ,.. .. ,~Ja-'H o .g~ l7&·~ 0.26 
E QIAAI.S : c;.V.t..'T\-.l•TO~ ~ 

(~~~6ost ~r Cultivation 0.62 

Equals: 

The Cultivator's 'J:nco'me.: · 0.24 

- - --------- -

------Perc.antago:t 
or Retail 
Price --- -- - - -

(100.00) 

(100.00) 

(2).21) 

(55.)6) 

(21.4)) 

------
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Table 4.24 : Per Quintal Cost of Marketing of the Khotidar 
to the Poona Market 

----------------------------
ItelD 

Costs at the Market 

Loc:al transport. 

'iiat.ehing an•:l Harvesting 

Paeking @ Rs.O.J0/3 dozen (6-g kgs) 

Transport from Dive 

Total eost 

Amount 
Rs. P. 

o.so 

).49 

4.29 

5.67 

.22.18/Quintal 

------------------------------
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,I 

between only 11.25 per cent to 1).21 per cent of the retail 

price when self-marketing to either the Poona or the Bombay 

market. Sale through an intermediary (Table 4.22) fetches 

the farmer a net i~~~~ of 12.86 per cent which is within 

the same range as through self-marketing. Local sale fetches 

the farmer a higher percentage of the retail price but a 

lower actual net i¥\t.oYt~~ 

The farmer's share in consumer's rupee for guava is 

between Rs.0.54 and Rs. 0.55 when the farmer markets his own 

produce, and sends it to Bombay or Poona. When the farmer 

sells guava local~y in or around his village he receives the 

full rupee, but his net earnings are only Rs.0.24 per dozen 

than the Rs.O.J4 to Rs.0.)7 that self-marketing to a larger 

market can fetch. The farmer fares no worse when he sells 

to the khotidar than when sells.at Poona or Bombay, earning 

Rs.0.)6 per dozen guavas. 

The khotidar faces lower costs of marketing because 

of his larger scale of operation (Table 4.24). He is also 

able to receive higher prices at the markets as commission 

agents give preferential treatment to larger suppliers' 

produce in selecting the time of sale and the suggested 

price for the tender system. The khotidar earns a net 

return of Rs.0.20 per dozen guavas, which is 7.14 per cent 

of the retail and 12.5 per cent of the wholesale price. 

The retailer's 45 per cent margin is spread over the 

cost of retailing (25.71 per cent) and the fruit loss (5 per 

cent). This leaves the retailer with a 14.64 per cent (of 
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the retail price) net return. The retailers for guava are 

mostly basket hawkers. The Rs. 0.41 per dozen net income, 

however, ends in relatively small incomes when the daily 

turnover of these hawkers is compared with stall holders or 

khotidars. 

4.5.27 ANALYSIS OF THE MARKETING COSTS~ PRICE 
SPREADS AND MARKET MARGINS FOR IG 
GROWN IN THE POONA DISTRICT 

The marketing costs for fig growers sending fruit 

to the Poona and Bombay markets can be found in Tables 4.25 

and 4.26. The costs are determined by such factors as the 

distance of t.he village from the market, the economies of 

scale under which the particular trucking agency operates, 

costs of packing and charges at the market. The interest 

on the marketing capital is the same for fig as it is for 

any other fruit, more or less. It is the interest charged 

by the middlemen from whom orchard growers receive the loan 

of their marketing capital. The cost of marketing is higher 

at the Bombay market than at the Poona market. This is 

because, apart from the fact that Bombay prices are higher 

than those at Poona (and consequently the commission charged 

is also higher), the.charges at the Bombay market were 

higher as wall. The method of computation of each charge 

is explained either on the Table itself or in the pages of 

explanation that follow the table. 

The price spread for sale to the Poona and Bombay 
().:tt.. 

markets and when the services of the middleman used are 

" 



. ·I •' 

Mar~~ttn~ Costs for Fig Cultivators in the Selected Sample (1978-79) 
IV. Fruit : FIG . 

Av~rctge Wholesale Price in Po0na (1977-78): Rs.332/Qtl.; Bombay Rs. 382/Qtl. 
and Aver~ge •~tail Price in Poona (1977-78): Rs.601/Qtl.; Bombay Rs. 690/Qtl. 

[1 basket of figs (bung!) • 3 kgs) 

Poona (Rs.287/Qtl.) Bombay (Rs.305/Qtl.) 
It<Jm 

Rates Charges Rates Charges 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

l. 

2. 
3. 
4. 

5. 

6. 

PAfiT A : Costs and Charges at the Market Yard 

Commission 
Wei~hment 

Hamal! 
Refilling 
Postav.e 

Via: a twa ri 

Cwa- Total 

and 

and 

I 

Counting 

Other~ 

@ 7% of wholesale rate 
@ Rs.0.05 per 3 kg daag 
@ Rs.O.lO per 3 kg pati 

@ Rs.0.45 for every 2 
shipments at least 

@ Rs.O.Ol per kg 

23.24 
1.67 
3.33 

0.45 

1.00 

29.69 

PART B : Pre-mar~et Costs of Marketing Per Quintal 

7. Local Transport @ Rs.0.05/3 kg 
e. Packing @ Rs.0.65/3 kg 

(Labour and Materials) 
9. Watch in~ arl'j PlucKing @ Hs.400/32 qtls. 

Cu:n-Total II 

PAilT G : 

One : Village ~f 0rigin: Dive (Purandhar Taluka) 

lu. Octroi and Transporta- @ Rs.0.50/3 kg 
tion 

Curn- Total III 

11. Interest on Marketing 
Capital for 3 month 
loan 

..;urn-Total IV 

12. Cost of Self-Marketing 

GRAND TOTAL (DIVE) 

@ 2~ per month Simple 
Interest or 0.76% per 
quintal 

Two : Vil!age of Origin: Velu (Bhor Taluka) 

10. Octroi and 
Transportation 

Cum-Total III 

@ Rs.0.06/kg 

11. Interest on Marketing @ 2% per month or 
~apital J 0.76% per quintal 

~w~rotal IV 

12. Cost of Self-Marketing 

1RA~D TOTAL (VELU) 

1.67 
21.67 

12.50 

65.53 

16.67 

82.20 

0.62 

82.82 

15.27 

98.09 

6.00 

71.53 

0.54 

72.07 

14.29 -----
86.36 

@ 10~ of wholesale price 
@ Rs.O.l5 per 3 kg bungi 
@ Rs.O.lO per 3 kg 

2 times for/Qtl. 

@ Rs.0.05/3 kg 
@ Rs.0.70/3 kg 

@ Rs.400/32 qtls. 

@ Rs.0.60/3 kg 

@ 2" per month 
Simple Interest 

Not sent to Bombay at all 

38.20 
5.00 

3.33 

0.90 

1.00 

48.43 

1.67 
23.33 

12.50 

85.93 

20.00 

105.93 

0.80 

106.73 

22.46 

129.19 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Table 4.26 : Market Z..largins, Price Spread and Net Heturns: 
Self-Marketing of Fig to the Poona Market 

Costs and Returns Per kg 

Average Retail Price 

\'Jholesale Price 
(or the price received by 
the cultivator) 

i) The Cultivator's Net Returns: 

Price Raceived by the Cultivator 

Less: 

Rs. P. 

6.01 

3.32 

Percentage 
of Retail 
Price 

(100.00) 

(55.24) 

(55.24) 

(a) Marketing Cost ~ ... uo ''1.;1.-4V o.q.;v 
E.QuAI-liol. CU.I..T'"~-rott.•s l'lCST jZ.e"TIJCZ. : "".., 1.. 

(15.31 

(b) Cost of Cultivation 

gquals: 

Inc.o-rn-e.. of the Cultivator 

ii) The Retailers Net Returns: 

Retail Price 

Less•"· _., 
(a) Purchase Price 

(b) Cost of Retailing 

(b) Average fruit loss as percen
tage of retail price @ 11.8~ 

Equals: 

1.32 

1.08 

6.01 

).)2 

1.)) 

0.71 

(21. 96) 

(100.00) 

(55.24) 

(22.13) 

(11.81) 

Retailers Net Returns 0.65 (10.82) 
(or 19.58% of the
wholesale price) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - --- - - --·-
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Table 4.27 Market Margins, Price Spread and Net Returns: 
Self-Marketing of Fig to the Bombay ~~rket 

-- - --- --- ~ - - ----------- - .. ---
Rs. P. Percentage 

of Retail 
Price --- - --- - ----------------------

Avera~e Retail Price 

i't'holesale Price 
(or the price received by 
the cult1.11ator) 

i) The Cultivator's Net Returns 

Price Received by the Cultivator 

!&ll: 
(a) Marketing cost _ } 
~~1.1"'6: CMI.TIV,.tOil.'S ~CT IU'tU&"'S f ."2·~3 (~·C.1 
n:r·cost of cultivation . 

EQUALS: 

:. :I'I'\(.D""'e. of the (;ultivator 

- - -- -- - -- -- - - - - ----

6.90 

).62 

).62 

1.29 

1.)2 

(100.00) 

(55.)6) 

(55.)6) 

(16.70) 

(19.13) 

1.21 (17.54) 

---- ------
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Table 4.28 Market Margins, Price Spread and Net Returns: 
Sale to the Vrapari or Trader(Poona Market) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -------Costs and Returns per kg Rs. P. Percentage 
of Hetail 
Price 

- - - - -- - - - - - - - -- -- -- - -
Retail Price 

Wholesale Price (or the price 
received by the Intermediary) 

Price Received by the Cultivator 

i) The Cultivators' Net Returns 

Average Price Received by the 
Cultivator 

~: 

6.01 

2.85 

(a) Ma~ketin.e: cost . '·q (;'· o::\0.36 

~
""A~: CVL1'1VAioR'.s c'-IE"'t ~s~IJRJ-lS • ~.... "''lt? 
SS• 

( Cost of cultivation 1.32 

iQUALS: 

The cultivator's .'I"c.oMe.. 

ii) Price Received by the 
Intermediary (Vyapari) 

LESS: 

(a) Purchase Price 

(b) Cost of marketing 

EQUALS: 

The Intermediary's Net Returns 

1.17 
Poona 

3.48 
(57.90%) 

2.85 
( 47 .42%) 

0.41 
( 6.82%) 

0.22 
(3.66%) 

(100.00) 

(47 .42) 

. (47 .42) 

(5.99) 

(21.96) 

(19.47) 
Bomba! 

4.00 
(57.97%) 

2.85 
(41.30~) 

0.67 
(9.71%) 

0.48 
(6.96%) 

- - - - - - -- - - - -- -
(continued) 
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Table 4.28 : (continued) 

- - - - - - - - --- -- - - -- ----- --Costs and Returns per kg Rs. P. Percentage 
of Hetail 
Price -- - - - - ----------------------- -

iii) When the Vyapari sells directly 
through a Retail outlet 

NET RETURNS OF THE VYAPARI 

Price raceived by the Vyapari/ 
Retailer 

LESS: 

(a) Purchase price 

. 
(b) Cost of marketing 

(c) Cost of retailing 

(d) Average fruit loss: ll.S% 
of retail price 

EQUALS: 

Net Return of the Vyapari: 
From Dive to Pune 

From Velu to Pune 

Poona 

6.01 (100.00) 

2.S; 
to 

).00 

0.4l(D1ve) 
or 

(47 .42 
to 

49.92) 

(6.62) 

0.)5 (Velu)().S2) 

1.)) (22.1)) 

0.71 (ll.Sl) 

0.56 to (9.32 to 
0.71 ll.Sl) 

0.62 to (10.)2 to 
0.77 12.81) 

-- - --- - ------ - - --- ---- - ----- ---
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;able 4.29 : The Vyapari's Costs of Marketing For Fig 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
To POONA MARKET 

@ Poona Wholesale Price Rs.348/Qtl. 

Transportation 
@ Rs.50/500 kgs 
by autos 

Cost at the market 

PER QUINTAL 

From Dive 
Rs. P. 
10.00 

30.81 

40.81 

Transportation 
@ Rs.20/500 kgs 

To BOMBAY MARKET 

From Velu 
Rs. P. 

4.00 

30.81 

34.81 

@ Bombay Whol.esale Price Rs.400/Qtl. 

Transportation 
@ Rs.250/500 kgs 

Costs at the 
market 

From Dive 
Rs. P. 

16.67 

50.23 ------
66.90 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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elaborated in Tables 4.26, 4.27 and 4.28, respectively. The 

cultivator receives around 55 per cent of the retail price 

when marketing his produce himself, and 47.41 per cent of 

the Poona retail price when selling to the vyapari. 
$1lbSWl.l'\~% 

Self-marketing does not give a~better d.eal to fig 

cultivators when the net .int.or\tc. received by the cultivator 

through the alternative methods is compared (Tables 4.26, 

4.2V. and 4.26). The cultivator receives between 16.97 per 

cent and 18.96 per cent through self-marketing while net 

: lnr..o!"''.eJ when the services of the vyapari are used the culti

vator nets Rs. 1.17 per dozen or 19.47 per cent of the Poona 

price. The vyapari nets between ).66 per cent and 6.96 per 

cent of the retail price depending upon whether he markets 

to Poona or to Bombay. The intermediary's cost and returns 

are shown in Tables 4.28 and 4.29. 

Of the 55 per cent of his sale price that the retailer 

pays for his purchase of fruit he nets about 10.82 per cent. 

Costs of retailing are 22.13 per cent of the retail price 

and fruit loss is around 11.8 per cent. The vyapari as 

retailer earns a net return of between 9.32 per cent and 

12.81 per cent of the retail price, the returns being higher 

from Velu than from Dive. That would explain why vyaparis 

who. function as retailers, tend to purchase fruit more often 

from Velu than from Dive. 



4.5.28 ANALYSIS OF MARKETING COSTS PRICE 
SPREADS AND MARKETING MXaGtAs FOR 
BANANA GROWN IN THE POONA DISTRICT 
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The costs of marketing banana grown in the Junnar 

taluka to the Poona and the Bombay markets are Rs. 20.88 

and Rs. 2).71 per quintal respectively (Table 4.)0). Between 

17 per cent and 2) per cent of this is made up of costs at 

the market. The costs at the market for the regulated Poona 

market are at the lower end of this range. Watching and 

harvesting constitute around )0 per cent of the marketing 

costs, and octroi and transportation another )0 per cent or 

so. Each item on. Table 4.)0 is explained either on the table 

itself or in the explanatory remarks following the table • . 
Self-marketing (Tables 4.)1 and 4.)2) fetches the 

farmer a net ine.om(. of between 9.77 per cent and 1).84 per 

cent of the retail price, Bombay market fetches a higher 

net in~om~than the Poona market in spite of the higher 

costs of marketing at Bombay. These net inCD~~ in rupee 

terms amount to between Rs. 0.95 and Rs. 1.01 per 10 kgs at 

Poona, and between Rs. 1.49 and Rs. 1.55 per 10 kgs at 

Bombay. The bagwan is able to ~ive the cultivator a net 

i nc..o,..,e. ranging between Rs. 1.0) and Rs. 1. 78 per 10 kgs, 

usually about Rs. 1.28 per 10 kgs on an average. The bagwan's 

costs of marketing (Table 4.)5) being lower than the 

cultivator's because of his economies of scale, enable the 

bagwan to give cultivators net returns comparable or better 

than when self-marketing. 



Table·J±~Q_ : Mark,;tinl! Costs of the Banana Cultivators in the Selected Sample (197S-79) 

V., ~i.L!_- BANANA 

Avara~e wholesal~ Price in Poena (1977-?S): Rs.56.20/Quintal; 
and AvaraP:e Retail Price in Poena (1977-7S): Rs.97 .20/Quintal; 

Bombay Rs. 65/Quintal 
Bombay Rs.ll2/Quintal 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -Poena 

Rates 

PART ~ : Costs and Charges at the Market Yard 

l. Comni"'"'ion 
2. 'Waigh;nent and Counting 
J. Hamali 

4. Ra f i lli ng 
5. Postage 

Cui!.-Total I 

@ 5% 
@ Rs.0.05/Quintal 

@ Rs.0.30/Quintal 

Charges 
Rs. P. 

z.so 
0.05 

0.)0 

0.45 

).60 

PART B : Pre-mnrk~t Costs of Marketing Per Quintal 

6. Local Transport 
7 • Loading 
o, Packing 

(Labour and Material) 

@ Rs.0.05/10 kg 
@ Rs.0.05/10 kg 

9. '.Vatch ing and Harvesting -

Curn-Tot.al II 

PART C : 

ONE : Village of Origin: OTUR (Jurmar Taluka) 

10. Octroi and Transportation @ Rs.0.60/10 kg 

Cum-Total III 

ll. Intcr~st on Marketing @ 2% per month for 
Capital 12 months, or 0.095% 

per quintal 

12. Cost of Self-Markdting 

GRMD TOTAL (OTUR) 

o. 50 
o. 50 

6.42 

11.02 

6.00 

17.02 

0.02 

).25 

20.29 

T.i'O : Villages of Origin: RAJURI-ALE-BELHE (Junnar Ta1uka) 

l(;. Octroi & Transportation @ Rs.0.65/10 kg 6.50 

Cum- Total III 17.52 

11. Interest on fvlarkating @ 2% per month for 12 0.02 
Capital months or 0.095% par 

quintal 

12. Cost of Self -Marketing; ).)4 

GrtA!iD TOTAL (RAJUiU) 20.S8 

Rates 

@ 5% 
) 
) 
) 

~ 
) 
) 

Bombay 

@ Rs.0.75/10 kg 

Charges 
Rs. P. 

).25 

2.40 

5.65 

0.50 
o. 50 

6.42 

13.07 

7. 50 

20.57 

0.02 

).71 

24.30 

@ Rs.0.?0/10 kg 7.00 

20.07 

0.02 

).62 

23.71 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Table 4.31 : Markat Margins, Price Spread and Net Return!: 
Salt-Marketing of Banana to the Poona M~rk~t 

- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -Costs and Returns per 10 kgs Rs. P• Percentage 
of Retail 
Price 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - ---- - - - - --
Average Retail Price 

Wholesale Price 
(or the price received 
by the cultivator) 

9.72 

5.62 

i) The cultivator's Net Returns : 

ii.) 

Price received by the cultivator 5.62 

L!!;SS: 

(a) l-f.arketing cost e ~-:To~t\5. 'O.OG:.(31D·Io~: ~-olo 
6'6l1AI>rl.S: CUI.. Till PIToa.'.S N T ~ • .... 
LESS: 

(b) Cost of cultivation 2.58 

EQUALS: 

of the Cultivator 

The Retailers Net Returns: 

Retail Price 

L!!;SS: 

(a) Purchase price 

(b) Cost of retailing 

(c) Average fruit loss as 
percentage of retail 

price ® 14.8% 

EgUALS: 

Retailers Net Returns 

0.95 to 
1.01 

9.72 

5.62 

1.71 

1.37 

1.02 
(Or 18.15% of the 
wholesale price) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -

(100.00) 

(57.82) 

(57.82) 

. (?.\·\~} 

(26. 54) 

(9.77 to 
10.39) 

(100.00) 

(57.82) 

( 17. 59) 

(14.09) 

(10.49) 

- - - - -
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Table 4.3? : Market Margins, Price Spread and Net Returns: 
Self-Marketing of Banana to the·~ombay Market 

Costs and Returns per 10 kgs 

Average Retail Price 

Wholesale Price 
(or the price received 
by the cultivator) 

i} The Cultivator's Net Returns: 

Price Received by the cultivator 

LESS: 

(a} M&rketing cost 
f.Gli.C.AI.S I C.IA.L.TIIJ ... TO~!.$ N.E: T ~El\)C~:. : 

(b) Cost of cultivation 

EQUALS: 

of the Cultivator 

- - - - - -- - - - - ~ - - -- - -- - -

-------Rs. P. Percentage 
of Retail 
Price 

11.20 

6.50 

6.50 

2.51J 

(100.00) 

(58.04) 

(58.04} 



Table 4.)3 : Market Margins, Price Spread and Net Returns: 
Sale of Banana Through the Bagwan to Poona Market 

Costs and Returns per 10 kgs 

Retail Price 

Wholesale Price 
(or the price received by 
the Intermediary) 

Price received by the cultivator 

i) The Cultivator's Net Returns 

Average price received by 
the Cultivator 

!&§1: 

Rs. P. Percentage 
of Retail 
Price 

9.72 

5.70 to 
5.90-
6.00 

4.50 

.tt· 33 5"4.50 to 
14.25 

(100.00) 

(60.70) 

(46.30) 

(46.30 to 
43.72) 

(a) /J~~i:ftt_iv.Tt~, 11k<1~ ~e.T e~tl)ll.K-5: 3 ·GA 
L.~S$: (b) Cost of cultivation '2>7 ·'t") 

0.64 
2.58 

(6.58) 
(26.54) 

EQUALS: 

The Cultivator's ~c...o ...... e,. 

ii) Price r~ceived by the 
Intermediary (Khotidar) 

LESS: 

(a) Purchase Price 

(b) Cost of marketing 

EQUALS: 

The Intermediary's 
Net Returns 

(Rajuri) 

6.90 

1.28 to (13.17 to 
1.03 10.60) 

(Otur) (Ale-Belhe) 

5.90 
(60.70%) 

5.70 

4.50 4.36 
(46.30%) 

0.78 0.77 
(S •. 02%) 

0.58 0.62 . 0.57 
(6.38%) 

(9.83%) (10.51%) (10.00%) 
of the wholesale price or 
6.38% of retail price 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- --- - ---- - - -
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Table 4.34 : Market Margins, Price Spread and Net Returns: 
Sale of Banana Through the Bagwan to Bombay Mark~t 

Costs and R~turns per 10 kgs. Rs. P. Percentage 
of Retail 
Price 

- - - - - - -- -- -- - -- - - ------- - - - - - - -
Retail Price 

'liholesale Price 
(or th~ price r~ceivad by 
the Int~rme11ary} 

Price Received by the Cultivator 

i} Th~ Cultivator's Net Returns 

Avarage Price Received by 
the Cultivator 

!&ll: 

11.10 (100.00} 

6.80 to (62.5 ) 
7.00-

7.10 

5.00 (44.64) 

5.00 (44.64) 

(aj Marketlne cos~ •T4t~.:~c..s:,_,·~" 
'[j~l.S 1 C&.u .. 'ti'Vfl\~o<(~ t'ow (.~'1·•8) 

(b) Cost of cultivation 

0.64 (5.71) 

2.58 

EQUALS: 

The Cultivator's -:;l:Y'c.o.-..<.. 

ii} Price deceived by the 
Interm~diary (Khotidar} 

~: 

(a} Purchase price 

(b) Cost of marketing 

EQUALS: 

The Intermediary's Net Returns 

-- - - ------ - -- --- -- -

(2).04) 

1.78 (15.89) 

7.00 (62.5) 

5.00 (44.64) 

1.14 to (10.18 to 
1.19 10.6J) 

0.86 to (7.23 to 
0.81 7.68) 

(12.2~ to 11.57~) 
of the wholesale price 

--- - --------
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Table 4.35 : The Baawan's Cost of Marketing for Banana: 
Per 10 kgs 

- - -
Total truck rental : 
(all expenses inclusive) 

From Otur @ Rs.350 per 
1000 kgs 

Frorn Rajuri-Ale-Balhe 
@ Rs.400 par 1000 kgs 

Poona 

).50 

4.00 

Bombay 

Between ) depending 
5.50 )) upon the 
and ) route or 
5.00 transit 

The average price received 
by the Bagwan Rs.57.00 to Rs.6S.OO to 

Rs.59.00/quintal Rs.70.00/quintal 

Tha Bagwan faces the same costs at the Poona market as the 
indtvi~ual cultivator, and only minor concessions at the 
Bombay market .• 

Thus the following are soma exa~ples or the cost or marketing 
of tha Bagwan (Per Quintal) 

Local transport 
and L~adlng 

Transport 

Cost at the market 
@ Rs. 59/qtl. 

Interest on 
capital 

-------- - -

Poona market from 

-------------------Otur Rajuri
Ale-Belhe 

0.50 0.50 

:;.50 4.00 

Bombay market from 

------------------Otur Rajuri 

0.50 0.50 

5.50 5.00 

3.75 ).75 @ Rs.70/qtl 5.89 5.89 

0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 ----- ----- -----7.76 8.26 11.90 11.40 

-- ---------- ------- --
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the bagwan makes for himself a net return of 6.38 

per cent of the retail price even when paying cultivators 

around Rs. 4.50 per 10 kgs. 'l'his net return when multiplied 

by the volume or bananas handled by a bagwan 1 even one of 

the lesser ones, amounts to a substantial net income for 

the bagwan. Tables 4.33 and 4.34 have this information. 

The retailer's almost 40 per cent margin (Table 4.31) 

allows him a net return or Rs.l.02 per 10 kgs (or 10.49 per 

cent or the retail price at Poona). This 1 though a higher 

net return than the bagwan's per 10 kgs does not give the 

banana retailer m~ch of net income each month as the volume 

of bananas the .retailer handles is quite Umited. The 

retailer's cost or marketing for bananas is about lS per 

cent or the retail price 1 and fruit loss accounts for another 

14. per cent. 

4..5.29 ANALYSIS OF MARKETING COSTS, PRICK 
SPREAD AND M:(RKETING MARGINs FOR 
GRAP~ GRO~N IN THE POONA DISTRICT 

the cost or marketing per quintal for grape is higher 

than other fruits (Table 4.36). It is at between Rs.l20 and 

Rs.l2S per quintal for Poona market and between Rs. 172 and 

Rs.lS6 per quintal for the Bombay, Surat and Ahmedabad 

markats. As the distance between the orchards and the 

markets increasasthe cost or transport becomes increas-

ingly a larger proportion or the total marketing cost. 

Packing or grape is generally in small corrugated boxes each 

or which carries 2 kgs of Thompson Seedless. Generally two 

such boxes are tied or pasted together to form a four 
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Tabla 4.3b : !>larketing Costs of tha Grape Cultivators in the Selected Sample (1978-79) 

VI. Fruit : GRAPE: Avera~e \'/holesale Price in Poona (1977-78): Rs.464/~uintal; Bo!llbay Rs.520/Quintal; Surat and Ahmedabad Rs.530/Quintal 

and Avdra;>;e Retail Price in Poona (1977-78): Rs.825/Quintal; Bombay Rs.900/Quintal; Surat and Ahmedabad Rs.925/Quintal 

Poona Bombay 

Rate Charge Rate - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - -
~ : Costs and Charges at the Market Yard 

1. Comdssion @ 7'fo 32.48 

2. Weighm~nt and Counting @ Rs.0.05/2 kg 2.50 

3. Hamali @ Rs.0.05/4 kg 1.25 

4. Refilling 

5. Postage @ Rs.0.45/Qtl. 0.45 

6. Vigatwari @ Rs.0.02/2 kg 1.00 

Cunf-Total I 37.68 

~~!.L: Pre-market Costs of i-tarl<eting Per ·Quintal 

7• Local Transport 
·g. Packing 

(Labour and Mate:ial) 
: · 9· Watphing. and Harvesting 

Cum:..Totai II 

f.M:LQ :' -

. : ~ . . 

@ Rs.0.25/4 kg 
@ Rs.l.OS/2 kg 

6.25 
54.00 

13.72 

111.65 

ON8 : Village of Origin: HADAPSAR (Haveli Taluka) 

@ 101-

@ Rs.O.l5/2 kg 
@ Rs.O.l0/2 kg 

@ Rs.0.45/40 kg 

@ Rs.6.25/qtl. 
@ Rs.l.20/2 kg 

lu. Octroi and Transport @ rts.2.40/30 Box(4 k~) 2.00 @ Rs.0.50/4 kg 

Cum -Total III 

11. Interest on iiJarl<eting @ 27, per month 
Capital.. . or U.ll~ p . .r qtl. 

..:urn-Total IV 

12 •. Cos~·~of Self-·i;larketing 

GRAi·,o·.ror;.L (H.~DAP'JA'ft) 
. , . ~· .. . ·~ . 

11).65 

0.1) 

U3.78 

6.00 

119.?8 

@ 2~ per month 
or 0.11~ per qtl. 

- - - - - - - - - - - -

- - ------ - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - Ahmedabad Sur at 

------------------------------· 

52.oo @ sr. 
7.50 
5.00 @ Rs.0.20/4 kg 

1.13 @ Rs.O.)O per .con 
cognment of 40 kg 

6.25 
60.00 

1). 72 

145.60 

12.50 

158.10 

0.17 

158.27 

14.59 

172.86 

@ Rs.6.25/qtl. 
@ Rs.1.20/2 kg 

@ Rs.l.45/4 kg 

@ 27~ per month 
or 0.11~ par qt1. 

- - - - - - - - -

\ .. .' 

0.75 

48.15 

6.25 
60.00 

13.72 

128.12 

}6.25 

164.37 

0,18 

164.55 

19.48 

184.03 

·-----

R;~;-------------------ch;;;;---
- - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - . 

@ Rs.0.20/4 kg 

@ Rs.O.)O per con
signment of 40 kg 

@ Rs.6.25/~tl. 
@ Rs.l.20/2 kg 

@ Rs.l. 50/4 kg 

@ 27<- per month 
orO.l1~ per qt1. 

- - - - - -

42.40 

5.00 

0.75 

48.15 

6.25 
60.00 

128.12 

37.50 

165.62 

0.1S 

165.SC 

19.l.S 

.,"" ....... -4 

.1.~' . .;;.~ 
- - - - -
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Table 4.36 : (continued) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---
Poena Bombay Surat Ahmedabad 

---------------------------- ----------------------------- ------------------------------ -----------------------------Rat oil Charge Rate Charge Rate Charge Rate Charge 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- ---

PART C : 

TWO : Village of Origin: URULI KM~CHAN (Havali Ta1uka) 

10. Octroi and Transport @ Hs.J.00/120 kg 2.50 @ Rs.0.50/4 kg 

Cum-Total III 114.15 

11· Interest on Marketing @ 2'fo par month 0.13 @ 2" Qar month 
Capital or 0.11~ per qtl. 

Cum·· Total IV 114.28 

l2. Cost of Self-Marketing a.oo 
GRAND TOTAL (URULI KANCHAN 122.28 

~ Village of Origin: YAWAT (Dhond Taluka) 

10· Octroi and Transport @ Rs.5.50/120 kg 4.58" @ Rs.O. 50/4 kg 
·~. 

-cum-Total III 116.23 
, .• 11 •• Intijre!lt 9n Marketing @ 2~ per month 0.13 @ 2% per month 
· · Cap+·~al · ,; or 0,11~ per qtl. 

• .. ';.J 

... - ·. ~~~ r6tai\-, !¥. 116.36 
... :; . ,. ·~ ·'~ . 

• • ~I 

. ·12. Cost of Self-Marke~ing 11.34 
" : Giti.I~D TOTAL (YA'.IU) 127.60 

~ : Village of Origin: BAil.A~·;ATI-MALB;I}AON (Baramati. Talui<a) 

10. Octroi an:l Transport @ Rs.O.o0/4 kg 

~u:n-· Total III. 

.11 • !nterest. Of} l·lark3ting @ 2'- par· month 
~~pital • or 0.11% per qtl. 

Cuin-Total IV 
.·. 

; 12 • Co ;t _;of Self ~Mark~ttn~; ._ ' 

G.dA;iD -;0 r~L· (BArl~~ATI-M~L~~-~ON) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1;.uo @ Hs.0.75/4 kg 

126.65 
0.14 

126.79 

11.84 

138.63 

12.50 

158.10 

0.17 

158.27 

14.34 

172.61 

12.50 

158.10 
0.17 

158.27 

14.10 

172.37 

18.75 

164.35 
0.18 

164.53 

13.85 

178.38 

@ Rs.L45/4 kg )6.25 @ Rs.l.50/4 kg 37.50 

164.37 165.62 

@ 2'/1 per month 0.18 @ 2% per month 0.18 

164.55 165.80 

19.48 19.48 

184.03 185.28 

@ Rs.1.45/4 kg 36.25 @ Rs.l.S0/4 kg 37 .so 

164.37 165.62 
@ 2~ per month O.lS @ 2% per month 0.18 

164.55 165.80 

19.48 19.48 

184.03 186.28 

- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Table 4.37 : Market Margins, Price Spread and Net Returns: 
Self-Marketing of Grape to the Poona Market 

- - - - - - - - -- - - - - -- - -Costs and Returns per kg Rs. P. Percentage 
of Retail 
Price 

- - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - -- - ---- - - - ---
Average Retail Price 

Wholesale Price 
(or the price received by 
the cultivator) 

i) The Cultivator's Net Returns 

Price Received by the Cultivator 

LESS: 

ii) 

/U .. 

(a) Marketing cost .--,.p.erolll•·a.so.~·~) 
(&v..P<I.&, ~l.'tWATOia. 15 !'4w ~o-qo8' 

Lc&&: • 
(b) Cost of cultivation 

EQUALS: 

:t:nc..:ome.. of the Cultivator 

The Retailers Net Returns: 

Retail Price 

LESS: 

(a) Purchase price 

(b) Cost of retailing 

8.25 

4.64 

I·So {1.20 to 
"tl. 39 . 

2.34 

(100.00) 

( 56.24) 

(56.24) 

(14.55 to 
16.85) 

(28.36) 

1.10 to (13.33 to 
0.91 11.03) 

8.25 (100.00) 

4.64 ( 56.24) 

1.33 (16.12) 

(c) Avara~e fruit loss as percentage 
of retail price @ 15.6% 1.29 (15.64) 

EgUALS: 

Retailers Net Returns 0.99 (12.00) 

- - - -- --- ------- - -- ------
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Table 4.3S : Market Margins, Price Spread and Net Returns: 
Self-Marketing of Grape to the Bombay Market 

- - - - - - - - - --- - - -- - -
Costs and Returns per kg Rs. P. Percentage 

of Retail 
Price - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -- - - -

Average Retail Price 

Wholesale Price 
(or tha price rdceived by 
the cultivator) 

i) The Cultivator's Net Returns: 

Price Received by the Cultivator 

!&22,: 

9.00 

5.20 

5.20 

• ~ p 

(a) Marketing cost_ A.e~~>c:a.IJ, 0 .L11>' 1·'16~ 1.73 to 
eQUAt..S: CIA.t..TIVMO''£ 1'4IO"t · ~1Fa3) '1.1. 78 

(b) Cost of cultivation 2.34 

EQUALS: 

(100.00) 

( 5?. 78) 

(57.78) 

(19.22 to 
19.78) 

(26.00) 

· of the cultivator 1.13 to (12.56 to 
1.08 12.oo) 

- - - - - - -- - -- - -- - - ---- -
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Table ·:4.39 Market Margins, Price Spread and Net Returns: 
Self-Marketing of Grape to the Ahmedabad/Surat 
Markets 

- - - ~ - - ~ ------- - - - -Costs and Returns per kg Rs. P. Percentage 
of Retail 
Price ------ - - - -- - -- -- - --

Average Retail Price 

Wholesale Price 
(or the price received by 
the cultivator) 

- i) The Cultivator's Net Returns: 

Price Receive~ by the Cultivator 

LESS: . 

9.25 

(a} Marketing cos,t ~ .. r. '~.:!:' 1,1.84 
C"""I.A.~"~c..S • C\J.t.."TIIJA"To~ N.e.T ~ltl...-. • "" ·' \·~s- to ...... • (.41·fr~ 

LeSS: 1.86 

(b) Cost of cultivation 

EQUALS: 

., .,,. :~:·:. :1 of the Cultivator 

- - - - - - - -- - -- - - - - -- - - - -

1.12 
to 

1.10 

(100.00) 

(57.30) 

(57. 30) 

(19.89 
to 

20.11) 

(25.30) 

(12.11 
to 

11.89) 

------
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Table 4.40 Market Margins, Price Spread and Net Returns: 
Sale of Grape to the Vyapari or Trader 
Poona/Bombay Markets 

- - - - - - - -- ------ ------ - ------Costs and Returns per kg Rs. P. Percentage 
of Retail 
Price 

- -- -- - ------ -· - ---- ---- ---------
Retail Price (Poona) 

Avorage Wholesale Price (Poona) 
(or the price received by 
the Intermediary) 

Price raceived by the Cultivator 
(Poona) 

1) The Cultivator's Nat Returns: 

Retail Price 

Av~rage price r~ceived by 
the Cultivator 

ill1= 
(a) Marketin~ Cost 

E'6l\A.AI.S C..lA.C..TI\S"'~O,q.'s N~ll.~~"~IU\ 2>•'b.:l. 
00·:Io4t) 

(b) Cost of cultivation 

EQUALS: 

The cultivator's . 'Inc.o~·: .. 

8.25 

4.64 

4.00 to 
4.25 

(100.00) 

(56.24) 

(48.48 to 
51.52) 

Markets 

------------------Poona 
Rs. P. 

8.25 

4.00 
(48.48%) 

0.68 
(8.24%) 

2.)4 
(28.)6%) 

0.98 
(11.88%) 

Bombay 
Rs. P. 

9.00 

4.25 
(47 .22%) 

0.74 
(8.22,&) 

2.)4 
(26.00~) 

1.17 
(14.18~) 

- - - - - - -- ------- ------ ---- -
(continued) 
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Tabla 4.40 : (continued) 

- - - - - - - - - - - ---- - - - ---- - --------

11) Price Raceived by the 
Intarmediary (Vyapari) 

LESS: 

(a) Purchase price 

(b) Cost of Markating 

EQUALS: 

Tha Intermediary's Net Returns 

Markets 

-------------------Poona 
Rs. P. 

Bombay 
Rs. P. 

4.85 5.46 
(58.79%) (60.56~) 

4.00 4.25 
(48.48%) (47.22~) 

0.46 to 0.82 to o.ss 0.88 
(S.S8~ to (9.11~ to 
6 .18, ) ( 9. 7 8%) 

0.)4 
(4.12~) 

iii) Vyapari/Trader/Retailer-Direct Retail To Poona Market 

Price Racaived in the Market 

LESS: 

(a) Purchase Price 

(b) Cost of retailing 

(c) Cost of marketing 
(Transportation) (0.46-0.55) 

(d) Average spoilage 

EQUALS: 

Net Jtaturns of Vyaparis 

8.25 (100.00%) 

4.00 to (48 .48~ to 
4.25 51.52%) 

1.)) (16.12%) 

0.51 (6.18J) 

1.29 (1S.64) 

1.12 to (1).58~ to 
m.87 10.55~) 

- - - -- - - -- - --------- ----- - --- ----
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Table 4.41 : The Vyapari/Trader's Costs of Marketing for Grape 

- - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - ~ - ~ - - - ~ - - - - - ~ - ~ - -
Po on a 

(@ Rs.495/Quintal) 

1. Costs at the 39.15 (7%) 
market 

2. Local trans- 5.00 
portat1on 
@ Rs.0.20/4 kg 

3. Transportation: 

(a) Hadapsar : 
@ Rs.25/1500 kgs 1.67 

(b) Uruli Kanchan: 
@ Rs.2.25/120 kgs l.SS 

(c} Yawat : 
@ Rs.4.75/120 kgs 3.96 

(,j) Baramati : 
@ Rs.0.45/40 kgs 11.25 

!lange of: 

lr'.arketing 
costs 
(per 
Quintal) 

Rs.45.82, Rs.45.03, 
Rs.48.41, Rs.55.40 

Bombay 
(@ Rs. 545/Quintal) 

6S.13 (10~) 

5.00 

@ Rs.0.40/4 kg 10.00 

@ Rs.0.40/4 kg 10.00 

@ Rs.0.35/4 kg a. 75 

@ Rs.0.60/4 kg 15.00 

Rs.81.88, Rs. S3.13, 
Rs.83.13, Rs.8S.l3 

___ ,__ - - - - - - - - . - ~ - - - - - - -- . ~ - . - ~ -
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kilogram jota. Greater care is taken by farmers to pack 

grapes that are sent to the Bombay, Surat and Ahmedabad, than 

to the relatively smaller and less distant Poona market. 

Given the lower prices at Poona, the lower costs of marketing 

for the Poona market enables cultivators to earn comparable 

net returns. The specific explanations follow the Table 4.36. 

The net i~com~ of the cultivators when the self

marketing option is adopted varies between Rs. 0.99 (Poona) 

and Rs. 1.13 (Bombay). In percentages, this is a narrow 

range between 11.8 per cent and 12.8 per cent of the retail 

price (Tables 4.37, 4.38 and 4.39). At Poona retail prices 

the cost of marketing of the cultivator is between 14.55 per 

cent and 16.85 per cent of the retail price. The net 

ineome ~of the grape farmer when the farmer sells to the 

vyapari is between. Rs. 0.98 and. Rs. 1.17 per kilogram, 

depending upon whether the vyapari uses Bombay or Poona as 

his major market~ 

The price spread between the producer and the 

customer when the grapes are directly sent to the market is 

such that the farmer receives 56.24 per cent for fruit sent 

to the Poona market. For the fruit sent to Bombay, Surat 

and Ahmedabad markets (the markets most frequently used by 

the Poona grape growers)ar~ between 57.)0 per cent and 57.78 

per cent. When grapes are marketed through vyap~ris the 

farmer receives between 47.22 per cent and 48.48 per cent 

of the retail price. The vyapari receives between 58.80 per .· 

cent and 60.60 per cent of the retail price which allows him 



about a 10 per cent margin (Table 4.40). The retailer, 

on the other hand, receives a greater than 40 per cent 

margin (Table 4.37). 

The vyapari, when he functions as an intermediary, 

earns a net return of Rs.0.34 or Rs.0.35 for every kilogram 

of grape handled by them. This is about 4 per. cent of the 

retail price. On the other hand, if the vyapari is also a 

retailer his net returns are much larger at between Rs.0.87 

and Rs.l.l2 per kilogram. The retailer who does not function 

as a vyapari makes about Rs. 0.99 per kilogram. Since the 

vyaparis purchasing for the Poona market generally pays a 

slightly lower price for the grape, the compar~ble purchase 

price and net return for the vyapari/retailer is Rs.4.00/kg 

·and Rs. 1.12/kg respectively (Tables 4.40 and 4.41). 

GADGIL REPORT (19bl-~f: MARKETING . 
COSTS, MARGINS AN PR CE SPREADS 
The Gadgil Report on page 104 (Table XII) indicates 

the commissions of salesmen at the Poona market for certain 

fruit. This table is reproduced here for easier review 

(Table 4. 42) • In · 1931-32 the commission at the Poona 

market seems to have varied between 9.6 per cent (orange) 

and 12.7 per cent (pomegranates) of the value of the whole

sale produce. The Report has several examples of the 

commission agents bill and the forwarding agents charges in 
.. 

the Sholapur and Bombay markets. At the Bombay market 

Table 4.43 the deductions in the commission 

salesmen's bill to vary between 12.2 per cent (orange) to 



Table 4. 42 3um~ary of the Analysis of Sales Ac~ounts, Submitted by Commission Salesmen 
at the Poona Market to Certain Growdrs or Khotidars in the Poona District, 
in the Ye3rs 1930, 1931, and 1932 

- ~ -- - ----------- - - - -- --------- ---- - - --Year Kind of Fruit 

1930 Mosambis 

Pomegranates 

Total 

1931 Santras 

Mosambis 
Pomegranates 

Total 

1932 Santras 

Mosambis 

Pomagranates 

Total 

- -- - -- -- -

l~o. of 
sales 
accounts 

22 

ll 

33 

14 

s 
22 

44 ---
29 

6 

22 

57 

Bo. of 
Baskets 

Total Price 
Realized (i.e. 
Total selling 
price) 

'Rs. a. p. ---- ------
1)6 

612 + 
(lS Boxes) 

39 
467 ----
----

l)OS + 
(13 Doxes) 

lll + 
(2 Boxes) 

400 

355- 6- 0 

102- 9- 9 

---------457-15- 9 
---------
726- 4- 0 

128-12- 0 
253- S- 6 
---------llOS- S- 6 

-----------

1)17- 0- 3 

120- 6- 0 

160- 0- 9 
----------1597- 7- 0 

---- --------------··----- - - --- -
Source : Gadgil Report, 19331 Table XII, p. 104. 

Salesman's com~ission 
and other expenses 

---------------------Amount 

·as. a. p. 

2)- 0- 0 

7-12- 6 

---------30-12- 6 

---------
71- 1- 0 

16- 1- 0 
)2- 0- 6 

---------119- 2- 6 

---------
128- S- 6 

11- S- 6 

20- 1- 6 

---------160- 2- 6 

---------

Percent
age of 
Selling 
Price 

6.5 

7.6 ----(6. 7) -----
9.S 

12.5 
12.7 ----(10.8) 

9.S 

9.6 

12.5 -----(10.0) ------



Table 4.43 : Summary of the Analysis of Sales Accounts Submitted by Commission Salesmen 
at the Bombay ~~rkets to Certain Growars ·or Khotidars in the Poona District 
in the Years 1930, 1931 and 1932 

I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -
Year Kind of fruit No. o!' No. of Total Price Deductions 

sales Baskets realized i.e. -------------------------------------accounts Total selling Forwarding Agent's Commission 
price Bill (including Salesman's 

Railway !'reight) Bill 
------------------· -----------------Amount Percent- Amount Perc en-

age of tage of 
selling selling 

Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. price '&,Rs. a. p. price 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

1930 Guavas 135 672 1560-15-0 473- 4-6 33.) 301-12-9 19.) 
Mosambis 48 1193 3157- 3-0 399-12-3 12.7 448- 8-0 14.2 
Pomegranates 38 380 573- 0-9'.' 148-15-3 26.0 144- 8-9 25.2 
Santras 20 328 681- s-o 134-13-0 19.8 145- 8-0 21.3 

- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- -Total 241 5972-10-9 1156-13-0 (19.4) 1040- 5-6 (17.4) 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1930 Figs 157 3365-12-0 579-10-6 17.2 
- - - - - - - - - - - - "" - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

1931 Guavas 171 508 1340-11-3 424- 7-0 31.6 2.30~ 8-6 17.2 
l'Dsam,bis .30 140 + 689-12-0 10.3-12-6 15.1 95- 5.;.0 1.3.8 

87 Boxes 
Pomegranates .31 136 179-12-0 51- 8-0 28.7 48- 4-9 26.9 
Santras 6 49 125- 2-0 17- 9-6 14.1 15- 5-0 12.2 --- - - - -·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -
Total 2.38 23.35- 5-.3 597- 5-0 25.6 .389- 7-.3 (16.7) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
1932 Papayas 10 36 58- 9-0 21- 7- 6 (.36.8) 14- 0-.3 (24.0) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -· 
Source : Gad gil Report, 19.33., Table XI, p. lOl·. 

N 
w· 
~ 
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Table 4.44 : Road Transport Charges, as Shown in Certain 
Sales Accounts of Mosambis Consigned to Bombay 

------------------------------No. of 
sa las 
accounts 

Total selling 
price 

Road transport Percentage 
charges upto or Col. ) to 

(1) (2} 
railway station Col. 2 

()} (4} 
Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. 

2S 730-2-0 26-l-0 ).8 

Source : Gadgil Report, 19)) 1 Tabla XVI, p. ~11. 

Table 4. 45 : Road· Transport Charges as Shown in Soma Salas 
Accounts Relating to the Poona Market 

----------------------------No.or· No.or Distance Fruit Total 
selling 
price 

Road Parcan
transport taga or 
charges Col. 6 

sales baskets fro~ 
accounts Poona 

(l) 

12 

7 

) 

) 

l 

(2) 

321* 

94. 

39 

59 

51 

(miles) 

(3) 

2) 

58 

58 

l) 

58 

* Weight in sers. 

to 

(4) 
Rs. a.p. 

(5) 
Rs. a.p. Col. 5 

(6) (7) 

Figs 91- 1-) S-6-9 

Santras 183- S-0 "19-1-0 

9.2 

10.4 

S.4 

17.7 

Mosambis 72- 5-0 6-l-6 

Pome
granates 

Santras 

29-11-) 

61- l-0 

5-4-0 

6-l-l 10.0 

Source : Gadgil Report, 193)~- Tabla IVII, P•. 111. 
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26.9 per cent (pomegranates), and averaging at about 17 per 

cent of the wholesale price. The forwarding agents' bill, 

including the railway charges, etc., at the Bombay market 

varied between 14 and 20 per cent for orange and mosambi, 

and between 28 and 34 per cent of the wholesale price for 

guava and pomegranates. The proportion of these deductions 

was only slightly lower at the Sholapur market for the same 

fruit and during the same period. 28 Details regarding the 

composition of the commission salesmen's slips at the Poona 

market have not b~en provided by the Gadgil Report, but 

commission salesm~n's bill at the Sholapur market included 

a dharmadaya (charity) of 0.74 per cent, a postage charge 
. 

of 1.48 per cent and a market charge or 'rent' of 0.74 per 

cent of the selling price of the produce. 

Road transport charges to Bombay and Poona are avail-
. 29 

able in Tables XVI and XVII. These tables are being re-

produced here for the sake of convenience. Transportation 

cost (for road transport) from the orchards in the Poona 

district to the Poona Market formed between 8.4 and 17.7 

per cent of the selling price, when including octroi charges. 

With regard to the costs of retailing the Gadgil Report 

admits to having only minimal information.3° Some retailer's 

28 Ga~gil Report, Table XIII, p. 106 and Table XIV, 
p. 107. 

29 Ibid., p. 111. 

30 Ibid., p. 112. 
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margin have been calculated from the information on page 113 

of the Report. A few of these are reproduced below: 

Table 4.46 : Retailer's (Hawkers) Margins in the Gadgil 
Report of 1933 

------------------------------Guava )Uxed lot of fruit ----------------------------
Purchase price 

Estimated selling 
price 

Retailer's purchase 
price as a proportion 
of selling price 

Cost of retailing 

Retailer's margin 
of earning 

Rs.l-6-0 for a Rs.3-4-0 
hara of 375 fruit 

Rs.2-6-0 Rs.4 
(for the hara) 

57.~ 3l 81.25~ 

2 annas per hara, 
or 5.2~ of the 
retail price 

14 annas, or 
36.84;a of the 
retail·price 

12 annas or 8.75~ 

The Gadgil Report does not offer any examples of 

price spreads or the cultivators' net returns from marketing. 

Therefore a comparative analysis in this respect with the 

1930s is not possible. Table 4.47 reproduces the marketing 

costs as percentage of the wholesale price from the Gadgil 

Report. These are compared with the percentage share of 

similar items in the post-regulatory period of the 1977-1986. 

It is indicated in the Table 4.47 that both the salesman's 

31 The corresponding figure for this study is 54.64 per 
cent. 



Table 4.47 Marketing Costs : A Comparison of the Findings of the Gadgil Survey 
and the Post-Regulation Survey 
(Percentage of wholesale price) (Poona Market) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - -------Orange Mosambi Guava Fig 
Cost --------------- -------------- ------------ ------------Item 1930-32 1977- 1930-32' 1977- 1930- 1977- 1930- 1977-

80 80 32 80 32 80 
- - - - - - - - - - - - -

I. Salesman's 9.81o 8.4~ 6.5~ 8.48% 
Commission to 
and Other 12.5~ 
Expenses 

II. Road 10.0()% 4.47% 
I 

8.4% 5.88% 9.2% 1.81% 
Transport to 

10.4 % 

- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Sourie : Gadgil and Gadgil Report, pp. 104 and 111. 
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commission and other expenses at the market and the costs 

of transportation are a lower percentage_ of the wholesale 

price after market regulation than during the Gadgil Report 

of the 1930s. 

4.6.1 COOPERATIVE MARKETING OF FRUIT IN POONA 

The possible suitability of cooperative marketing to 

Indian agriculture has often been suggested by social 

scientists. Even the Gadgil report in its section on 

recommendation states:32 

Attempts should be made to form co
operative bulking and dispatching 
societies· of fruit and vegetable growers, 
wherever the conditions are favourable 
for t~eir formation. 

Fu,rther, the Report elaborates: 

••• cooperative efforts would most fruit
fully come into being in two directions: 
(i) bulking societies, which could under
take certain marketing functions, 
especially such as supplying marketing 

intelligence and directing the movement 
of produce, in view of such intelligence • 
••• (ii) The other cooperative effort 
would best be in the direction of the 
establishment of cooperative markets in 
producing areas. 

The benefits of cooperative marketing are of course 

in the economies of bulk marketing as are enjoyed by middle

men such as the khotidars and the bagwans. The common 

pattern of small holding-small orchard found among the Poona 

district fruit growers explains both their inability to 

32 Gadgil and Gadgil, p. 176. 
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independently enjoy the economies and the continued role of 

middlemen in modern fruit marketing. The middlemen are 

still relevant, more than fifty years since their elimination 

from the district was considered in the Gadgil report, simply 

because self-marketing or independent marketing is unecono

mical. The obvious alternative of cooperative marketing, 

unfortunately, has not so far succeeded in the district. 

4.6.11 ATTEMPTS AT COOPERATIVE MARKETING 
OF FHUIT IN THE POONA DISTrliCT 

.The Maharashtra State Grape Growers' Association (or 

Maharashtra Rajya Draksha Bagaitdar Sangh) is an active 

organization now operating from the Draksha Bhawan at 

Gultekadi, Poona. It has about 6,500 members, of which about 

500 are from the Poona district. Its principal activity, 

however, has been in the supply·of inputs and cost-information 

to the grape growers of the district. They have no plans 

of entering the field of cooperative marketing, even though 

by their own admission about 90 per cent of the members have 

grape acreages of only 2 acres or less. 

The reticence of the otherwise successful grape 

growers' association to expand to cooperative marketing could 

bear some relation to the experience of the banana coopera

tive marketing association in the district. The Sanjeevani 

Phale Kharedi Vikri Sangh was begun in 1977 by the banana 

growers of Junnar to cooperatively market their produce at 

the Poona market. But the Sangh did not find it an easy task 

to compete against the private operations of bagaitdars and 
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commission agents. In 1979 it was barely existing operating 

through the private commission agency of Shriram Co., and by 

1980 cooperative marketing operations in the Poona district 

had ceased. Between 1980 and 1985 no new efforts towards 

cooperative marketing of fruit had been tried in the Poona 

district •. 

4.6.12 AN ANALYSIS OF THE FAILURE OF COOPERATIVE 
MARKETING oF FRUIT IN POONA DISTRICT 

The predictability with which the cooperative market

ing effort languished arouses some suspicion among rational 

minds about the "naturalness" of such an end. It is true 

that the Gadgil report stated: 

If the question is examined practically, 
it would seem that the limits for the 
bulking and despatching societies are, 
even in this district, very narrow. A 
bulking society can operate· only in a 
small area; and for it to produce 
economies it would be necessary to 
handle bulk consignments on a fairly 
large scale. ll/ 

It is probable that the immediate economic factors 

that caused the Sahajivani Phale Kharedi Vikri Sangh to dis

mantle were engineered by social and political factors. This 

first effort towards the cooperative marketing of fruit in 

Poona district was resisted and attacked with propaganda 

campaigns by the financially and often socially advantaged 

middlemen. The repeated resistance to the regulation of 

fruit marketing in Poona by the middlemen lobby ~hich delayed 

33 Ibid., p. 153. 
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the process of regulation by almost twenty years (1959-1976) 

is only further evidence of their political, social and 

economic strength. That the same lobby should have success

fully scuttled the first shaky attempt of some farmers 

towards cooperative marketing, is not surprising. In spite 

of the competition among them, that the middlemen are 

capable of acting in collusion when their aggregate profits 

are threatened is also obvious !rom the punitive measures 

adopted by the Commission Agents' Association against 

defaulting small retailers.34 

Moreover, the small sizes of the orchards in the 

Poona district make cooperative marketing especially suitable 

to the local conditions. Effective marketing could be 

achieved with cooperative marketing. 

The argument that cooperative marketing in the 

district has !ailed because the total volume of banana 

production in the Junnar taluka is too small to permit 

marketing economies is not entirely acceptable. While it 

is to be admitted that the Junnar taluka does not have the 

advantages of the Jalgaon district (the chief banana growing 

tract in Western India) the total production in the Junnar 

taluks is adequate to permit cooperative marketing in the 

taluka. Interviews with khotidars and others have clearly 

34 The names of defaulting retailers appear on a board 
at the market yard. No member of the Association will 
have dealings with the retailers listed on the board. 
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indicated that these middlemen restrict their operation to 

a particular spatial region. Indeed, it is customary for 

these middlemen to divide the district into regions of 

operation by a mutual understanding only occasionally 

violated. In fact, not one but several independent bagwans 

have simultaneously operated successfully in the Junnar 

taluka. If it has been and still is economically feasible 

for several bagwans to operate successfully from the Junnar 

taluka, is there not economic potential for a single co

operative marketing organization to achieve the same, ceteris 

paribus? The ceteris paribus condition here is the assump

tion that social and political opposition to such an effort 

at cooperati~e marketing are necessarily and successfully 

controlled. 

There is a critical difference in the two situations, 

however. That difference is in the motivational factors 

governing the two forms of organizations: private enter

prise and a cooperative body. The driving force of private 

profit motivates the middlemen to strive for the highest 

levels of efficiency possible under the circumstances. Absence 

of similar motivation in cooperative organizations blurs the 

personal commitment of the office-bearers to the cooperative 

cause of all members. As it happened with the Sahajeevani 

Sahakari Society, the best economies of operation and 

potentials for higher efficiency are seldom as ~ully 

exploited as in a private enterprise. The inevitable clash 
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of personal and organizational interests further hampers the 

performance of the cooperatives, and hastens their dismember

ment. Organizational capabilities are not as yet intrinsic 

to the rural Indian framework. Therefore, in the absence of 

a strong organizational binding that may have supported the 

cooperatives through the tribulations of frequent conflicts, 

cooperative organizations crumble easily. In spite of these 

drawbacks, however, the suitability of cooperative marketing 

to conditions prevailing in the Poona district cannot be 

overlooked. 

CONCLUDING·REMARKS ON FRUIT 
MARKETING IN POONA 

The preceding analysis suggests that fruit marketing 

may be said to have become more efficient as'a result of 

market regulation. Not only are the costs at the Poona 

market a lower percentage of the retail (and wholesale) 

price than before market regulation, but the costs of ·trans-

\\ porting fruit into the market~_reduced over the years. 

Both the costs at the market and those of transportation 

were proportionately higher during the Gadgil. survey than 

during the post-regulatory phase of marketing. 

Fruit, however, continues to be marketed by at least 

a fifth of the fruit cultivators via middlemen. However, 

when one compares the net income received by the cultivator 

in marketing through trucking agencies or self-marketing, 

with that which he receives from marketing through middlemen, 

it is obvious that his net income does not change appreciably. 
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Under the existing circumstances, marketing through middle~ 

men is as efficient a system as marketing through a trucking 

agency or self-marketing. Th~ cultivator's share in the 

consumer's rupee is further reduced by the.wida retailing 

margin. The natura of wholesale and retail price movements 

has a bearing upon the farmer's net returns. The next 

chapter therefore examines the prices and other aspects of 

marketing at Poona City. 



Table A4 .1 Cost of Self-marketing 

Item 

1. Average per acre output 

2. Average size of orchard 

3. Length of the season 

4. Labour for watching for 
the season 

5'. Labour for harvesting 

6. Period of marketing loan 

Cost of Trips to the market 

A. Farmer assumes full responsibility 

7. Number of trips to the market 
by the farmer 

8. Number of trips to the market 
by the farmer's agent 

B. Farmer uses 
services 

trucking ag:enc;[' s 

9. Number of trips to the market 
by the farmP.r 

lD, Nun.ber of trips to the market 
by the fariLer' s agent 

Orange 

76.77 qtls. 

1.038 acres 

120 days 

120 days + 120 
nifhts : male 
@ man-day 
each 

2 men,40 days 

7 months 

8 

40 

6 

10 

Mosambi 

86.83 qtls. 

0.803 acres 

120 days 

120 days + 120 
nifhts : male 
@ man-day 
each 

2 men,40 days 

7 months 

8 

40 

6 

10 

Guava 

64.5'6 qtls. 

0.86 acres 

90 days 

i man-days, 
90 days 

i man-day 
30 days 

6 months 

3 

22.5' 

Fig 

16 qtls. 

0,66 acres 

60 days 

i man-days 
60 days 

1 man, 30 
days 

4 months 

3 

15 

3 

Banana 

184.71 qtls. 

1. 37 acres 

180 days 

1 man, i 
woman;day 
180 days 

2 men,45' 
days 

9 months 

9 

60 

9 

15 

- - - - - - - - - - - - -
Grape 

5'8.30 qtls. 

1.96 acres 

100 days 

2 men, 100 
days 

2 men,30 
days 

6.3 months 

7,10,13,20 trips 
depending upon 
the village of 
production 

100 

4 

10 



Table ~.2 : Estimated Per Quintal Costs of Self-marketing 

(In rupees per quintal) - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Fruit/Source 

- - - - - - - - - - - - -
1. OR/u'1GES 

(a) Tal.egaon Dhamdhere 
(b) Shikrapur 
(c) Ranjangaon Ganapati 

2. HOSAMBIS 

S akurde-Bels ar 

3. GUAVAS 
(a) Talegaon Dhamdhere 
(b) Saswad/Dive 

4. FIGS 
(a) Velu 
(b) Div,e 

5'. BANANAS 
(a) Otur 
(b) Rajuri-Ale-Belhe 

6. GRAPES 
(a) Hadaps ar 
(b) Uruli Kanchan 
(c) Yawat 
(d) Baramati 

- - - - - - - - - - -

Self-marketing without 
trucking agent 

Self marketing with trucking 
agent 

------~------------------------With farmer + 
his own agent 

Without farmer 
+ his agent 
trips 

--------------------------- -------------- --------------To the Poena To the Bombay Poena Bombay Poena Bombay 
market market market ~arket market market 

10.37 

4.01 
4.24 

14.21 
16.76 

6.00 
s.oo 

14.68 
17.90 

16.64 

10.46 
8.84 

17.10 
26.5'0 

6.39 
6.12 

24.19 
22.32 
20.45' 
1C3.57 

14.29 
15.27 

3.25 
3.34 

9.80 
9.60 

11.35 
11.85' 

9.05 ) 
8.97 ) 
8.77 ) 

10.04 

- ) 
22.46 ) 

3.71 ) 
3.62 ) 

14.59 ) 
14.34 ) 
14.10 ) 
13.85 ) 

- - - - - - - - -

4.08 

3.48 4.10 

6.64 7.0+ 

1.12 

11.20 

- - - - - -. 



CHAPTER V 

AN ANALYSIS OF PRICES OF SELECTED 
FRUIT AT THE POONA MARKET 

5.1.1 INTRODUCTION 

248 

This chapter will examine the variations in the 

wholesale and retail prices over seasons. It analyses the 

pattern or arrivals at the market and the seasonal pattern 

or prices. The retail and wholesale margins will be 

compared to that for the 1930s. Consequently it will 

examine the effect or the existing marketing structure upon 

the element or uncertainty experienced by the cultivators 

as a result or price variations and see if price variations 

is any lesser in 1977-78 than in the 1930s. Another 

important factor in the marketing or perishable products is 

spoilage. Fruit spoilage will be examined in this chapter. 

5.2.1 THE PATTERN OF :EASONALITY IN POONA 
q~3a~J1s~a~~Iii:FAOtT: 1977-78 AND 

There is almost a well-marked seasonality pattern to 

fruit arrivals at the Poona market, although some suppliers 

are experimenting with out-of-season crops. Mangoes arrive 

at the market from Ratnagiri between May and July. Oranges 

from Nagpur arrive in large quantities at Poona between June 

and August, and again between January and April. The Poona 

market also receives a variety or fruita g~own in the fruit 

growing tracts of the Poona district. Each of the six fruits, 
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oranges, mosambis, guavas, figs, bananas and grapes, has a 

more or less defined (though not rigidly so) pattern of 

seasonality. Seasonality of fruit varies with each fruit, 

and usually lasts for three to four months for each fruit 

and variety. 

ORANGES AND MOSAMBIS: For oranges and mosambis there 

are three possible crops, although the same orchard generally 

bears only one good harvest. These seasons have been referred 

to as bahars earlier in the text and vary with the climatic 

conditions, rains, the nature of the soil, and the parti

cular care rendered by the cultivators upon their orchards. 

The three fruiting seasons are ambe· bahar (between October

November and January-February), mrug bahar (between 

January-February and May-June) and hatte bahar (between 

May-June and September-October). Oranges from Pune-Nagar 

comprise of about a fourth of the market supply-of all · 

oranges in the summer months and about a third of the oranges 

in the market in the mrug bahar.1 The major growing areas 

in Poona are in the Shirur taluka (Shikrapur, Talegaon 

Dhamdhere and Ranjangaon Ganapati). 

For mosambi, again, although all three bahars are 

possible, the more common seasons are the hatte and the ~ 

bahars. MOsambis in the Poona district grow mainly in the 

1 These are estimates projected from the retailers' 
supply or different varieties. The estimates more or less 
match the estimates of market share provided by the 'dalals 
at the Poona market yard. 
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Purandhar taluka. The principal competing variety comes 

from the Jalna tract in the Aurangabad district. Around 

eighty per cent of the mosambi grown in the Poona district 

comes to the Poona market. Mosambis from the Poona-Jalna 

type dominate the entire supply of the market, of which the 

Poona mosambi comprise of between thirty and forty per 

cent depending upon the yield and other conditions. 

For both oranges and mosambis the plucking and 

harvesting. follows about two months after fruit develop

ment, and about 'eight to tem.months after the beginning of 

the flowering. 

According to the Gadgil survey the three seasons for 

oranges were between February· and May, July and August, and 

between October and November, of which only the first two 

were really important. 2 · .. 
The report also mentions that in 

all cases of seasonality for fruits the months mentioned 

were to be taken as only approximately representing the 

season.) The report also stresses the large variations in 

the period between blossoming and fruiting and the length 

of the fruit season for any variety, depending upon controll

able and non-controllable tactors.4 As an example of the 

wide nature of variations in flower and fruit development 

pattern the report cites the instance ot mosambi for which 

2 Gadgil Report, op.cit., p. )5. 

3 Ibid. 

4 Ibid. 
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the period between blossoming and plucking was found to vary 

between ten to fifteen months. 

The seasonality of oranges and mosambis cannot be · 

said to have changed significantly in the Poona district 

over the years since the 1930s. The seasons,however, are 

longer, and some fruit is also available outside the 

principal seasons. The proportion of Poona oranges and 

mosambis to those from Nagpur and Jalna has not been stated 

in the Gadgil report, but the responses of retailers and 

commission agents at Poona indicate that the inflow of 

oranges and mosam~is from Poona as a proportion of the 

total arrival of these fruits has been increasing gradually. 

A discussion on the seasonality of oranges and 

mosambis is not complete without a mention of the ~ (new 

fruit) and juna (old fruit) bahars. This is especially true 

for mosambis which are often harvested before fruit deve

lopment is completed, and the green fruit is allowed to 

hurriedly acquire colour as a result of application of 

chemicals. The ~ bahar lasts for the initial four to six 

weeks of a mosambi season. Since the ~ bahar is not as 

sweet as the tree-developed juna bahar, it fetches a lower 

price in the Poona market. 

GUAVAS: The variety of guava grown in the Poona 

district now is chiefly the Lucknow 49 variety. Although 

there are three guava seasons, the two main seasons for the 

kalmi guava at Poona are between October and March, and a 
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lesser season between June and September. This pattern may 

vary by a month or two from one year to the next depending 

upon the temperature, rains and other climatic conditions. 

This could very well be the reason why the seasonality for 

1977-78 appears to have shifted a little from the pattern 

reported in the Gadgil report.5 Another reason could be 

that during the Gadg11 survey the local variety was grown. 

The two main guava seasons mentioned in the Gadgil report 

are between August and October, November and January, and 

between February and April. The guava seasons were found 

to run into each ~ther then as now. The season of heavy 

production was then between September and January, and in 

1977-79 it was between October and March. Again, as the 

Gadg11 report states,6 "Agricultural production is noto

riously variable, being subject to a large variety of 

factors". Almost a hundred per cent ot the guava coming 

into the Poona market is from the guava growing villages of 

and around the Poona district. 

FIGS: Although small quantities ot poor quality 

(khatta bahar) fig keep coming into the market from the 

surrounding villages, the principal fig season may be said 

to be between February and July. Poona district is the 

main fig cultivating district in Western India and more than 

5 Ibid., P• 34. 

6 Ibid., p. 35. 
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forty per cent of the fig grown in Poona district is sent 

to the Poona market. The remaining sixty per cent is sent 

to Bombay. The Gadgil report mentions the months of April 

and May as the period during which fig production and 

supply is abundant. The months between mid-March to late 

May continues to be peak portion of the fig season. The 

best quality figs come from the villages ot Khed-Shivapur, 

Dive and Velu in the Poona district. 

BANANAS: The period of the planting or the banana 

crop may be, and is, varied considerably in the Junnar 

taluka to ensure a longer period ot access to the market. 

This fact is true for the major supplying area ot Jalgaon 

district as well. The banana blossoms are out somewhere 

around nine to twelve months after planting. The first 

development takes another two to two and a halt months 

thereafter. The banana fruit may be marketed fourteen to 

eighteen months af,er planting and the season extends from 

five to six months. Around sixty per cent ot the Junnar 

bananas are sent to the Bombay market. The remaining forty 

per cent is sent to the Poona market where the Junnar 

bananas form a relatively small portion ot the total banana 

supply in most years. This proportion varies between 

fifteen and twenty per cent ot the total banana arrivals 

for most years. The variety of banana that comes from 

Junnar is the same as the variety that is produced in the 

Jalgaon district, i.e. the basrai variety. Bananas from 
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Jalgaon district make up seventy-five to eighty par cant of 

the banana arrivals into the Poona market. The banana 

season extends to all months other than April, May and June. 

According to the Gadgil report7 in the 1930s the bulk 

of the imports into the Poona market was from Junnar. The 

report mentions the Junnar area's banana season to stretch 

through all months other than May through June, with lean 

production between June and August. In those months the 

bananas grown in the·Purandhar taluka (the villages around 

Walha) supplied the bananas that came into the Poona market. 

This pattern is now changed, as the bananas from Jalgaon 

which constitute a larger proportion of bananas in Poona, 

are available also in some small quantities in the summer 

months. The Purandhar taluka does not supply any significant 

portion of the bananas consumed at Poona. 

GRAPES: Grapes are supplied to the Poona market from 

Nasik, Sangli and Poona districts in Maharashtra and from 

the Karnataka State. The variety known as Tasgaon Chaman 

is imported from Sangli. However, about forty to fifty per 

cent of the grapes of the Thompson Seedless variety coming 

into the Poona market is from the Poona district. This per

centage varies from one year to the next as yield from the 

Poona vineyards vary with climatic factors such as untimely 

rains, hailstorms, etc. 

7 Ibid., p. 34. 
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The grape season begins in the early part of December 

and ends in the third or fourth week of April. Grapes of 

the Thompson Seedless variety come to the Poona market from 

Baramati, Haveli and Indapur. In the Gadgil report there is 

no mention of any significant grape cultivation in the 

Poona district. Import of grapes from other areas was 

between February and May. 

5.).1 SEASONALITY PATTERN OF AKRIVALS OF 
THE SELECTED FRUIT AT THE POONA 
MARKET {1930-31 AND 1977-78) 
An analysis of a price arrival pattern was attempted, 

but the quality of data available with the PAPMC was found 

to be unreliable. Therefore ·such analysis is not possible.· 

A. further attempt was made to estimate the arrivals on the 

basis of the retailer turnover data collected on a weekly 

basis for 1977-78 and an attempt is made·to compare monthly 

arrival patterns in 1930-31 and in 1977-78. Table 5.1 has 

been constructed for that purpose. Since the 1977-78 data 

is available from the month of May, May has been selected as 

the base month. 

The pattern of seasonality for oranges appears to 

have changed somewhat. For 1977-78 arrivals are very high 

in the months of February, March and April. In 1930-31 the 

month with the highest orange arrival was in August, and 

very little orange arrived at the market in Febr~ary. 

For mosambis the period of highest arrival in 1930-31 

was in September. The seasonality pattern does not· appear 



Table .5.1 : Monthly Fruit Arrival Pattern at the Poona Market: Index of Fruit Arrivals 
(1930-31 and 1977-78) . 

[Base: May (Except for Grapes)] 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Orange Mosambi Guava Fig Banana Grape 

----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ------------ -----------1930- 1977- 1930- 1977- 1930- 1977- 1930- 1977- 1930- 1977- 1930- 1977-
31 78 31 78 31 78 31 78 31 78 31 78 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
May 

June 

July 

100 100 

233 137 

417 252 

August 573 343 

September 218 356 

October 107 395 

·November 

December 

January 

February 

March 

April 

52 290 

46 104 

34 309 

30 '834 

167 1270 

265 1029 

100 100 

lOS 118 

115 235 

145 253 

183 310 

56 379 

127 278 

134 224 

66 106 

38 102 

29 99 

69 85 

100 100 

332 157 

84 231 

223 552 

570 303 

696 203 

100 100 

40. 41 

31 1 

3 

2 

1 

426 311 1 

668 753 

443 728 

100 452 6 

g 276 83 

31 101 188 

6 

33 

78 

98 

100 

54 

55 

100 155 

438 325 

978 150 

100 1120 350 

256 1405 775 

533 34731 550 

433 26970 1oo* 1oo* 

483 31870 25 523 

604 39456 57 5 144 

626 22664 4225 233 

483 15969 8950 201 

332 151 600 636 

- - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
* For Grape the base is November. 

l 
N 
CJl 
en 
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to have changed in the last fifty years for mosambi. Large 

quantities of mosambia arrive at the market in the summer 

months between July and December in 1977-76. The Gadg11 

survey indicates a break in the season in-between even 

though the overall period of high arrivals ia about the same 

for both studies. 

For guava there was much greater fluctuation in 

arrivals in the 19)0a than today. The peak months then were 

October and December. Now the highest arrivals are in 

December and January and then again in September. The season 

is also somewhat ~onger as guava availability more or less 

spreads through the entire year. 

The fig seasonality has not changed. The season for 

figs was in the 19)0s (as it is now) between the months of 

March and June. The banana season spreads over the entire 

year. The periods of peak arrivals are somewhat similar 

between the two surveys. For grape the seasonality that is 

reflected is different. The arrival trends are not compar

able for grape since the estimated pattern for 1977-76 are 

for the Thompson Seedless variety which was not grown in 

1930-)1. 

Therefore it may ba said that although some changes 

are noticed in arrivals the basic pattern for comparable 

units are similar for the periods. The next issue that 

needs to be discussed is the pattern of price movements in 

the two periods. This will be dona in the following section. 

The prices will be analysed beginning with the shortest 
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time span: variations within the same day, and ending with 

an examination of monthly price movements over a period 

of one year.8 

5.4.1 PRICE VARIATIONS WITHIN THE SAME DAY 
AT THE POONA MARKET 
Wholesale prices vary substantially within the same 

day. Examples of variations in the wholesale ~rices for 

certain fruit on certain selected weeks of the year at the 

Poona wholesale fruit market are to be found in Tables 5.4 

to 5.10. The price variation over the same day in the 

wholesale market for fruit (Tabla 5.2) occurs at the Poona 

market at least partly because of the variations in the 

demand for particular fruit on particular days by the indi

vidual retailers. This is so because the average retailer 

of fruit in the Poona city area owns a small operation and 

generally sella fruit either on push-carts or in tiny road

side stalls. The total capacity for the purchase of fruit 

is generally quite low. The predominance of salaried 

people in the Poona area makes the pattern of consumption 

conservative and fruit purchases form only a small portion 

of the food budget. Therefore, the Poona retailers are 

more cautious in their purchases of fruit and the prices of 

8 The initial intent of this study was to end the 
price analysis with examination of annual price variations 
over a ten year period (1977-86). However, the quality of 

· the data was found to be very poor. Consequently meaning
ful analysis of such was not possible. 
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of purchase often reflect the intensity of need for a parti

cular fruit and retailer, on the selected date. 

Table 5.2 : Examples of Wholesale Price Variations Within 
the Same Day (1978) 

- ~ ----- - - -- -- --- - - ----- - -- -- ---Orange Pati 1 (March) Grape (4 k~) Box (March 
Rs./Pati Rs.tPati ----- -- --- -- - ---- ------- --- - --

6-00 a.m. 
J 10-12 26-28 6-)0 a.m. 

7-00 a.m. ~ 12-14 28-30 7-30 a.m. 

8-00 a.m. I 11-13 26-28 8-30 a.m. 

9-00 a.m. 
J 9-10 22-28 9-30 a.m. 

10-00 a.m. 8- 9 16-20 

-- - --------- ---- -- --- --
Apart from these reasons, of course, prices are 

higher at the peak hours. This would be at the very beginn

ing of the wholesale day, between 6-00 a•.-m. and 7-00 a.m. 

After the peak period usually the wholesalers are left to 

deal with the less motivated purchasers who have to be coaxad 

and cajoled into placing their bids. The tail-end prices 

for each day are therefore substantially lower than the peak 

period prices. This pattern is to be found in Tables 5.2 

and S.3. Table S.2 presents an example or hourly changes 

in the prices or a unit each or orange and grape. This 

table selected from the PAPMC records is a collection ot 

prices indicating the wide gap on certain days between the 
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minimum, the maximum and the modal price for that day for 

a particular unit of a selected fruit. 

DAILY VARIATIONS IN WHOLESALE 
PRICES AT THE POONA MARKET 
Daily wholesale price variations may be constant for 

several consecutive days or may fluctuate sharply from one 

day to the next. Table 5.3 presents data for three weeks 

(eighteen days, since the market closes on Saturdays) each 

for grape, orange, fig and guava. In the case of the data . 
for grape curiously enough while the modal and the minimum 

prices fluctuate quite sharply, the maximum price is more 

or less steady. The price fluctuations such as these, that 

show up in the PAPMC records for grape are largely owing to 

tbe practice of agaregate recording of prices for several 

varieties such as the Thompson Seedless, the Anab-e-Shahi, 

the Selection-?, the Bangalore Purple, etc. These varieties 

command different prices in the market at any given time. 

Thompson Seedless generally commands· the highest price 

during the peak grape season when most of these varieties 

are simultaneously available at the market. · The prices for 

the Thompson Seedless variety recorded in Table 5.2 is the 

weighted average of the maximum and the modal price of grape 

from the PAPMC records. The weights were based upon the 

estimated proportionate arrivals of Thompson Seedless and 

other varieties as obtained from the commission agents dealing 

in grape varieties. It may be noticed that a more consistent 

pattern may be found in the maximum daily prices rather than 
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Table 5.3 : Dally Variations in Wholesale Prices ot Fruits 
At the Poona Market (1976) 

I. GRAPE 
(Prices in Rs. for 4 kg box) 

~ ~ - ~ - - - -------------- -- -----January February March 
1st week )rd week 4th week 

------------- ------------- -------------Max Mod ·Min Max Mod Min Max Mod Min ------ - -- --- ----------. -.------
1. 24 12 12 24 16 16 26 20 16 Sunday 

2. 26 20 12 22 16 12 )0 I 22 6 Monday 

). 26 20 6 24 22 6 26 16 12 Tuesday 

4. 24 21 20 24 16 12 26 24 20 Wednesday 

s. 24 20 12 . 22 16 12 27 22 20 Thursday 

6. 24 18 12 . 24 1S 5 21.: 22 12 Friday . 
----·- --- --------- -- --- -- -------
II.ORANGE (fati-1) Price/) Doz. Pati 

(Rs./Pati) 
- -- ------------· --- ---------- - --February March April 

4th week )rd week 1st week 
March 
1st week 

-----------·- ------------- -------------Max Mod Min Max Mod Min Max Mod Min --------- --- -. - ----- ------ - -----
1. 14 10 6 14 10 4 14 10 s Sunday 

2. 1) 6 4 12 10 4 16 11 7 Monday 

). 20 12 4 12 10 4 16 13 9 Tuo~sday 

4. 1) 10 7 12 9 s 16 10 .8 Wednesday 

5. 14 10 6 12 10 4 16 15 s Thursday 

6. 14 10 4 - - 21 13 10 Friday 

- - - - --- - ----- ---- ------------
(continued) 
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Table 5.J . (continued) . 
III. FIG (Kilo) Price/Kg -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- -- --March March April 
1st week 3rd week 1st week 
,_~,..--,..,.._._._.,.. __ ~ .. ~ .. ______ ,. .. _ 

---------~~----~ Max Mod Min Max Mod Min Max Mod Min 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1. 6 4 2 g 5 2 9 6 4 Sunday 

2. 3 2 1 6 5 2 9 6 2 Monday 

3. 6 4 2 .. 7 4 1 10 6 2 Tuesday 

4. 5 3 2 - 10 6 4 Wednesday 

5. 6 4 2 g 4 3 g 5 2 Thursday 

6. 6 4 2 g 5 2 10 6 3 Friday 

- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - --

IV. GUAVA (Pati 1) 
Rs./Pati 1 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

- ~ - - - ~ - - - - - ~ ~ ~ - - - ... - - - - - ~ ~ - - -July 
2nd week 

September October 
4th week 2nd week 

Max Mod Min Max Mod Min Max Mod Min 
- - -

4 

5 

4 

3 

4 

4 

3 

4 

3 

3 

4 

3 

2 

2 

2 

1 

4 

2 

- - - - ~ - - ~ 

4 

3 

4 

3 

4 

3 

3 

-
3 

3 

3 

2 

2 

1 

3 

2 

4 

4 

4 

3 

4 

4 

3 

3 

3 

3 

4 

4 

- - .. - -
2 Sunday 

2 Monday 

3 Tuesday 

3 Wednesday 

4 Thursday 

4 Friday 

-------
Source : This data was selected from the PAPMC records of 

wholesale prices for 1978. 
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in the modal prices. The reason for this is that there is 

great variation in quality within the same unit of sale. 

The differing modal prices, therefore, do not always 

represent the same quality or grade of fruits. The maximum 

price, on the other hand, represents the best quality for 

the day. There is usually not much variation in the quality 

of the top grade fruit on different days, over a short 

period of time. This is why the top grades yield a price 

pattern while modal grade does not do so. 

5.4.) WEEKLY WHOLESALE PRICES 

The weekly·prices for the fruits oranges, mosambis, 

guavas, figs, bananas and grapes may be read from Tables 5.4 . 
to 5.10. For orange and mosambi the three distinct seasons 

that exist have been noted separately. At the beginning of 

the season these fruits are harvested a little before complete 

fruit development and therefore are not as juicy or as sweet 

as during the peak season. The fruit of a new season is 

called the n!!! bahar and it generally fetches a much lower 

price than the fruit from the older season or juna bahar. 

Each fruit is also divided into at least two grades for the 

analysis of the weekly prices. The wholesale·prices tend to 

fluctuate daily, but the retail prices do not change from day 

to day.9 At the very beginni~g of the new season the ~ 

9 The retail prices in the Tables 5.3 to 5.8 are weighted 
averages of the prices of 12 retailers from the Poona city. 
Individually each shop prices its fruit in rupee values 
rounded to fifty paise per dozen or kilograms. MOreover, while 
the wholesale prices fluctuate from one day to the next, the 
retailer does not change his price. Higgling and bargaining 
is also common among basket retailers. 



~eakly Wholesale and Retail Prices (Per Dozen) at the Pune Market, 1977-78 
Gra~e I ORANGS 

- - - - . -·- - --- - - -- - - - - -

1. 1/5/77 - 6/5/77 
2. 8/5 - 13/5 
3. 15/5 - 20/5 
4 •. 22/5 - 27/5 

5. 29/5 3/6 
6. 5/6 10/6 
7.:12/6 17/6 
8. 19/6 24/6 

9. 26/6 1/7 
10. 3/7 d/7 
11. . 10/7 15/7 
12. 17/7 22/7 
13. 24/7 29/7 

14. 31/7 5/8 

15. 7/d 12/8 
lo, 14/8 19/8 
17. 21/8 26/8 
13. 28/8 2/9 

19. 4/9 9/9 
20. 11/9 16/9 
21. lS/9 - 23/9 
22. 25/9 - 30/9 

23. 2/10 - 7/10 
24. 9/10 - 14/10 
25. 16/10 - 21/10 
26. 23/10 - 28/10 

27. 30/10- 4/11 
28. 6/11 11/11 
29. 13/11 - 18/11 
30. 20/11 - 25/11 

31. 27/11 - 2/12 
)2. 4/12 - 9/12 
; 3. 11/12 - 16/12 
34. 13/12 - 23/12 
35. 25/12 - 30/12 

)6. 1/1/78 - 6/1/78 
)7. d/1 - 13/1 
33. 15/1 - 20/+ 

j9. 22/1 - 27/1 

40. 29/1 - 3/2 
41. 5/2 10/2 
42. U/~ - 17/2 
43. 19/2 24/2 

44. 26/2 - 3/3 
45. 5/3 - 10/3 
46. 12/3 - 17/3 
47. 19/3 - 24/3 
48. 26/3 - 31/3 

49. 2/4 - 7/4 
50. 9/4 14/4 
51. 16/4 - 21/4 
52. 23/4 - 28/4 

Puna and Ahmednagar Variety 
(Shirur, Purandhar, Pachora) 

-----~------------------------Wholesale Retail 
Prices -------------------

4.49 
4.80 
5.04 
5.52 

4.82 
6.00 
4.90 
5.81 

4.60 
5.93 
5.17 
5.11 
4.38 

4.00 

3.66 
).53 
3.44 
3.61 

3.22 
3.05 
3.67 
3.13 

3.05 
3.17 
3.44 
4.40 

4.22 
4.61 
4.50 
4.44 

5.21 
5.44 
6.67 
5.70 
5.47 

3.53 
3.07 
2.83 

3.33 

3.44 
3.17 
2.93 
3-39 

3.)3 
2.72 
2.78 
3.27 
3.61 

4.00 
4.73 
5.00 
5. 55 

Season I Season II 

(Naval 

3- 4 
3- 4 
3- 5 
4- 5 

4- 5 
5- 6 
6- 7 
6- 7 

6- 7 
7- 8 

~ a. 9 
··''9~11 
10-11 

10-11 

11-12 
10-12 
10-12 
10-12 

10-12 
10-13 
10-13 
11-13 

11-13 

(Naval 
5- 6 

6- 8 
7- 8 
7- 8 
7- 8 

6- 7 
6- 7 
6- 8 
6- 8 
7- 8 

7- 9 
8- 9 
8-10 
9-11 

(Juna*) 
9-11 

10-11 
10-12 
11-13 

12-14 
13-14 
14-16 
15-16 

15-17 
15-17 
16-17 

-(Naval 
2- 4 
3- 4 
4- 5 
4- 6 

5- 6 
5- 7 
5- 7 
6- 7 

6- 8 
6- 8 
6- 8 
7- 9 

8-10 
8-11 

10-14 
10-14 

9-11 
10-12 
10-12 

9-10 
8- 9 

7- 9 
7- 9 
7- 8 

8- 9 

- - _,. __ - - - - - - - - - -
~0r Tables 5.4 to~-

Nagpur 

Grade Retail 
1 + 2 -------------------Wholesale Season I Season II 

5.25 
5.15 
6.00 
5.97 

6.15 

-
2.80 
3.05 
3.17 

2.98 
2.26 
3.27 
3.28 

3.49 
3.19 
3.03 
).83 

4.00 
4.95 
7.06 
6.60 

5.00 
4.20 
4.05 
4.58 
2.90 

2.65 
2.71 
3.49 

4.50 

4.69 

1.85 

2.02 
2.09 
2.58 
2,66 
2.16 

2.52 
2.82 
3.01 
3.06 

(Naval 
8- 9 
8- 9 
9-10 

10-11 
10-11,50 
10-1:2 
11-12 

11-12 
11-13 
11-14 
12-15 

12-13 
12-15 
15-20* 
10-12 

10-12 
9-12 
9-12 
9-12 
7- 9 

7- 9 
7-10 
8-11.50 

11-13 

12-14 

(Juna) 
15-16 
15-16 
15-17 
16-18 

19-20 

- (*Divali) 

(Nava) 
5- 6 

5- 6 
6- 7 
6- 8 
7- 8 
7-10 

7-10 
8-10 
8-10 
9-12 

Aest~a9 the Gra1a~ I and II the price movements for which are being analysed here, there are 
f':"'n~ra1ly on~, or ~van two more lesser grades for Mosambi, Orange, Guava and Banana. In this 
;~u~y the .Price mova1nants of the lesser grades will not be observed since there is no appre-i able diflar"'nca b"'twean the price movements of Grades I and II, but the price of Grade III 
f~ic 0~mo~ nama for Gra~es III and IV) is included in the calculations of the avera?e price 

s nc U'lion r:ive!s a more raalistic idea of the retailers price of purchase and ~ar~ins.' 
., This 13 the j_~ ~ continuing from 1.the previous year. 



Table ~.5: ~eekly Who1e~aJe and Retail Prices (Per Dozen) at Puna, Ahmednagar and Nagpur 
Markets, 1977-78 

Grade II Oran~e 

1; 1/5/1977 - 6/S/1977 
2. 8/5 - 13/5 
3~ 15/5 - 20/5 
4;'22/5 27/5 

5. 29/5 - 3/6 
6. 5/6 - 10/6 
·;. 12/6 17/6 
8. 19/6 - 24/6 

9. 26/6 1/7 
10. 3/7 - 8/7 
11. 10/7 - 15/7 
12 0 17/7 22/7 

13 0 24/7 29/7 
14. 31/7 - 5/8 

15. 7/8 - 12/8 
16. 14/8 - 19/8 

17. 21/8 - 26/8 
ld. 28/8 - 2/9 
19. 4/9 - 9/9 
20. 11/9 - 16/9 

21. ld/9 - 23/9 
22. 25/9 - 30/9 
23 0 2/10 - 7/10 
24. 9/10 - 14/10 

25. 16/10 - 21/10 
26. 23/10 - 28/10 
27. 30/10- 4/11 
28. 6/11 - 11/11 

29. 13/11 - 18/11 
30. 20/11 - 25/11 
:n. 27/11 - 2112 
32. 4/12 - 9/12 

)J, 11/12 - 16/12 
)4. 18/12 - 23/12 
35. 25/12 - 30/12 
)6. 1/1/1978 - 6/1/1978 

37. 8/1 - 13/1 
38. 15/1 - 20/1 

39. 
40, 

41. 
42. 

43. 
44. 

45. 
1,6, 
47 0 

48. 

49. 
50. 
51. 
52. 

22/1 27/1 
29/1 3/2 

5/2 - 10/2 
13/2 17/2 

19/2 - 24/2 
26/2 3/3 

5/3 - 10/3 
12/3 17/3 
19/J 24/3 
26/3 - 31/3 

2/4 - 7/4 
9/4 14/4 

16/4 21/4 
23/4 - 28/4 

Pune and Ahmednagar Variety 
(Shirur, Purandhar, Pachora) 

Wholesale Hetail 
Prices -------------------

3.Hl 
2.66 
3.62 
3.54 

3.04 
3.75 
3. 75 
J,6J 

2.74 
2.69 
2.79 
2.57 

3.26 
3.15 

3.30 
2.32 

3.12 
2.70 
2.45 
2 0 38 

2.66 
1.83 
1. <)C) 
1.92 

2.30 
2 0 75 
2.38 
2 0 57 

3.96 
3.74 
3.03 
2.61 

2.25 
2.23 
2.03 
2.80 

2.37 
2.23 

2.30 
2.50 

2.45 
2.02 

2.55 
1.91 

1.78 
2.48 
2.08 
2.70 

2.36 
2.91 
2.90 
3.19 

Season I Season II 

(Nava.) 
'2- 3 
2.50-3 

3- 4 
4- 5 

4- 5 
4- 5 
4- 6 
4- 6 

5- 6 
5- 7 
6- 8 
7- 8 

8- 9 
8- 9 

8-10 
8-10 

9-10 
9-10 
9-10 
9-10 

9-11 
9-11 
9-11 

1~ava 
3-5 
4-5 

5- 6 
5 ... 6 

5- 7 
4- 5 

4- 5 
5- 6 
5- 6 
5- 7 

5- 7 
5- 8 
6- 8 
7- 9 

- - - -

7- 9 
7- 9 
8- 9 
9-10 

10-11 
11-12 
12-13 
12-14 

12-15 
12-15 
12-15 

Nava 
1- 2 
2- 3 

2- 4 
2- 4 
2- 5 
3- 5 

3- 5 
).50-5 
4- 6 
4- 6 

4- 6 
4- 7 
5- 7 
5- 8 

9-10 
10-11 
6- 8 
6- 8 

6- 8 
S- 7 
5- 7 
5- 6 

5- 6 
5- 6 

Nagpur 

Wholesale Retail 

Q) .., 
C!J .. 
C!J 
0. 
Q) 

Ul 

"0 
10: 

..-1 
tx.. 

~ 
.--10 
::S+l 
0 

..-1 
<o-. .... , .... 

.a 

rn 
Q) 

>< 
0 
iil 

10: . ... 
rn 
Q) 

F. 
0 
0 

s~ason I Season II 

Nava 

5- 8 

5- 8 
6- 9 
6-10 
7-10 

8-10 
8-11 
8-11 
9-11 

9. 50-11 
10-12 
10-12 
11-12 

12-15 
9-10 
9-10 
8- 9 

7.50-9 
7.50-9 

6- 7 
5- 7 

6- 7 
6- 8 

8-11 
9-12 

13-14 
11-14 
14-15 
14-16 

15-19 

Nava 
3- 5 
3- 5 

3- 6 
4- 6 
4- 7 
5- 7 

5- 7 
5- 8 
6- 8 
b- 9 

- - - - - - - - - -



r~ b 1 e __ _5_. _t:_ : Weekly ~holesale and Retail Prices (Per Dozen) at Pune Market, 1977-78 
MO~AMBI : Grades I and II 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - ---- - - - --- - - - - - - - - -- - ----Grade I Grade II Average Retail 
Date --------------------------- --------------------------- --------------Whole- Retail Whole- Retail Grade Grade 

sale ------------------- sale ------------------- I II 
Season I Season II Season I Season II 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- --- -- - - - -- - - -- - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - -(June. 
(Nava) 

1/5/77 - 6/5/77 
(Nava Baharl ~~~arl 

1. 4.80 7- 9 10- ).65 5- 7 8-10 9.50 7. 50 2. 8/5 - 13/5 4.21 8- 9 10-12 3.76 6- 8 8-10 9. 75 8.00 
3. 15/5 - 20/5 5.02 8- 9 10-12 ).93 6- 8 8-10 9. 75 8.00 
4. 22/5 - 27/5 4.54 9-10 10-12 ).28 7- 8 8-10 10.00 8.00 

29/5 - 3/6 
(Junal 

5. 5.)) 10-12 12-14 4.00 7- 9 10-12 11.25 1L75 6. 5/6 - 10/6 6.00 12-14 '3 .75 8-10 1).00 9.00 
7. 12/6 - 17/6 6.33 12-1~ 4.50 8-10 1).00 9.00 8. 19/6 - 24/6 6.11 14-1 4.04 10-12 15.00 11.00 

9. 26/6 - 1/7 6.41 14-16 4.08 10-12 15.00 11.00 
10. 3/7 - 8/7 6.22 14-16 - 4.00 10-12 - 15.00 11.00 ll. 10/7 - 15/7 6.56 14-16 (Naval 4.13 10-12 (Naval 15.00 11.00 12. 17/7 - 22/7 5. 78 14-18 5- 7 ).67 12-14 4- 6 13.50 11.00 
13. 24/7 - 29/7 5.39 14-18 5- 7 ).87 13-15 4- 6 11.00 9.50 

14. 31/7 - 5/8 4.17 16-18 6- 8 3.96 14-16 5- 6 9.50 7.89 
15. 7/8 - 12/8 ).08 7- 8 2.19 5- 7 7.50 6.00 
16. 14/8 - 19/8 3.33 7- 8 2.28 5- 7 7.50 6.00 
17. 21/8 - 26/8 ).39 7- 8 2.46 5- 7 7.50 6,00 
18. 28/8 - 2/9 ).22 7- 8 2.33 5- 7 7.50 6.00 

19. 419 - 9/9 J.J9 7- 9 2.42 5- 7 8.00 6.00 
20. 11/9 - 16/9 2.89 7- 9 2,42 5- 7 8.00 6.00 
21. 18/9 - 23/9 3.06 7- 9 2.46 5. 7 8.00 6.00 
22. 25/9 - 30/9 2.87 7- 9 2.40 5- 7 8.00 6.00 

23. 2/10 - 7/10 2.94 7- 9 2.21 5- 7 8,00 6.00 
24. 9/10 - 14/10 ).06 7- 9 2.63 6- 7 8.00 6.50. 
25. 16/10 - 21/10 ).67 8- 9 2,83 6- 8 8.50 7.00 
26. 23/10 - 28/10 ).80 8- 9 J,OO 6- 8 8.50 7.00 

27. 30/10 - 4/11 3.94 8- 9 2.75 6- 8 8.50 7.00 
28. 6/11 - 11/11 4.00 9-10 ).50 7- 8 9.50 7.50 
29. 13/11 - 18/11 ).56 8-10 2.96 7- 8 9.00 7. 50 ' 
)0. 20/11 - 25/11 4.11 8-10 ),25 7- 8 9.00 7.50 

31. 27/11 - 2/12 4.17 8-10 3.35 7- 8 9.00 7.50 
32. 4/12 - 9/12 4.17 8-10 3.54 7- 8 9.00 7.50 
33. 11/12 - 16/12 4.67 8-10 J,JJ 7- 8 9.00 7.50 

(Naval (Naval 
34. 18/12 - i3/12 3.72 5- 6 1.97 3- 5 5.50 4.00 
35. 25/12 - 30/12 ).67 6- 7 2.05 4- 6 6.50 5.00 

36. 1/1/7ts - 6/1/-78 ).8) 7- 8 2.98 5- 6 7.50 5.50 
37. 8/1 - 13/1 3.67 8- 9 2,58 5- 7 8.50 6.00 
38. 15/1 - 20/1 ).50 8- 9 2.63 5- 7 8. 50 6.00 
39. 22/1 - 27/1 3.06 8- 9 2.31 5- 7 8. 50 6.00 

40. 29/1 - 3/2 J.JJ 8- 9 2.63 5- 7 8,50 6.00 
41. 5/2 - 10/2 3.78 8- 9 2.25 5- 7 8.50 6.00 
42. 12/2 - 17/2 4.07 8-10 2.55 5- 8 9.00 6. 50 
43. 19/2 - 24/2 4.06 8-10 2.54 5- 8 9.00 6.50 

t...~. -26/2 - 3/3 4.17 9-10 2.83 6- 8 9. 50 7.00 
45. 5/3 - 10/3 3.87 9-10 2.50 6- 8 9.50 7 .oo 
46. 12/J - 17/3 4.22 10-12 ).21 7- 9 11.00 8.00 
47. 19/J - 24/3 4.44 10-12 ).70 7- 9 11.00 8.00 
48. 26/J - 31/3 4.21 10-12 ).79 8-10 11.00 9.00 

(Naval (Naval 
49. 2/4 - 7/4 ).50 5- 6 9-10 2.04 3- 5 7- 9 8.50 7.00 
so. 9/4 - 14/4 ).72 5- 7 8-10 2.17 4- 5 7- 9 8.00 6.85 
51. 16/4 - 21/4 ).56 6- 7 8-10 2.88 4- 6 8- 9 8.17 7.35 
52. 23/4 - 28/4 3.67 6- 8 8-10 2.21 5- 6 8- 9 8.00 7.00 

------- - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - --- - ---- - - - - - --- - - - - -
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Table 5.7: Weekly Wholesale and Retail Prices 
the Puna Market, 1977-7S 

(Per Dozen) at 

GUAVA {·LUCKNOW ·49) 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Grade I Grade II 
Date --------------- ---------------Who lie- He tail .Whole- He tail 

sale sale 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
1. 1/5/1977 - 6/5/1977 1.99 .3- 5 0.95 2- 4 
2. S/5 - 1.3/5 l.S4 .3- 5 1.00 2- 4 
.3. 15/5 - 20/5 1.75 .3- 5 0.91 2- 4 
4. 22/5 - 27/5 1.90 .3- 5 o.s2 2- .3 
5. 29/5 - 3/6 1.80 .3- 5 0.67 1. 50-2.50 
6. 5/6 - 10/6 1. .3.3 3- 4 0.75 1. 50-2.50 
7. 12/6 - 17/6 1.00 .3.- 4 0.6.5 1. 50-2.50 
s. 19/6 - 24/6 1.20 .3- 4 o.s1 1.50-2.50 
9. 26/6 - 1/7 l.OS .3- 4 0.67 1. 50-2. 50 

10. .3/7 -. S/7 1.11 .3- 4 o. 5S 1. 50-2.50 
11. 10/7 - 15/7 1.22 3- 4 0.67 1. 50-2.50 
12. 17/7 - 22/7 1 .• 11 2- 4 0.50 1. 50-2.50 
13. 24/7 - 29/7 1.02 2- 4 0.5S 1. 50-2.50 
14. 31/7 - 5/S 1.2.3 2.50-4 0.56 1. 50-2.50 
15. 7/S - 12/S 1. .33 .3- 4 0.63 1. 50-2.50 
16. 14/S - 19/S 1.20 3- 4 0.61 1.50-2.50 
17. 21/S - 26/S 1.1S 3- 4 0.71 1. 50-2.50 
lS. 2S/S - 2/9 1.10 2.50-4 0.64 1. 50-2 
19. 4/9 - 9/9 1.2S 2.50-4 o.6S 1.50-2 
20. 11/9 - 16/9 1.17 3- 4 0.67 1.50-2 

\ 

21. 1S/9 - 23/9 1.00 3- 4 •'0.79 1. 50-2 
22. 25/9 - .30/9 . 1.05 3- 4 o.so 1.50-2 
2.3. 2/10 - 7/10 o.s9 3- 4 0.60 1.50-2 
24. 9/10 - 14/10 1.12 3- 4 0.71 1.50-2 
25. 16/10 - 21/10 1.2S 3- 4 0.71 1.50-2 
26. 23/10 - 2S/10 1.20 .3- 4 - 0.74 1. 50-2 
27. .30/10 - 4/11 1.22 3- 4 o.S6 1. 50-3 
2S. 6/11 - 11/11 1.~4:3 .3~ 4 ~~06 1. 50-3 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

(continued) 
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Table 5. 7: (continued) 

~- - -- - - - - -- - - -- - - - - --- --- --- -- - -- -Grade I Grade II 
Data --------------- ----------------Whole- Retail \!.'hole- Retail 

sale sale 
- - - - - - - - - - - - -- --- - - - - - --- - - --- - --
29. 13/11 - 18/11 1.21 J- 4 0.80 1.50-J 
)0. 20/11 - 25/11 1.20 J- 4 '0.80 1.50-3 
31. 27/11 - 2/12 1.18 J- 4 0.8) 1.50-J 
32. 4/12 - 9/12 1.59 J- 4. 1.04 2- 3 
3). 11/12 - 16/12 1.7) J- 4 0.96 2- J 
)4. 18/12 - 2)/12 1.75 J- 4 0.88 2- J 
)5. 25/12 - 30/12 1.81 J- 4 1.10 2- J 
)6. 1/1/1978 - 6/1/1978 1.90 3- 5 0.96 2- J 
37. 8/1 - 1311 2.01 J- 5 0.8) 2- J 
38. 15/1 - 20/1 1.4) J- 5 1.12 2- 3 
39. 22/1 - 27/1 1.49 J- 5 0.96 2- ) 
40. 29/1 - J/2 1.82 4- 5 1.21 2- J 
41. 5/2 - 10/2 2.20 4· 6 1.29 2. J 
42. 12/2 - 17/2 2·.25 4· 6 1.1) 2- J 
43. 19/2 - 24/2 2.23 4- 6 1.07 2- J 
44. 26/2 - 3/J 2.00 4- 6 1.00 2- 4 
45. 5/J - 10/J 2.12 4- 6 1.25 2- 4 
46. 12/3 - 17/J 2.14 4- 6 1.25 2- 4 
47 0 19/J - 24/J 2.08 4- 6 1.19 2- 4 
48. 26/J - 31/J 2.02 4- s o.81 2- J 
49. 2/4 - 7/4 1.9) J- 5 1.02 2-2.50 
so. 9/4 - 14/4 1.74 3- 5 o.89 1.50-2.50 
51. 16/4 - 21/4 1.85 3- 5 0.95 1.50-2 
52. 23/4 - 28/4 2.00 J- 5 0.85 1.5.0-2 

. . 
~ -- ---- - ~ - -- -- - -- - - -~.~ --------- - -,. "··' ' . 
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Table 5.8 Weekly Wholesale and Retail Prices (Per Kg.) at 
Puna Market, 1977-78 

ill 

- - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Grade I Grade II 
Date --------------- ---------Whole- Retail Retail 

sale 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1. 1/5/1977-6/5/1977 4.85 9-11 6- 8 
2. 8/5 - 13/5 4.54 8-10 5- 7 
3. 15/5 - 20/5 4.56 8-10 5- 7 
4. 22/5 - 27/5 4.35 8-10 5- 7 
5. 29/5 - 3/6 4.2 8-10 5- 7 
6. 5/6 - 10/6 .4 8-10 5- 7 
7. 12/6 - 17/6 4.50 8-10 5- 7 
8. 19/6 - 24/6 3.67 7- 8 4- 6 
9. 26/6 - i/7 2.83 6- 7 .3- 5 

10. 3/7 - 8/7 2.50 6- 7 3- 5 
41. 5/2/1978 - 10/2/1978 4 7- 9 4- 6 
42. 12/2 - 17/2 .3 6- 8 4- 6 
~3. 19/2 - 24/2 2.83 6- 8 4- 6 
44. 26/2 - .3/3 3. 5 . 7- 9 5- 6 
45. 5/3 - 10/3 4.4 8-10 5- 7 
46. 12/3 - 17/3 4 8-10 6- 8 

47. 19/3 - 24/3 4.6 10-12 7- 9 
48. 26/3 - 31/3 5.2 11-12 8-10 
49. 2/4 - 7/4 5.83 11-12 8-10 
50. 9/4 - 14/4 6. 5 12-14 9-11 
51. 16/4 - 21/4 6 12-14 9-11 
52. 23/4 - 28/4 6.83 12-14 9-11 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -



Table 5.9 Weekly Wholesale and Retail Prices (Per 10 kg,) at Pune Market, 1977-78 
' * . JUNNAR BANANAS :· Grade I 25%; Grade II 35%; Grade III 

. - - - - - - - . - --- ---- . Date Whole- Retail Date Whole- Retail 

sale ·--~--------------- sale ------------------Grade Grade Grade Grade Grade Grade 
I II III I II III 

1. 
2. 
). 
4. 

5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 

9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
1). 

14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 

19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 

1/5/77 - 6/5/77 
8/5 - 13/5 
15/5 - 20/5 
22/5 - 27/5 

' 
29/5 - 3/6 
5/6 - 10/6 

12/6 - 17/6 
19/6 - 24/6 

26/6 - 1/7 
3/7 - 8/7 

10/7 15/7 
17/7 22/7 
24/7 - 29/7 

31/7 - 5/8 
7/8 12/8 

14/8 - 19/8 
21/8 - 26/8 
28/8 2/9 

4/9 - 9/9 
11/9 - 16/9 
18/9 23/9 
25/9 - 30/9 

4.44 
5.36 
4.67 
4.71 
4.65 

5. 48 
5. 7 3 
7.13 
6.59 
5. 78 

5.58 
5.65 
5.50 
5.06 

12.50 
12.50 
12.50 
11.25 
11.25 

11.25 
11.25 
11.25 
12.50 
12.50 

12.50 
12.50 
12.50 
12.50 

8,28 
8.28 
8.28 
7.60 
7.60 

7.60 
7.60 
7.60 
8.28 
8,28 

8.28 
8.28 
8.28 
8.28 

5.10 
5.10 
5.10 

4.70 

4.70 
4.70 
4.70 
5.10 
5.10 

5.10 
5.10 
5.10 
5.10 

31. 27/11 - 2/12 
32. 4/12 - 9/12 
33. 11/12 - 16/12 
34. 18/12 - 23/12 
35. 25/12 - 30/12 

36. 1/1/78 - 6/1/78 
37. 8/1 - 13/1 
3l:S. 15/1 - 20/1 
39. 22/1 - 27/1 

40. 29/1 - 3/2 
41. 5/2 - 10/2 
42. 12/2 - 17/2 
43. 19/2 - 24/2 

44. 26/2 - 3/3 
45. 5/3 10/3 
46. 12/3 17/3 
47. 19/3 - 24/3 
48. 26/3 31/3 

49. 2/4 - 7/4 
50. 9/4 - 14/4 
51. 16/4 - 21/4 
52. 23/4 - 28/4 

5.63 
5.61 
5.38 
5.48 
5.41 

5.43 
5.50 
5.66 
5.53 

5.57 
5.86 
5.61 
5.10 

4.60 
5.68 
5.82 
6,22 
6.)0 

16,66 10.35 
16.66 10.35 
16.66 10.35 
16.66 10.35 
16.66 10.35 

16.66 10.35 
16.66 10.35 
16,66 10.35 
16.66 10.35 

16.66 10.35 
16.66 10.)5 
16.66 10.35 
16.66 10.35 

16.66 10.35 
16.66 10.35 
16.66 10.35 
16.66 10.35 
16.66 10.35 

6.40 
6.40 
6.40 
6.40 
6,40 

6.40 
6.40 
6.40 
6.40 

6.40 
6.40 
6.40 
6.40 

6.40 
6.40 
6.40 
6.40 
6.40 

23. 2/10 - 7/10 4.98 
5.35 
5.44 
5.67 

12.50 8.28 
12.50 8,28 
lO.uO 6.90 
10.00 6.90 

5.10 
5.10 
4.28 
4.28 

-------------------------------------------------24. 9/10 - 14/10 
25. 16/10 - 21/10 
26. 23/10 - 28/10 

27. 30/10- 4/11 
28. 6/11 11/11 
29. 13/11 - 18/11 
32. 20/11 - 25/11 

5.87 
5.58 
5.61 
5. 40 

10.00 6.90 
10.00 6.90 
12.50 8.28 
16.66 10.35 

4.28 
4.28 
5.10 
6.40 

Arithmetic Mean 5.62 14.42 9.22 
Standard Deviation 0. 67 . , 52 • 8 
Coefficient of 
Variation 11.92% 1 • % 1 • 

- - - -- - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - -
Note ___ I Junnar Bananas : 8% arrival of Poona market. 40% from Junnar comes to Pune. 

60% goes to Bombay, 

Note II The stem of the banana bunch is 9% of the total weight. Therefore the wholesale 
weight is for 9.10 kg and not 10 kg of bananas, 

Note III Six avarage sized bananas weigh 600 gms, six largo ones weigh 700-750 gms, and 
six very large bananas weigh from 800 to 850 gms, Each bunch of a banana has 
6 smaller bunches of about 18 bananas each. Therefore a complete banana bunch should 
vary in weight betwean 10.8 kg and 15.44 kg, g~nerally, Most bunches will have 
bananas of mixed sizes, 

Note V 

Both large and medium bananas come from the Junnar taluka, 
banana is being popularly cultivated in the Junnar taluKa, 
no clear price differentiation between the bananas from the 
Jalgaon araa any more, 

Conversion formula [from dozen to kilogram) 
To convert price per dozen to price per 10 kg, 

The Jalgaon variety of 
Therefore there is 
Junnar taiuka and the 

1 dozen medium bananas • 1200 gms, therefore the price for 10 kg (10,000 gms) can be 
obtained by multiplying the price per dozen by ~or 8.33, This would be the 
retail price per 10 kg for Grade II .,Junnar bananas. 

Similarly, large bananas which make up Grade I are taken as 1 dozen • 1400-1500 gms 
or to convert the price per dozen into the price per 10 kgs, the retail price per • 

1000 6 dozen is multiplied by !450 or .9. Grade III is taken to comprise of all the 
re~aining qualities, except for the residual termed "beet". 

SEASONALITY: The seasonality of the Junnar bananas is primarily from July to March 
with major concentration of arrival between August and February, Some enterpri 1 ' 
banana culttvators were re-arranging their planting and care to obtain off- 9 ng 
crops, May through August, season 
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Table 5.!Q:Weekly Wholesale and Hetail Prices (Per Kg.) at the 
; . Pune Market, 1977-78 

GHAPES (THOMPSON SEEDLESS) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Date Whole- Retail Date Whole- Hetail 
sa~e sale - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1. 1/1/77-6/5/77 29. 13/11 - 18/11 
2. 8/5 - 13/5 30. 20/11 - 25/11 -3. 15/5 - 20/5 31. 27/11 - 2/12 4.50 . 6- 8 
4. 22/5 - 27/5 32. 4/12 - 9/12 .4.10 6- 8 -5. 29/5 - 3/6 33. 11/12 - 16/12 ),88 . 6- 8 
6. 5/6 - 10/6 34. 18/12 - 23/12 4.46 7- 9 
7. 12/6 - 17/6 35. 25/12 - 30/12 4.04 7- 9 
8. 19/6 - 24/6 -36. 1/1/78-6/1/78 4.63 7- 9 -9. 26/6 - 1/7 37! 8/1 - l3/1 4.5° 7- 9 

10. 3/7 - 8/7 )8. 15/1 - 20/1 4.33 7- 9 
11. 10/7 - 15i7 39. 22/1 - 27/1 4.31 7- 8 

17/7 - 22/7 - 29/1 - 3/2 4.58 7- 8 12. 40. 
13. 24/7 - 29/7 41. 5/2 - 10/2 4.25 7- 8i -14. 31/7 - 5/8 42. 12/2 - 17/2 4.47 7- 9 
15. 7/8 - 12/8 43. 19/2 - 24/2 4.32 7- 9 
16. 14/8 - 19/8 ·-44. 26/2 - 3/3 3.81 7- 9 
17! 21/8 - 26/8 45. 5/3 - 10/3 4.19 7- 9 
18. 28/8 - 2/9 46. 12/3 - 17/3 4.23 7- 9 -19. 4/9 - 9/9 47. 19/3 - 24/3 4.69 7- 9 
20. 11/9 - 16/9 48. 26/J - 31/3 5.69 8-10 
21. 18/9 - 23/9 

.,.. 
49. 2/4 - 7/4 5.77 10-12 

22. 25/9 - 30/9 12* 50. 9/4 - 14/4 6. 00 10-12 . .... 
23. 2/10 - 7/10 12* 51. 16/4 - 21/4 6.75 12-llt 
24. 9/10 - 14/10 12* 52. 23/4 - 28/4 
25. 16/10 - 21/10 6 15 
26. 2~/10 - 28/10 
27. 30/10 - 4/11 
28. 6/11 - 11/11 

' 
------------------------- t-- -.------
* These are a few cases of isolate~ direct r~tai1 purchases from 

neighbouring villages which bypass the wholesale market. 
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bahar commands about a third of the pric• of the juna bahar. 

It takes about 6 to 8 weeks for a n!!! bahar to acquire the 

full development of the juna bahar. The price of the second 

grade is usually between 70 and 80 per cent of the price of 

topmost grade or Grade I. There are several other lesser 

grades available in the retail market. 

For any calculation of market margins and price 

spread the third and lesser grade must also be included in 

the calculations. The lesser grades can be aggregated into 

an approximate third grade which commands between 65 and 80 

per cent of the p~ice of the second grade. Some of the 

seasons in these tables are longer than the seasonality 

pattern described earlier. This is so because many culti

vators these days try to differ the treatments of fertilizer 

and water to their crops and thereby there able to begin and 

the season of their orchard at a different point or time 

than the main season. 

5.4.4 MONTHLY WHOLESALE PRICE VARIATIONS 
OF THE SELECTED FRUIT 
The wholesale price variations at Poona are shown in 

Table 5.11. Wholesale prices are quite stable at the Poona 

market when examined on a monthly basis. The price is higher 

at the beginning or the season and often also during the peak 

season for that fruit. During the summer months prices are 

higher for oranges, mosambis and figs. Guava prices are 

higher 1n.the months December through April. Banana prices 

are more or less stable through the year, and grape prices 
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Table 5.11 : Monthly Wholesale Prices for Selected Fruit 
at the Poona Market, 1977-78 

-- - -- --- -- ---- - ------- -------- -Month/Year Oranges Mosamb1 Guava Fig Banana Grapes 
(Poona- (Pune- ~Kalm1) (Puna) (Thompson 
Nagar) Jalna) Pune) Seedless) 
Price/ Price/ Price/ Price/ Price/ Price/ 
Kg. Kg. Kg. Kg. Kg. Kg. --------------------------- - --

1211-18 
May 1.98 2.02 o.64 4.55 -
June 2.08 1.99 0.47 3.60 
July 1.85 2.43 0.46 - 4.62 

August 1.59 1.35 0.43 - 6.09 

September 1.36 1.30 0.44 5.52 

October 1.29 1.29 0.44 5.28 

November 1.84 1.65 0.49 - 5.56 -
December 1.89 1.76 .0.63 5.55 4.27 
January 1.37 1.47 o.65 5.53 4.42 
February 1.30 1.45 o.81 3.72 5.60 4.36 
March 1.38 1.80 0.79 4.59 5.71 5.02 

April 1.96 1.16 0.64 6.24 - 6.18 

-------- ------- --- ---- - -- ---- -
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are highest at the end of the season. Some this price pattern 

may be examined along with the arrival pattern for 1977-78 

illustrated in Table 5.1 in which the peak seasons may be 

identified. The wholesale prices by themselves do not tell 

a great deal more than the pattern of seasonality. In fact, 

the wholesale prices reproduced here do not always clearly 

reflect the pattern of arrival in Table • This is 

because a multiplicity of factors and not just the arrival 

of that variety of fruit influence these wholesale prices. 

Since very few wholesale price figures are available in the 

Gadgil report detailed comparative analysis for the two 

periods is not possible. In the following section certain 

important faetors such as the coefficients of price varia

tion and the wholesale-retail relationship are examined. 

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN WHOLESALE AND 
RETAIL PRICES (193o-31 AND 1977-78) 
Various aspects of the wholesale and retail price 

behaviour in the Gadgil survey and the current study are 

illustrated in Table 5.12. The first difference between 

the two periods may be noted in the reduction of wholesale 

and retail price variations as indicated by the respective 

coefficients of variation. Fluctuation in the retail price 

for oranges has reduced from 41 per cent in the 1930s, to 

around 16 per cent. The corresponding decline in wholesale 

price variations for the other fruits for whic~ comparable 

data is available in the Gadgil study is a 2) per cent from 

70 per cent for mosambis. For other fruits adequate data 
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Table 5.12 A Comparative Study of the Arithmetic Mean, 
Standard Deviation and Coefficient of Variation: 
Wholesale and Retail Prices of the Selected 
Fruits at Poona (1930-31 and 1977-78) 

- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---- - -
1930-31 1977-78 

-------------- --------------Whole- Retail Whole- Retail 
sale price sale price 
price. price 

- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -
Oranges (Dozens) 

Arithmetic Mean 1.00 3.30 .,.o5 * 
Standard Deviation 0.41 0.66 0.97 

Coefficient of Variation 41.00~ 20.0~ .13 •. 1(Q% 

Mosambis (Dozens) 

Arithmetic M~an 0.34 0.84 ).47 6.73 * 
Standard Deviation 0.24 0.29 0.8; 1.62 

Coefficient of Variation 70.61% )4.04% 2).92% 19.6~ 

Guavas (Kilograms) 

Arithmetic Mean 0.29 0.76 1.60 

Standard Deviation - o.os 0.14 0.2) 

Coefficient of Variation 16.)0% 25.32% 16.41% 

Figs (Kilograms) 

Arithmetic Mean 0.72° 4.)9 7.28 

Standard Deviation 0.24 ' 1.1.) 1.81 

Coefficient of Variation )4.2~ 25.74% 2).28% 

- - - - -- ~ - - ·- ----- --------------
(Continued) 
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Table 5.12 : (Continued) 

- - - - - - - - - - -- - --- - ------- ---1930-31 1977-78 
-------------- --------------Whole- Retail Whole- Retail 
sale price 
price 

sale price 
price -- -------- --- - - - -

Bananas (Kilograms) 

Arithmetic Mean 

Standard Deviation 

Coefficient-of Variation 

Grapes (Kilograms) 

Arithmetic Mean 

Standard Deviation 

Coefficient of Variation 

5.62 11.3* 

0.67 1.20 

11.92% 10.62% 

8.30* 

0.70 1.24. 

15.08% 14.94% 

* The retail prices for 1977-78 reproduced for the measurement 
include the weighted averages of Grades I, II and III. 
The third and lesser grade must be included in the retail 
price for a more accurate calculation of retailers' 
mark-ups. 

· @ The prices of the poor quality figs that continue to come 
into the market after the main season is over have not 
been included here in order to ensure comparability with 
the 1977-78 prices. · 
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is not available from the 1930s. The comparison of the 

retail price variations between the two periods indicates 

a consistent pattern of declining price fluctuation for 

oranges, mosambis and figs, and for guavas the variation 

appears to be about the same for both periods. 

There is greater fluctuation in the wholesale prices 

than in the retail prices as is evident from the coefficients 

or price variation illustrated in Table 5.). The difference 

between wholesale and retail price variations appears to be 

higher for the more sturdier fruit such as mosambi and less 

for mora perishab~a fruits such as grapes. 

The ratio or fruit prices during the Gadgil survey 

and the current study is in the range or 1:1 for oranges and 

mosambis, and 1:5 for guavas. Fig prices.have risen ten 

times the level of the Gadgil study. The latter is a 

reflection of the dropping supply ot figs in the Poona 

district in recent years (as discussed in Chapter III). 

The wholesale-retail ratio of prices has improved 

since the Gadgil survey. Wholesale prices tor mosambi are 

reported to be forty per cent of the retail price. The 

current study has indicated that the wholesale price is now 

around fifty per cent of the retail price and the mark-up 

is now about 90 to 100 par cent of the wholesale price. In 

the Gadgil survey this mark-up was around 150 par cent of 

the wholesale price. . ' 
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5.5.1 ESTIMATION OF FRUIT SPOILAGE IN POONA 

Fruits, as perishable crops, are faced with the addi

tional problems of spoilage. Such spoilage takes place in 

transport, handling and keeping and causes cultivators to 

receive lower net returns and the retailers to raise their 

prices to cover this additional cost of marketing. 

The initial survey of fruit marketing in the district 

gave an indication that the spoilage of fruits was probably 

quite significant. Although relatively little damage or loss 

in transit between the Poona villages and the Poona city 

-was reported, sue~ loss was occurring at various stages of 

fruit handling. In order to obtain spoilage data for this 

study several sellers were asked to keep records of all 

their fruit spoilage. In addition, as a matter of routine 

this information was collected from all fruit sellers 

contacted in the city of Pune. As expected, not all the 

sellers approache~ kept the records that· they had promised. 

Nor were all the records complete. However, at the end of 

the survey a total of 273 data points had been collected for 

the six fruits being ·studied here and 615 data points for 

all fruits taken together. The absence of continuity in the 

data makes it impossible to comment upon the seasonal nature 

of_ the spoilage. The spoilage statistics that have been 

presented in the following pages offer projections of loss 

of value in spoilage and enables the computations of 

realistic costs of retailing. 
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The firs~ step in ~e collection of sPoilage da~a 

was the definition of •spoilage" for ~he purposes of this 

study. This determined the na~ure of da~a required from 

~he frui~ sellers. While ~he general meaning of the ~erm 

spoilage is seldom misunderstood, the term_must be given a 

specific sta~istical concept that will permit analysis. 

Spoilage 1D this study is being defined as ~he percentage 

loss in to~al fruit value on account of damage caused by 

keeping, transpo~a~ion or improper packing, handling, etc. 

The records that fruit sellers were asked to maintain for 

this research were, 

(1) the date of purchase of each variety 
of fruit; . 

(2) the amount purchased; 

(3) the marke~ price; 

(4) the spoilage amount c;»r ~he amount 
sold at below the market price for 
quality deterioration; and 1 

(S) the price at which each quan~ity of 
spoiled fruit were sold. 

The formula we used to calculate ~he spoilage was thus: 

Le~ x1 be the original amount purchased 

and p1 the normal market price, 

let ~ be the amount spoiled, 

and p2 be the price a~ which the spoiled fruit was sold. 

Then, 
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With this formula the following spoilage figures have been. 

calculated. 

Table 5.13 

TheBe figures are shown.in Table 5.1). 

* Fruit Spoilage (Stall-holders and Cart-holders 
Only): Value Lost (due to Fruit Damage) as a 
Percent.ge of Retail Price . 

- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - ---
Orange Mosambi Guava Fig Banana Grape 

- - -- - -- - -- - - ----
Average 

8.00 6.20 11.80 14.80 15.60 spoilage 10.45 

Standard 
deviation 1.61 1.)6 0.65 2.37 ).84 '6.28 

Coefficient 
of variation 15.41 17.00 10.48 20.08 25.95 40.26 

- - - ----- - --- - ---
* Almost all the cart-holders included here were banana 

sellers. Cart-holders that sold grape not included here. 

Table 5~13 concentrates.mostly on stall-holders and 

the spoilage statistics quoted by them. 

From the above Table.it may be gathered that fruit 

spoilage in the post-regulation period'is quite high. There 

are no earlier (pre-regulation) comparable estimates to 

permit meaningful comparison~ However, in the next section 

when storage aspects in fruit marketing are examined the 

shortcomings of cold storage in general, and the MAFCO cold 

storage facilities in particular, in the matter of resolving 

the problem of fruit spoilage in keeping, will be outlined. 

Some of this 'spoilt' fruit is marketed in the fo~ 

a residual category known as the ~· The market for this 

grade of fruit lies in the low income groups. 
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Fruit is a delicate produce and fruit in Poona occurs 

at various stages of marketing. It has been a tradition in 

fruit marketing at Poona market for commission agents and 

traders to use their rented market space for the overnight 

storage of unsold fruit. Such storage is at normal room 

temperature and humidity. It is inexpensiv~, as it simply 

involves the services of an overnight watchman. The watchman 

is generally one of the men hired by the commission agent 

on a fixed monthly salary. At the new location at Gultekadi 

the spaces are larger and there is further storage space 

for fruit and containers above the agent's space. 

In 1961; the Directory of Cold Storages in India 

made the following comment: 

Perishable commodities like fruits, 
vegetables, eggs, fish, meat, etc., show very 
high fluctuations in regard to supply and 
prices. This may be mainly attributed to 
lack of adequate cold storage facilities 
which causes considerable wastage of these 
commodities. Lack of cold storage facilities 
also causes glut in the market in the ·peak 
period of supply depressing the prices very 
considerably. In order to avoid this, it is 
essential to have cold storage facilities for 
these commodities so as to eliminate possibi
lity of avoidable wastage as also to enable 
the producer to work out a phased programme 
of supplies to the market. !QI 

But even in 1961, the idea was not a new one. The 

possibility of cold storage had been considered even as 

10 Directory of Cold Storages in India. Directorate of 
Marketing and Inspection, Government of India, 1961, p. 1. 
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early as in the 1930s when the 1937 Report on the Cold 

Storage and Transport of Perishable Produce in Delhi, the 

second of the marketing series reports of AMI discussed the 

issue. It has been easier to implement cold storages in 

the larger terminal markets such as Delhi and Bombay where 

the arrival of large quantities of perishable produce· 

create a demand for cold storage facilities. 

COLD STORAGE FACILITIES AT 
THE POONA MARKET YARD 
The growth in the meat and poultry industry may be 

considered to be chiefly responsible for the construction 

of·cold storage facilities in the Poona city •. With the 

regulation of the Poona market and the construction of the 

new Market Yard at Gultekadi, the PAPMC has provided cold 

storage facilities near the market yard. This is provided 

with the assistance of MAFCO, an independent Maharashtra 

State undertaking. To encourage cultivators to use the 

cold storage facilities an addition was made to the then 

existing services and terms offered by MAFCO to cultivators 

and their agents. As a result of this change cultivators 

can acquire financing to the extent of 80 per cent of the 

average value of their produce from any nationalized bank. 

The annual interest for this financing is a minimal 6-8 per 

cent. The necessary condition that the produce was placed 

. 

11 Among fruits, cold storage facilities have been 
generally ~sed for apples. By 1983, only 8 per cent of the 
total capacity of the non-deep freeze section was used for 
apple storage. 



either in the cold storage (perishables) or in the govern

ment warehouse (non-perishables).12 

In·spite of all these efforts the utilization of the 

MAFCO cold storage units for fresh fruit had dropped to 

zero in September 1985.13 Individual traders and commission 

agents had preferred to use Bombay cold storage units even 

for their apple arrivala,14 in favour or the MAFCO facilities. 

The rates of space rental prior to April 1979 and 

the rates thereafter at the MAFCO Cold Storage unit are 

given in Table 5.14. 

Table 5.14 Statement Showing the Rent System of the Cold 
Stora~e on Space Area Basis (Rate per ~rt Per 
Month) and Revised Rates from 1-4-1979 
. 

- - + -

Space Hired 

- - - - - - - - - -
Full Floor 
2000 eft and above 
1000 crt and above 

500 eft and above 

- - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - --One year 

---------------Old Revised 
Rate Rate 

(Paise) (Paise) 

2~ 30 
31 3S 
3S 40 
38 45 

---

--- - -- -- -Six months 

---------------Old Revised 
Rate Rate 

(Paise) (Paise) ----
28 3S 
3S 40 
38 45 
42 so 

---
~ : Maximum load permissible.will be 1 tonne/125 eft. 

Source: MAFCO, Gultekadi. 

12 Maharashtra Agriculture and Fertilizer Corporation. 

13 This information was provided by B.B. Boob, Deputy 
Secretary of the Poona Market Committee. -

14 The chargeman and technician or the Gultekadi MAFCO 
Unit, S.N. Kundalkar, supplied this information. -
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The space rent in 1985 October was 35 paise per cubic 

root per month for a minim~ period or one year, and 40 

paise per cubic foot per month for a minimum or six months. 

Apart from the space charge there is an additional charge 

or Rs. 4 per month for every 20 kilograms stored to pay for 

the refrigeration. This is to say, cold storage charge is 

greater than Rs. 20 per quintal for a one month period. 

There are two MAFCO units in Poona city. There is one 

at Gultekadi, and the other is in Janawadi. or these, only 

the one at Gultekadi offers space for the storage or fresh 

fruits. This is ~eing emphasized because the temperature 

and humidity requirements for the storage of fresh fruit is 

different from those of processed fruit. .Processed fruit 

requires the deep freeze or temperatures below freezing. 

Fresh fruit deteriorates if frozen and requires temperatures 

between 2°C and 5°C or about 34°F and )8°F and controlled 

humidity. The Gultekadi unit has eleven rooms, or whi~h as 

many as eight are deep freeze rooms (temperature -to0 c to 

-20°0). In terms or storage space, out or a total capacity 

or two thousand tonnes, two rooms or 500 tonnes and one or 

200 tonnes capacity, or sixty per cent or the capacity, is 

available for produce not requiring the deep freeze condi

tions. This total capacity is ample to meet the needs as 

demonstrated by the 50 per cent capacity utilization figures 

given to us by the MAFCO personnel. The utilization of 

fruit is from non-local sources. Failing to interest the, 

local traders and commission agents the MAFCO units reached 
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out to the growing areas such as Ratnagiri (Maharashtra) and 

Bulsar (Gujarat) for mangoes and to Himachal Pradesh and 

assembling cent.t:es like Delhi for apples.. The fruit was 

directly purchased by MAFCO representatives from these 

places and processed in their units. 

Fresh fruit is not being stored in cold storage in 

Poona for several reasons. First, and most importantly, the 

common experience of traders using the cold storage units of 

MAFCO (at Poona) has been that the fruit deteriorates at a 

tremendous rate once removed from the storage unit. Moreover, 

some users have even experienced fruit damage while the fruit 

is still in cold storage. The likely reason for this, the 

MAFCO organtzers feel, is that the MAFCO storage centre has 

no humidifier. Fresh fruit will not store well without 

dehumidification and excess water formation is held respons

ible for the· quick deterioration. The purchase of a 

dehumidifier is not among the present plans of the MAFCO 

cold storage centres of Poona and the estimated purchase 

price of the smallest dehumidifier is over Rs. 1 lakh. At 

any case, even if such a purchase is conducted by MAFCO, the 

new expense would only add to the unit eost of storage. 

Higher cost of storage would be a further deterrent to the 

use of the cold storage facilities. 

It must be emphasized, however, that even if MAFCO is 

able to provide humidification at reasonable cost under some 

subsidy programme, the method of cold storage is not·really 

suited to fruit storage in Poona. In the u.s. and other 
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Western countries where cold storage is commonly used for 

fruit, ~he process of keeping fruit ~nder cooler temperatures 

does not end at the cold storage. All retail grocery stores 

in the u.s. are air-conditioned and the fruit once removed 

from the cold temperature is not exposed to the heat of the 

tropical· sun, as is the case in Poona and elsewhere in India. 

Further, all homes in the U.S. have some form of refrigera

tion to pick up the temperature maintained storage process 

from where fruits leave the retailing units.. In Poona the 

conditions are quite different. The retailer is a small 

independent busin~ss unit with relatively little capital 

(as compared to the corporate chains that own most of the 

retail business in the u.s.). Refrigeration of fruit at the 

retail unit is not possible in India at this time. There

fore, cold storages are not ~eally a suitable form of fruit 

.storage under the conditions existing in Poona. 

5.6.1 FRUIT PRESERVATION IN POONA 

Fruit preservation (and the storage of fruit in a 

processed form) offers the problem of spoilage. Fresh fruits 

spoil easier than fruit in some processed form such as 

canned fruit slices, jams, jellies, dehydrated fruit, etc. 

The conversion of fresh fruit into ·a processe~ form would 

spare cultivators the reduced net earnings, and perhaps even 

encourage retailers to reduce their price mark-ups. 

Organizations sue~ as MAFCO have preferred to first 

transform the fresh fruit into pulp or juice, and then 
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market these processed units to the Middle Eastern Markets. 

Some information regarding the economics of some.of their 

efforts at fruit preservation and export is being reproduc~d 

here. 

The idea or exporting fresh or processed agricultural 

products is impractical for the Indian cultivators as the 

international market for processed fruit is dominated by 

large corporations who are very well capitalized. 

5.6.2 EXPERIMENTS WITH FRUIT PRESERVATION 
AND EXPORTS IN POONA 

Some enterprising members and administrators of the 

Poona Agricultural Produce Markets Committee have been 

looking into the possibilities or fruit preservation to what 

appears as yet an unprepared audie~ce. Even these efforts 

have been sporadic and without ·any real determination. Their 

proposal to set up a Rs.40 lakh banana powdering unit from 
' the USSR died an early death. A raisin manufacturing 

(dehydrating) machine proposal by a local entrepreneur 

(Bhagwat) was good humouredly entertained but never backed 

with financial or other cooperation by any organization or 

individual. MAFCO, a better financed government organiza

tion, has been able to follow up the hunches of some far

sighted administrators and have explored this virgin 

territory. Here are some of the results of the experiments 

with fruit preservation and exports. 
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5.6.21 SMALL SCALE RAISIN MANUFACTURING15 

The results promised by the local manufacturer of a 

raisin producing machine, though yet to be tested by others, 

appear to be encouraging. Raisin manufacturing from grapes 

is a simple process of grape dehydration. Fresh grape may 

be purchased at the average price of Rs. 7 a kilogram. The 

manufacturing machine has been priced at about Rs. 5,000. 

The life of the machine is expected to be about ten years. 

The total cost of operating the machine at 1984 prices is 

Rs. 15 per eight hours' of daily operation. The machine can 

process 1 kg of grapes in 1 hour. The total estimated loss 

in weight as a result of the dehydration process is 50 per 

cent. Ther~fore, an hour of operation will produce half a 

kilogram of raisins from 1 kilogram of grapes. The 
. . 

expected actual operation in an 8 hour day would ~e about 

5 hours. Therefore, an 8 .hour day may be expected to 

process 5 kilograms of grapes to produce 2~ kilograms of 

raisins. The estimated cost of producing a quintal of 

raisins would then be: 

5 kgs of grape e Rs. 7 a kg x 250 
Total cost of operation per 8 hours 
Estimated total cost per 5 kgs. 

. For 5 kgs. 
Rs. 35 
Rs. 15 ------
Rs. 50 

Therefore, estimated cost per quintal is approxi

mately Rs. 1,000. 

15 Deputy Secretary PAMPC, B.B. Boob has the details 
of this proposal. 
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The market price for raisins is about Rs. 80 a kg or 

Rs. 8,000 a quint.al, retail, promises a fair margin of 

profit. 

5.6.22 MAFCO'S EXPERIMENTs16 

MAFCO's experiments with the processing and export 

of packaged mango pulp have been reasonably successful even 

against the tough price competition from the Latin American 

countries. Five MAFCO factories have each been.handling · 

about 1200 tonnes of mango annually. Mango is purchased in 

bulk directly from Ratnagiri, Belgaum, Bangalore and Bulsar, 

though Alphonso and Totapuri were the two principal vari

eties handle~. Besides mango, such preservation efforts 

have been made for pineapple, fig, guava and banana. 

Efforts with oranges were left to NOGA and NOGA does not 

have a unit in the Poona distri~t. 17 
The following is a s~~ary of the economics of fruit 

preservation and marketing, as experienced by MAFCo.18 

Since only a few fruits have been experimented with, the 

results of all the major experiments are being included 

here. 

1$ These details were acquired from Mr. Marwaha, the 
Production Manager of the MAFCO Gokhalenagar-Janawadi Unit. 
The information is current upto October 1985. 

17 Nagpur Orange Growers Association. 

18 The source of information in this section is the 
Production Manager, Mr. Marwaha of the Gokhalenagar Unit . · 
of MAFCO. 
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I. MANGO 

(a) Purchase Price 

Ratnagiri Belgaum Bangalore Bulsar 

Rs.6/kg Rs.5.50/kg Rs.5.50/kg Rs.6.30/kg 

MAFCO representatives go and purchase the Ratnagiri 

mangoes personally from the cultivators. In addition to the 

price, they therefore also incur a transportation cost of 

Rs. 0.25/kg. Mango from the other areas is purchased from 

contractors and therefore include the cost of'transportation. 

(b) Processing Cost: 

Labour 

Re.l/kg ·or 
pulp 

'Electricity 

Rs.0.25/kg of 
pulp 

Storing 
Charges 

Total 

Rs.0.75/kg of Rs.2/kg of 
pulp pulp 

The yield for mango pulp after a 25 per cent shrinkage 

and spoilage, and another 25 per cent for processing waste, 

is estimated at about 50 per cent. Thus at the average price 

of Rs.6 a kg of mango, 1 kg of pulp will require Rs. 12 of 

mango. 

(c) Packing: 

Mango pulp is packed in half kilogram polythene bags 

for export as well as domestic marketing. The cost of the 

polythane bags plus the cartons in which these are packed is 

Rs. 1.50/kg of pulp. These are transported in non-refrigerated, 

insulated vans both to local centres as well as to exporting 

outlets like Bombay. 



(d) Transportation 

Poona to Bombai 

Rs.0.25/kg of pulp 

Within Poona 

Rs.O.l5/~g of pulp 

Bombay to the Middle Eastern Countries: 

Rs.2.50-Rs.3.00 a kg depending upon the time of the 
year and the shipping company (average Rs.2.75/kg). 

(e) Total Cost per 1 kg of Pulp: 

Rs.l8.50/kg. 

(f) Market Price: 

Rs.l9 to Rs.20/kg 

(g) Government incentive at 10% of value of the 
agricultural produce being exported: 

10% of Rs.20 • Rs.2.00. 

(h) Net Profit Per Kilogram of Pulp being exported: 

Rs. 20.00 - Rs. 18.50 • Rs. 1.50/kg 
Plus Government 

Incentive Rs. 2.00 

Rs. 3.50/kg 

II. GUAVA 
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Guava of the Lucknow 31 variety only was purchased 

from Poona, Jalna, etc., at the average price of Rs.l/kg. 

The processing costs of guava pulp was Rs.0.60/kg for labour 

and Rs.l.75/kg of pulp for materials. The packing cost is 

Rs.l.60 a kilogram. All other costs are the same as for 

mango. Fruit loss in the processing is only 20 per ~ent for 

guava. Two MAFCO units together produced 50 tonnes or· 
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guava pulp in 198)-84. They narrowly broke even with the 

10 per cent export incentive. 

III. BANANA 

The experiment was conducted with 1 tonne of banana 

purchased from the Poona wholesale market. The total 

procassing cost (especially the cost ot the citric acid 

required for banana to prevent blackening of banana pulp) 

was too high to make this project feasible. The processing 

cost alone was Rs.4/kg, whereas the prevailing price at the 

international market was in the range or Rs. 7 to Rs. S a 

kilogram. 

These initial efforts to touch the foreign market 

have not produced the most encouragi~g r~sults. The chief 

reason for this is that the Middle Eastern markets are 

receiving both fresh and processed fruits or good quality 

from the Latin American countries. The Latin American fruit 

industry has a corporate structure that pa~its it to profit

ably supply the fruit at lower costs and consequently charges 

much lower prices. 

One of the problems that the Indian fruit industry 

faces in this regard is the high capital cost and the low 

productivity permitted by the technology currently being 

used. The initial investment tor such a plant which has a 

capacity of producing 1 tonne pulp a day is Rs. 10 lakhs at 

1984 pricas. The smallest available compressor for the 

purpose is of )0 tonnes. The operating cost of smallest 

compressor is: 



Electricity 
Furnace/Boiler 
Labour (including 
administration) 

Rs.200/a day 
Rs.400-~.500 a day 
Rs.l a kilogram of pulp 

(minimum) 
Depreciation is at 10% and interest on capital 
at about 12%. 
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Besides the reduction of fruit spoilage price varia

tion can be reduced by the availability of reliable market

ing intelligence. The following discussion is about the 

availability of market intelligence at the Poona market. 

5.7.1 THE ROLE AND IMPORTANCE OF 
MARKET INTELLIGENCE 
Well-informed market operators provide for a more 

efficient mar~eting system. The availability of quick and 

reliable market information also enables cultivators to 

respond more quickly and ration~lly to market.indicators. It 

is to be expected, therefore, that the provision of market 

intelligence on matters such as prices, arrivals, market 

facilities, credit rates, weather conditions, crop forecasts, 

·market expectations, etc., makes it possible for cultivators 

to plan ahead more efficiently. Better planning on the part 

of the cultivators should ensure them higher returns from 

agricultural production. 

The 1972 Bulletin of Market Intelligence describes 

the role of market intelligence accurately in the following 

quote: 

The role of market intelligence, in 
whatever sphere it is organised, is to 
provide a running commentary on the various 
economic forces operating in the markets or 



elsewhere which influence market behaviour 
with a view to enabling a better understand
ing of the market economy as it is and as it 
may be in the foreseeable future. In an 
economy like ours market mechanism and price 
incentives play a valuable part in promoting 
the flow of resources in the planned channels. 
Market information enables us to know the 
effectiveness of market mechanism and to 
devise ways and means for making it more 
effective. Market intelligence is also a 
prerequisite for formulating a proper price 
policy, watching its execution, discovering 
the trends and deciding further action. 
Market intelligence has to be studied along 
with other general information having a 
bearing on prices, sales, wages and incomes 
including the order of development outlay, 
money supply with public, credit extended by 
various sources, propensity to consume and 
to stock, demand estimates based on popula
tion growth, extent of urbanisation, changes 
in levels of incomes and consumption pattern, 
etc • .J:2/ . 
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'Market Intelligence', therefore, implies more than 

the mere collection and presentation of statistics on 

prices, production, arrivals and sales. The purpose and 

utility of market intelligence is considerably wider than 

that. It includes not only the provision of current market 

information or "market news" but also scientifically 

computed market projections regarding the market expecta

tions, which is generally called "Outlook Information". The 

presentation of both reliable current market information as 

well as reasonably dependable projections regarding the 

future expectations in the areas of interest to agricultural 

19 The Ministry of Agriculture's June 1972 Bulletin on 
Market Intelligence in India, Vol. I, published by the 
Directorate of 8conomics and Statistics, Ministry of Agri~ 
culture, New Delhi, June 1972, p. 1. 
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producers, market intelligence performs an essential market

ing service. The utility o~ market intelligence will be 

evident in several ways. It will aid in better planning 

in matters related to the farm business as a whole. Market 

intelligence could guide cultivators in the selection of 

the crops to produce, the best times for planting and 

harvesting based upon climatic projections, and in the 

management of crop and livestock enterprises. By providing 

information regarding actual and potential supplies in the 

market, the periodicity of arrivals of various commodities 

and actual and exp.ected price fluctuations, market intelli

gence could enable the cultivators to make the most profit

able choices in the time of sale and the selection of markets. 

In fact, market intelligence can provide such guidance 

and information as can serve beyond the immediate needs of 

the cultivators. Long-term output and price projections 

could enable producers to ·re-adjust production in a manner 

that gluts and price depressions may be averted. Information 

regarding cooperatives formation and the availability of 

extension services could offer the mor~ enterprising culti

vators' new and broader options. With increased commercial

ization in agriculture, adequate knowledge or existing 

market conditions and projections of expected trends become 

crucial tools for efficient functioning and future planning. 

To borrow from the 1972 Bulletin on Martet Intelli

gence in India one more 'time: 



The Government (and the cultivators) 20 
need detailed information on these items, so 
that economic policy evolved by them may 
apply to realistic conditions rather than to 
assumed conditions. To serve a useful purpose 
in policy formulation, market intelligence 
has to provide at least a rough clue to the 
probable behaviour of the forces likely to 
influence the market in the near future. For 
instance, the final estimates of crop produc
tion in our country become available only 
after the crop has been harvested and the 
larger part of it even marketed, but the 
market prices begin to be influenced by the 
prospects of the crop even before it is 
harvested or it actually starts flowing into 
the market. It is the role of market intelli
gence to provide regularly periodical inform
ation on the prospects of standing crops 
before precise quantitative estimates of 
their actual outturn become available and 
thereby provide a valuable clue to price 
behaviour in the present and in the immediate 
future. W 
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The powers of adequate and reliable market intelli-
. . 

gence are, therefore, undeniable. Still, it should be 

cautioned that much of the utility of such market intelli

gence depenss upon the two key words "adequate" and 

"reliable". Market intelligence provided by the Market 

Committee, for instance, will be meaningful only if the 

cultivators find the market records maintained by the 
' I 

Committee to be accurate, and the projections to be reliable. 

Careful maintenance of accurate records is, thus, essential 

for the acceptability of the market intelligence supplied 

20 The words in t~e parentheses have been added by this 
researcher. 

21 Bulletin·on Market Intelligence in India, Vol. I, 
op.cit., p. 10. 
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by Market Committees. Therefore, extreme care must be taken 

on these accounts. 

5.8.1 CONCLUDING REMARKS ON PRICE VARIATIONS 
OF FRUITS AT POONA 

In the final analysis of prices at the Poona market 

certain patterns emerge in the wholesale and retail price 

behaviour. First, wholesale fluctuations are found to 

exceed the fluctuations in retail prices. A comparison with 

the Gadgil Report indicates that such a wholesale-retail 

behaviour was evidenced also in the 19JOs. A difference to 

be noted, however, is that price fluctuations are much less 

in the post-regulatory phase of fruit marketing at Poona 

than during the time of the Gadgil Report. The retailer's 

mark-up is about 100 per cent of the wholesale price for 

each of the six fruits examined·in this study. 

Some of the retailer mark-up is attributable to 

frequent fruit spoilage experienced in transit and handling. 

Spoilage eats into the farmers' returns as spoilt fruit is 

sold as ~ at very low prices. The problem of spoilage 

has not been solved by the cold storage unit constructed at 

the Poona market. Fruits produced in the Poona district 

spoil easily once when removed from cold storage unit. This 

factor and the high costs of cold storage keeping, discourage 

the use of cold storage facilities for fruit storage. Con

sequently other solutions to fruit spoilage hav~ been looked 

into in this chapter. One possible solution is fruit 

preservation. Another method of improving marketing and 
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the farmer's share in the consumer's rupee is cooperative 

marketing. Market information of a good quality would 

offer a certain fillip to steadier prices and better returns 

to cultivators. The next chapter takes an overview of 

fruit marketing in Poona and examines the extent to which 

the structure has improved since the 1930s. Certain reco

mmendations will also be offered in the following chapter. 
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER V 

In order to test the magnitude the mark-up between the 

wholesaler's price and the retailer's certain consignments 

ware followed from the point of wholesale to the point· or 

retail. First, ten tender sales were observed at the 

Gultekadi market for oranges, mosambi and chickoo. The 

copies of sales slips prepared for the cultivators and 

retailers by the commission agents were collected from the 

PAPMC and compared for inaccuracies. The selected consign

ments were then followed up to the points of retail. At 

this point persons unknown to the retailers were sent to 

these retail units to purchase the same varieties of fruits 

from the lots purchased that d~y. These retail prices were 

then compared with wholesale prices or those very consign

ments. The retail-wholesale mark-up was found to be quite 

high, and the retail prices ware between ninety and a 

hundred per cent or the wholesale prices. This effort at 

cross-checking the retailer's margin ensures this research 

ot the accuracy or the margins quoted in Chapter IV ot 

this text. 



CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION : AN APPRAISAL OF FRUIT MARKETING 
IN POONA IN THE POST-REGULATORY PERIOD 

6.1.1 AN INTRODUCTORY BOTE 

300. 

The concluding chapter provides a researcher with an 

opportunity to make the tinal assessments and comments upon 

the subject or research. For this study, this is the time 

to examine the degree to which the fruit marketing structure 

in the Poona district has increased in efficiency during the 

post-regulatory period. 

The effectiveness of a regul'-ted market in the pro

vision of complete package in improved marketing structure 

has been a subject or some doubt even among the earlier 

appraisals of market regulation such as tbe 19~1 enquiry by 

M. L. Dantwala. In this report1 Dantwala points out that 

the best that market legislation can do by itselt is to 

equalise bargaining power and create conditions more con

ducive to more perfect competition. He goes on to add: 

This would necessitate strengthening the 
organization for market intelligence, 
storage, grading, pooling and adequate 
credit and finance,· to mention a few 
important items, ••• The point to be 

1 Report or the Enquiry into Regulated Markets in 
the Bombay State, Printed at the Government Central Press, 
Bombay, 19~1, PP• 4-~. 



noted is that unless the attack is from all 
key points, even the best isolated piece or 
legislation m&J not yield the desired 
result. g/ 
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The assessment or the pertor~ance and achievement or the 

regulated truit market or Poona must also assess the 

extent to 'Which these • auxiliaries or good marketing•, 

as Dantvala puts it, (the infrastruotural requirements 

ot good marketing) have been made avaUabla. 

FRUIT MARKETING IN POONA ; A StJMMARI 
oF taJi;sAt:foo FACToRS 

Since the·study or fruit marketing is in essence an 

examination or how marketing affects the cultivators, cer

tain characteristics or these cultivators have been round 

to have a direct bearing upon m.arketing practices. One or 

the findings or this study is that the average size or an 

orchard in Poona district is about an acre large. The 

general pattern or fruit cultivation in this district is one 

or scattered and small orchards. WhUe it is true that the 

cultivatipn or fruits in the Poona district is confined to 

certain villages in a rev talukas, the individual producing 

units are not consolidated. The pattern of· cultivation in 

the district continues to be mora or less traditional. It 

is indicated in the Gadgil report that fruit cultivators 

ot the 1930's generally relied upon the services or 

2 Ibid. 
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middlemen for the marketing or their fruit. The construc

tion or roads leading to the vUlages in recent years and 

the availabUity or trucking services at most or the pro

ducing vUlages has reduced the cultivators• reliance upon 

the middlemen• s services. One or the findings or this 

survey is that the middlemen's share in the marketing or 

fruits (in areas other than Junnar) has dropped to around 

one-third or total marketable fruit or the district. 
,share. ol- · 

Another finding or this research is that the~culti-
nd: .,. «.-k4 ... ns 

vators• ... J.. ···in the consumers• rupee is 3"3·~~per cant tor 

each or the six rruits being studied here. ·A comparison 

with the Gadgil Report or the 1930's indicates that there 

has been a red~ction in the costs or &arketing over the . 
years as truck transportation h~ become available at 

charges lover than before. Costs at the market are also 

standardised and reduced since market regulation. Even so, 

marketing costs are still between a rirth to a rourth or 

the retail price. The retailer mark-up 1s almost one 

hundred per cant or the wholesale price. It 1s not clear 

trom the GadgU report as to the exact dbensions or such 

retaUer mark-ups in those time. The specific discussion 

on the subject or retailer mark-ups3 otters examples or 

hawkers only. These examples indicate hawker mark-ups or 

around 73 per cent or the wholesale price, or that the 

3 Gadgil Report, PP• 112•114. 
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501-• 
Wholesale price is aboutA~7 per cent ot tbe retail price,~ 

vhUe in another instance the ~ark-up is as timated at 23 

per cent ot the Wholesale price. The mark-up tor stall 

holders is much higher.~ There vas considerable variation 

in Wholesale prices in.the 1930's which is nov much reduced. 

Calculations or coefficients ot variations tor wholesale 
• 

and retail prices for both periods indicate a much lesser 

price fluctuation today. 

Some or the other changes in the marketing structure 

since the GadgU Report are matters such as those related 

to marke.t regulation. With market regulation all marketing 

practices at the Poona market are standardised and open 

auction has replaced the closed auction sales or the Gadg11 

Report. These changes may be summarised in the findings 

ot the immediately following section. 

FRUIT MARKETING IN POONA • AN APPRAISAL 
OF POST·REGULAXORY MARKETiNG 

The post-regulatory structure or truit marketing 

in Poona may be evaluated broadly by reviewing the changes 

in the following aspects or marketing: 

1) Open auction and returns 

1i) SpoUage and storage 

iii) Market arrivals 

~ Ibid., p. 113. 

~ Ibid., P• 113. 
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iv) Price fluctuations 

v) Marketing costs and market channels 

vi) Incidences or self-marketing and the role 

or middlemen 

vii) Marketing credit, intelligence and other 

facilities that encourage self-marketing, 

and, 

viii) Cooperative marketing. 

The assessment of market regulation as an instrument 

or agricultural ~licy is based upon the objectives that 

have inspired the introduction and implimentation or the 

· PAPM Act. To what end the findings of this research indi

cate that market regulation has ~ucceeded in meeting its 

objectives will be examined in the following paragraphs. 

The findings or this research are or mixed nature. Some 

aspects are encouraging and indicate that the fruit market

ing structure or Poona is more efficient than it was in the 

1930's as reported by the Gadgil Report. Some or these ) 

positive changes have occurred gradually over the years. A 

few of these changes are the direct product or the regula

tion of the fruit section of the Poona wholesale market 

yard in late 1976. The major positive changes found by 

this research are the following: 

(a) The marketing costs such as charges for weigh• 
-

ment, measurement, unloading, unpacking, grading, the 
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commission salesmen's services etc. have been regUlated. 

These were standardised under the Poona Agricultural Produce 

Markets Act and the level or enforcement has increased over 

the years. Unjustified deductions and miscounting of truit 

to the disadvantage of suppliers, practised regularly prior 

to market regulation, have almost been eliminated. 

(b) Truck transportation has replaced other means of 

transportation of fruit to the Poona market such as railway 
. 1 ~1'f.lly 

and bullock transport · the 1930' s.)~.,reducing damage in 

tran~it. Truck transportation is quicker, begins close to 

the orchards, travels during the c·ool of the nights, and the 

fruit is covered with tarpolin to protect against rain and 

wind. 

(c) A new fruit section.to the wholesale market yard 

at the Gultekadi location was added in 1979. The new loca

tion is much larger than the old market yard 1n the heart of 

the most congested part of the city. The new location has 

ample storage space. There is also more space for trucks 

to park and unload, and raster unloading or the fruit takes 

place. Cold storage and banking faclli ties are available 

very close to the market yard and both are very easUy 

accessible. Accommodation is now available tor farmers at 

the market yard to enable farmers to frequently visit the 

market yard. The PAPMC office is situated closeby and there 

are sympathetic officers available from very early 1n the 
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morning till 6 pm to help resolve marketing disputes and 

provide information. 

(d) The PAPMC has been encouraging the grading of 

fruit. Fruit are generally sold in more grades than re

ported by the GadgU Report. 

(e) Grapes ge~erally come to the market in corru

gated boxes and not in the less protected baskets of the 

1930's. The use of these boxes has also introduced a 

fairly high degree or standardisation 1n grape marketing. 

(r) Since the regulation or the market the PAPK: 

has accepted responsibility or maintaining records relating 

to the marketing or all regulated agricultural produce. 

This encompas_ses all rrui t and other agricultural produce 

coming to the Poona market. PAPMC collects all sales slips 

with details or costs at the market. By means or the 

information from the slips the PAPMC maintains records of 

daUy wholesale prices by each unit or sale and daUy 

arrivals in both units or sale as well as their monetary 

value. 

(g) Wholesale prices at the Poona market are pu

blished 1n some of the major vernacular newspapers or the 

region. 6 Prices regarding some or the major agricultural 

6 Fruit prices are published in Marathi 1n major 
newsp~pers as th~ Kesari, Sakal and Tarun Bharat. . 
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produce (but not tor fruit) are announced 1n Marathi on the 

radio as well. These ettorts at dissemination ot market 

information have been supplemented with ettorts tovards the 

collection or price and arrivals information trom other 

markets or interest to the Poona tarmers with the help ot 

tha TELEX system ot information transmission. By the end 

or 1986 such a dailr intelligence exchange arrangement had 

been succasstul.lr established with the Delhi market, and 

etrorts vera in progress to establish s1m11ar exchanges with 

tbe produce markets at Bombar, Nagpur and Sholapur. 

(h) The closed auction system ot wholesale that bad 

been tba cause ot much exploitation· ot the farmers has been 

replaced. In some casas the open auction srstem has re

placed tba old hatta paddat or ~ecrat auction system and in 

other cases the tender srstem (also an improvement on the 

secret auction systeml is in use. 

(i) Thera is representation or the cultivators in the 

marketing board. The representative cultivators are in a 

position to promote and enforce the cultivators• interests 

1n the marketing structure at the Poona market. 

( J) There are commercial and cooperative banks 1n all 

taluka headquarters and even 1n soma or tba mora important 

v111ages. Cooperative and land development banks are easilr 

accessible to the truit growers or Poona. Ettorts towards 

the financing or grape cultivators begun 1n BiJapur and 
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Kasik districts provide examples or bov f'ruit f'armers in 

Poona may be alequately f'inanced tor both cu1tivation and 

marketing with only their orchards as surety. 

(k) Roads leading to all the taluka headquarters 

and the major villages are metalled, even 11' the quality of' 

the metalling is often poor. This is a vast illprove.Dent 

on the rough katcba roads r.entioned in the GadgU Report. 

(1.) One serious attempt bas been made in the dis

trict towards the cooperative marketing of' f'ruit • .Utbougb 

this ef'f'ort at cooperatively marketing bananas f'roa the 

Jmmar taluka to the Poona market cannot be regarded as a 

successt'Ul. attempt, it vas the pioneering ettort in this 

direction. 

(m) The incidences ot selt-marketing ot (via truck

ing agency) truit have increased ove~ the years. (Arouncl 6 

per cent or the interned cultivators are not selling truit 

to middlemen.) This increase mq be attributable chiefiy 

to the construction or metalled roads and the increased 

avail.abil.ity ot truck transportation to the farm at rea

sonable rates. However, at least a small part ot the credit 

tor this change m87 be due to the implementation or market 

regulation at Poona. 

(n) E!'torts towards truit processing and presena-
. 

tion have been observed in Poona. The MAFCO cold storage 

units 1n Poona have processed several truit1 although their 
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most successful effort so tar bas been sale or mango pulp 

made from Ratnagiri mangoes. There have been successful 

efforts at fruit preservation and processing in the Kulaba 

district Which provide examples or successful conversion 

residual fruit into profitable and useful products 1n 

Western Maharasbtra. 

At the same time the marketing structure bas retain

ed many aspects or the inefficiencies describe in the Gadg11 

Report or t1tty years prior. 

(o) Price Fluctuations 

A comparison or wholesale and retail prices tor 

the six trui ts or interest to this study before and w1 tb the 

findings or th~ Gadg11 Report and the post-regulation Poona 

market illustrates a decline in· the coefficient variation 

tor all six fruits. The additional storage at the Poona 

market yard and the price information that is published in 

Marath1 newspapers avaUable at various cooperatives and 

talathis' offices may be at least partially credited tar 

this positive change. There is indication in the price data 

that price variation tor fruit at the Poona market has de

clined a little atter the regulation of' the market. 

Some of' the less encouraging findings of' this study 

are: 

(a) The implementation and supe"ision of' the 

market regulation are not very effective. The commission 
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agents try to get around the market regulations whenever 

possible. The large size of the residual categories are 

partially due to a certain degree or misrepresentation. 

(b) The marketing costs are between 11 .~ per cent 

and 22 per cent of the retail price and 30 per cent to 40 

per cent of the wholesale price. or this, costs at the 
'-t;.o 

Poona market are about 3. 7 per cent ·. ~. 7 per cent 
~ 

of the retail price (and 7.12 per cent ~- 9.83 per cent 

of the wholesale price). 

(c) The Poona orchard growers• net returns range 

between 33 per ·cent and 3Gt per cent ot the Poona 

retail price. Market regulation has made a relatively small 

increase to this percentage share by reducing irregular 

charges and deductions at the m~ket. The net returns tor 

the farmers are especially low in view or the short dis

tance ·of transit involved between the Poona villages and the 

Poona wholesale market yard. 

(d) The tender system or wholesale is being used 

for the sale of many fruits instead of the open auction 

system. Under the tender system retailers often whisper 

their quotes in the commission salesman's ears instead or 

saying the price aloud. The price settlement process there

fore continues to be secret. 

(e) Fruit packaging remains the same as before 

regulation tor most truit. In fact most of the fruit are 
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stU1 marketed in baskets protected with paper, leaves, and 

grass. The protective layering is not thick enough to otter 

adequate protection against truit bruising through the 

various processes or marketing. The baskets currently used 

tor packaging tigs, guavas and man7 or the other rruit are 

about the same as the ones described in the Gadgil Report, 

with onl7 minor changes. Even some or the grape varieties 

(other than Thompson Seedless) continue to arrive at the 

Poona market in baskets. A tairly large part or the Poona 

mosambi still reaches the Poona market in jute sacks (gonis) 

with verr little protection other than the tact the7 are 

picked when still gree and hard. 

( t) Middlemen continue to pla7 an important role in 

the marketing or truit such as oranges, mosambi 1 banana and 

grape. The services or the middlemen are stUl sought 

though less frequently than before. About a third or the 

citrus growers or Poona sell their produce to middlemen. 

Middlemen continua in their critical roles as financiers, 

sources or market tnt ormation and even suppliers or inputs. 

For the services they provide the middlemen charge 1o-12 

per cent or the retail price as payment. 

(g) In spite or tba use or middlemen's services, 

under tbe existing market structure the net returns accru• 

ing to the termer is not necessarily higher through selt

marke ting than it is through middlemen marketing. This is 
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possible because. or the substantial economies or scale tbat 

middlemen enjoy. 

(h) Record keeping by the PAPMC is not very accurate 
-

or reliable. Moreover, records are maintained in such overly 

aggregated rorm as to conceal.the vital detail. Consequently, 

the farmers are left to continue their dependence ror market 

information largely rrom middlemen and neighbouring farmers. 

Moreover,. the market information that is announced on radio 

rrom Bombay does not as yet include information regarding 

fruit from Poona. The TELEX method or collecting intelligence 

from other markets· is al~o as yet in infancy and does not 

bring information from the markets or specific interest to 

the Poona farmers, i.e. the Bombay and the Gujarat markets. 

( i) The only cooperativ~ marketing effort atte~pted 

in the area did not succeed. The faltering progress and tbe 

ulttaate demise or the cooperative marketing organization 

was caused by a conflict or personal and cooperative 

interests or the guiding members. Although the initial 

effort failed there have been no rollow·up efforts in the 

district to attempt cooperative marketing taking care to 

avoid the pitfalls or the first effort. 

(j) Extension work in the villages is of very limit

ed nature where exists at all. The farmers must continue to 

look for reliable production and marketing information from 

other farmers and middlemen. 
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(--------------------------------------------------BANANA AND APPLE. RATES ARE NOT AVAILABLE 
I WILL PASS AFTER SO~ Tltv£. PL 
THANKS · 
i0oocio"01io11~ 
u<. THAI'.~ YOU 
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(k~ The problem or fruit spilage, especially in 

inventory, has not yet been·solved. Spoilage increases 

the costs or retailing on the one hand and the size of the 

residual category in wholesale on the other. The wide 

margins at the retail level maintained to allow for fruit 

spoilage, and the large proportions or rrui t sold as ~ 

(waste) are further confirmations of the spoilage proJec

tions presented in this research. 

Efforts towards fruit preservation and processing 

are still very limited in Poona district. MAFCO has pro

cessed chiefly mango into mango pulp. There have also been 

some attempts to make banana chips and raisins. But the 

MAFCO centers, even those situated in Poona, go out or their 

way to the ~aJor producing areas in other districts such as 

Ratnagiri, Nasik and Jalgaon to make their purchases or 

fresh fruit. Other than the limited MAFCO efforts, the 

preservation and processing or fruit has not been attempted 

commercially at Poona. 

6.4.1 RECOMMENDATIONS OF THIS RESEARCH 

The corrective solutions to the structural problems 

relating to fruit market~ng in Poona may be tackled both 

wi.thin the framework or market regulation as well by 

organisationing,forces outside the purview or the market 

regulation. The following recommendations will call upon 

the participation or the PAPMC as well as other organisations. 
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The structural problems such as are to be found in 

fruit marketing in Poona mBf be addressed more directly if 

agricultural policies specifically targeted to this end. 

Market regulation has the potential of performing an effec

tive supportive role in such reform. The following are the 

recommendations of this research: 

(1) Market Reform and Standardisatig,n 

In order to make the records maintained by the 

PAPMC more meaningful it. is suggested that price and 

arrivals data be maintained in greater detail and accuracy. . / 

Since prices vary greatly by variety as well as by bahars 

(seasons) aggregated records such as one finds in the 

existing price and arrival information maintained and dis

seminated by the PAPMC distorts· the actual price and 

arrivals variations and the price arrivals relationship. 

Farmers find such price data of little use and prefer to 

rely upon the information they receive from middlemen and 

neighbours. Moreover, at the market subst~tial variation 

exists in the sizes and qualities of the units of sale 

whether that unit is an arranged lot or a basket (often 

both of which are called by the common name or pati.) 

When variation in quality and quantity exists the recorded 

price variati~ns per lot either exaggerate or underestimate 

the real nature or price variations. For the sturdier 

fruit such as mosambi grading sieves may be used to. 

standardise and quicken the process. 
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(2) Weighment and Grading at the Farm 

It is suggested that cooperatives provide weigh

ment and grading services at the villages in accordance v1 th 

the PAPMC•s standards. This may encourage farmers to grade 

and veigh their fruit prior to packing the produce tor tbe 

market. The current practice ot Wlpacking baskets and grad

ing the fruit at the market yard involves additional handl

ing and fruit damage. This further adds to the residual

cum-reject category ot ~ which so sharply bites into the 

cultivators net returns. 

( 3) Market Intelligence 

Several suggestions are being ml¥1e to improve 

the nature or market intelligence available tor the Poona 

tru1 t farmers. The market intelligence currently available 

is inaccurate, overly-aggregative, slow and limited 1n 

coverage. The tirst tvo issues may be addressed by introduc

ing accurate grading and recording disaggregated data. The 

remaining tvo issues may be addressed it greater reliance 

is placed upon the collection ot information trom other 

markets used by the Poona tru1t farmers and the quick 

dis semination or detailed information in ways such that it 

may be easUy accessible to the farmers. The usa or the 

TELEX system to obtain information rrom the Bombay and the 

Gujarat markets, most commonly used by the farmers ot Poona 

(other than the Poona market) has been suggested. Local 
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7"icH"'ocRitr) NtJv emt3Ef:< Nfl6 1 p,qc.,c a. t; 
1/<JRITTEI'I By 7uLte c HATTE.R<TE£ . 

' eul'*lSt!li' HIGH TECHNOLOGY ~ 
---,.,.if"-IQ#WP-'?*Yi2.1W;m, ·uak~1t•aJQi -;{rui::i.2~:r:~J-

Electronic Fruit-Sorting 
System 

• MAF HAS COME OUT WITH A NEW 
system for sorting fruit , one that will 
eHectively replace the sorting tables 
that were used formerly, where the pro
duce had to be sorted by hand. This new 
system uses the latest in electronics to 
sort fruit into three diHerent classes. 

The coding of the quality of each 
fruit is carried out throvgh a mere flick 
of a switch. A conveyor belt displays the 
fruit, while it is being scanned by an 
optical-electronic system, using infra
red diodes and a ceo camera that 
identify the fruit that will. have to be 
rejected. 

The collected data is then transmit
ted to a central management system. A 
gauge directs the produce to diHerent 
exits from the conveyor belt. This selec
lion is done according to the various 
parameters that have been fed Into the 
machine, such as quality, size and 
colour . 

This new product makes it easy to 
program as well as to control produc
tion more eHectively. Overloading of 
collateral conveyors can be avoided, as 
the spoiled lruit is rejected. In addition, 
the MAF system automatically sorts the 
fruit according to its final destination. 
Once again, this helps to prevent over
loading the exits from the conveyor. 
The bottom line shows a decided, net 
improvement in the quali ty ol a grow
er's fruil. 

Electronic fruit-sorting system. 
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and regional newspapers in Maratbi can continue to otter 

market information, but the information must be provided 

with greater details. Literate farmers with access to 

market intelligence of this nature, however, question the 

reliabUi ty of the information. The greater nav in this 

kind of written market information is that it precludes the 

illiterate farmers trom having independent access to market 

intelligence. 

The radio, on the other band, needs to be recognised 

as potentially a powerful instrument for the dissemination 

of daUy market prices, arrivals and other information. As 

fruit is a perishable crop, fruit prices should receive a 

greater priority ot radio announcement than they have re

ceived so tar. Till the end of 1986 fruit prices rrom the 

Poona market were not being included in the radio announce

ments or agricultural prices. The prices ot the locally 

cultivated varieties as well as those ot the larger growing 

areas (such as Nagpur oranges and Jalgaon bananas) need be 

included, and announced by the season (!!J!!! or new and~ 

or old). The daily announcements of accurate prices and 

price projections on radio will provide an effective supple

mentary to the truit prices already reported in the regional 

newspapers. Not only that, because ot the easy availability 

ot radios in most villages, regular announcements or market 
' 

information for all the major fruit crops locally grown is 

likely to be a more effective instrument tor spreading 
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market intelligence than the alternatives or newspaper or 

television. Educational programmes regarding the cultiva

tion and marketing or truit on Doordarshan would also be 

an extremel.T useful tool wherever farmers have access to 

television sets. Radio and television otter the additional 

advantage or being intel.ligible to even the Uli terata 

farmers. The radio and television are therefore recommend

ed as sources to which farmers would turn tor market in

formation 1t the information vas round to be current, 

detailed, and most 1mportanUT1 reliable. 

{It-) Fruit Marketing Cooperatives 

J. marketing cooperative would address the special 

needs or Poona district orchard growers. The problems that 

an average Poena fruit cultivator races is one or small 

orchards and small volumes or total output. Regardless 

or the total size or his agricultural holding, 1r, as is 

the common pattern in the district, the orchard growers 

consignments are small {as a result or the small orchard 

sizes), chances are that he v111 be cheated on tbe price. 

In spite or the one unsuccessful ertort towards 

cooperative marketing 1n Poona by the Sa.hjeevani Phal.e 

Khared1 Vikri Sangh this research recommends cooperatives 

tor a more efficient and equitable marketing structure. 

The obvious obstacle in the path or the formation or a 

marketing cooperative in Poona have been dul7 recognised 
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1n the dissertation •. However, with the inspiration and 

organisational support and concessions rrom the PAPMC such 

an errort could be initiated. 

(S) Preservation and Processing 

Much or the tru1 t spoUage occurs as a result or 

handling and keeping. Some or this occurs because the 

commission agents manage Wholesale prices through the 

tender srstem and maintain them above the market clearance 

level. 

This research recommends the use ot such unsold 

rruit tor processing and preservation since semi-damage~ 

rruit can be easilY' used tor that purpose. There is 

domestic demand tor the processed and preserved rruit in 

the arJJl1 canteens 1n particular·. MAP'CO collection units 

and processing centers in the Poona citr have been recommend· 

ad tor the absorption ot the surplus, damaged or otherwise. 

Examples or certain costa involved in tbe pro

cessing and preservation ot some rruits vera discussed 1n 

Chapter v. It is indicative therefore that the expenses 

involved 1n such processes are likelY' to be quite reason• 

able and arrordable tor the MArCO and other local organisa• 

tions. MAFCO could make avaUable mobile collecting units 

at various collecting points spread around Poona city and 

retailers could bring over their daily or weakly surpluses 

tor sale to these collection units. Service units tor 
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processing fruits brought in bulk could be started by MAFCO 

in several parts or the Poona city and made avaUable to 

wholesalers and farmer• s agent• s (such as the commission 

agents) with surpluses. The Market Committee could play a 

more dynamic role in the protection or the farmers• interests 

by eliminating the unit or sale called"~ and by divert

ing all such ~ to the processing units. The processing 

units should be available to any private entrepreneur that 

may wish to look tor profits in this area and compete with 

the MAFCO units. 

Another possibility would be to encourage the deve• 

lopment or processing facilities in smaller towns and rural 

areas. The processing facilities at Kashal.e in Karjat 

tal.uka, Raigad .District, by the _Acade1117 of Development 

Science, has not only offered a solution to the spoUage of 

fresh produce in agricultural markets in Maharashtra, but 

has also been a valuable source or emplorment tor Adivasi 

women. The units process the fruits or the locally grown 

trees such as mango, guava, .lli,!, jambhul and karwand, 

These fruits are converted into jams,· jellies, pickles, 

syrups, chatnis and dehydrated fruit, all or which are 

supplied to the I.I.T., Powai, canteen in the Bombay area, 

The demand tor processed and preserved fruit has 

been increasing nationally. There is substantial unmet 

demand tor these in the various canteens of educational 

institutions and the corporate sector. Moreover, processed 
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and canned food items accurately meet the needs or the armed 

forces. Therefore the sale or the processed and preserved 

fruit should be targeted towards domestic demand. Moreover, 

the peculiar constitution of the warm region fruits avail• 

able at the Poona market (especially the six fruits of 

special interest to. this study), and the non-temperature 

controlled retailing that is available in most parts or 

India, cause accelerated fruit deterioration once the fruit 

is recalled from the cold storage. The choice of appro

priate solutions is therefore narrowed down to preservation 

and proce'ss1ng or 'the fruits. 

(6) Provision of Institutional Credit 
for Marketing Expenses 

I 

ttos't or the· proble~· or today's fruit marketing, 

such as high costs of marketing, lCMer net returns, lack or 

independent marketing decisions, etc., ot the cultivators 

stem from the power and indispensability of middlemen under 

the· existing system. Effor~ such as the A.R.D.c. Project 

III are so far limited to grape cultivation. For the 

elimination of the services of the middlemen, the Market 

Committee could encourage the credit institutions such as 

nationalised banks and cooperative banks to study this 

problem. Schemes similar to the A.R.D.C. Project III need 

to be made available to the cultivators of other fruits. 

The advantages or such schemes should be available to small 
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orchard cultivators who form the majority or the Poona fruit 

growers. The PAPMC could also emphasize to the banks the 

importance or replacing middlemen as credit institutions. The 

middlemen have been providing loans ror marketing, consump• 

tion and social functions. Banks may be encouraged to study 

_seriously the prospects or working out schemes tor financ

ing specific marketing and consumer loans. Loan recovery 

would probably be easier it the lending organisation had 

some control over the cultivatoris potential resources, For 

this reason other potential lenders could be cooperative 

marketing organizations and. fruit preservative cooperatives. 

In the matter or loans the existing societal needs cannot 

be ignored altogether. Middlemen, as lenders, especially 

tend to these needs. ao long as other institutions will not 

take over this burden, rruit marketing will pivot around 

- various intermediary units. 

To better understand the potential or errorts such 

as the A.R.D,C, Project III as alternatives t~ intermediary 

financing, the following paragraphs sketch an outline or 

the major parameters or the programme. 

A.R,D.C, Project III : An Outline 

The Agricultural Refinance and Development Corpora

tion Project III (A.R,D.C, Project III, ror short) was 

financed as a part or an International Development Agency• 

World Bank Scheme. The National Bank tor Agricultural and 



PART II LAND UTILIZATION AND CFLOPPING PAl'TERN, 1977-7$ 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Name Plot Culti- Total De scrip- Whether If cultivating 
of No. vable Land tion of Irrigated: leased land, 
farm Land Tax the Seasonal then rent on 

Quality or the land 
of the Perennial/ ·-------------Soil: Source of Land Rent 
Deep/ Irrigation/ 
~tedium/ Nature of 
Light Ownership 
Sandy/ of Source 
Clayish of 
etc. Irrigation 

Cropping Pattern 

Kharif Rabi Summer 

Crop Acreage Crop Acre- Crop Acre-
age age 

32b 

Total Acreage: 

Production 

Principal Crop Subsidiary Crop 

Name Production 
of and 
Crop Value 

Name 
of 
Crop 

Production 
·and 
Value 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- --- - --- --- -- - - - - - - - - -- -- ----- - - ------ - - ~ - - - - --
A: OWNED 

B: LEASED 
(In/Out) 

C. FALLO"II' LAND: 

(a) How many acres? 

(b) Reason for leaving fallow: 

(c) Is it possible to bring the fallow land under cultivation? 

If Yes, how so? 

If "Yes" answer for (c), then, which crop could be cultivated on this land? 
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The success or this project may be assessed in the 

number or orchard owners benef'ited by it. An earlier 

A.R.D.c. project (1979-80) executed at the Bijapur district 

of' lCarnataka claimed (in its 1982 report) to have substan

t1al.1y increased the net income or the Thompson Seedless 

gravers or the region. The report compared the net incomes 

or the Thompson Seedless cul.tivators who had proceeded with 

the rtnancial and other assistance rrom the A.R.D.C. Project 

with those acquiring rinancing tram other sources {the most 

likely of' 'Which 1s intermediary rtnancing). J.n average net 

income or Rs. 13,600 (including the imputed value or ramlly 

labour) accrued to the rarmers receiving assistance rrom the 

project as compared to the net income of Rs. 1 1 230 per acre 

for those outside the project. 8 Since the pri.J1a1T thrust or 
the A.R.D.C. projects discussed here is the provision or 

adequate9 and timel.y rinancing at reascmable interest rates, 

it may be correctly concluded that the unavailabUity or 

such can sharply reduce the size or the net income after 

paid out cost. J. further insight into the impact or 

8 •Development of Grape Cultivation 1n Bijapur Dis-
trict, Kama taka', a report published by the A.R.D.C., 
Bombay, 1982 1 p. 37. 

9 .&. loan of' Rs. 201 000 per acre voul.d substantially 
exceed the cost of' cultivation (vbich in the Bijapur pro
ject vas round to be Rs. 13,850/acre 1n actual. paid out 
cost). The remaining amount voul.d1 therefore, be available 
tor marketing expenses. 
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intermediary rinancing upon the farmrs• net incomes has al

ready been provided in the Chapter IV or this study. 

The shortcomings or the A.R.D.c. projects with re

gard to the needs or the Poona orchard growers would centre 

aroand the conrinement or its t:each only to grape cultiva

tors. Since the extent or intermediary financing 1s much 

greater for banana, orange, mosambi and rrutt other than 

grape, the needs or the Poona orchard growers would not 

really be served with a project so narrow in scope. The 

extent or financing (Rs. 201 000 per acre) 1s reasonable. 

The surety. requirement or choupath (or the rinancing or one 

acre for every 4- acres or irrigated cultivable land) mq be 

a little stringent ror some or the Poona cultivators. Such 

limi.tations no!Mlthstand1ng1 th~ A.R.D.C. projects are good 

model.s to be emulated and adapted to local. regional needs. 

It is being recommended here that s1m1l.ar projects with 

suitable modifications be tried 1n the Poona district to 

allow the orchard growers reprieve rrom middlemen rinancing. 

(7) Extension Services 

Extension services have the potential or pro

viding a valuable adjunct to the overall errort to improve 

productivity, reduce crop destruction and damage, and in

crease marketing erficiency. Extension workers can bring 

to the rarmers the results or latest scient1t1c discoveries 

from the experimental rarms which rarmers cannot obtain 
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from their peers or their own experiences. New methods and 

inputs available in the market that may be used to combat 

orchard diseases and pests would be a contribution which 

the Poona orchard growers would be overJoyed to receive. 

New techniques for better yield are being developed and 

tried at the agricultural universities in Maharashtra. The 

extension services could demonstrate these results and the 

results of other technological advancements, the latest in 

harvesting and packing techniques etc. to the farmers. The 

ability of the Poona farmers to maintain high yields more 

or less consistently would enhance their ability to acquire 

credit on easier terms as the risks of credit advancement to 

them diminishes. ~his would be especially true if orchard 

credit programmes similar to the A.R.D.C. projects are begun 

in the Poona district. 

6.7.1 CLOSING REMARKS 

Market regulation has been an essential force in 

regulating and standardising the performance of market 

services at the Poona market. However, it sutters from 

implementational handicaps. Unaccompanied by certain 

necessary structural improvements, market regulation has 

been unable to significantly increase the net returns to 

the cultivators or the availability of quick dependable 

and informative market intelligence. However, a properly 

functioning regulated market has the potential or 
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significantly improving many facets of fruit marketing in 

the Poona city. To this end market regulation has had 

partial success. The effectiveness of market regulation 

will be vastly enhanced if the State•s agricultural policy 

is redesigned to specifically address the structural 

problems related to.capital availability, communication ~d 

the availability of water, fertilizers and other essential· 

requirements to good yields and more assured returns. The 

structure of marketing has experienced several positive 

changes since the Gadgil report both because or changes 

over time as a result or overall development of the district 

as well as because of market regulation. Unfortunately 

many of the inefficiencies mentioned in the Gadgil report 

continue today.· The wide range.of remedies suggested in the 

dissertation and summarised above should over time be able 

to address and eradicate many of these inefficiencies. 
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FRUIT CULTIVATION AND MARKETING 
IN POONA DISTRICT: 

A SOCIO-ECONOMIC SURVEY 

PART I: !QUESTIONS ADDRESSED TO CULTIVATORS 

Name . 2. Village: . 
Religion and Caste: 4. Taluka : 
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Questionnaire No. . 6. Date of Interview: . 
Village of Origin: 8. Taluka of Origin: 

District of Origin: 

If respondent immigrated from another 
area, then the timing af 
for the immigration : 

and reason 

How many-generations have you lived 
in this village? 

Principal occupation 

Secondary oec·upation 

What other occupations do the members 
of your household have? 

Basic data about members of the household:; 

(i) No. of Adult Males 

(ii) No. of Adult Females 

Level of Formal Schooling: 

(iii) Children 

16. Can youl!(i) Add (ii) Subtract (iii) Multiply (iv) Divide ' 

17. Regarding Hired Permanent Labour: 

(i) Number of Male/Female Workers: 

1. 

2. 

J. 

(ii) Wage 



Name 
of 
farm 

Plot 
No. 

PART II 

Culti
vable 
Land 

LAND UTILIZATION AND CROPPING PATTERN, 1977-78 

Total 
Land 
Tax 

Descrip
tion of 
the 
Quality 
of the 
Soil: 
Deep/ 
Medium/ 
light/ 
Sandy/ 
Clayish 
etc. 

Whether 
Irrigated: 
Seasonal 
or 
Perennial/ 
Source of 
Irrigation/ 
Nature of 
Ownership 
of Source 
of 
Irrigation 

If cultivating 
leased land, 
then rent on 
the land 

Land Rent 

Cropping Pattern 

Kharif Rabi Summer 

Crop Acreage Crop Acre- Crop Acre-
age age 

Total Acreage: 

Production 

Principal Crop 

Name 
of 
Crop 

Production 
and 
Value 

32o 

Subsidiary Crop 

Name 
of 
Crop 

Production 
·and 
Value 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -
A: OWNED 

B: LEASED 
(In/Out) 

C. FALLO".V LAND: 

{a) How many acres? : 

{b) Reason for leaving fallow: 

(c) Is it possible to bring the fallow land under cultivation? 

If Yes, how so? 

If "Yes" answer for. (c), then, which crop could be cultivated on this land? 



Seq. Survey No. 
No. (If there 

is one) 

PART III FRUIT CULTIVATION AND PRODUCTION (1977-78) 

Acreage 
(or 
hectares) 
of land 
under fruit 
cultivation 

Number of 
trees or 
plants 

At the At the 
time of time of 
Planting Survey 

-------
Where ware 
the plants 
purchased 
and for 
how much? 

------ -------
How much Till what 
time must age does an 
pass orchard 
between continue 
planting to bear 
and marketable 
fruit fruit? 
bearing? 
(Gestation 
period) 
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------ --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - . --
How do Production by Each Crop Season 
you space -----------------~------·------------------------the 
plants/ 

First Crop Second Crop Third Crop 
From From From 

trees To To To 
in your ------------- ------------- --------------orchard? Output Value Output Value Output Value 

- - - - - - -- - - - --- - - ---- - ----- ------- --- --- - - ---- - -- - - - - - - ---- - - - - - - - ~ - . -- ~ - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - -- . - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---- -- - - - - - - -
Q.: How many times before this have you cultivated this fruit? Pleasd explain. 



PART IV QUESTIONS RELATING TO CROPPING METHODS, 
USE OF LAND AND CROP PRODUCTION 
(Particularly Based on Fruit Crops) 

1. Why do you select these crops? 
(Give reasons) 

2. Has there been any increase or decrease 
in area under Fruit crop in your land 
euring the last 5 to 6 years? 
Why ? 

3. Was fruit crop production normal last year? 

3~30 

If not, what is normal per acre fruit crop production? 

Type of Fruit Total Production Value 

4. What recent measures have to be adopted recently 
to increase fruit production? 

5. Do you experience labour shortage during the 
busy sea~onl? 

If Yes, what do you do to solve the prob~em? 

6. Do you experience any difficulty acquiring adequate 
~uantities of materials required for crop production 
(such as water, fertilizers, seed, electricity/oil 
i.e. fuel, etc.)? 

7. Do you get information about modern methods of 
cultivation from Government, organizations, Privately 
or from Cooperative Societies? · 
(Please give detailed information.) 

-
8. Do you take any other crops in-between fruit trees 

in your land (inter-cropping)? 

Normally, in which month? Area? 

A) Area under such crops 

Total Production of such crops: 

Total Value: 



s. Type of Work 
No. 

PART V INITIAL ;;;sTABLISHI:JENT COST OF THE ORCHAHD 

Year : , 
~ ~ ~f.._K, ~'., ~·JJ-

Total 
No.of 
Hours 

Household Labour 

Permanent 
Hired 
Labour Jllale 

Fruit: Acreage: . 

Temporarily Hired Labour 

Female Bullock Nale Female 
---··---- ------- --~----~ ------- ---------- ----------

llD llD ~ c: c: llD llD llD c c: c: 
~ 'Pi ~ 
.ll:lll .ll:lll .ll:lll . r..>. . r..>. . r..>. 

0 0111 0 ~g 0 ifg :z: ;3:0 2: 2: 

'" '" Ill '" Ill 
.ll:lll .ll:lll ID .ll:lll ID . r..>. . r..>. llD . r..>. llD 

0 ~g 0 gg ~ 0 0111 ~ 2: 2: 2: )::Q - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - . - - - - - -. - - - - - - - -- - -- - -
1. Ploughing 

Hoeing 
Harrowing 
Cleaning 
Tilling 

2. Planting 

). Gap filling 

4. Angles and Trellis 
(Supports) 

5. Fertilizers: 
(a) Nanures 
(b) Compost 
(c) Chemical Fertilizers 

6. Weeding-loosening 
Praparine 3t!rls/3ur;.Ji,,;; 

7. 1-'atering 

a. Spraying of Insecticides 
and Pesticides 

9. Post-Planting Fertilizers 

10. Other 

- -

No. of Trees: 

Bullock 

llD c: 
'" Ill 
.:.:Ill Ill . r..>. llD 

0 o:u Ill 
2: )::Q ):: - - - - ---

Materials Required 

-------------------·-

Total 
Expendi
ture 

Type Quantity Value 
( Rs , ) ( its • ) 

- - - --- - - --- ---- - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -



PART VI ANiWAL H:~CURRING COST OF ORCHARD MAINTENA!lCE 

Fruit: Acreage: No. of Trees: 

- - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---- -- - - - - - - - - ------
Total 
Expendi
ture 

s. 
No. 

Type of Work Total 
No.of 
Hours 

Household Labour 

------------------------------------Permanent 
Hired 
Labour Male Female Bullock 

Temporarily Hired Labour 
-------------------------------------

Male Female Bullock 
------- ------- ----------- ------------ -------·--

1-!atarials Required 

---------------------Type Quantity Value 
( Rs.) (Rs.) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - ---- - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- -- - -- - - - - -
1. Ploughing 

Hoeing 
Harrowing 
Cleaning 
Tilling 

2. Planting 

J, Gap filling 

4. Angles and Trellis 
(Supports) 

5. Fertilizers: 
(a) Manures 
(b) Co:npost 
(c) Chemical Fertilizers 

6. Weeding-loosening 
Preparing Beds/Bunding 

7. Watering 
a. Sprayi~g of Insecticides 

and P.:sticides 
9. Post-Planting Fertilizers 

10. Other 
11. 'liatching 
12. Pruning 
1). Harv~:~sting 

14. Any other 

15. Total 

I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .. - - - .. 



PART VII : IF ORCHARD IS SOLD TO CROP CONTRACTORS: 

1. Do you sell your orchard to contractors? 

If yes, which orchard? 

Which cropping season? 

Give reasons why. 

2. At which stage of fruit production do you sell 
the orchard to the middleman? 

3. Terms of contract: 

(A) To write on Stamp Paper in the presence of a 
witness at the time of entering into the 
contract 

(B) To enter into the contract orally in front 
·of a witness 

(C) To enter into the ·contract without witness 

(D) Any other 

4. What types of work· do you .(the farmer), have to do 
after the contractor has purchased the orchard? 

What types of work does the contract do? 

5. How does-the contract fix up the value of the yield? 

6. When and how do you get the value of produce? 

Do you simply trust your memory or do you maintain 
accounts of your expenses? 

?. Do you get all the instalments as per the agreement? 
Or is there generally a discrepancy? 

(a) Sometimes it differs 

(b) Always differs 

(c) Frequently differs 

(d) Never differs 

If so, what action do you take? 
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8. Do( rou know? (i) Addition (ii) Subtraction (iii)Multiplication 
iv) Division 

9. Do you taka an advance of capital funds from the Contractor? 

~bat is the rata of interest? 

10. How much of such advance was taken last year? 

~ben was it paid back? How? 

11. Do you retain and examine accounts slips and the amounts 
paid back by you, or do you just believe what the 
contractor tells you? 

Have you beea deceived any time? 

PART VIII : REGARDI&m FRUIT MARKETING 

~. Which market do you send fruit to? 

2. How do you select a particular market? 

). In what proportion is the fruit sent to different markets? 

4. What quality of fruit is sent to which markets? 

(a) Bombay (b) Puna (c) Ahmedabad (d) Surat 
(a) Other (name the market) 

5. What is the transport facility to each market? 

Is the transport done directly from your orchard or 
do you have to make soma other transport arrangement ? 

6. Who makes transport arrangement? How? 

(a) How many transport companies are theta in your village? 

(b) Do you depend only on one transport company or 
do you have contacts with more than one company? 
(Give names of the companies.) 

7. What types of responsibilities do the transport companies 
accept? 

8. Is there a metalled road from your village to the market? 

If noti what is the length of unmetalled road? 
(in mi es) · 
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9. \fuat protection does the fruit rlilceive under the 
folJowing conditions 

(a) Fruit damaged due to bad road conditions 

(b) Fruit damaged due to rain 

(c) Fruit damaged due to Sun 

(d) Fruit damaged due to theft · 

How many such cases occurred last year? 

10. Does your representative accompany the fruit with the truck? 

Is there any. agreement between you in this connection? 

Are expenses recoYered 
the truck? How much? 

from · 
the person accompanying 

11. Do you send fruit to one or more commission agents 
in each market? 

Name the commission agents in the Poona Market. 

12. How do you contact the commission agents? 

13. Does a commission agent give you advances, etc.? 

14. What amount does xX. he charge as interest for any 
such monetary help? 

15. Do you receive the Account Slip and Money on the same day. 
you send the goods to market? 

16. How do you get the price of: the goods? 

(a) Immediately after the sale 

(b) The farmer has to collect the amount every day 

(c) Amount sent by post 

(d) Other (explain) 



17. Do you (the farmer) yourself (or your agent) carefully 
watch the weighment of the goods? 

18. Do you often (or ever) notice any instances of cheating? 

How? (Please explain.) 

19. Do you send fruit duly counted or weighed? 

20. Do you have to make any extra payments to the commission 
agent? 

Why and how much? 

21. Do you properly preserve the receipts and check the amounts 
of expenses given by the commission agent? 

22. Do you get back the packing material used? 

If yes, how many times you re-use them? 

23. Do you enter. into cooperative activities with your neighbouring 
farmers in the areas of cultivation or marketing? 

If so, in which oparations? 

24. Are there any Fruit Growers' Arganizations in your area? 
If yes,- give. details of that organization. 

25. Are you a member of any Fruit Cultivation or Marketing 
Cooperatives? 

26. 

If yes, do you sell fruits through this organization? 
If not, Why? 

If you are a member of a fruit marketing cooperative, 
please give the following: 
a) The name of the organization 
b! The name of the central office 
c To which markets are the fruits sent through your 
d The total number of members of the Association 
e) When was your Association first established 
f) lny other details. 

_As~ociatiol 

27. If the fruits do not sell in the.market to which they were sent 
does the commission agent then send that fruit to othar markets' 
If so, then explain in details his methods. (For example, 
commission agents from Poona sends the unsold product to the 
commission agent in the Sholapur market. While doing so: 

b
a) He himself bears the additional expenses involved 

) Recovers the additional expenses by charging more 
commission than the normal one 

c) Or through any other source 



PART IX : DE'rAILS OF HARKiHING COSTS (AT 1'HE F'AiU·l) 

- . - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - ~ -- - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - --- - -s. Item of Expenditure 
No. 

Household Labour 

------------------------------------------Permanent 
Hired 
Labour Male Female Bullock --------- --------- --------- ---------No. Work- No. Work- No. Work- No. Work-

ing ing ing ing 
Days Days Days Days 

Hired Labour 
---------------------------------------------------

Male 

No. Work- Wages 
ing (Rs.) 
Days 

Female 

No. Work- Wages 
ing (Rs.) 
Days 

Bullock 

No. \vork- Wages 
ing (Rs.) 
Days 

3TI 

- - - - - - --
Materials 

- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - --- - ---- - - - --- - -- - -- - -
1. Harvesting 

2. Selection and 
Grading 

), Storing 

4. Packing 

5. Regarding Sale: 

Transport and 
Labour Charges 

(From the Farm to 
the road) 

Or Intermediary 
Transport 

6. Transport upto the 
market 

?. Travelling Expenses 

8. Loading/Unloading 
charges in the 
market 

9. Octroi 

10. Other Charges 

- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - . --------·---
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P~RT X , PACKI~G EXPENDITURE 

s. Item of Expenditure 
No. 

1. Basket 
Box 
Bag 
Gunny Bag 

2. Rope 
l~ails 

Metal Sheet 
Grass 
Paper 
Other 

3. Loading_ Charges 

- ·-

(Upto Railway Station, 
or S.T., or Truck) 

4. Transport : 

A) Truck Charges 

S.T. Charges 

Railway Charges 

B) Octroi 

C)' Other Taxes 

5. Brokerage 
'(commission Agents' Charge) 

' 
No. Value Quantity No.of 

Fruits 
packed 

- ------ - - - - -

---·-----



PART XI,: COSTS AND CHARGES AT THE MARKET YARD 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----
1. Unloading of Goods - Labour Charges 

2. Expenditure involved in storing 
of Unsold Fruits 

3. Measuring, Weighing and Grading 
Expenses in Poona 

4. Market Committee Fees 
(e.g. Cess) 

5. Corporation Fees 

6. Charities and Donations 

7. Postage and Communication 

8. Other Expenditure 

Rate Total 
Expenditure 

(Rs.) 
-- -.-------

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---- -- -- - -·- -
9. Estimated Total Expenditure: 

Estimated total expenditure during 
the whole year over the entire crop 



1. 

PART XII 

Agency from whom 
loan :tx taken 

Acquaintance, 
Friend, etc., or 

2.Relative 

). Money-lender 

4. Cooperative 
Society 

. 5. Bank 

6. Commission Agent 

7. Pre-Harvest 
Contractors 

8. lny'Other 

LOANS TAKEN BY THE FARMEH 

Total 
amount 
of 
loan 
taken 

When Reason Rate Period 
of 
inte-
rest 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - -
Repayment uptil now 

-------------------From Inte- Total 
Prine- rest 
ipal 
amount 

Year 
and 
month 
repay
ment 
done 



PART XIII INFORMATION ABOUT FRUIT MARKET 

1. How do you get information about prices of fruits in 
different markets? 

(Through Commission Agents, Newspapers, Radio, T.V., 
Neighbours or any other source) 

2. \fuat is the current practice of sale of fruits? 

J. 

In Poona 

In Bombay 

Other 

If fruits are sold in Poona: 

a) Are you aware of the Poona 
1-1arkets Act? 

b) How and when did you find 

c) When was th.a Poona mark.at 

Agricultural 

out about it? 

regulated ? 

d) Is it being properly implemented? 

Produce 
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4. Are you aware that wholesale market has shifted elsewhere 
from the Phule Market? 

a) Where has it been shtfted? 

b) What facilities are being provided at this new place? 

c) What do you think about this new location of the 
wholesale market yard? 

Will it affect you positive/negatively? 

5. Has anybody asked you your opinion about the changes b.afore 
or after the Market Regulation? 

'ff'ho and How? (In a meeting, or personally) 

h'hat were your comments/suggestions? 
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PART XIV ABOUT MARKET REGULATION 

1. While selling' fruits in the Market: 

In 'Hundreds' measure, actually how many fruits do 
get included in the count? (e.g. 120, 130) 

In Poona : 

Elsewhere: 

2. What was the condition existing before the introduction 
of Market Regulation? 

Have instances of deception been reduced since the 
application of the Poona Agricultural Produce ?-Iarkets Act? 

3. Do you get .the price of yo~r produce sold in the market 
quicker as a result of the ~mplementation of this Act? 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Are the Account Receipts more detailed now than before? 

Are the prices raceived by you for produce? ., 

(a) more than before 

(b) less than before 

(c) no change 

(A) Is it more difficult now than before to get advance 
from the commission .agent ? 

(B) If yesi do you depend more than before on banks or 
other ending agencies? 

7. By which method are the produce being sold at Poona? 

Open auction/Closed auction 

Which do you prefer? Why? Give reason. 

8. (a) Do you fedl more confident about the sale of the produce 
since the Poona market has been regulated? 

(b) Does the regulation of the Poona market encourage you 
to sell more of your fruits in Poona.market than 
before? 
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9. Do you consider the supervision of the Market Committee 
adequate? 

10. Have you ever had any confrontations/disagreements with 
your commi~sion agent? 

Please relate your experience. 

11. Did you get any help from the Market Committee on this 
occasion or with regard to other problems? 
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SOCIO-ECONOMIC SURVEY OF PRODUCTION AND MARKETING 
OF FRUI'fS IN THE POONA DISTRICT - 1978 

Questionnaire for Khotidar 

1. Name of the Khotidar: 

2. Native Place: · Taluka: 

Residence: 

Religion: Caste: 

i) Reason for leaving the village 

ii) When qid you leave the village? 

Date: 

District: 

iii) Since when are you a Pre-Harvest Contractor? 

Of which fruits? 
. 

iv) Are you engaged in any other occupation 
other than Khotidar~? 

If yes, name the occupations: 

v} Give the reasons why you entered Khotidari. 

vi) What was your occupation prior to Khotidari? 

vii} Please describe the Khotidari business in fruit 
in the district when you entered the business. 

viii) Presently is this Khotidari occupation your sole 
trading concern or in partnership? 

ix) If it is in partnership, what is the nature 
of the partnership? 

x) What are the occupations of the other ~embers 
of your family? 

). Nature of Agre~ment between the Farmer and Khotidar: 

a) Written Agre~ment (on stamp-paper and the signature 
of witnesses) . 

b) Written Agreement (on stamp-paper but without,the 
signature of witnesses) 
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c) Oral Agreement (In the presence of witnesses) 

d) Oral Agreement (Without any witness) 

e) No Specific Aereament. 

4. Period of accepting Khoti: 

a) Which blossom/season 

b) In which month do you make the Khoti purchase? 

c) During which sta~e of fruit? 

5. After the agrcament, what is the nature of the responsi
bilities shared between the farmer and the Khotidar? 

6. While selling on Khoti how is the bargain settled? 

7. After settling the bargain, maimer in which farmers 
a·re paid: 

at· 
a) The entire amount is paid in lump-sum. the beginning. 

b) The entire amount is paid in lump-sum but at the end. 

c) The payment is ~ade in.more than one instalments. 

d) If paid i~_more than one instalments, what is the 
nature of such i~~talments? 

8. What is normally the nature of conflict between the farmer 
and the Khotidar, if such conflict arises? 

9. Is there any specific difference between the agreement 
re~arding Pre-harvest contracts with small farmers, and 
large farmers? 

If so, what is that? 

10. Generally, which are the villages/areas from which you 
a:cept orchards on Khoti? 

Village Taluka 

11. In the regton in which you take contracts, are the only 
Khotidar? 

If there are other Khotidars too, how many others (that 
you are aware of) are operating in the same area as you? 
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12. If you are the only Khotidar, what possible reasons could 
there be for others not accepting Khoti in that region? 

1). Normally, how many fruit-trees do you purchase on 
contract in any season? 

How many fruit-tr.es rlid you contra~t last year? 

14. If you are offering advances/loans to farmers: 

a) ~1hen do you extend the loan? 

b) For which reasons? 

c) What are the ttlrms and conditions? 

d) What is the rata of interest? 

15. How does the farmer make the repayment? 

a) Do you deduct the amount from the sale proceeds? 

b) nny other method. 

16. What is normally the quality of fruit you contract in? 
( Good/f•1edium/Poor} 

17. When you xk do the following't 

a) Spraying of insectici~es/pesticides 

b) Harvesting (state of fruit development) 

c) Grading of fruits {How many grades are there7) 

d) How and where do you store the purchased fruit? 

e) ~·lhat p;ranes of fruit do you select for different 
markets? (Bombay, Poona, etc.) 
What type of packing do you uga for each? 
Do you sell any of the fruit in the local market? 
Why so? 

Quality of 
Fruit 

Market 
Place 

Type of 
Packing 
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f) How do ?OU arrange for the transport of the fruit 
from the orchards? 

How do you personally make arrangements for the 
transport of the fruit to outside markets? 

g) How many transport agencies are th~re in this region? 

Do the trucks coma to the orchard to carry fruits? 
Or do you have to carry the fruits from the orchard 
to the place where the truck may be stationed? 

18. Expenditure on Harvesting of fruits, Grading and Packing: 

a) No. of family members working 

b) No. of workers engaged on daily wages: 

For how many days? 

Wages paid to them: 

c) How many are Saldars? 

Wage~ paid to them: 

d) Expenditure on baskets, gunny bags, etc., required 
for harvesting ~ of fruits, transport upto the store: 

19. Expensas on packing material (For one box/basket) 

20. Do you hire separat~ labour for the packing operation? 

~vages paid to them: 

Approximately how many boxes/baskets does one worker pack? 

21. What is the expenditure on the transport of fruits upto 
the truck stand? 

What labour charges do you pay for the loading of fruit 
into the truck? 

Av~rage per basket/box hamali charges~ 

22. In each market with how many Commission Agents do you do 
business? 

Name the Commission Agents in Poona that you do business with. 



~3. How do you protect the fruits against damage during 
transport (due to sun, rain, theft, etc.)? 
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Was there any theft of fruit in transport last year? 

No. of fruits stolen and price. 

24. When you send fruits to the market, does any one 
accompany the fruit? 

How do you collect your proceeds from the Commission Agents? 

Do you have to visit the market? 

What is the expenditure involved? 

25. Do you get help from the Commission Agents? (e.g. in 
respect of advan~e, arrangement of transport, 
ins~cticides, p~sticides, fertilizers, etc.) 

Do they charge for such help? 

26. Do you get money and account slip on the same day you 
send f~uits to the market? 

How do you get money of your goods? 
(By Post; Through the servants; or you have to go personally 

27. Have you kept carefully with you any of the receipts (account 
slips) given by the Commission Agent? 

28. Do you check the ac•::ount slips given to you? 

Are they corr~ct? 

29. Do you get back the boxes/baskets used for fruit packing? 

Do you re-use them for packing? 

\fuile re-using them what expenditure you have to incur 
for their repairs? 

How many times can you use such boxes/baskets for packing? 
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30. (A) Of the total value of Pre-harvest contract, what 
amount do you have to give. in advance? 

Do you have to take a loan for that? 

~fuat amount of loan did you take for this last year? 

From whom1 

What is the rate of interest? 

{B) In the expenditure incurred for sending fruits to 
market, approximately what is the expenditure per 
100 units {box or bag)? 

Do you have to take loan for that? 

What amount of loan you have taken for this last year? 

What is the rate of interest? 

)1. If you are taking loan from the Commission Agent or 
Money-lender (Sahukar) 1 then why do you not take.loan 
from a Cooperative or vommercial Bank? 

32. Does the -Commission Agent deduct the market charges at 
the pre-accepted rates? 

Or, does he make higher, unauthorized deductions~ as well? 

Do you ever fe .. ~l that there are unaccounted for deductions, 
charges and beets in the acoount slips? 



QUESTIONNAIRE 

NAME : 

OCCUPATION: COMMISSION AGENT 

1. Place of Origin 

2. Religion 

3. Caste 

4. Sub-caste 

5. Place of residence 

6. Father's Occupation 

DATE :. 

PLACE: 

7. The year when your family entered this occupation 
(fruit business) 

8. Year when respondent entered fruit business 

9. Family's earlier occupation 

10. Respondent's earlier occupation 

11. Reasons for taking up this occupation 
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12. Number of family members in fruit commissioning businees 

13. Other occupation of the. respondent 
• 

14. Other occupation of the·respondent'a family. 
(with special emphasis on occupations related to fruit, 
such as farming, khotidari, inter-market trading, 
retailing, etc.} . 

Any reasons for choosing Poona market? 
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15. If the respondent conducts business in any other market 
as well, then the name of that/those marKet/markets. 

16. 

Fruit handled 
(type and variety) 

( 1) 

- - -- - - - - - ~ 

il ii 
iii 
iv 
v) 

vi) 
vii) 

- - - - - -Place of 
orifin 

(2 --- -- -
- ~ - ---- - --Season- Mode of 
alit} 

(3 
trans)ort 

(4 ------- ---

- - - - - -- - ~ --- - -- ~ ---------

----

----

---
17. Whether fruit is graded or not and type ot grading: 

Fruit 

( 11 .. 

i) 
ii) 

iii) 
iv) 

viv~ 

- - - - --- - ---------- -- ---Yes/No 
• 

(2) 

It yes, then · Comment on flaws 
basis or grading or grading 

(3) (4) 
- - - - - - - - - ----- -- -- - - - - --

- - - - - - -------------' 
18. Do you grade the ungraded fruit? On what basis? 

Fruit 

i) 
11) 

iii) 

------------- -·---------Yes/No It yes, method. Reason (benefit) 
and basis ----- - -- --- - - ---- -- --

- - -- -- - - - --- - ~ ---- ---- -- ---
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19. Fruit quality coming to Poona 
(approximate gradation in A, B, C, terms) 

Fruit -------------~-------------Place of A/B/C 
origin 

Markets through which the 
fruit passes before reaching 
Poona stating whether the 
fruit market is regulated (R) 
or unregulated ()() in each 
ot these markets 

- - - - - - - - - ----- - --------- -- - -- -
20. Do you have dealings with farmers (F), khotidars (I), 

traders (T) or agents (A)? -

-----------------------------Fruit F/I/T/A Name a few Their place ot 
important ones residence 

(1) (2) ()) (4) 

------- -·---------------------
20A. State the differan~aethods rou adopt in making contacts 

with farmers (F), khotidars (I) 1 traders (T) and ag~nts (A). 

- - -- - -- - - - -- ---------------- - -Fruit and 
variety 

i) 
11) 

iii) 

Method 

------------------~------~---------------~ Farmers lhotidars Traders _ Agents 
--------- ----------- ~--~~-- ~----~-• b c d • b c cl • b c d • b c d ------------------------

------------------------------
21. With whOll is your major (5~ or so) trade conducted? 

Frul t F /1/T/ A 

22. Through which or the above-mentioned aethods do you conduct 
most or your trade? 

2). 

Fruitwise 

Total 

l I · 'f A 

In case of two comP.arable methods or making contacts and 
trading partner (Fli/T/A) whtch do you prefer and why? 

t) 
it) 
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24. Terms on which conduct trade under each possible circumstance 

(Traders) 
(Khotidars) 
(Farmers) 
(Agents) 

"Term" means (A) duties promised; (B) extra favours promised 
e.g. (a) giving advances, (b) getting khotidars in touch 
and vice versa ~- : (h) giving market intelligence by 
periodically dtspatching information about prices and a~rivals, 
(Ct) supplying pesticides and fertilizers, (<It) arranging for 
transpprtation, · (~) storing and caring for the fruit at the 
Poona mandai free of cost, (1'.) any other. · 

25. If you give any of the above .. mentioned services ·on payment 
what are the terms and charges of each of theextra·services? 

(a) 

~~l 
(d) l

e) . 

fJ 
~) 

26. a) State what functions you perform after the.Ma~ket Act 
has become applicable. 

b) State what functions you perfqrmed before the Market Act 
was applicable. Point out the changes~ 

27. Commission Agents' opinion about the existing and likely 
impact of the New Market Act: (including the open auction 

system) 

28. 

29. 

a) On Commission Agents 
b) On farmer 
c) On the market in gerieral 

(1) earnings and.prices, (2) convenience (trouble and time), 
()) Storage, (4) loan repayment, (S) arrivals, (6) costs, 
(7) any other. · 

What problems do you have with farmers, traders khotidars 
and retailers regarding: (a) loan repayment,.(bJ behaviour, 
(c) excessive complaints to authorities deterring your work, · 
(d) dissatisfaction with price, (e) bad pa·cking, (f) bad 
grading, (g) quality of fruit, (h) how they try to cheat you, 
(i) any other. . 

What is the place and method employed by y~u for storing 
different fruits? 
(In case a cold storage has bean used then the ·name of the 
cold storage, its location, rates, capacity, and other 
related data.) · 
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31. State problems related to present method of storage and 
suggest improvements. Also state what you think is the 
ideal method of storing each fruit. 

32. Give a general idea of the months during which!demand for 
fruit is high and why it is so. 

33. a) Is the farmer aware of market prices and arrivals? 
What is his source of information? 

b) Does he make any use of this knowledge to earn higher 
prices by-(i) timing the fruit, (ii) -improving the 
quality of fruit, packing methods, -grading, (iii) 
transportation through trucks rather than carts, (iv) 
choosing the right ·market or any other information or 
advice that you give him or he may learn through other 
sources. 

34. a) What do you feel about the wholesale market being 
shifted to Gultekadi? 

and 
b) Say what you think of the following/make any 

suggestions vou ~ike: 
i) the s~ction allotted to wholesale trade at Gultekadi 

ii) hamali charges 
iii~·market charges 
iv supervision and weighment 
v storage facilities. 

vi credit facility 
vii) Other provisions, e.g. time-saving methods of 

submitting accounts, etc., for facilitating market 
operations. 

35. Monthly Expenditure on Marketing: --- ~ --- - -Item QuantitY Money spent 

--------- -.-----------------
1. Market space rent 
2. Storing expenses borne by 

Commission Agent (C.A.) 
). Storing expenses not borne 

by C.A. 
4. Electricity 
5-. Servants 
6. Hamali, if borne by C.A. 
7. Licence fee 
8. Office for conducting business 
9. Spoilage · 

10. Any other - - -- - - - --- - :• - - -- ---------
36. Do you have a Commission Agents Association? State name and 

number. Describe structure and method of entry, activity, 
· uses and drawbacks of the Asse~iation. . 

37. Please give seasonal division of volume of business in actual 
or percentage terms in real and/or money units. 



QUESTIONNAIRE 

NAME : PLACE: 

OCCUPATION: RETAILER DATE : 
own/rent shop/cart/basket 

1. Place of origin 

2. Religion 

J. Caste 

4. Sub-caste 

5. Father's occ~pation 
.r 

6. Place of residence 

7. Year of starting fruit business by family 

g. Year when respondent entered fruit business 

9. Earlier occupation of family 

10. Earlier oecupation of respondent 

11. Number of family members in fruit selling business 
' 
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12. Scale and place of operationl if operating in more than 
one location, and relation or the person tending to 
fruit in each place. 

13. Other occupations of diffarent family members (including 
cousins and uncles) and their places of operation 

14. Other occupations of respondent and the days and hours 
spent in each occupation · 

15. Reason for choosing fruit selling 

16. Reason for choosing this particular location 

17. Any other family business 

18. Number of shops, carts owned by respondent or his family 
in Poena and other places,' naming each place · 



19. 
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-- -------------- -·--------------Fruit and variety handled place ot Season Occupa- Mode ot 
over the year and approx- purchase tion trans-
imate volume of each and frOlll and zwae port 

whom ot froa 
P·lrson place 
troaa whom of 
purchased purchase 

(1) (2) ()) (4) (5) 

-----------------------Amount Whole- Retail 
sale price 
price . ------------------------------

20. a) Do you purchase graded fruit? 

b) Do you regrade the fruit'! On what basis and into 
how many grades? 

Fruit 
i) 

ii) 
iii! iv 

v 

No. ot Grades 

21. Are you under obligation to any commission agent, i.e. are 
you tied to anyone or free to make your purchases from 
anyone you choose? 

' 22. In~c~se ot tie, what is the nature of the tie? 
i) Advances taken from Commission Agent for some 

purpose such as purchase ot cart 
ii) Earlier sum from fruit taken on credit 

iii) Friend or ~e!~~\ve · 
iv) Some extraA~~ormed by Commission Agent 
v) Some o~he~~bligation. 

2). It you are tree to choose any fruit, on what basis do you 
choose the fruit'! 

i) Knowing that commission agent gives fruit on credit 
ii) Knovtng that the commission agent gives loan when 

need•d for other purposes as well 
iii) Knovtng that the commission agent is of an amiable 

disposi tlon 
iv) Good relations With the farmer whose fruit the 

commission agent handles 
v) Knowing that the commission agent is an honest aan 

and will not charge high rates :fu of interest . 
and extras 



vi) 

vii) 
viii) 

ix) 
x) 

xi) 
xii) 
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Knowing that the commission ag•nt handles only good 
quality fruit 

The actual quality of the fruits 
Proximity to the entrance of the market yard 
The number around the commission agent 
The nature· of buyers around the commission agent 

(well-to-do buyers indicating that the auction 
price may go up high) 

No particular reason 
Some other reason like new fruit, known popularity 
of the fruit, lesser perishabilit_y or any other 
reason. 

24. Do you deal with more than one commiss~o~.agent? 

25. Do you purchase new fruit when more than 50% of the earlier 
lot of the same fruit/var~ety is unsold? 

26. Give a few examples of ho~ you pri~e _·your fruit after 
re-grading them. 

27. What methods "do you employ to keep your fruits fresh? 
. ' . . 

28. Wha~ methods do you employ te make .the·fruit appear more 
attractive to customers? · 

29. Consumer Behaviour: 

30. 

i) 
ii) 

iii) 

i:~ 
vi) 

iB 
iii) 
iv) 

Which fruit sells easily? 
What class of people,purchase which fruit and how 

does each class behave? 
(a! Rich (car owners) · 
(b Middle class (well-dressed but no car) 
(c Poor 

When do fruits get s~ld easily? (naming the 
festivals and occasions) · · 

Do consumers bargain? In what way? · . 
What problems do you have with consumers?. 
Any further comments on consumer behaviour. 

What is done with daily surpluses? · · 
What is the method of storage employed? . 
When (which day after purchase) are prices lowered? 
At around what percentage range of normal price are 

such spoilt truit.sold? 

31. What is the condition of packed fruit received by you? 
(A) Give some instances ot spoilt fruit at the time of 

opening the crate (peti) or basket(preferably in 
the same week) 
Date: Fruit: 
Partial spoilage on opening : less than 1~ 

10-25~ 
25-50~ 
50-75i' 

Complete spoilage (unsaleable): More than 75f, 



• 32. (a) 

(B) Spoilage due to Keeping: Overnight 
2-) days 
3-7 days 
7-10 days 
More than 10 days 

What is the normal fruit loss in each season? 
(summer, winter, monsoon - percentage) 
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i) fetching 75% or 3/4 of the normal price 
ii) fetching at least 50% or 1/2 ot normal price 

iii) fetching 2.5% or less price, and 
iv) totally unsaleable. 

(b) Fruit loss per unit of purchase 

(c) Value lost on account:of the spoilage. 
i 

33. (a) Among the different methods of packing fruit, from 
your experience which are the most suitable for each 
fruit? 

(b) Can you make any suggestions on better packing methods? 

: 34. (A) What is your source of finance? 
i~ Personal (percentage share) 

ii) Commission agent, .with name 
iii) Large trader, with name and location 
iv) Bank, with name and location and state the 

purpose for which used 
vi Cooperative credit society 

vi Moneylender . 
vii Friend or Neighbour 

viii) Any other. 

(B) Please give: 
i) The rate of interest for each 

ii) Terms and conditions 
iii) Period of loan 
iv) Frequency of loan . 

v) Penalty if debt unpaid 
vi) Outstanding debt to-date 

35. What problems do you experience regarding finance? 
1) high interest rate · 

ii~ difficulty of getting fruit on credit 
iii difficulty of obtaining loan (Advance) 
iv security deposit with lepder 
v tied to the .lender by obligation -

vi) any other. 
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36. What problems do you have with commission agents and big 
traders from whoM you purcha~e fruit? e.g. 

i) refusal to give fruit on credit 
ii) charge high rate or interest 

iii) do not permit you to choose your fruit, thereby 
forcing you to take good and bad fruit lumped 
together at the saMe price 

iv) do not take back any bad fruits that you may have 
round after checking your lot of fruit 

v) are rude - : 
vi) discriMinate against-you 
vii) pester you for loan repayment and even put your 

name on the non-cooperation board or the coMmission 
agents at the market place, without considering 
some genuine problems you may have had, such as 
being unable to sell the fruit within the stipulated 
time or requiring the money for some other important 
purpose · 

viii) any other. 

37. Comparing the open auction systea with the closed hatya 
systeza of -the pre-regulation period, which do you find 
better and why? 

38. Is the New Market Act good or bad and why? 

39. Can you read, write and speak Maratbi? 

40. Do you know basic arithmetic like addition, subtraction, 
multiplication and division? 

41. Do you maintain accounts of daily purchase and sales? 

42. Marketing Costs: (Monthly) 

----------------------------Item R&te Quan- Money 
tity value ---------- ------------------1. Licence fees 

2. Space charge or rent 
(If ovned then imputed rent) 

3. Servants 
4. Insurance 
5. Baskets 
6. Decorative items for sales promotion 

e.g. coloured paper 
7. Paper bags 
8. String 
9. Scales 

10. Knife and other accessories needed 
tor fruit business 

11. Electricity 
12. Storage 
13. Transportation from place of purchase 
14. Spoilage 
15. Any other 
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SPECIAL QUESTIONS FOR BIG TRAD&RS IMPORTING FROM OTH&R 
MARKETS AND SELUNG TO :BOTH RETAILERS AliD CONSUMERS 

1. a) Na~e the fruits you handle in ditferen~ seasons. 

b) Markets and source (farmer, afen~ of farmer, kho~idar, 
dalal, cooperative body, etc. from where you purchase 
each frui~ and why. 

c) The source or each frui~ variety 
(village, taluka, district, and state) 

d) The markets through which the rrut~ passed 
e) The modes of transportation in each case 
f) Modes of packing of each frul~ from dlfferen~ sources, 

pointing out any changas in the packing methods tha~ may 
have been effected after the frul~ lef~ the farmer 
and • by w~om 

g)" The nature of storage at dltferen~ markets and stages 
h) A brief idea of the functioning of each it the 11arkets 

through which the frul~ may have passed: whether regulated 
or no~,.open or closed auction, rules, charges, cleanliness, 
etc. 

1) The day/time the frul~ let~ the farmer and the day/time 
the frul~ reached Poona market. 

2. Marketing Costs from Source: . 

-~---------------------------Item Itemwlse Coats 

-~-----------------
1. Picking 
2. Packing 
). Hamal! and other labour 
4. Transportation (non-hamal!) 
5. Commission to agents 
6. Storage 
7. Octroi a. Market charges 
9. Charity and other expenses 

10. Other costs like deductions 
11. Spoilage 
12. Any other 

\ 

---------------
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). a) What are the other channels of fruit that you handle, 
from the village of production? 

b) Can you, through your experience, throw some light on 
market costs from any of these channels? 

1. Picking 
2. Packing 
). Hamali 
4. Non-hamali transportation 
5. Commission agents charges 
6. Octroi . 
7. Market charges 
8. Charity and other expenses 
9. Storage charges 

10. Other expenses like deductions, etc. 

4. Price Spread: 

-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - --
1 2 4 

----------- -·---------------- --
1) Fruit: 

Cost Price 
Selling Price 

2) Fruit: 
Cost Price 
Selling Price 
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